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論文擇要 
雕環吉祥一香港民居木雕之象徵語言研究 
論 文 旨 在 提 出 一 個 研 究 架 構 去 理 解 建 築 裝 飾 中 吉 祥 圖 案 之 意 義 。 本 文 以 建 築 木 雕 作 為 
媒 體 去 分 析 象 徵 圖 案 明 示 和 隱 含 的 意 義 。 研 究 著 重 每 所 中 國 房 屋 中 象 徵 裝 飾 的 整 體 配 
置 所 表 達 之 吉 祥 意 義 。 它 為 建 築 裝 飾 的 建 構 提 供 了 新 的 描 述 。 
中 國 房 屋 的 概 念 包 含 了 功 能 價 值 ， 社 會 價 值 和 象 徵 意 義 ， 這 才 真 實 及 整 體 地 反 
映 了 中 國 人 的 生 活 環 境 。 中 國 房 屋 的 其 中 一 個 象 徵 意 義 ， 是 用 作 一 工 具 ， 議 居 住 者 表 
達 他 們 的 生 活 哲 學 、 個 人 抱 負 ， 或 表 達 宇 宙 觀 ， 報 以 精 神 上 的 慰 藉 。 建 築 裝 飾 擔 任 著 
重 要 的 角 色 。 通 過 這 些 象 徵 性 的 裝 飾 ， 我 們 的 袓 先 著 意 地 表 達 他 們 對 生 活 的 渴 求 ， 和 
宣 揚 道 德 的 教 育 。 這 些 祈 願 表 達 了 中 國 人 的 「 吉 祥 」 概 念 。 
本 文 的 研 究 概 念 乃 根 據 费 爾 丁 那 德 • 列 森 提 出 的 中 國 人 的 「 象 徵 語 言 J 。 個 别 
的 圃 案 被 理 解 為 表 達 約 定 俗 成 象 徵 意 義 的 圖 像 字 囊 。 這 些 字 囊 或 單 獨 存 在 ， 或 以 特 別 
的 格 式 和 規 律 組 成 吉 祥 圖 。 吉 祥 圖 就 是 表 達 更 精 緻 和 複 雜 吉 祥 訊 息 的 圖 像 片 語 。 本 文 
識 別 了 屬 於 三 類 ， 共 十 四 所 香 港 中 國 傳 統 建 築 的 裝 飾 圖 案 。 籍 著 記 錄 民 宅 、 禮 儀 和 宗 
教 建 築 的 木 雕 裝 飾 圖 案 的 所 在 位 置 、 内 容 和 隱 含 意 義 ， 每 所 建 築 的 象 徵 語 言 得 以 建 
立 ° 
通 過 分 析 圖 像 字 棄 、 片 語 和 象 徵 語 言 ， 使 我 們 對 中 國 傳 統 建 築 的 象 徵 意 義 有 更 
深 一 層 的 理 解 。 本 研 究 的 發 現 揭 示 了 象 徵 圖 案 並 非 隨 意 
地 被 選 取 ， 而 是 有 計 劃 地 配 置 以 有 效 表 達 吉 祥 意 義 。 每 
所 傳 統 建 築 都 有 獨 特 編 制 的 願 望 組 合 。 卜 
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ABSTRACT 
Carving Jixiang 吉祥：A Study of the Symbolic Language of Wood Carvings in Hong 
Kong's Chinese Traditional Buildings 
This thesis aims to provide a f ramework for the understanding the meaning of the auspicious 
motifs seen in the architectural decorations. It takes architectural wood carvings as the 
medium to investigate the meanings of these symbolic motifs, both the denotative and 
connotative one. It considers the full assemblage of symbolic ornamentat ion for conveyance 
of auspicious meanings within individual Chinese traditional building, providing new 
evidence of the decorative schema. 
The idea of a Chinese house is composed of its functional , social, and symbolic 
values, which reflect truly the living environment as total entity in Chinese context. One 
essential symbolic character of a Chinese house be would funct ioning as an instrument for 
the inhabitants to express their living philosophy, personal aspirations or reflect their 
cosmological outlook, so as to render spiritual comfort . Architectural decorations play an 
important role. Through these symbolic ornamentations, our forefathers deliberately express 
their desires to lives and promote moral teaching. These invocations can be rendered as 
jixiang 吉祥，Chinese's idea of auspiciousness. 
The method for analysis is conceptualized by the "symbol ic language" of Chinese 
introduced by Ferdinand Lessing. Individual motif is defined as a pictorial vocabulary that 
expresses conventional symbolic meaning. These pictorial vocabularies may stand alone, or 
be put together in specific format and order to form jixiang tu 吉祥圖，which are pictorial 
phrases that give more refined and complex jixiang messages. This thesis has deciphered the 
symbolic motifs in fourteen Chinese traditional buildings located in Hong Kong, which can 
be divided into 3 types, domestic, ceremonial , and religious. The full range of wood carvings 
motifs ill individual buildings are documented with three attributes: their place of 
occurrence, content, and attributed meaning, constructing the symbolic language in each 
building. 
The pictorial vocabularies and sets of symbolic language are analyzed to add another 
layer of understanding to the symbolics of Chinese traditional buildings. The findings 
suggest that the symbolic motifs were not chosen randomly but with a programmatic 
intention for expressing auspicious meaning with eff icacy. Characterist ic organization of 
wishes is found in indivdual buildings. 
Submitted by LO Ka Yu 
for the degree of Master of Philosophy in Architecture 
at The Chinese University of Hong Kong in August 2005 ‘ 
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1.1 Questions raised 
A Chinese tradit ional bu i ld ing ' , an ancestral hall, study hall, house or temple , funct ions more 
than a conta iner for human activities. They richly e m b o d y Chinese ideology and convey 
cosmologica l out look of the Chinese people, ref lect ing directly the totality of m a n ' s mental 
world . This spiritual sphere covers a wide spectrum: main tenances of // 禮 [ e t i q u e t t e ] , 
percept ion of the universe , rel igious devot ion, personal aspirat ions, fears and individual way 
of living. A Chinese house is a dwel l ing in which the inhabi tants can be united with the 
heaven and the earth ultimately.^ These values and invocat ions are expressed in the ways the 
bui lding is sited, des igned, spatially organized, constructed, decorated and furnished. The 
house speaks for the Chinese . The living phi losophy of households and idea of a Chinese 
house are revealed by the s tudies of scholars f rom di f ferent points o f departure . They look 
into the set t lement pat tern, l ineage and clan, spatial and formal organizat ion, construct ion, 
etc. The perspec t ive on the decorat ions of wood carvings has not been explored. 
Th i s in t roductory chapter will descr ibe the context and conceptua l f r a m e w o r k of the 
research, the me thodo logy adopted and the readings related to this s tudy. 
‘Here , "Chinese traditional buildings" refer to a general description of houses built and dwelled by Han Chinese 
following the continued manner throughout the history until Qing dynasty. Without a better word thai can 
include the varied design of buildings from time to time and the diverse regional style of Chinese buildings, 
"traditional" is used. 
~ In Zhaijing宅經[The Book of House], it reads广宅者，人之本。人因宅而立’宅因人得存。人宅相扶’ 
感通天地。" [ A dwelling is the basis of man. Man stands because of the dwelling. The dwelling exists • 
because of man. Man and dwelling support each other, in order to be connected with the heaven and the earth.]. 
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Fig. 1. A scene in the courtyard of a house illustrating a dimension of union 
of the heaven, the earth, and inhabitants. 
Peitian cun 培田村，Fujiang, 2001. 
T h e idea of a Ch inese house is composed of its func t iona l , social and symbol ic 
values.3 They ref lect truly the l iving env i ronment as a total enti ty in Chinese context . A 
house is basical ly a l iving unit in the practical sense, p rov id ing a shelter for its inhabitants . It 
also serves as a m a r k e r of social class structure. S o m e houses were des igned and const ructed 
accord ing to the social h ierarchy, as regulated by the sumptua ry law of Tang , Song and M i n g 
dynasties.'^ A n d cardinal ly , a Chinese house ref lects the symbol i c s of Ch inese culture. It is 
presented by s i tuat ing the house in the landscape, fu rn i sh ing the interior and decora t ing the 
house. 
O n e essent ial symbol ic character of a Chinese house wou ld be func t ion ing as an 
ins t rument for the inhabi tants to express their l iving ph i losophy , personal aspira t ions or 
ref lect their cosmolog ica l out look, so as to render spiri tual comfo r t . It is achieved by the 
mani fes ta t ion of archi tectural decora t ions , which create the contac t be tween man and the 
intangible reali ty: aspira t ions , prospects , life, natural forces , and the universe . There are too 
many th ings that go far beyond m a n ' s unders tand ing and expec ta t ion . Decora t ions open a 
channel for peop le to c o m m u n i c a t e with the u n k n o w n s and express the wishes . 
3 Ho Puay Peng 何培斌’ "The Seventeenth Century House - The Dialectic of The Living Environment", in Lo 
Kai Yin 羅啟姘 et al., Zhongguo gudian jiaju yu shenghuo huanjing : Luo Qiyan shoucangjingxuan 中國古 
典家具與生活環境：羅啟餅收藏精選 [ C l a s s i c a l and. vernacular Chinese furniture in the living 
environment: examples from the Kai-yin Lo collection], Hong Kong, Yong ming tang, 1998’ p. 44. 
4 In Gujin tushu jicheng 古今圖書集成，the sumptuary law of Song dynasty is narrated. It reads, ‘‘非官室寺 
觀’母得彩畫棟宇及朱齡漆梁柱窗爛’雕鍵柱礎� ” [Colour painted columns, red lacquer beams, columns 
and windows, and carved column bases are only allowed in official buildings and temples.] See Chen Menglei 
陳夢雷（1651-?)etal.’Gw_;7>7/wi’/7w.//c’/7t?^ 古今圖書集成’ see edition in Taibei, Dingwen shuju 鼎文書局，. 
1 9 7 7 , v o l . 77，p. 3 5 9 . 
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Simultaneously, man is rewarded by being himself place at the house, and the habitat they 
live. 
Architectural decorat ions are commonly understood as a primal component in Chinese 
traditional architecture. Various arts and crafts are applied onto it undoubtedly. They 
manifest artistic expression throughout the whole building, f rom the overall exterior 
appearance down to a small architectural detail, thus fo rming the peculiar characteristics of 
its own. Decorat ions of all kinds constitute that unique tone, including painting, plastering 
relief, porcelain f igures, and carvings of wood, stone and brick. Specif ic kinds of motifs and 
ornamented patterns are employed, like auspicious animals, mot i fs of good blessings, and 
figures f rom folk stories. Nevertheless, all these together draw an over simplistic picture to 
introduce and describe decorations in Chinese houses. A general perspective is often 
imposed on the discussion of Chinese architectural decorat ions. The global tradition only 
brings us an overview without telling more in the ways the decorat ions are allocated in a 
Chinese house. When we look into the decorat ions of individual houses , even of similar 
spatial form and size, d i f ferences are always discovered in the way the mot i fs is chosen and 
composed in a decorat ive panel. They are unique creation by craf t smen f rom different trades 
who composed ornamenta t ions of enormous varieties. Instead of summar iz ing and itemizing 
the decorat ions, in-depth study is valuable for looking into the individuality of decorations 
shaped by local cul ture and circumstances, and idiosyncratic practices in localized areas. 
From which, the “small t radi t ion" is revealed, which becomes is another layer of r ichness 
added to the whole picture of architectural decorat ions across the whole China. This thesis 
will take wood carvings as the medium to investigate the undisclosed dynamics of 
architectural decorat ion in Chinese houses. 
General ly speaking, t imber is the major material in the construction of Chinese 
houses. It appears only at the visible locations in the living quarters of a house. Different 
f rom the roof , f ront entrance, or gable wall that are exposed to the outside, wooden elements 
construct the introverted space inside the house in which people are dwelled. It is natural that 
every surface of wooden e lements becomes an obvious area to be decorated. Different means 
and technics were explored to highlight the decorat ive potential of each piece of wooden 
element . Such means are like chisell ing the constructional pieces into shape that gives visual 
pleasure, engrav ing high or low relief on the surface, or even carving the wooden 
components into sculptures. One can appreciate the aesthetics of wood carvings that are 
spread over a house : on the fascia board under the eaves, the gejia P禹架 and beams of the 
frontal elevat ion, linggong 令梹 [ p a r a l l e l bracket set] and tuofeng 乾峰 [ c a m e l ' s hump] of 
the stacked beams and struts system, menzan 門替 [ d o o r peg] above the entrance door, the 
ceremonial screen door and the lattice screen atop, guuzhu 瓜柱 [ s h o r t column] , tuofeng . 
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and queti 雀替 [ s p a r r o w brace] of the structural f r a m e in the halls, latt ices of the panelled 
door and w i n d o w s of the side chamber , cei l ing panels and huazhao 花 罩 [ d e c o r a t i v e 
sur rounds] at the main hall . These wood carvings create an a tmosphere in which one cannot 
ignore the mot i f s on the wood carving. (Fig. 2) 
_ 國 
Fig. 2. Wood carvings spread over a house. 
Moude Tong 懋摁堂，Antain cm/!安括村，Zhejiang. 
(from Hua Dehan 華德韓，Zlwitggiw Dongyang mudiao 中國東味木雕 
IDongyang Wood Carving of China], Hangzhou, Zhejiang sheying chubanshe 
浙江攝影出版社，2001，p.l88.> 
It is be l ieved by many scholars^ that through the mot i f s , our fo re fa the r s expressed 
their desire to bet ter l iving, p rosperous life, good for tune , a c a d e m i c ach ievemen t , high civil 
and social rank . T h e s e were the main wishes of an ordinary Ch inese . At the same t ime, 
o rnamen ted pa t te rns were used as didact ic ins t ruments to p r o m o t e ethical values , such as 
decentness , f a i th fu lness , filial piety, restraint, and r igh teousness . T h e m e a n i n g of the mot i f is 
beyond the depic ted pat tern. It is c o m m o n l y agreed that the mot i f s on w o o d carvings are 
‘ symbol ic , possess ing connota t ions in addit ional to its conven t iona l and obv ious mean ings . 
They m e a n no t only themse lves , and some th ing beyond themse lves . All the mot i f s contain 
ausp ic ious mean ings , but not apparent at first g lance. T h e idea of ausp ic iousness const ructs a 
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signif icant port ion of Chinese symbolic culture. It is rendered as Chinese words jixiang 吉 
祥，which e tymological ly signif ies blessing and virtuous, and is a symbol i t s e l f . 
T o express the aspirat ions towards jixiang, there are t r emendous ways: rebuses, 
punning language, associat ion, visual metaphors and ways that can be easily understood. A 
Chinese would c o m m o n l y share the auspicious meanings of the mot i fs , such as a magpie 
emblems xi 喜 [ h a p p i n e s s]，o r a peony symbol ises weal th. Several mot i f s may form a 
phrase that denotes more complex symbol ic meanings , for example , a bat holding a coin 
embodies the notion of fuzai yanqian 福在目艮前 [may good bless ing be in front of your 
eyes], and peony b lossoms accompanied with Chinese bulbul express ing the wish haitou 
fifgui 白頭富貴 [ m a y you have wealth and honour in the old a g e ] ? (Fig. 3-Fig. 4) The 
message is retr ievable only if we can dist inguish the symbols and its representat ions. These 
translat ions cannot be easily interpreted currently. Al though the exact meaning of a 
particular symbol may never be known, one is able to c o m e close to the unders tanding of the 
design schema of mot i fs . 
Fig. 3. A bat holding a coin suggests fuzai yanqian 福在目艮前[may good 
blessing be in front of your eyes]. 
(Henry's collection, 2005.) 
5 See Knapp (丨 999)，Lou (1998) and Wang (1986). 
6 See Xu Shen 許慎（？-丨20)，幼woweny/ez/ 説文解字[Interpret the Text and Explain the Word], as contained 
in Siku quanshu 四庫全書[Encyclopaedia of Four Vaults], 1781, 1, p. 3a and juan 2，p. 10a, see edition 
in Shanghai, Shanghai guji chubanshe 上海古籍出版社，1987, vol. 223, pp. 73, 97. . 
7 Nozaki Nobuchika 野崎誠近，op. cii., pp. 109-118. 
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Fig. 4. Peony blossoms and Chinese bulbul express the wish baiioufugui 白 
頭 f 责 [ m a y you have wealth and honour in the old age). 
Jimei Ancestral Hall 濟美祠，Zhuyi丨an 竹園，Dongguan, Guangdong，2003. 
Every s ingle p iece of wood carving appears to tell us about the deeply rooted culture 
of the Chinese . M a n y mot i f s are d i f fused th roughout a Ch inese house , yet they are not 
rece iv ing fair a t tent ion and adequate analysis in the academic f ie ld . The re is little attention 
paid on the connec t ion be tween them and tradit ional archi tecture. T h e mos t comprehens ive 
studies on w o o d carv ing is l imited to s tudying regional pract ices , like Chaozhou in 
G u a n g d o n g , D o n g y a n g in Zhe j i ang and Huizhou in Anhui . W o o d carv ings f rom these 
regions have been cons idered as a fo rm of f ine craf t , that is, ob jec t s o f admira t ion , m a d e 
intent ional ly for pure aesthet ic value. W o o d carv ing is o f ten cons idered as a broad subject 
that inc ludes the s tudy of m a k i n g of furni ture , daily and re l ig ious utensils . Mos t publ ica t ions 
on w o o d carv ings carry only introductory descr ipt ions about the general history of w o o d 
carv ings in Ch ina , skills and procedures employed in carv ing and the t hemes of the moti fs . 
Archi tectural w o o d carv ings only take a subsidiary role. Publ ica t ions like Fang (1998) , Lu 
(2000) and Tan (1992) are examples of this approach . Othe r publ ica t ions only highl ight 
individual regional style in pictorial fo rms , such as Hua (2001) , Li (1992)，Yang (2000) , 
Z h a n g (1988) and Z h o u (1998) . Individual p ieces may be c lass i f ied accord ing to the 
archi tectural e l ements , wh ich they be long to, for easy re fe rence only . The re is no critical 
s tudy par t icular ly f r o m the v iewpoin t of cons ider ing it as a decora t ive entity that is 
dis tr ibuted in a Ch inese bui ld ing. 
Wi thou t cons ide r ing w o o d carv ings as an archi tectural decora t ive art, a full picture 
about the ph i losoph ica l con tex t o f Ch inese t radi t ional a rchi tec ture canno t be const ructed. 
Our unde r s t and ing about w o o d carv ings is f r agmen ted and l imited. T h e m e a n i n g of 
individual p ieces m a y be k n o w n , but it b e c o m e s d i f f icu l t to descr ibe the w o o d carv ing as an 
entity, in a Ch inese house . T o fill the k n o w l e d g e gap, the aim of this research is to introduce 
a f r a m e w o r k for unders t and ing the m e a n i n g of the ausp ic ious mot i f s in the architectural 
w o o d carvings . Th i s s tudy expl ica tes individual units of symbo l i c mot i f s , and f r ame the 
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attributed symbol ic meanings within individual Chinese buildings. It looks into the 
decorative schema of architectural decorations as if there is p rogrammat ic intention for the 
conveyance of auspicious meanings. 
The research quest ions evolve f rom the micro to the macro level: What is the 
attributed mean ing of particular motifs in wood carvings? What is the repertoire of the 
decorative mot i fs? How is the symbolic motif located at d i f ferent parts of a house related to 
each other? Do these decorative motifs constitute a comprehens ive narrative in individual 
buildings? How is sett ing of these symbolic moti fs in one bui lding di f ferent f rom the others? 
This thesis looks into the motifs to discover the meanings of these symbols on the 
wood carvings, both the denotative and connotat ive one. It helps to clarify the contusion 
about reading individual motif or combinat ion of various mot i fs with complex meaning 
embodied. And, more importantly, we can look more closely into the relationship between 
the motifs and Chinese traditional architecture by s tudying bui ldings in the same locus, and 
of different types. 
To unders tand more fully about the motifs of wood carvings, a conceptual f ramework 
is introduced, apprehending ourselves with the idea of mot i fs as symbols . And, they are 
identified as pictorial vocabular ies that make up phrases of complex auspicious meanings. 
Are these pictorial vocabular ies and phrases chosen randomly? Or, they can be treated as a 
whole in individual Chinese building to form the symbolic language in its own context? 
Chinese , like all the people, pay t remendous effor t in the pursuit of jixiang 吉祥’ the 
auspiciousness, to ensure a happy life. This mentali ty is carried through individual discipline 
of Chinese culture, such as music, painting, language, rituals, food , dwel l ing, etc, occupying 
a distinctive territory cross different domains. It can be collectively recognized as the 
Chinese '[jixiang 吉祥 culture,’. It is common that Chinese people express the idea of 
auspiciousness by manipula t ing symbols of good omen. Each discipline appears to have its 
own symbol ic mot i fs , and a setting in which these mot i fs are uniquely organized, sharing the 
nature of a language. Originated from a singular idea o^ jixiang 吉祥，symbolic language is 
formulated in d i f ferent Chinese cultural context. H o w can we account for the varieties, 
d i f ferences , and similarit ies of various symbolic languages under the umbrel la of jixiang 吉 
祥？ It is defini tely worth fur ther research to disclose how the mindset of Chinese is reflected. 
The symbol ic language of wood carvings mot i fs shares jus t a segment in the spectrum; 
however , it relates to o n e ' s closest environment - a house. 
S o m e c ra f t smen specialised in depict ing the mot i fs of wood carvings. They may be the 
one responsible for the design of the mot i fs in a house as a totality. In what way do they pick 
the mot i fs? It is easy to understand that the amount of money spent by the household would 
be an inf luencing factor. With enormous money, weal thy household can of fe r to have motifs . 
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cover ing every inch of wood surface. Extens ive work ing hours are employed to maximize 
the number s of mot i f s wi thin certain surface area. The less well o f f may only able to pay for 
a carved fasc ia board under the eave on the f ront e levat ion, leaving the rest in plain forms. 
And, with very l imited budget , lower mot i f s coverage per square inch is resulted. T h e quality 
of the mot i f s is so m u c h related to the amoun t of money that the househo ld can spend, while 
the t heme of the mo t i f s is another quest ion. Take the fascia board as an example . Whi le the 
rich might have n u m e r o u s f inely carved melons born on undula t ing leafy vines in dedicated 
high relief carv ing; a s impl i f ied replicate with rough details in low relief is depicted for the 
less well of f . They both can represent the same symbol ic m e a n i n g of guadie mianmian 瓜越 
綿綿 [ l a r g e and small me lons are incessantly yielded].^ (Fig. 5) 
Fig. 5. Finely carved vines bearing melons among leaves (top) and a 
simplified replicate with rough details (bottom), both suggest guadie 
mianmian 瓜越綿拂 [ large and small melons are incessantly yielded). 
Moreove r , l anguage is fundamen ta l ly a m e a n of c o m m u n i c a t i o n . Then , h o w does 
symbol ic l anguage social ly const ructed and p e r f o r m e d ? T h e househo ld used the symbol s to 
present his own. aspira t ions , p ro jec t ing a certain image of h imse l f . O n e r ewards onesel f with 
a sense of psycho log ica l comfo r t and sat isfact ion. He might not aim at pursu ing educat ional 
value for any aud ience . T h e inhabi tants , visi tors or peop le pass ing by migh t exper ience the 
8 Nozaki Nobuchika 野崎誠近，op. cit., pp. 369-370. 
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symbols , which carried long-standing values, inadvertently. Architectural objects are said to 
be a kind of mass communicat ion in the realm of everyday l i f e ) Consciously or 
unconsciously, the symbol ic languages of the Chinese houses interplay with not only the 
inhabitants but also people in the society. This symbolic language drives us to perceive and 
conceive the world. Languages do not just describe the reality but shape r e a l i t y . � When the 
wood carvings is appreciated, one is triggered with visual joy by its formal aesthetics. 
Simultaneously, spiritual joy is imparted with the influx of familiar values embodied. Our 
imagination drives us to brainstorm the symbolics associated with the motifs on wood 
carvings, say, for a pomegranate : jixiang, many offspring, /w 福，Confucianism, filial piety, 
etiquette, clan, manpower , social status, abundant harvest, man and nature. One is 
manipulated by these symbols , and is to become emotional ly involved. The symbolic motifs 
share a mutual relat ionship with the beholders, in which the personal aspiration, sense of 
belonging in the clan, racial identity, cosmic outlook, and moral values are oscillating. Its 
value is elevated f rom personal merit to social values that re inforce the social cohesion. 
Taking Hong Kong as a case study, this thesis has several s ignif icant contributions. 
Firstly, this thesis explores an area of research not previously at tempted. Not only 
does this research explicates individual units of symbolic mot i fs carved on t imber elements 
of Chinese traditional buildings, the full assemblage of symbol ic wood carving motifs within 
a bui ldings is considered. This provides a new f r amework for unders tanding the meaning of 
the auspicious mot i fs in wood carvings, as well as other architectural decorations. Such 
methodology is p ioneer ing and path breaking, which could be adopted in further researches 
relating to symbol ic mot i fs in architectural decorations. 
“ Instead of looking at regional styles and craf t smanship , we can begin to describe a 
Chinese house by the setting of symbolic moti fs presented. Each single house carries its own 
identity implied by the symbolic languages spoken. With this attribute, Chinese buildings, of 
the same type or a dif ferent type, can then be studied within a regional context, and of 
course, in d i f ferent regional areas. It will be interesting to see if the symbolic language 
speaks dif ferent ly in other parts of China showing characterist ic pattern. The thesis brings 
attention to a single Chinese house as an entity for study, rather than being over generalising 
on territorial context of wood carving, or conf in ing the observat ion to individual wooden 
piece only. It supplements the research about the wood carvings, and decoration of Chinese 
9 Eco, Umberto, "Function and Sign: The Semiotics of Architecture", 1968, in Geoffrey Broadbent, Richard 
Bunt and Charles Jencks, Signs, symbols, and architecture, Chichester, New York, Wiley, 1980, pp. 41-42. 
10 The Sapir-Whorf hypothesis. It was proposed by Edward Sapir in 1929 and further developed by Benjamin 
Lee Whorf. In Language, Thought and Reality, Whorf formulated a hypothesis holding that the structure of a 
language affects the perceptions of reality of its speakers and thus influences their thought patterns and 
worldviews. • 
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archi tecture in the past, which helps to construct a comprehens ive picture about wood 
carv ings in the context of Chinese houses. 
Another s igni f icance of the thesis is the collection of large quant i ty of data relating to 
decora t ive mot i f s in the detai led and met icu lous survey of 14 bui ld ings in H o n g Kong. Such 
ef for t to d o c u m e n t precisely the locations, contents , at tr ibuted symbol ic mean ing of the full 
range of wood carv ing mot i f s in individual bui ld ings is not a t tempted before . It provides 
impor tant co rpous for fur ther compara t ive analysis . 
Historic bui ld ings are still largely spread in the rural backyard of the territory in Hong 
Kong. But, m a n y historic vil lage houses were turned into ashes, due to the destruction by 
decay and the deve lopmen t of N e w Terri tories region in recent years . They are certainly 
fac ing ext inct ion. T h o u g h these vil lages are gradual ly lost over years , there are still extant 
ancestral halls, s tudy halls, temples , and vil lage houses that are wor th recording and 
s tudying. Ironical ly, there were many areas in the study of H o n g K o n g ' s traditional Chinese 
bui ld ings that have been insuff ic ient ly researched, including w o o d carvings . This research 
helps to record the va luable informat ion of these endangered built ar t i facts before they 
d isappeared forever . Moreover , it d raws peop le ' s at tention towards these her i tages for the 
apprecia t ion of the local t radi t ion. 
T o recapi tula te , at a broader level, we can adopt the symbol i c language to study in 
great depth the m e a n i n g of w o o d carving, and other archi tectural decora t ion in Chinese 
bui ld ings . They are an index of the mental i ty of the Ch inese r a c e . " It is wor th mak ing each 
kind of archi tectural decora t ion: plastered relief, porcela in sculpture , ca rv ings of stone and 
brick, and paint ing, in Ch inese tradit ional bui ld ings as a subjec t o f s tudy in itself. And , at the 
same t ime, all the archi tectural decora t ions in houses should be cons idered as a totality and 
. s tudied. These s tudies wou ld helps to demons t ra te h o w Ch inese cul ture and ideology serve 
as a compe l l i ng force to shap ing of Chinese tradit ional archi tecture . Archi tectural decorat ion 
is one of the m a n y dev ice used to express Chinese mindse t . From the analysis , we try to gain 
a bet ter unde r s t and ing of the thought of ordinary Chinese , the c o m m o n e r , and eventual ly , the 
Ch inese house as a menta l universe for one and all to dwel l . 
“ I t o Chuta 伊東忠太（1867-1954)，Shim kenchiku soshoku 支那建築裝飾[Architectural Decoration in 
China], see edition in Jiro Harada translated, Tokyo, Toho Bunka Gakuin [The Academy of Oriental Culture], 
1941，vol. 1, p. 2. . 
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1.2 Literature in Chinese wood carving and symbolic language 
W o o d carv ing is the point of depar ture to look into the l iving ph i losophy of households and 
the idea of a Ch inese house in this thesis. To study wood carv ings in Chinese traditional 
bui ld ings as a symbol ic language, several areas of l i terature are sourced: wood carvings in 
Chinese bui ld ings , the symbol ic culture, and ideology of Chinese . 
T h e use of w o o d carvings in archi tecure can be dated back to Shang Dynasty (1600 
B.C.- l lOOB.C.) in Ch inese history seen in archaeological evidences . A piece of carved wood 
that used to be wall f in i sh ing of a cof f in chamber was d iscovered inside a t o m b in Anyang of 
Henan p r o v i n c e . ( F i g . 6) Never theless , there is no accurate da t ing about the emerg ing 
pract ices of us ing w o o d carv ings as decorat ion in Chinese bui ld ings . 
_ 
Fig. 6. A piece of carved wood found on the wall of a coffin chamber inside a • 
tomb in Anyang of Henan province, 
(from Liang Siyong 梁鹿、永 and Gao Quxiin Houjiuzhuang: Henan 
Anyang Houjiazhuang Yin dai mu di侯家莊：河南安險侯家莊股代塞地 
|Hou's Hamlet: the Tomb of Hoii's Hamlet in Anyang of Henan province|, 
Taibei, Zhongyang yanjiiiyuan lishi yiiyan yanjiusuo 中央研究院歷史恃言研 
究所[Institute of History and Philogy, Acadeniia Sinica], vol. 2，1962, plate 
13.) 
Due to the f ragi l i ty of w o o d e n structure of Ch inese t radi t ional bui ld ings , they cannot 
stand for hundreds or thousands of years as the s tone archi tec ture of other ancient 
civi l izat ions. T h e del icate w o o d carv ings are d a m a g e d easi ly and inevi tably. Wi thout actual 
12 Liang Siyong 梁思永 and Gao Quxun 高去尋，Houjiazhuang: Henan Anyang Houjiazhuang Yin dai mu di 
‘ 侯家莊：河南安陽侯家莊殷代墓地[Hou‘s Hamlet: the Tomb of Hou's Hamlet in Anyang of Henan 
province], Taibei, Zhongyang yanjiuyuan lishi yuyan yanjiusuo 中央研究院歷史語言研究所[Institute of 
History and Philogy, Academia Sinica], vol. I, 1962，pp. 23-27. • 
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objects , ancient manuscr ip ts , like ancient ca rpen te r ' s manua l , novels and narrat ives, provide 
the sources for us to have a g l impse of the applicat ion of carv ings in ancient Chinese 
archi tecture. Here are s o m e extracts f rom those texts, 
……有胡人之像刻於楹間…… I 3 
. . .w i th figure of hu 胡 [ H u n s ] carved on the beam.. . 
石虎於太極殿前起樓’……屋柱皆隱起龍風百獸之形’膨斫衆室’以飾植 
柱°丨4 
Shihu 石虎 constructs a building in front of Taiji dian 太極殿 [ T a i j i H a l l ] , . . . 
shapes of dragon, phoenix and hundreds of animals are depicted on the columns. 
Each room is carved to decorate the beams and columns. 
趙飛絮女弟居昭陽殿中……樣悄皆刻作龍蛇縈繞其間。 I 5 
The younger sister of Zhao feiyan 趙飛驚 lives in Zhaoyang dian 昭陽殿 [ H a l l of 
Clear Sun],.. . the chuan [rafters] are carved with patterns of dragons and snakes 
lingering around. 
T h e descr ip t ions are obviously f ragmented and limited in p rov id ing a full picture of 
h o w w o o d carv ings are appl ied in a bui lding. Yet, these texts indicate that wood carvings 
were used to decora te monumen ta l bui ldings more than 2000 years ago. Examples of mot i f s 
depicted on bui ld ing e lements are given, o f fe r ing a chance for us to con jec ture the choice 
and popular i ty of mot i f s in that period of t ime. 
In the fo l l owing sect ion, several important manusc r ip t s are in t roduced. They are state 
const ruct ion m a n u a l s and records, local carpenter manua l and Chinese classics, and recent 
publ ica t ions related to the s tudy. 
1.2.1 Original source 
Kaogongji考工記 
T h e Kaogongji [The Ar t i f i ce r ' s Record] is the earl iest surv iv ing ancient manuscr ip t devoted 
speci f ica l ly to c ra f t s and tradit ional technology. Scholars be l ieve that it is compl ied either in 
the per iod of Spr ing and A u t u m n 春秋（ 7 7 0 - 4 7 6 B.C.) or the War r ing States (475-
Lu Ling guang dianfu 魯靈光殿賦,as cited in Clieng Wanii 程萬里 et al., Zhongguo chuantongjianzhu 中 
國傳統建築，Hong Kong, Wan li shu dian 萬里書店，Beijing, Zhongguo jianzhu gongye chubanshe 中國建 
築工業出版社，199l，p. 192. 
Wang Jia £ ^ , Shi yi ji 拾遣言已’ Jin 晉 Dynasty, as contained in Siku quanshu 四庫全書[Encyclopaedia 
of Four Vaults], 1778, juan 9, p. 10a, see edition in Shanghai, Shanghai guji chubanshe 上海古藉出版社, 
1987, p. 358. 
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221 B.C.) . Later in the era of Wudi 武帝（1 4 0 - 1 3 4 B.C.) of Western Han, Kaogongji was 
used to subst i tute the miss ing chapter entitled Dongguan 冬官 [ O f f i c i a l of the Board of 
Works ] of Zhouli 周 禮 [ T h e Book of Rites of Zhou] , 
Kaogongji summar i e s thirty trades of c ra f t smen in six categories: wood workers , 
metal workers , leather workers , painters, pol ishers and clay workers . It introduces the wood 
workers as, 
凡攻木之工七，……攻木之工，輪、輿、弓、魔、匠、車、梓。 1 8 
Wood-working comprises seven trades... wood workers includes lun 輪 [ w h e e l 
makers], yu 輿 [char iot-body makers], gong 弓 [ b o w s makers], lu 應 [p ikes ta f f s 
makers], jiang 匠 [ h o u s e builders], ju 車 [ c a r t makers] and zi 梓 [ ca rpen t e r 
making stand for music instruments, goblet and target of archery]. 
Kaogongji is p robably the earliest texts in which carpent ry , as well as carvings of 
w o o d is men t ioned and discussed. 
It is wor th no t ing that in Ziren wei sunju 梓 人 為 荀 虚 [ z i m a k e s the stand of sunju^^] 
sect ion, these ancient texts descr ibe how to decora te the stand with carv ings of animal 
mot i fs , such as bird, f ish, snake, and human f igure. It d iscusses about the choice and 
presenta t ion of the mot i f s , so that these o rnaments can interplay with the carved object , 
which is the s tand, func t iona l ly and aesthetically. T h e texts g ive an idea that mot i f s are not 
only for decora t ive purposes , but should interact with the objec ts to rouse the imaginat ion of 
the beholders.2o 
From this of f ic ia l document , the mature deve lopmen t of w o o d carvigns can be 
. i m a g i n e d . A l though the w o o d trade is detai led in a large sect ion of texts, and the mak ing of 
15 Liu Xin 劉飲（d. 230), Xijing zaji 西京雜記，as contained in Siku quanshu 四庫全書[Encyclopaedia of 
Four Vaults], 1776, juan 1，pp. 5b-6a, see edition in Shanghai, Shanghai guji chubanshe 上海古籍出版社， 
1987, vol. 1035，p. 5. 
See Wen Renjun 聞人軍，Kaogongji daodu tuyi 考工記導讀!il 譯[Introduction and Pictorial Explanation of 
Kaogongji], Taibei, Mingwen shuju 明文書局，1990，pp.105-111, and He Yeju 贺業矩，‘‘Appendix” in 
Kaogongji yingguo zhidu yanjiu 考工記營國制度研究，Beijing, Zhongguo jianzhu gongye chubanshe 中國 
建築工業出版社，1985，pp. 171-180. 
17 Zhou"周禮[The Book of Rites of Zhou] is a classic text complied by Zhougong 周公,named Jidan 姬旦， 
stating the systems of farming, officials, emoluments, music, laws, regulations, posthumous title, lineage 
inheritance, rites and rituals, etc. in Zhou Dynasty (1100-771 B.C.). 
Kaogongji 考工記 [The Artificer's Record], Guo Zhengyu 郭正域（1554-1612) annotated, Wanii era, 
1573-1620, 1，p.3a, see edition in Siku quanshu cunmu congshu - Jingbu lilei 四庫全書存目簌書-經 
部禮類，Taiwan, Zhuangyan wenhua shiye youxian gongs i 莊嚴文化事業有限公司，vol. 82，1997，p. 698. 
19 Sunju 荀成 is the stand that holds the music instruments, bell and qing 替 that is L-shaped musical stones. 
The vertical wooden piece is called su 荀，and the horizontal wooden piece is called ju It-
20 Wen Renjun 聞人軍’/A/cf.，pp.60-61. • 
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mot i f s is also h ighl ighted in this off icial document , how were wood carvings used to 
decora te bui ld ing is not touched on. 
Yingzao fashi营造法式 
The Yingzao fashi [Treat ise on Architectural Methods] was compi led by Li Jie 李誡（d. 
1110) in 1103 by imperial order dur ing the reign of Z h e z o n g 哲宗 and Huizong 徽宗 
(1086-1125) of Song 宋 Dynas ty . It is one of the two off ic ia l ca rpen te r ' s manuals that 
survived to this day; the other is Gongbu gongcheng zuofa 工部工程傲法 f rom Qing 
Dynas ty . 
Li Jie worked in the Depar tment of Const ruc t ion , J i angzuo j i an 將作監，a subdivision 
of the Minis t ry of Works , G o n g b u 工 部 . H e eventual ly b e c a m e the director of the 
depar tment . Li Jie supervised the construct ion and renovat ion of m a n y palaces , government 
o f f i ces and temples . With his extensive knowledge in des ign ing and construct ion, he 
es tabl ished s tandards in var ious construct ion pract ices in 34 juan of Yingzao fashi, f rom 
laying of founda t ion to the es t imat ion of bui lding material and labor. They are considered as 
the s tandard bui ld ing code for imperial construct ions . 
M a n y scholars s tudy extensively the chapters conce rn ing da muzuo 大 木 作 
[structural carpent ry] , whi le the two sect ions in Yingzao fashi devoted to wood carvings 
receive m u c h less at tent ion. They are diaozuo zhidu 膨作制度 [ S t a n d a r d s for wood 
carving] in juan 12 and diao muzuo zhidu tuyang 膨木作制度圖樣 [ S t a n d a r d il lustrations 
of w o o d carv ing] \x\ juan 32. (Fig. 7 - Fig. 10) 
In diaozuo zhidu, Li Jie descr ibes the diversi t ies of mot i f s of w o o d carv ings based on 








Hunzuo 混作 [ a l l round sculpting] is divided into eight types, namely: celestial 
figures, feixian 飛仙 [ f l y i n g immortals], huasheng 化生 [ s y m b o l of transformed 
“ 
Li Jie 李誡（？-丨 110)，},//7gz“o./iW./7/ 营造法式[Treatise on Architectiira丨 Methods], 1103,yw“� 12，pp. 2ab-
5a, as contained in Siku quamhu 四庫全書[Encyclopaedia of Four Vaults], 1781, see edition in Hua Jueming 
華覺明’ Zhongguo kexue Jishu dianji tonghui - Jishu Juan 中國科學技術典藉通睡-技術卷，Zhengzhou, 
Henanjiaoyu cluibanshe 河南教育出版社，1994，pp. 100-丨02. • 
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birth], fulin 拂蒋 (p r e sen t ly Turkey), phoenix, lion, Jiaoshen 角神 [ f i g u r e s of 
corner deities], and dragon circumscribing on a column. 
chaxie sheng 插寫生 [nega t i ve relief] is divided into five types, namely: peony, 
abelmosk, hibiscus and lotus. 
Tidi qitu 别地起突 [ h i g h relief] is divided into three types, namely: pomegranate 
flower, baoya hua If 牙華 and baoziang hua 相華 [ rosaceous flower]. 
Tidi waye 易丨J地窪葉[bas-relief] is divided into seven types, namely: pomegranate 
flower, peony, lotus, ivy, scrolled foliage and cloud. 
It sugges ts that by Song Dynasty carpenters had already possessed a wide repertoire of 
mot i f s and advanced carv ing skill. Mot i fs of d i f ferent themes existed at that t ime, which 
were main ly f lowers and animals . Twenty- th ree m a j o r types and more than 40 related mot i fs 
are descr ibed in this sect ion. They are supplemented by another sect ion, entit led as Diao 
muzuo zhidu tuyang in juan 32, in which selected examples are presented here. 
More impor tant ly , Li sets up guidel ines for depic t ing such mot i f s in di f ferent 
architectural parts, such as, 
… 以 上 並 施 之 於 梁 頭 、 格 子 門 腰 版 、 牌 帶 鉤 閒 版 、 雲 棋 、 尋 杖 頭 、 椽 
子 . . . 0 22 
. . . t h e above (motifs of high relief) is employed on: liangtou 梁頭 [ e n d of beams]; 
gezi men yaoban 袼子門腰版 [ m i d d l e panel of latticed doors]; paidai goulan 牌 
帶鉤閱版 [ p a n e l s on ba\usiradQ]\ yungong 雲拱 [c loud-shaped bracket]; xunzhang 
ton 尋杖頭 [ e n d s of top rail]; chuan 椽 [ raf ters] . 
The re are r easons to bel ieve that there were fo rmulae or set pract ices govern ing the 
usage of mot i f s , o rgan ized mos t likely by the techniques emp loyed . Li stresses on the 
c r a f t smansh ip rather than the mean ing of the mot i fs . He does not d iscuss the relat ionship 
- b e t w e e n the mot i f s and the architectural parts fur ther . Never the less , these sect ions yet 
.provide us forty t empla tes of var ious mot i fs , and the concept of appl icat ion of carvings in 
archi tectural e l emen t s in imperial bui ldings. 
22 LiJie 李誡（？-1110)’>flrt 12’pp. 3b-4a’/6/J.，p.lOI. • 
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mfm 
Fig. 7. Yingzao fashi 营造法式（Treatise on Architectural IVlethods|’_/Mfl" 32, 
diao muzuo zhidu tuyang 形木作制度圓樣[Standard illustrations of wood 
carving], pp. 28ab. 
(from Zhongguo kexue jisliu diaiiji tough ui - Jishu juan 中國科學技術典籍通 
a -技術卷，p. 276.) 
i ^ ^ I I T I I I 
I ^ ^ M I I N 愈 I : 
L—_ .… - 一...… — • … — ••一 i 
Fig. 8. Yingzao fashi 營造法式[Treatise on Architectural Methods],ywo/i 32, 
diao muzuo zhidu tuyang 彫木作制度圔樣（Standard illustrations of wood 
carving}’ pp. 29ab. 
(from Zhongguo kexue jishu dianji tonghui - Jishu juan 中國科學技術典藉通 
a -技術卷，p. 277.) 
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！ 叙 
f f i B H 
: t f _ _ 
献 _ , 
Fig. 9. Yingzaofashi 营造法式[Treatise on Architectural IVIethods],yMa/i 32， 
diao muzuo zhiciu tuyang 彩木作制度圓樣 jStaiidard illustrations of wood 
- carving], pp. 30ab. 
(from Zhongguo kexue jishu dianji tonghui - Jishu juan 中國科學技術典藉通 
區-技術卷，P. 277.) 
“ . . . . — — t i . . . . 一 “ ― W ？^ 
I I ： 
， ^ I ； 
‘ I ^ ^ ^ ^ � 丨 h , 
. ： f 9 ： 
_ _ ‘ m ： 
• 1 © ® P 1 1 , 
Fig. 10. Yingzao fashi 營造法式 |Treatise on Architectural Methods],ywa/i 
32, cliao muzuo zhidu tuyang 彩木作制度圖樣 (Standard illustrations of wood carving], pp. 31ab. (from Zhongguo kexue jishu dianji tonghui - Jishu jua  中國科學技術典藉通 ff  -技術卷，丨).278.)
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Gongbu gongcheng zuofa 工部工程做法 
The Gongbu gongcheng zuofa [Building Methods of the Minis t ry of Works ] was published 
in the twel f th year of Y o n g c h e n g 雍正 e m (1734) of Q ing Dynas ty by the Ministry of 
Works , G o n g b u 工部，of the imperial government . It conta ins seven ty- four Juan, a iming at 
p rov id ing the s tandards fo r construct ing bui ldings of d i f ferent h ierarchy, and budget ing for 
const ruct ion work in a detai led manner . Large port ion of this manuscr ip t is devoted to the 
es t imat ion of bui ld ing mater ia ls and labor for mak ing wooden structural f rame , individual 
architectural e lement and var ious kinds of decorat ion, etc. 
In Gongbu gongcheng zuofa, construct ion works are c lass i f ied into individual trades: 
carpent ry , decora t ion , s tone work , paint ing, etc. Special is ts are named ; one of them is 
diao luan Jiang 雕蜜匠 [ c r a f t s m a n special ised in carving] . In Juan 64, it lists that the labour 
needed for ca rv ing w o o d e n architectural e lements with o rnamen ted mot i f s by diaoluan 
Jiang. Example s of carved pieces are descr ibed, such as menzan 門 # [door peg] and 
qunhan 君羊板[lower panel of lattice door], 
門替起四季花每個用 






Carving each menzan 門 # [door peg] with flowers of four seasons required one 
- working day of a diaoluan jiang 雕•匠 [ c r a f t smen specialized in carvings]. 
Carving each side of a cjunban 君羊板[lower panel of lattice door] with dragon and 
phoenix requires seven working days of a diaoluan jiang. 
Carving each side of a qunban with bogu 博古 [ c u r i o shelf] and flowers requires 
four working days of a diaoluan jiang. 
Rela t ionship be tween s o m e w o o d carv ing mot i fs , the var ious archi tectural parts and 
amoun t o f labour is es tabl ished. But , l imited n u m b e r s of i tems are men t ioned . It is possible 
that these are only a f ew examples , whi le there are o ther combina t ions of mot i f s not 
Gongbu gongcheng zuofa 工部工程傲法[Building methods of the Board of Works], 1734, juan 64，p. 2a, 
see edition in Hua Jueming 華覺明’ Zhongguo kexue jishu dianji tonghui - Jishu juan 中國科學技林i 典籍通 
a -技術卷，Zhengzhou, Henan jiaoyu chubanshe 河南教育出版社，1994，p. 1070. 
Gongbu gongcheng zuofa 工部工程傲法，juan 64, p.3b, ibid.., p. 1071. • 
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ment ioned . W e could only have partial knowledge of the re la t ionship be tween the mot i fs on 
wood carv ings and s o m e architectural e lements , not a full picture. T h e texts also touch upon 
some popula r mot i f s for carv ing at that t ime, like grass, f lowers of four seasons, lotus, ruyi 
如意 [ s c e p t e r ] , p lum and clouds. For these and other mot i fs , w e have to look at actual built 
example to unders tand where the mot i fs were carved in a bui lding. 
Lu Ban yingzao zhengshi 魯般營造正式 
The Lu Ban yingzao zhengshi [Correct Bui lding Methods of Lu Ban] is a folk carpenter ' s 
manua l said to be compi led dur ing the Nor thern Song 北宋（〜1100 A.D.) to the Yuan 元 
dynast ies (1279-1368 A.D.).- ' ' T h e author is not known to us. It is named af ter Lu Ban 魯 
班，the mas ter carpenter of the f i f th century B.C.-^ He is respected as the great patriarch of 
all the carpenters and const ruct ion workers . The only exist ing, yet incomple te copy , kept in 
Tianyi ge 天一閣 in N ingbo , was bel ieved to be printed in the C h e n g h u a 成化 and 
Hongzhi 弘治 era (1465 - 1505) of Ming Dynasty . It f o r m s the resources for compi l ing the 
later edi t ions of Lu Ban jing 魯班經 [ T h e Book of Lu Ban]. These manua l s are important 
h a n d b o o k s for carpenters and workers of vernacular cons t ruc t ions . 
Lu Ban yingzao zhengshi descr ibes var ious topics inc luding: t echn iques and tools used 
by carpenters and bu i ld ing workers , r i tuals and rules conce rn ing bui ld ing, and the design and 
cons t ruc t ion of houses . \r\ Juan 4, a few sect ions are devoted to the s tyl ing of two wooden 
e lements , Chuiyu 垂魚 [ h a n g i n g fish] and tuofeng 蛇峰 [ c a m e l humps] . T h e text reads, 
諸樣垂魚正式 
凡作垂魚者用，按營造之正式…作如意頭垂下亦好，如不使則又不妨，如不 
•  傲如作彬雲樣者亦好，皆在主人之所好也。 2 7 
耽峰正格 
蛇峰之格亦無正樣，或有雕雲樣，又有傲值笠樣，又有做虎爪如意樣，又有 
Ruitenbeek, Klaas, Carpentry and building in late imperial China: a study of the fifteenth-century carpenter's 
manual Lu Ban jing, Leiden, New York, EJ. Brill, 1993, p. 134. 
The original name of Lu Ban 魯班 is Kung Shu ban 公输般.He is also known as Kung Shu Zi 公输子. 
Since ban 般 and ban 班 is equivalent, and he is Lu 魯 people in period of Spring and Autumn 春秋(770-
476 B.C.), he is commonly called as Lu Ban 魯班.Lu Ban is famous for his exquisite craftsmanship. It is 
‘ described in the chapter Luwen魯問of Mo Zi墨子，it reads，“公輪子，削木為鶴’成而飛之’三日不 
下，自以為至巧 ° ’’ [Kung Shu Zi 公輸子 cut a piece of wood into a magpie. Once it is finished, it flies for 
three days without landing. Since then, [his work] is regarded as the most delicate one.]. It is believed that Lu 
Ban invented many tools for carpenters and construction workers, such as ladder, saw, drill, and carpenter's 
square. These inventions make him an indispensable status in the industry. Lu Ban is widely worshipped as a 
representative celestial by craftsmen. 
27 Lu Ban yingzao zhengshi 魯班營造正式[Correct Building Methods of Lu Ban], Tianyige 天一閣 edition, 
ca. 1500, juan 4’ p.36a, see edition in Ming Lu Ban yingzao zhengshi - Tianyige cangben 明魯般营造正式-
天一閣藏本，Shanghai, Shanghai kexuejishu chubanshe上海科學技術文歉出版社，1988. • 
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膨瑞草者，又有膨花頭者，有傲裡棒袼，又有三畔，或今之人多只愛使斗 
立，又童乃為時袼也。 2 8 
Proper method for [constructing] a chuiyu 垂魚 [ h a n g i n g fish], in various styles: 
When making a chuiyu, according to the proper method of construction,... it is good 
to make a hanging ruyi 如意頭 [ s cep t r e head]. If one does not use it, it will do no 
harm either. If one does not make it and instead makes a shape with sculptured 
clouds, it is also fine. All depends on the preference of the owner.^^ 
Regular shape of a tuofeng 蛇峰： 
For a tuofeng there is no regular style either. Sometimes the 雕雲 [ c a r v e d cloud] 
form is used, sometimes the zhanli 植笠 [ f e l t hat] form. The tiger claw shape and 
ruyi 如意 [ scep t r e ] shape are also made. The carved ruicao 瑞 草 [ h e r b of luck] 
form and carved flower form exits too, as well as the q in bang 裡棒 [ r o u n d e d hand] 
form and the sanyang 三样 [ t r ip le clam]. At present, people like to use the douli 
斗立 [ b u s h e l hat] and the tongnai 童乃 [ f o r k boyj exclusively; this is the current 
fashion.^® 
T h e descr ip t ion concerns obviously the decorat ive aspect of the chuiyu and tuofeng. 
They are supp lemented by i l lustrations in the manuscr ip t . (Fig. 11-Fig. 12) These texts show 
that d i f fe ren t mot i f s can be applied to these two bui ld ing elements . There seems to be no 
rules in gove rn ing the choice of moti fs , which is dependen t solely on the taste of carpenters 
or the owner . And , the trend in mot i fs was constant ly changming . Mot i f s ment ioned , like 
c loud, ruyi, herb of luck, f lowers are still used nowadays , whi le others are no longer used. 
Chuiyu and tuofeng are the only architectural parts speci f ica l ly men t ioned in Lu Ban 
yingzao zhengshi, that concern wood carving. The re la t ionship be tween the mot i f s and the 
house is still in ques t ion , and the manne r of employ ing o rnamen t s is not yet expla ined in this 
manua l . 
28 Lu Ban yingzao zhengshi 魯班管造正式[Correct Building Methods of Lu Ban]’ywcm 4’ pp.36ab, ibid. 
29 Ruitenbeek, Klaas, Carpentry and building in late imperial China: a study of the fifteenth-century carpenter's 
manual Lu Ban jing, Leiden, New York, E.J. Brill, 1993, p.239. 
Ruitenbeek, Klaas, ibid, pp.239-240. ‘ 
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Fig. 11. Shapes of chuiyu 垂魚 in Lw Ban yingzao zitengshi 魯班營造正式 
[Correct Building Methods of Lu Banl,ywa// 4，pp. 34ab. 
(from Ming Lu Ban yingzao zhengshi - Tianyige cangben 明魯般營造正式-
天一閣藏本 edition, ca. 1500，see edition in Ming Lu Ban yingzao zhengshi -
Tianyige cangben 明魯般營造正式-天一閣藏本，Shanghai, Shanghai kexue 
jishii chubanshe上海科學技術文歉出版社，1988.) 
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Fig. 12. Shapes of tuofeng 耽峰 in Lu Ban yingzao zhengshi 餐班營造正式 
[Correct Building Methods of Lu Ban], juan 4, pp. 35ab. 
(from Ming Lu Ban yingzao zhengshi - Tianyige cangben 明餐般脅造正式-
天一 W 藏本 edition, ca. 1500, see edition in Ming Lu Ban yingzao zhengshi -
Tianyige cangben 明魯般營造正式 -天一M 藏本，Shanghai, Shanghai kexue 
jishii chubanshe上海科學终術文歉出版社，1988.)) 
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Guoduan yingzao lu 工段營造錄 
Guoduan yingzao lu [The Steps of Architectural Const ruc t ion] , the last chapter of the 
Yangzhou huafang lu 揚 州 畫 舶 錄 [ T h e Pleasure Boats of Yangzhou ] writ ten by Li Dou 李 
斗，was compi led in the second year of J iaqing 嘉慶 era (1797) in Q i n g Dynasty . Li did not 
aim at p rov id ing a w o r k e r ' s manual , or design guidel ines for the const ruct ion of buildings. 
He jus t ca tegor ized and listed technical terms under d i f fe ren t titles. These te rms deal with 
subjec ts like, structural carpent ry , mak ing of wooden bracket , lattice doors and windows . In 
the sect ion enti t led d iaoluan 雕蜜 [ c a r v i n g ] , Li cited a lmost the same te rms as to those in 
the co r respond ing sect ion of Gongbu gongcheng zuofa. He does not g ive much explanat ion 
on the te rms either. 
Yuanye園冶 
Yuanye [The M a k i n g of Gardens ] was compi led by Ji C h e n g 計成 in the eighth year of the 
C h u n g c h e n 祟捕 era (1635) of Ming Dynasty . Ji was a f a m o u s landscape designer . He 
in t roduced the pr inciples of mak ing Chinese gardens , rang ing f rom the select ion of the site, 
founda t ion , des igns of houses , fences and balustrades, la t t ice-work for doors and windows , 
and the use of rock. Y u a n y e is the best known text devoted specif ical ly to garden design that 
is extant today. 
S ince Ji w a s a literati not connected to off ic ia l bui ld ing depar tment , his work , Yuanye, 
marks the fact that archi tec ture received the at tent ion of the literati in late Ming.^' His 
archi tecture narra t ion leans more towards the aesthet ic rather than the technical aspects of 
‘ b u i l d i n g . 
' In juan one, a sect ion entit led Zhuangzhe 裝折 [ D e c o r a t i o n ] is special ly devoted to 
the d iscuss ion of decora t ing the a house . However , Ji focuses on the a f ew i tems exclusively, 
namely , pingmen 屏門 [ s c r e e n door] , yangchen 仰塵 [ c e i l i n g panel] , chuangge 床福 
[lattice bed] , and fengchuang 風窗 [ w i n d o w ] . W o o d carv ings are not found included in 
these texts, whi le sixty k inds of lattice pattern are i l lustrated. 
Ji do men t ions w o o d carv ings in a section regard ing the general descr ipt ion of design 
of bui ld ing. He wrote , 
升梹不讓雕絮，……雕鍵易俗，花空嵌以仙禽。 3 2 
31 Ruitenbeek, Klaas, Ibid., p.30. 
32 Ji Cheng 計成（1582-?), Yuanye 園冶[The Making of Gardens], 1634, juan 1，p. la, Zhongguo yingzao . 
xueshe 中國營造學社 edition, 1931’ see edition in Hua Jueming 華覺明’ Zhongguo kexue jishu dianji 
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Shenggong 升拱 [ b r a c k e t set] should not be carved... carvings would easily 
degenerate into vulgarity, such as carvings of flowers together with celestial 
animals. 
Ji C h e n g might suggest l i terati 's att i tude towards wood carv ings to us. More than 
s imply decora t ions in the bui lding, the wood carvings sharpen the character of the building, 
in turn the e legance or vulgari ty of the house. 
1.2.2 Recent works 
There is no s igni f icant scholar ly study of Chinese archi tecture until the 20''' centuries. There 
are even f ewer s tudies of architectural decorat ions or wood carvings . To open up a new field 
of knowledge , these early s tudies focus on const ruct ing f r a m e w o r k of knowledge in the 
broader scale: archi tectural order in structural sys tem, broad architectural history, 
unders tand ing of ancient manuscr ip ts , and documenta t ion of individual historical bui lding. 
T h e p ioneer ing ach ievement in the research in architectural decorat ion was 
contr ibuted by Liang S icheng and Liu Zhip ing (1935). Liang and L iu ' s works are included in 
a series of 10 books . These publ icat ions a imed at p rov id ing re fe rence mater ia ls to Chinese 
archi tects at that t ime for p roduc ing Chinese-s ty le a r ch i t ec tu re . " Images of architectural 
detai ls are ca ta logued , in which wooden parts like dougong 斗拱 , q u e f i 雀替， t uo f eng 蛇 
峰，gejia 隔架，zaoj lng 薄井 [ c o f f e r ceil ing] and tianlma 天花 [ c e i l i n g ] are descr ibed and 
il lustrated. Howeve r , the mot i f s on wood carvings and their connoted symbol ic massages do 
not received at tent ion. 
A l andmark book series about Chinese architectural decora t ion is wri t ten by I to Chuta 
(1941) . Ito p roduces a thorough study of essential e l ements in Ch inese cul ture and an 
invest igat ion into the pr inciples under ly ing the design of Ch inese archi tectural decoration.34 
In f ive vo lumes , 4 7 2 3 drawings , rubb ings and pho tographs are c lass i f ied according to 
d i f fe ren t archi tectural e lements . Besides , Ito also t races the ausp ic ious m e a n i n g and design 
intention of the mot i f s . He presents 36 symbol ic mot i f s and 63 combina t ions of mot i f s with 
their conno ted ausp ic ious m e a n i n g of good luck and happy omens . Al though these 
tonghui - Jishujuan中國科學技術典箝通匯-技術卷，ZhengzhoLi, Henan jiaoyu chubanshe河南教育出版 
• 社，1994，p. 330. .. 
“ L i a n g Sicheng 梁思成 and Liu Zhiping 劉致平，Jianzhu sheji cankao tuji 建築設計參考圓集，vol. 1-10, 
1935, see edition in Liang Sicheng quanji 梁鹿、成全,集[Collected essays of Liang Sicheng], Beijing, 
Zhongguo jianzhu gongye chubanshe 中國建築工業出社，vol. 6，2001, pp.233-421. 
34 Ito Chuta 伊東忠太（1867-1954)，Jiro Harada translated, Shina kenchiku soshoku 支那建築裝飾 
[Architectural decoration in China], Tokyo, Toho Bunka Gakuin [The Academy of Oriental Culture], vol. 1， 
1941, p . V . 
35 Ito Chuta 伊東忠太（1867-1954)，/6/c/, pp. 182-186. • 
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auspicious symbols are not linked to architectural e lements for discussion, these works 
established important re ference for later investigation. 
N u m e r o u s pictorial publicat ions also present mot i fs of wood carving in specific 
regions of China: Chaozhou in Guangdong , Dongyang in Zhe j i ang and Anhui in Huizhou, 
such as Zhang and Huang (1988), Li (1992), Zhou (1998), Lu (2000), Yang (2000) and Hua 
(2001). They aim at highl ight ing the regional style and are relatively descriptive. Other 
scholars focus on the mak ing of wood carvings, such as Zhou, Zhang and Feng (1984), and 
Lu (2000). They introduce the tools employed and procedures involved in producing wood 
carvings. 
On the other hand, in terms of Chinese symbol ic culture, Chavannes (1901), Nozaki 
(1927), Wil l iams (1931)，Eberhard (1983), Zhang (2000) as well as Ju and Qu (2001) of fer 
invest igat ions on the symbol ic culture and mot i fs of Chinese in details. These publicat ions 
are not directly related to architecture, yet they benefi t my study by providing explanat ions 
on the auspic ious s igni f icances inherent in the symbols . They , those with illustrations in 
particular, b e c o m e very useful references in the identif icat ion of mot i f s on wood carvings, 
and reading of the under ly ing meanings in my study. 
Chavannes analyzes the different ways of express ing the ideas of happiness , then he 
explains the content of these ideas fol lowed by 47 drawings in sect ions entitled: shou # , 
qilin 麒麟， lung f | , fenghuang 風凰，ruyi 如意，,/i^  福，xi 喜，and some miscel laneous 
motifs . Japanese scholar , Nozaki , lived in China for twenty years in late Qing. During his 
stay, he collected and categorised enormous Chinese auspic ious mot i fs , which are later 
publ ished in a book composed of 185 items of auspic ious meanings , and illustrated with 440 
drawings in Japan. It works as a pictorial dict ionary for looking into the relat ionship of the 
moti fs , thereby sugges t ing the under lying meaning . 
T w o other dict ionaries are composed by Wil l iams and Eberhard. Wil l iams compi les a 
list of articles out l in ing the Chinese symbol ism and art mot i f s in alphabet ical order. Eberhard 
compi les another dict ionary of over 400 symbols that are c o m m o n l y found in Chinese 
culture. The auspic ious mean ings of Ch inese ' s symbols , as well as the hidden mean ing 
embodied by the combina t ions of mot i fs are descr ibed in these studies. Z h a n g ' s work 
discusses the def ini t ion of Ch inese ' s jixiang 吉祥 culture, its deve lopment as well as the 
var ious me thods of express ion. His work also includes a collect ion of 110 mot i fs catalogued 
by types, such as animals , plants, utensils, etc. Each mot i f is annotated with their symbolic 
meaning , and illustrated with diverse presentat ions that help in ident i fy ing the unknown 
motifs . 
Eberhard br ings up an important idea by Ferdiand Less ing in his introduction. Lessing 
in-passingly men t ioned the ‘‘symbolic l anguage" of Chinese , which const i tutes another form 
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of c o m m u n i c a t i o n . W o l f r a m ' s book tries to elucidate this second tier of communication. 
However , neither he, nor Lessing, can thoroughly answer the questions about the symbolic 
motifs on Chinese buildings, such as, what are the motifs on wood carvings? How to read the 
symbolic language in Chinese houses? On the other hand, the idea of symbolic language 
suggests a perspective on how to conceptualize my thesis. 
Ju and Qu introduce the jixiang 吉祥 culture of Chinese, and further discuss the 
origin of the symbols with evidences from ancient manuscripts. These works help in the 
understanding the symbolic meaning of particular motifs, and at the same time provide a 
broad context for the symbolic culture of Chinese. 
Other examples of the study of decorative motifs in Chinese architecture can be found 
in Lou (1998), Knapp (1999), Wang (1986), and Guo (2003). Knapp tries to provide a 
f ramework for understanding the cultural elements that are embodies in Chinese vernacular 
buildings. His work focuses on two aspects: the quest for spatial harmony and the pursuit of 
good fortunes in Chinese houses. Knapp covers a range of areas, including spatial layout, 
fengshui, ritualized building process, and ornamentat ions in Chinese dwellings. He suggests 
a perspective on how the Chinese dwellings are shaped by the quest of the household for 
good fortunes. It of fers us a general context for Chinese dwell ing, without discussing 
particularly on the relationship between the ornamentat ions and architecture. Recently, Guo 
conducts a more in-depth study about architectural wood carvings. She gives an overview of 
the wood carvings depicted on different wooden architectural e lements in the interior of 
Chinese traditional buildings, and discusses how the spatial quality is shaped by these 
decorations. Guo also includes the auspicious meanings of the moti fs in the discourse; 
however , these symbolic messages are not the focus for study. Nevertheless, her work 
highlights the s ignif icance of the research on decorations in the context of architectural 
space. 
From another point of view, Wang analyses the meaning and composit ion of motifs in 
wood carvings as artistic creations. His intention is to overlook the relationship between 
wood carvings and architecture, and just focus on the visual effect created by composit ions 
of ornamental motifs . At the same time, part of his work is devoted to the explanation of the 
auspicious meanings suggested by the motifs. 
As for Hong K o n g ' s context, there are very few works on architectural decoration, and 
'‘ none of them is devoted to wood carving. Tang (1983) conducted a comprehensive survey 
“ the decoration of Chinese temples on Hong Kong Island and Ma (2002) worked on 
decorations on the ridges of vernacular buildings in Hong Kong and Guangdong. A more 
36 Eberhard, Wolfram, op. cil, pp. 8-9. 
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analytical study can be found in Eberhard (1971) which explores new information about the 
values of the lower class, through the analysis of themes of Chinese temple decoration in 
Hong Kong, including frescoes, carvings and pa in t ing . " Other than these examples, works 
like Lau (1979), Lung (1991, 1992) and Solomon (1988) only provide a brief introduction to 
Chinese traditional architecture in Hong Kong. There is no in-depth investigation in these 
works. In short, study specifically devoted to wood carvings in Hong Kong has not yet been 
done. 
1.2.3 Summary 
From the discussion above, the study on the motifs of wood carvings is incomplete. More 
importantly, it does not allow us to thoroughly understand the content and symbolic meaning 
of the motifs , as well as how wood carvings are included in the decorative program as 
architectural decoration of a building. The ancient manuscripts only disclose the rich 
historical background of wood carvings, or concentrate on describing the techniques 
employed and labour needed. These texts do not provide suff icient explanations on how to 
use wood carvings moti fs to decorate buildings. On the other hand, previous studies do not 
bring the idea of auspiciousness together with the analysis of architectural wood carvings, 
thus one cannot know clearly about the symbolic nature of a Chinese house. The symbolic 
meaning embedded in wood carvings motifs is undoubtedly known by scholars. However, 
previous studies focused on the regional style of wood carvings and treating them as 
individual item for investigation. They are never studied as elements in the decorative 
. p r o g r a m within the context of a Chinese house. An in-depth study with systematic 
methodology would be valuable to fill this badly needed gap in discovering the idiosyncrasy 
of wood carvings in Chinese houses. That is the ‘‘small tradit ion" that would reveal a deeper 
layer of meaning in Chinese houses. On top of this deficiency, historic buildings in Hong 
Kong are lack of detailed study and documentation. Works has to be done to answer many 
unknowns about these heritages. 
1.3 Methodology and field work 
The methodology employed in this research includes data collection and detailed analysis. 
To study the g rammar of the symbolic language, I will look for three attributes of wood 
carvings in a house: its place of occurrence, the content , of the mot i fs and the meaning 
It 
Eberhard, Wolfram, Topics and Moral Values in Chinese Temple Decorations, in Moral and social values of . 
the Chinese： collected essays, Taiwan, Ch'eng-wen Pub. Co., 1971, pp. 15-25. 
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embodied . From these data, the symbol ic language of a house can be constructed. Texts by 
literati f r om M i n g and Qing per iods are also examined side by side to construct the social 
and symbol ic concepts of w o o d carving in Chinese houses . 
First ly, f ield w o r k s had been conducted to survey the surviv ing Chinese traditional 
houses in H o n g Kong , s ince there is no systemat ic record on w o o d carvings. Main 
se t t lements of m a j o r local clans were visited, such as T a n g ' s clan in Ping Shan, and M a n ' s 
clan in San Tin where bui ld ings decorated with w o o d carv ings are well preserved. Such 
informat ion helps to show the peculiari ty of symbol ic language, if any, in a locality. At the 
same t ime, houses of the Hakka people were inspected in scat tered areas, such as Lam Tsuen 
and Shatin, as well as two temples in Tai 0，thus more examples are included to look into the 
un iqueness of symbol ic language a m o n g di f ferent bui lding types. 
Vi l lage houses , ancestral halls, study halls, t emples and are four m a j o r types of 
bui ld ings seen in H o n g Kong. 1 will look at both we l l -known examples as well as less well-
k n o w n ones . They are chosen for data collect ion to provide a b roader and balanced view. 
The w o o d carv ings found on every part of these bui ld ings are examined . T h e pattern of the 
depicted mot i f s and their place of occurrence are pho tographed and recorded. 
Secondly , each of the decorat ive mot i f s on the w o o d ca rv ing is descr ibed in details. 
T h e pat terns engraved are identif ied through the study of mythica l f igures and animals , 
ausp ic ious icons, narra t ive tales, legends, folk culture, Ch inese symbol i sm and ancient 
manuscr ip t s . T h e ques t ion of labell ing the pattern is addressed wi th re fe rence to drawings 
like those in Sancai tuhui 三才圖會 [ C o l l e c t i o n of d iagram of the Three Geniuses]^^ 
Jieziyuan huapu 界子園畫譜 [ R e p e r t o i r e of Mustard Garden]39 as well as o rnamenta t ions 
on w o o d e n furni ture , Ch inese ink-wash paint ings, and porcela ins . Meanwhi l e , I will look for 
the h idden m e a n i n g of these mot i fs . Previous s tudies like Nozak i (1927) , Ito (1941), 
Eberhard (1986) , W a n g Qingtai (1986) , Knapp (1999) , Z h a n g (2000) and Ju (2001) are 
he lpfu l in p rov id ing re fe rences for the translat ion of the symbol ics . 
T h e me thod for analys is is initiated and conceptua l ized by the ‘‘symbolic l anguage" of 
Ch inese in t roduced by Ferdinand Lessing.4o This thesis is not a imed at app ly ing whol ly and 
strictly the l inguist ic ph i losophy , such as syntactic, semant ics or p ragmat ics , into the study of 
38 Wang Qi 王祈 and Wang Siyi 王思義，Sancai tuhui 三才圃會[Collection of diagram of the Three 
Geniuses],萬麼 Wanli edition, 1609, see edition in Xu xiu si ku quan shu 讀f冬四庫全書[Continuous 
Compilation of Encyclopaedia of Four Vaults], Shanghai, Shanghai guji chubanshe 上海古籍出版社，1995, 
vol. 1232-1236. 
39 Wang Gai 王 概 J i e z i y u a n hmpu 齐子園畫譜[Repertoire of Mustard Garden]，see edition in 
Shanghai, Tianbao shuju 天寶書局，丨 910-20. 
40 Eberhard, Wolfram, Lexikon chinesischer Symbole, see edition in G.L. Campbell translated, A dictionary of , 
Chinese symbols: hidden symbols in Chinese life and thought, London, Routledge & K. Paul, 1986，pp. 8-9. 
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motifs in wood carvings in Chinese houses. Here, “ language" is defined as the 
communica t ion of thoughts and feelings through a system of symbols in a context, that is, 
the pictorial program of using motifs in the wood carvings in a Chinese house. Effort is 
given mainly to the reading of connoted meanings of the motifs , the construction of symbolic 
languages, and explorat ion of their relationship with architectural attributes, such as 
funct ion, spatial experiences, etc. Therefore , the symbolic language — a three dimensional 
symbolic setting can be constructed to disclose the idiosyncrasy, if there is any, of each 
house. 
Representat ive buildings of different type are chosen to be the basis for discussion. 
Through comparat ive study of the symbolic language, the d i f ferences and similarities in the 
way houses speak the symbolic language can be uncovered. The unique way that the motifs 
are ordered in a house is highlighted. 
Limitations 
There are some limitations in this thesis, however they can also be considered as 
opportunit ies to conduct further research in this field of study. 
Due to the rapid development over the territory, limited number of vernacular 
bui ldings is still surviving. On top of this constraint, many houses are neglected in repairing 
or even extensively modif ied . Thus there are very few houses that can demonstrate to us a 
complete and original setting of the motifs. It is diff icult to find relevant buildings with 
similar attributes, like same building type, belong to the same clan, or located in the same 
area. Therefore , it is hard to compare directly the symbol ic language of houses without 
consider ing other inf luencing factors. 
Besides, the current composi t ion of moti fs in wood carvings can only be assumed that 
they are the same as they used to be in the past, and carry the same symbolic meanings, 
al though the bui ldings are restored or renovated. 
Limited in t ime, some aspects of wood carvings will not be highlighted in this study, 
such as the origins of the symbolic languages and its deve lopment over time. Why and when 
does fu 41, bat, be related to fu 福 [ g o o d fortune and blessing]? 
Moreover , houses in others parts of China are not included in the study. Before 
becoming a British colony, Hong Kong was part of Bao ' an County in Guangdong Province, 
sharing a c o m m o n culture. On this basis, do houses in Hong Kong speak the same symbolic 
language as those around Pearl River Delta, and in Guangdong Province? Or, there are 
d i f ferences in the content , and the way to speak? How about the inf luences f rom region with 
recognized distinct wood carvings style, such as Chaozhou and Meizhou of Guangdong 
province? In a broader scale, the di f ferences in the way a house speaks symbol ic language in • 
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different regions of China are still in question. It would be interesting to find out if there are 
d i f ferences in the symbolic languages based on the dialectic dif ferences . 
Recalled that the symbolic value of a house is constituted by all architectural 
decorations. The symbolic languages of individual decorations, painting, plastering relief, 
porcelain f igures, and carvings of stone and brick should be studied in the future, so that a 
complete picture about the symbolics represented by decorat ions in Chinese houses can be 
painted. 
1.4 Content of the thesis 
This thesis has seven Chapters . Chapter 1 is an introduction, describing the context and 
conceptual f r amework of the research, the methodology adopted and readings related to this 
study. Chapter 2 discusses Chinese symbols and sense of auspiciousness, jixiang 吉祥，and 
their manifes ta t ion in a house. Chapters 3 to 5 are devoted to field work that includes 
documentat ion and decipherment of wood carvings motifs in three types of buildings: 
domest ic , ceremonial , and religious. Chapter 6 tries to look into the f indings of the field 
work that leads to discussion on the symbolic languages of the buildings. Chapter 7 is an 
conclusion of this research. 
It is important to note that in this thesis, the terms ‘‘left and “right” are understood to 
describe as one exper ience the building and read the wood carvings. However , it is reversed 
as the convent ional way of describing Chinese buildings, in which “left and "r ight" mean 
stage left and stage right. 
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2 
JIXIANG 吉祥 CARVINGS 
Through the imagination of artists, and skilful hands of c raf t smen, the aspirations of the 
Chinese are visualized, concretized and elaborated to impress on the visitors that is 
unforget table . Every piece of architectural decorat ions tells stories. In a Chinese house, these 
pictorial messages are represented for al lowing the blessings to de fuse into the everyday life 
of the inhabitants. The decorat ions in a house, including mot i fs on architectural elements: 
porcelain f igurines on the ridge, paintings and plastered sculptures on the wall, carvings in 
wood, brick, and stone, as well as the furniture, and objects put inside the house, serve as 
implements to express the wishes of commoners , and comfor t themselves at the same time. 
They stand as the reflection of the psychological needs of the inhabitants, constituting the 
symbol ic values of a Chinese house. One should careful ly study all these e lements to know 
clearly about the idea of a Chinese house. Here, I can only at tempt to gl impse the idea of a 
Chinese house through the architectural decoration, by reading the symbolic languages 
‘ conno ted in decorat ive motifs , using wood carvings as examples . This may not give the full 
picture of how a Chinese house reflects the symbolics of Chinese culture. However , it will 
provide a more in-depth understanding of wood carvings and the approach that the wood 
carvings can be read as a holistic entity in individual houses. 
2.1 An exhibition of wishes 
By jus t looking careful ly the exteriors of a house, all the details somet imes tell us the 
aspirat ions of people. A general illustration in Hong Kong context is presented. Numerous 
e lements on the bui lding envelope are decorated with symbols to voice goodness of all kinds. 
The ridge, being a dominant feature f rom a distance, is decorated with plastered relief pattern 
or sculptures in a linear presentation. Dif ferent , auspicious themes are assembled, with a 
central topical mot i f , or divided into f rames in which plastered ornamenta t ions are composed 
in groups. Shiwan ceramics may be also found on the ridge, many ceramic f igurines f rom 
scenes f rom folk stories, mythical creatures such as the unicorn, aoyu 繁魚 [ d r a g o n fish], • 
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dragon and phoenix , as well as frui ts and f lowers m a d e up the panels . These scenes refer to 
the events descr ibed in popular novels'^', in which fa i thfu lness , filial piety, vir tuousness, and 
r ighteousness are emphas ized . Moreover , the repeated small p ieces of floral porcelain speak 
of symbol ic aspira t ions clearly, al though all are a lmost invisible f rom the ground. At the end 
of the gable r idge, bogu, ruishou 瑞 獸 [ a u s p i c i o u s beast] , or rishen 曰神 [ G o d of Sun] and 
yueshen 月神 [ G o d of M o o n ] are located. Other than the r idges, the small surface on end 
tiles and dr ippers are also decorated with pat terns of good omens . Under the roof tiles is the 
eave board that is usual ly heavi ly carved with moti fs . It spans over the frontal elevation as a 
pictorial headl ine , occupy ing a remarkable posi t ion. On the f rontal wall , there may be a 
register of pa in t ing depic t ing var ious symbols at the top of the wall . Otherwise , a f r ieze of 
plastered rel ief is emp loyed to al low vital descript ion of the wishes . Not limited to the frontal 
e levat ion, the xuanyu 懸魚 [ h a n g i n g f ish] and the gable wall f r ieze on the side are moulded 
with symbols . In addi t ion , the ra inwater outlet is shaped into a golden fish that corresponds 
to jinju 金玉 [ g o l d and j ade ] thus enabl ing the spreading of jixiang idea all round the house. 
T h e ent rance door , which is f lanked by anti thetical couple t s in red paper writ ten with 
wishes for goodness , is fur ther decorated with the guajian 掛笔 [ h a n g i n g paper]"^- atop 
express ing hope for happiness . Passing through the entrance, it is another introverted space 
pact with symbol i c mot i f s for goodness . Once inside the en t rance hall , the ceremonia l screen 
door is found located at the centre, which has mot i f s carved in panels . It b locks the direct 
v iew into the interior; on the other hand, it guides one gently to look into the carvings inside. 
Archi tectural c o m p o n e n t s in the wooden structural f r a m e suppor t ing the roof are richly 
- o r n a m e n t e d , such as the gejia 隔架， / /"ggcwg 令才共[parallel bracket s e t ] , 加 g 彷 [ l i n t e l ] , 
tuofeng 轮峰 [ c a m e l ' s hump] , giiazhu 瓜柱 [ s h o r t co lumn] , queti 雀替 [ s p a r r o w brace] 
and erfang 額彷 [ s t r e t c h e d double queti]. They are depic ted with mot i f s in relief, or carved 
into shape of ausp ic ious symbol s in sculpture in the round. A piece of red cloth m a y b e seen 
hung d o w n f rom the r idge purlin, which was draped over it in the shangliang 上樑 
[hoist ing the r i d g e p o l e ] - � c e r emony . It is a ritual of great s ign i f icance to br ing luck to the 
house . At the lower level, there may be decora ted n iche in the en t rance hall where tudi 土地 
[Earth G o d ] is worsh iped , thus the house and inhabi tants are blessed. Inside the living 
quarter , c h a m b e r s are part i t ioned with panel led doors that are decora ted with carvings in 
41 Such as Fengshen yanyi 封神演義 [ R o m a n c e of the Enfeoffment as Deities], Yangjiajiang 楊家將 
[Generals of the Yang Family]. 
42 Knapp, Ronald G.，China's living houses: folk beliefs, symbols, and household ornamentation, Honolulu, 
University of Hawaii Press, 1999’ pp. 92-101. 
Knapp, Ronald G., Ibid., pp. 41-48. 
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openwork or in low relief, forming a backdrop exhibit ing the goodness in divided panels. 
Moreover , there are column base in the shape of lotus, and chuidai shi 垂帶石 [ h a n g i n g 
strap stone] carved into cloud shape for good omen. 
It is commonly understood that architectural decorat ions are made as a media for 
expressing the strong desire towards the pursuit of goodness . A rough idea about the 
relationship between the motifs in the decorations and their connoted meanings is perceived 
by scholars. Based on Carl Gustav Jung ' s idea about symbols , 
thus a word or an image is symbolic when it implies someth ing more than its 
obvious and immedia te meaning.'*^ 
The mot i fs are symbols that express auspiciousness. However , the above picture is 
probably too homogenous and simplistic to tell a comprehens ive view of situating the 
decorat ions in a Chinese house. We are often overwhelmed by the j oy of browsing through 
the details of the decorat ions, without truly understanding the under lying layers of messages 
behind these decorat ions that are shaped by Chinese culture. What is exactly Chinese ' s 
"auspic iousness"? And, in what way they are presented in the architectural decorat ions? 
Wood carvings are best place to conduct such study. Wood carvings are usually found 
in larger quanti ty a m o n g the carvings of wood, stone, brick, and plaster. A house of humble 
family often has no decorat ions except a plainly carved eave board. Furthermore, among 
these architectural decorat ions, wood carvings are found in an introverted space inside a 
Chinese house, which is the immediate living envi ronment of the inhabitants. A close 
dialogue is established between the carvings and the inhabitants. The motifs on wood 
carvings are complicated in forms and spread over the house. They may form part of the 
wooden architectural e lements , such as a carved panel on lattice door, or base on the profiles 
of these e lements , like a Changgong 樓拱 [ d i a g o n a l strut] carved into the shape of a deer. 
Nevertheless , they harmonize well with the wooden architectural e lements to provide an 
exper ience when meander ing through the space. To understand more fully about the motifs 
of wood carvings, I will introduce a conceptual f r amework , apprehending ourselves with the 
symbol rich envi ronment of the Chinese, the idea of mot i fs as symbols of jixiang 吉祥，and 
in turn as a symbol ic language in a Chinese house. 
2.2 Chinese: People of symbols 
In the phi losophical discourse, man is an animal symboUcum. M a n ' s symbolic activity 
dis t inguishes h imsel f f rom animal , leading the way to civilization, according Ernst 
44 Jung, Carl Gustav, Man and his symbols. New York, Dell Publishing Co., 1968, p. 4. 
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Cassirer. 45 He stated that symbolic thought and symbolic behaviour are the most 
characteristic features of human life.46 This is also true for the Chinese, who are people of 
the eyes.47 However , not limited to only visual symbols, they actually live inside an imagery 
sphere of symbols of all kinds. Chinese are constantly living in a symbolic universe- a rich 
envi ronment with symbols . Symbolic culture, being one of the fundamenta l components of 
Chinese culture, is widespread and conventional throughout the long Chinese history. 
‘‘The Chinese are people of dragon." This is probably the most direct example of 
symbolism of the Chinese. Chinese, like all people, tend to use concrete symbols to represent 
and visualize abstract idea, intangible concept, and passion. Under lying symbolic meanings 
add r ichness to expressions. A Chinese person is cultivated in an environment that is filled 
with symbols of all kinds; it is like a silent t ransforming influence. In general linguistics, the 
symbols are the signifier while the abstract thought is the signif ied; in between the two is a 
conventional relation. It is also true for Chinese symbols . Meanings connoted in symbols are 
clearly unders tood by c o m m o n people through convention, these symbols are not defined 
concretely. While their content is popularly understood by c o m m o n people, the symbolics of 
the motif are somet imes universal and variable, and somet imes specif ic and rigid. To make 
these relations more clear, here, I will introduce some readings of Chinese symbolism. 
It is not diff icul t to discover that using symbols to express is ubiquitous for the 
Chinese. Symbols play an essential role as fundamenta l as how Chinese perceive the world. 
For instance, the Emperor of China was described and respected as tianzi 天子 [ T h e Son of 
Heaven]. The twelve dizhi 地支 [ e a r t h l y branches] are used to designate the years, and 
symbolised by twelve different an imals ,^ Colour white is associated with the West. It is 
also the colour of mourning; haishi 白事 [ m a t t e r s of white] means the funeral . A whip held 
in the right hand shows that the actor is mount ing a horse in a Chinese opera. Eating 
tangyuan 湯圓 [ s w e e t dumping in soup] during New Year celebrates and signifies the 
gathering and union of all the family members . A piece of stone is worshipped in village 
shire, as it is the emblem of the local earth god. Different parts of the chunniutu 春牛圖 
[diagram of spring ox] in tongsheng 通勝 [ g e n e r a l a lmanac”^ express the forecast of the 
Cassirer, Ernst (1874-1945), An essay on man: An introduction to the philosophy of human culture. New 
Haven, Yale University Press, 1944, pp. 23-26. 
Cassirer, Ernst, ibid, p. 27. „ 
47 Eberhard, Wolfram, Lex ikon chinesischer Symbole, see edition in G 丄.Campbell translated, A dictionary of 
Chinese symbols: hidden symbols in Chinese life and thought, London, Routledge & K. Paul, 1986’ p. 8, 
48 The twelve animals are rat, ox, tiger, rabbit, dragon, snake, horse, goat, monkey, cock, dog and pig. 
tongsheng 通勝 [general almanac] is the Chinese Almanac that astrological and astronomical data of each . 
day of the Year. 
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harvest , and the schedule of agricultural activities in the c o m i n g year . These symbols are the 
mot i f s in d i f fe ren t cultural domains . 
Us ing symbo l s in express ion is popular a m o n g the Chinese regardless of social 
h ierarchy. T h e use of symbol s is adopted by illiterates or scholars alike, happened in folk or 
high culture. In popula r enter ta inment like Chinese opera is full of symbol i sm. A red face 
denotes a sacred person, loyal personage or a great Emperor ; a warr ior is represented by two 
long peacock fea thers on his hat. Literati also use symbol ic mot i fs , such as in Chinese art. 
Ch inese charac ters or iginated as pictures, convey ing ideas not by sound alone. Chinese 
cal l igraphy puts fo rward the essence, being the interplay of the pictorial fo rm and meanings . 
Ch inese pa in t ings can be v iewed as a piece of ar twork to give aesthet ic p leasure to audiences 
or messages with symbols . The characters: mounta ins , water , rocks, trees, may be the 
e m b l e m s of passion a compan ionsh ip , milieu of antiquity or ca lmness in oneself . These 
pictures are said to conta in symbols , or the symbols tak ing graphic f o r m s . 5 � I n some cases, 
the symbo l s are universal a m o n g the culture. In a c o m m o n fami ly , one may wish the elderly 
longevity by saying laoru songbo 老 如 松 柏 [ m a y you have longevi ty as pine and cypress] . 
R e n o w n e d painter Bada shanren 大山人 ( 1 6 2 6 - 1 7 0 5 ) also drew a pine beside a deer in 
an ink paint ing, songlutu 松鹿圖 [ p a i n t i n g of p ine and deer] , for ce lebra t ing o n e ' s bir thday. 
(Fig. 13) 
Fig. 13. s o " 玄 松 鹿 圓 Ipainting of pine and deer| by 
Bada shanren八大山人. 
(from Wang Zhaowen王朝聞 et al., Badashanren quaiiji /乂大山人全集 |The 
whole Collection of Badashanren], Nanchang, Jiangxi meishu chubanshe,江 
西美術出版社，vol. 3，2000，p. 566.) 
Eberhard, Wolfram, op. cit.�p. 9. 
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Symbol ic moti fs are given a broader definition here, which are presented in different 
forms and medium: colour, number , text, plant, animal or pattern. The meaning of some 
motifs is universal across different medium. The best example is red, the colour for good 
luck, that is employed for nearly all festive occasions. Colour red is used in invitation card, 
as well as f i recrackers in celebration. Eggs painted red is sent to others for sharing happiness. 
On the other hand, a motif may carry diverse meanings in different occasions. When one 
wants to read the symbolic motifs, he should position himself into the specific context. 
Chinese manipula tes the motifs as in words or images to express ideas and passion in 
different context . Each context has its own system of symbol ism. The symbols have to fit in 
the context of each domain to voice out the message probably. Certain motif may be applied 
in different culture domains , while one motif may carry numerous meanings expressed 
through multiple forms. The mutual relationship between the motifs , symbolic meanings, 
and the context interweave with Chinese history, folk custom, legendry, etc. This is exactly 
the peculiarity of Chinese symbolic language. When one wants to read the symbolic 
language, one should be familiar not only with the symbols , but also the context where the 
symbols are applied. Chrysan themum is the f lower of the moon in lunar calendar, thus 
symbol izes autumn. It is also a symbol of long life and of duration, is a popular subject for 
Chinese painting. It also associated with a life of ret irement f rom public off ice , as widely 
known with poem written by Tao Yuanming 陶淵明（365-427 A.D.)^ ' , thus it is a symbol 
of jovial i ty. On contrary, a grasshopper sitting on a chrysan themum blossom symbolizes 官 
居一品 [ m a y you be the highest ranking official] . Take water as another example. Water, 
one of the wuxing 五《亍[Five Elements], represents f ive states of forces of expansion or 
condensat ion, and is associated with the direction of North. On the other hand, water is 
equivalent to money in folk culture; shuiweicai 水為財 [ w a t e r is weal th] is a popular 
saying. Besides, Laozi 老子 also use water as an exemplar of proper behaviour of a 
gent leman in the philosophical discourse. 
How about symbols in the context of a Chinese house? They are incorporated with a 
Chinese house at d i f ferent levels: form, colour, number , and more importantly, the 
architectural decorat ions. • 
The shape of the building form can be simply a symbol . An exclusive example would 
be the pavil ion entitled as Wanfang anhe 萬方安和 [ T r a n q u i l n e s s and peace in ten 
thousand directions] in the imperial garden Yuanming Garden 圓明園 . I t is designed in the 
51 Williams, Charles Alfred Speed, Outlines of Chinese symbolism, Peiping, Customs College Press, 1931, see 
edition in Outlines of Chinese symbolism and art motives: an alphabetical compendium of antique legends and , 
beliefs, as reflected in the manners and customs of the Chinese, New York, Dover Publications, 1976, p. 70. 
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shape of character wan ？d [swastika], which is the emblem of infini ty and immortal i ty in 
China.52 (Fig. 14) Ano the r example is one type of vernacular houses of H a k k a " people, 
weilongwu 圍隴屋，is organized with rectangular bui ld ings in the middle , backed by a row 
of subsidiary bui ld ings or s imply a layer of br icks in curved fo rm, and f ronted by a pond in 
semi-ci rcular shape. (Fig. 15) Regardless the true intention of mak ing such shape, this 
dist inct ive compos i t ion resembles a coin that is a c o m m o n symbol of weal th . Besides, 
symbols m a y appear in numer ica l form. The four co lumns inside Qinian dian 祈年殿 [ H a l l 
for Pray ing for N e w Year] represent the four seasons. (Fig. 16) 
C o m p a r e d to the vague numerical representa t ions and bui ld ing form，the manipula t ion 
of symbol s can be read more clearly f rom the decora t ions on the architectural e lements . 
Shar ing the nature of be ing symbols , the mot i f s depicted in the decora t ions carry under lying 
layers of message . Di f fe ren t mot i fs can actually be summar ized into only a few elementary 
ideas that, howeve r , e n c o m p a s s the Chinese thought of jixiang 吉祥 . J i x i a n g 吉祥 can be 
col lect ively descr ibed as " g o o d n e s s " in the C h i n e s e ' s percept ion for a happy life. In the 
reading of mot i f s on the w o o d carvings, we fo l lows and invest igate the way in which mot i f s 
are a ssembled in w o o d carvings , the idea of jixiang 吉祥 should be unders tood. 
Fig. 14. Pavilion entitled as Wanfang anlie 离方安和 ITranqiiilncss and 
peace in ten thousand directions] in the imperial garden Yuanming Garden 
圓明園. 
(from Yuzhi Yuanming yuan tuyong 御制圓明圜圓脉 |Imperial Diagrams 
and Poems of Yuanming Garden), Yongzheng 雍正 era (1723-1735 A.D.), 
, thirteenth year of Guangxu 光緒 era, Tianjin shiyin shiiwii 天津石印書屋 
edition,ywaw 1, see edition in Shijiazhiiang shi 石家莊市，Hebei meishu 
chubanshe河北美術出版社，1987.) 
“Eberhard, Wolfram, op. cit., p. 281, 
Hakka 客家’ literally means people who are sojourners, is a distinct sub-group within the Han Chinese race. 
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Fig. 15. weilongwu 圑嘛屋 of Hakka people resembles a coin that is a 
common symbol of wealth. 
Meizhou, Guangdong, 
(from Ho Puay-peng's collection.) 
H 
E B “ : � �^sj^f^^SJ^SSJ 
Fig. 16. The four columns inside Qinian dian 祈年殿 |Hall for Praying for 
New Year) represent the four seasons, 
(from Lizhijianzliu: tanmiao jisi 禮制建菜：壇廟祭祀 |Ritual Architecture: 
Sacrifices at Altar and Temple)，Guangfu shujii光後書局 Kwang Fu Book 
Enterprises Co. Ltd. and Zhonggiio jianzhu gongye chubanshe中國建築工業 
出版社 China Architecture and Building Press, 1992, plate 16.) 
< • 
2.3 Chinese Sense of Auspiciousness 
It is a f u n d a m e n t a l a t t i t u d e to l i fe f o r a C h i n e s e t o s u m m o n g o o d f o r t u n e a n d a v o i d 
i m p e n d i n g t r o u b l e , quji bixiong 趨吉避凶， s i m p l y h o p i n g f o r a b e t t e r t o m o r r o w a n d a 
p r o p i t i o u s f u t u r e . A m o n g the C h i n e s e s y m b o l s , m a n y a re r e l a t e d to a u s p i c i o u s n e s s . A b r o a d • 
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conceptual f r a m e w o r k of Jixiang 吉祥 is can be perceived as a s igni f icance territory in 
Chinese cul ture. Chinese , like all people, of ten bel ieve that to pursue good for tune is 
essential for ensur ing happiness and blessings in life. They love to use auspic ious emblems 
of all types eve rywhere , in every occasion if possible , to express the wish for happiness , as 
well as to comfor t themse lves in any dis turbing exper iences in life. They execute numerous 
measures : speak favorab le words , dress in red, eat ing certain kind of food in festival 
occas ions , d raw propi t ious symbols and employ for tunate pat terns on daily utensils. These 
means do not guaran tee auspic iousness in return; however , o n e ' s uncer ta inness for the future 
may be eased. It is very easy to image a scene in the celebrat ion of N e w Year: people dress 
in red, wh ich is the color of good omens , exchange good wishes by congra tu la t ing others 
with propi t ious sayings , fill the dwel l ing with lucky wri t ings and paint ings , en joy cuisine 
deeply imbued with symbol ic mean ing of happiness and bless ing, as well as to per form 
cus toms or r i tuals to ensure good fortune. These acts or iginated f rom a sphere of idea that 
can be descr ibed as jixiang 吉祥，which cover a wide spect rum of th ings said to carry the 
m e a n i n g of good luck, s igns of good omens , events of j oy , happiness of all k inds in d i f ferent 
context . ' 
W e can gain a bet ter unders tanding of the concept of ausp ic iousness by looking first at 
the charac ters ji 吉 and xiang 祥 . I n Shuowen jiezi 説文解字 [ I n t e r p r e t the Text and 
Explain the Word] , Xu Shen 許慎 explains, 
吉’善也，從士口。54 
ji 吉，means goodness, follows •s’/?/ 士 a n d 口 . 
‘ 祥’福也，從示，羊聲，云善。 5 5 
.. xiang means blessings, follows shi ^ , pronounce as yang 羊，means goodness. 
示，天垂象，見吉凶，所以示人也。從二，三垂，日月星也，觀乎天文，以 
察時變。示，神事也。凡示之厲皆從示。 5 6 
shi 示，means the symbols hang down from heaven, reveal goodness and bad. [It is] 
to show to mankind. [It] follows er 二，the three vertical strokes are sun, moon and 
star. [People] observe the constellation to notice the changes, shi 示 is matter of 
God. For [character] related to shi 示，the [took meaning] are following shi 示. 
Ji 吉 and xiang 祥 was given a def ini t ion by C h e n g X u a n y i n g 成玄英 in T a n g 
Dynas ty (618-907 A.D) . • 
Xu Shen 許十奥(d. 120), Shuowen jiezi 言兑文解字[Inteipret the Text and Explain the Words], as contained in 
Siku quanshu 四庫全書[Encyclopaedia of Four Vaults], \lS\,juan 2，p. 10a, see an edition in Shanghai, 
Shanghai guji chubanshe 上海古籍出版社，1987, vol. 223, p. 97. 
“ X u Shen 許慎（d. \ 20),Juan 1’ p. 3a, ibid, p. 73. 
56 Xu Shen 許慎（d. \20),juan 1’ p. 2b, ibid, p. 73. ‘ 
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吉者，福善之事：祥者’嘉慶之徵。 5 7 
Ji 吉 is matter of blessings and goodness; xiang 祥 is symbol of happiness. 
In short , characters jixiang 吉祥 e tymological ly s ignif ies the symbols of blessings, 
goodness and happiness . Whi le in popular unders tanding and daily usage of folk context, 
jixiang 吉祥 represents the idea of auspic iousness col lect ively at two levels. It is a broader 
conceptual sphere e m b o d y i n g auspic iousness of all k inds , as well as all related objects , 
which may be character , number , colour, plant, beast , bird, legendary f igure and 
mythologica l creatures . They are the symbols through which the b less ing and auspic iousness 
are a t tached. Then , wha t does jixiang 吉祥 actually represent? 
T h e content of Ch inese ‘‘auspiciousness” can be g l impsed f rom the wu-fu 五福 [ f i v e 
blessings]58 def ined in Shanshu: Hongfan 尚書：洪範59. It is said that, the ninth discipline of 
rul ing a count ry is to encourage the off ic ia ls and civi l ians with the wu-fu 五福 [ f i v e 
blessings], and warn them of the liuji 六極 [ s i x suffer ings] . They are expla ined as, 
五福即一曰壽，二曰富，三曰康寧，四曰攸好德，五曰考终命是也。六極即 
一曰凶、短、折？二曰疾’三曰憂’四曰贫，五曰惡，六曰弱是也。60 
F i v e . / "福 [ b l e s s i n g s ] are known as longevity, wealth, health, love of virtue, and a 
natural death in old age. Six ji 極 [ s u f f e r i n g s ] are known as death before 
changming teeth, come of age or marriage, illness, anxiety, poverty, evil and being 
fainthearted. 
Other than wufu 五福，sanduo 三多 [ t h r e e abundances ] , which is another c o m m o n 
express ion , can be found in Zhuangzi 莊子， 
堯觀乎華華封人曰嗜聖人請柷聖人使聖人壽……使聖人富……使聖人多男 
- 子 0 61 
“ G u o Xiang 郭象（d. 3丨2) annotated，Cheng Xiianying 成玄英（fl. 635-655)，Z/mongz/y/^s/?/ 莊子集釋’ Giio 
Qingfan 郭慶藩（1844-1896) editedJwa" 2’ vol. 2’ The Inner Chapters, Chapter Four: This Human World, 
see edition in Taibei, Taiwan Zhonghua shuju 查灣中華書局，1973. 
See Chavannes, Edouard (1901), Knapp (1999). 
Shangshu 尚書[The Book of History] is a classic literature believed to be complied by Confucius in the fifth 
century B.C. One of its chapters,'entitled Hongfan 洪範[The Great Plan], was the record of the dialog 
between Emperor Wuwang 武王 and Jizi 焚子 in the thirteenth year of Wen wang 文王 in Zhou Dynasty. 
Hongfan introduces and explains in detail the nine disciplines of ruling a country by an Emperor in two 
sections. It is claimed that Hongfan is the earliest texts to record the idea of wu-fu 五福[five blessings]. See 
Zhou Bingjun 周秉钩，Baihua Shangshu 白話尚書’ Changsha, Yuelu shushe 岳麓書社，1990, pp. 94-106. 
II 
60 Shangshu 尚書[The Book of History], chapter Hongfan 洪範[The Great Plan], Shi Hao 史浩（1106-
1194) annotated in Shangshujiangyi 尚書講義’ hand copy of Wenyuan pavilion edition 文淵閣手秒、本’ywan 
12, pp. 31 ab, see edition in Taibei, Tai Taiwan shangwu yinshuguan 臺灣商務印書馆’ 1971. 
61 Zhuangzi Zhuangzi 莊子’ Guo Xiang 享P 象 (d . 312) annotated, Zhonghua shuju Sibu beiyao 中華書 • 
局四部備要，5，3b-4a , see edition in Taibei, Xinxing shuju 新與書局，1960, pp. 48-49. “ 
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Emperor Yao 堯 traveled in a place called Hua 華.The guard of the place said, 
"Man of great wisdom, please let me make wishes to you, [I] wish you to have 
longevity... [1] wish you to have wealth... [I] wish you to have many sons." 
In these two classical texts, some ideas about the grand wishes and felicities of the 
Chinese are indicated. The wufu 五福 and scmdno 三多 are perceived as the essential 
components of good fortune and happiness, in turn a prosperous life. However , they are 
insufficient to provide an ideal model of a satisfactory life; peaceful living, conjugal bliss, 
domest ic harmony as well as academic achievement are of ten highly desired at the same 
time. And, wufu 五福 are popularly known as fu 福 [ g o o d fortune], lu 禄 [ e m o l u m e n t ] , 
shou # [longevity], xi 喜 [ j o y ] and cai 財 [ w e a l t h ] in the minds of common Ch inese . " 
The ji 吉 [ a u s p i c i o u s n e s s ] can be collectively understood to consist of both 
materialistic and mental needs, such as: happiness, harmony, longevity, peace, good omen, 
conjugal bliss, blessing, good fortune, wholeness , propit iousness, fame, emoluments , 
academic achievement , favourableness , good luck, wealth as well as numerous progeny. 
From another perspect ive, it is not surprising that ethical values, such as decentness, 
fa i thfulness , filial piet>s restraint, and r ighteousness also fall into commoner s ' spiritual 
sphere of auspiciousness . These moral values are regarded as the virtues of gent lemen, which 
are desired to similar extent as those wishes mentioned above. In the pursuit of a happy life, 
these moral s tandards are associated so that other happiness would fol low, or work together 
to point to a more ideal life. Having sons after sons will maintain the continuity of the 
family, in turn the clan. At the same time, as if the sons are filial toward parents, harmony at 
home and family solidarity is maintained, then, a happy family life is resulted after all. 
‘ These aspirat ions appear to be sweeping and cover a wide range of ideas, however , 
they can be s imply considered as the content of auspiciousness for the Chinese. Chinese do 
not keep these auspic iousness in heart, but express them purposely . They of ten believe that 
the repeat ing expression of jixiang 吉祥 can be rewarded for mult i tude of auspiciousness in 
all aspects. As sinologist Edouard Chavannes has pointed out this mental i ty , 
If the Chinese write their good wishes everywhere, it is because they believe in their 
efficacy. They think, that the formula of benediction, like that of malediction, can be 
followed by effect, and repeating these desires for happiness on clothes and vases 
that are associated with daily life, one will multiply around oneself the chances for 
happiness. The belief in the power of the good wish 63 
‘ .. 
Henri Dore, Recherches sur les superstitions en Chine, Shanghai, Imprimerie de la Mission catholique, 1911-
1938, see edition in M. Kennelly translated. Researches into Chinese superstitions, Taiwan, Ch'eng-Wen 
Publishing Co., 1966，vol. 4’ p. 435. 
Chavannes, Edouard, De I'Expression des voeux dans I'art populaire chinois, narrated in Journal Asiatique, 
series 9’ vol. 18, Sept.-Oct. 1901, see edition in Elaine Spaulding Atwood translated, annotated, and . 
illustrated, The five happiness: Symbolism in Chinese Popular Art, New York, Weatherhill, 1973，pp. 34-35. 
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2.4 Chinese House: symbols and jixiang 吉祥 
The idea of jixiang 吉祥 is carried through d i f ferent cultural doma ins of the Chinese, 
serving as a dr iv ing force as well as a source to create plent i ful auspic ious representat ions. It 
is not surpr is ing that t races of jixiang 吉祥 mot i f s are d iscovered relating to a Chinese 
house — a built space. A house gives a site for the jixiang to si tuate and d i f fuse into m a n ' s 
dwel l ing space. Not l imited to only the decorat ions , the embod ied aspirat ion towards 
ausp ic iousness can be discussed in the way it is sited, des igned , cons t ructed , decorated and 
furn ished . Jixiang 吉祥 is pursued through careful or ienta t ing the bui ld ing and ritualized 
bui ld ing process , represented by the form of architectural e lements , and at tached in the 
symbols on furni ture , o rnamenta t ions , and utilitarian objects , cons t ruc t ing a total sett ing for 
l iving in happiness.64 Howeve r , those loose objects , such as an ausp ic ious paint ing hang on 
the wal l , an o rnamen ted porcelain bowl , or a vase with symbol s of good o m e n s on the side 
table, can be put in d i f fe ren t contexts , as the auspic ious idea is only at tached to the objects 
itself. O n e ' s vis ion is at t racted, at the same t ime l imited to the sur face where the auspic ious 
symbol s are located. On contrary , symbol ic mot i f s are also depic ted on the sur face of t imber 
e lements , but their last ing a t tachment to the bui ld ing e lements re inforces a sense of 
be long ing and a rigid sett ing. In this setting, o n e ' s exper ience is more than visually browsing 
through surfaces , but physical ly placing oneself in the space sur rounded by symbol ic motifs . 
Walk ing through the bui ld ing, one may look though, touch on, pass by, approach or go under 
the decora t ions . It is a dynamic interaction be tween the inhabi tants , symbols , space and 
house. Ano the r issue is t ime. Rituals are pe r fo rmed only at special occas ions . St rong passion 
‘ f a d e s a f te r m o m e n t a r y ce lebra t ions for auspic iousness . There m a y be no th ing left but only a 
sense of ausp ic iousness in o n e ' s mind. On the other hand, a dwe l l ing is a l iving envi ronment 
that occup ies a tangib le space in a locality. It is rather a conta iner for hous ing auspic iousness 
as well as act ivi t ies, a l lowing inhabitants to shower in the b less ings in everyday living. A 
house also p rov ides a site for inhabi tants to pe r fo rm ri tuals and ce r emon ie s to ask for fur ther 
good fo r tune that s eems to echo with the ausp ic iousness carr ied by the architectural 
decora t ions . T h e mot i f s on w o o d carvings and other archi tectural decora t ions do not stand 
a lone, but incorpora ted in a complex picture dense with ausp ic iousness and its symbols , 
s tar t ing f rom piece of soil to a built house. 
“ 
M In the main room, the typical square table seating eight is regarded as baxian zhuo 八仙桌[Eight Immortal's 
table]. Sitting around the baxian zhuo�one hopes to share the immortality so that all the goodness, such as 
longevity, happiness, and blessings will follow. Baxian 八仙[Eiglit Immortals] who are the Daoist Eight 
Immortals, namely: Lu Dongbin 呂洞賓’ He Xiangu 何仙姑’ Han Zhongli 鍾漢離，Zhang Guolao 張果老’ . 
Han Xiangzi 韓湘子，Cao GuojiL丨曹國舅，Li Tieguai 李鐡拐，and Lan Caihe 藍采和. 
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T h e bui ld ing process is associated with def ined ritual activit ies, through which ji 吉 
can be rewarded . T h e construct ion work has to start on favourab le day, fo l lowed by several 
steps: e rec t ing the co lumns , posi t ioning the r idge purlin, de te rmin ing the s lope of the roof, 
t i l ing the roof , plaster ing, mak ing drainage, pav ing f loor , pav ing the cour tyard and layering 
the br icks, all at propi t ious t i m e ' s 八口 example of this pract ice can be found in Hong Kong. 
A geomancer /p rognos t i ca to r named C h u n g Lung Shan 鐘龍山 calculated the favourable 
dates for bui ld ing a ga tehouse for Yung Sze Chiu 翁仕朝 6 � i n 1940，the result is stated in 





開行吉日擇庚辰年十一月廿八癸酉日子時正交中刻…… 6 7 
Placing the trestle and planing the purlins is chosen [to be done] at the first two 
quarters past wushi 午時68 on the fourteenth day (day of jichou 己丑）of the 
eleventh lunar month in the year of gengchen 庚辰. 
Leveling the platform is chosen [to be done] at mid of zishi 子時。‘）on the 
seventeenth day (day of renchen 壬辰）of the eleventh lunar month in the year of 
gengchen 庚辰. 
Installing the doors and making the wall is chosen [to be done] at the first quarter 
past shenshi 申 時 o n the seventeenth day (day of renchen 壬辰）of the eleventh 
lunar month in the year of gengchen 庚辰. 
Hoisting the ridge purlin is chosen [to be done] al the first quarter past shenshi 申時 
on the twenty-ninth day (day of jiachen 甲辰）of the eleventh lunar month in the 
year o^gengchen 庚辰. 
Opening of the gatehouse is chosen [to be done] at mid of zishi 子時7' on the 
- twenty-eighth day (day ofjiachen 甲辰）of the eleventh lunar month in the year of 
^ gengchen 庚辰. 
65 Wu Rong 午榮 ’ Zhang Yan 章嚴 and Zhou Yan 周嚴，Xinjuan j'mgban gong shi zhuo zhengshi Lu Ban jing 
jiangjiajing 新雄京版工師斫正式魯班經匠家鏡[Newly Engraved Official Classic of Lu Ban and Artisans' 
Mirror for Carpenters and Carvers], Chungchen 祟補 edition, 1628-1664,ywa/? 1’ pp. lab-6ab, see edition in 
Hua Jueming 華覺明，Zhongguo kexue Jishu dianji tonghui - Jishu juan 中國科學技術典籍通 ft -技術卷， 
Zhengzhou, Henan jiaoyu chubanshe 河南教育出版社’ 1994, pp. 380-383. 
66 Yung Sze Chiu 翁仕朝（1874-1944) was the chief of Hoi Ha Village 海下村 in Tai Po 大補.He was also a 
teacher and a Chinese mediciner in the village. 
‘ 67 鐘龍山為翁仕朝起建 門樓吉锞[Auspicious Divination of Constructing an Gatehouse for Yung Sze Chiu 
by Chung Lung Shan], collected in Hong Kong Village Life Collection,.Hong Kong Central Library, Item No. 
MS 131. 
68 wushi chuerke 午時初二亥ij corresponds to half past eleven in the morning. 
zishi zhengzhongke 子時正中刻 corresponds to twelve o'clock at noon. 
70 shenshi chuyike 申時初一亥ij corresponds to a quarter to four in the afternoon. 
71 zishi zhengjiaozhongk 子時正交中亥ij corresponds to twelve o'clock at night. 
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T h e purpose of l inking every procedure to jixiang 吉祥 is not only to ask for 
sat isfactory of the const ruct ion , at the same t ime, one would hope that the wel l -being and 
happiness would be inheri ted and brought into the house a f te rward . 
T h e idea of jixiang 吉祥 is also applied in the measur ing system used by carpenters. 
Lu Ban zhenchi 魯班真尺 [ t r u e ruler of Lu Ban] is used as an impor tant tool for carpenters 
to de te rmine the d imens ions of architectural e lements in houses . (Fig. 17) It is divided into 
favourab le and unfavourab le units, which are designated with a series of symbols , namely 
cai 財 [ w e a l t h ] , bing 病 [ i l l n e s s ] , // 離 [ s e p a r a t i o n ] , yi 義 [ j u s t i c e ] , guan 官 [ o f f i c i a l ] , 
jie 劫 [ p l u n d e r ] , hai 害 [ h a r m ] , and ./•/•吉[auspiciousness].” It is stated in Lu Ban 
yingzao zhengshi 魯班營造正式 [ C o r r e c t Bui lding Me thods of Lu Ban] that, 
吉字臨 f l最•良，中門內外一齊強。 7 3…… 
When measuring a door according to ji 吉[auspiciousness], it is the best of all. 
[You] will be strong inside and outside the middle gate at the same time.. . 
In actual cons t ruc t ion , d imens ions of bui ld ing e lements , w i n d o w s , doors , etc, are 
carefu l ly de te rmined to fo l low the favourable units of Lu Ban ruler, so that auspic iousness is 
expected to be bes towed in the house. As Rui tenbeek has pointed out, 
the carpenters and homeowners imagine that they have control over a thing which is 
beyond control - luck, since they can choose right or wrong measurement.^'' 
Ano the r impor tant way to seek j'ixiang 吉祥 is by carefu l ly si t ing of a Chinese house. 
T h e main en t rance is o f ten considered as an index to the crucial or ientat ion of the whole 
bui ld ing complex . T h e appearance and the landscape in f ront of the door are taken into 
account . Seven ty -one templa tes are listed in Lu Ban Jing 魯班經，d e s c r i b i n g dif ferent 






[It] there is a stone slab in front of the gate, as flat as a plate, 
the family will be rich and has reputation. 
72 Lu Ban yingzao zhengshi 魯班營造正式[Correct Building Methods of Lu Ban],ywa« 4，pp. 11 ab, op. cit.. 
Lu Ban yingzao zhengshi 魯班營造正式[Correct Building Methods of Lu EdiX\\,juan 4’ p. 15 a, op. cit.. 
74 Ruitenbeek, Klaas, op. cit., p. 81. 
75 Wii Rong 午榮’ Zhang Yan 章嚴 and Zhou Yan jH Xinjuan jingban gong shi zhuo zhengshi Lu Ban jing 
jiangjiajing 新銷京版工師斫正式魯班經匠家鏡[Newly Engraved Official Classic of Lu Ban and Artisans' . 
Mirror for Carpenters and Carversj’./won 3’ pp. 1 ab-6ab, Ibid.�pp.415-418. 
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[It] it is enclosed at both sides by a jewel br inging mounta in , 
[you] will be feed well and have more leisure. 
...^ J T m - * • - - 丨丨 ‘  ---•"一 • 
i 人 其 j 腺 、 ？ ^ A 
& 嫩 分 足 I 
^ ^ ^ I 字 定 
11 分 
t.-
—r-zz：：-—：：——"T-^i^rrrz；-—：―- —I — i - . 
Fig. 17. Lu Ban zhencbi 魯班其尺 [ t r u e ruler of Lu Ban] in Lu Ban yingzao 
zhengshi 魯班營造正式� C o r r e c t Building Methods of Lu Ban|,yMa// 4, pp. 
l lab . 
(from Ming Lu Ban yingzao zhengshi - Tianyige cangben 明魯般营造正式 -
天一 M 藏本 edition, ca. 1500，see edition in Ming Lu Ban yingzao zhengshi -
Tianyige cangben 明魯般营造正式-天一閣藏本，Shanghai , Shanghai kexue 
jishii chubanshe上海科學技術文獻出版社，1988.) 
2.5 Jixiang 吉祥 motifs in wood carvings 
A m o n g d i f f e r e n t t r i c k s to a s k f o r jixiang 吉祥，v i s u a l p r e s e n t a t i o n , l ike a p i c t u r e c o m p o s e d 
o f o r n a m e n t a t i o n s , a r o b e e m b r o i d e r e d w i t h r e p e a t e d p a t t e r n s , a p a p e r w r i t t e n w i t h l u c k y 
c h a r a c t e r s , o r a w o o d e n c h a i r c a r v e d w i t h m o t i f s , g i v e s t r o n g a n d i n s t a n t i m p e l l i n g f o r c e t o 
l i nk t o t h e w o r l d o f jixiang. P e o p l e t ry t o v i s u a l i z e t h e a s p i r a t i o n s t o w a r d s jixiang b y u s i n g 
s y m b o l s a s t h e med ia .^^ T h i s m e n t a l i t y is r e f l e c t e d in t h e d e s i g n o f s y m b o l i c m o t i f s in ar t 
w o r k s , w h i c h e n c l o s e l a y e r s o f m e s s a g e in t h e o r n a m e n t e d p a t t e r n s . A r t i f a c t s s u c h a s m e t a l 
w o r k s , r i tua l i m p l e m e n t s , f u r n i t u r e , p o r c e l a i n , C h i n e s e p a i n t i n g s , d a i l y u t e n s i l s , c l o t h i n g a n d 
76 The use of mascot can also be traced to historical manuscripts like Ruiying tuji 瑞應圖記 [Record of 
Auspicious Composite] and Ji mi 稽瑞 [Examine the Auspiciousness]. They are devoted specifically to the 
explanations of symbolic motifs. These manuscripts contain 120 and 185 items described with strips of texts in 
them respectively, however, no illustration is included. See Sun Rouzhi 孫柔之，Ruiying tuji 瑞應圖記 
[Illustrations of Auspicious], Northern and Southern Dynasties (420-589 A.D.), Ye Dehui 葉德輝 edited, 
1902’ see edition in Guangu tang suo zhushu 觀古堂所著書，Taibei, Yiwen yinshuguan 藝文印書 I f ’ 196-. 
And, Liu Geng 劉賡’ Ji rui 稽铺 [Examine the Auspiciousness], Tong Dynasty (618-907 A.D.), see edition . 
in Shanghai, Shangwu yinshuguan 商務印書伟，1936. 
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personal accessor ies f rom di f ferent historical per iods o f fe r factual examples of this symbolic 
o rnamenta t ion . They m a k e s ta tements on the objects express ing repeatedly the passion 
towards auspic iousness . T h e reading of the auspic iousness b e c o m e s easy by these graphics. 
These pictorial w o r d s form a set of c o m m o n language that a l lows every one to understand 
thQ Jixiang 吉祥 ideas, and to present their own wishes by similar symbols . 
W o o d carv ings in a Chinese house is also a kind of visual presenta t ion. Fol lowing the 
pract ice of us ing symbo l s in express ions , and the desire t owards jixiang 吉祥，w o o d 
carv ings in the Ch inese houses are dedicatedly produced . Recall that symbol ic ornamented 
mot i f s on the decora t ive wood carvings are symbol s that express jixiang 吉祥，and are 
ident if ied as pictorial vocabular ies in the notion of a language. 
When cons t ruc t ing a symbol , part icular motif , a f lower , a beast or a bird, is assigned 
with ausp ic ious m e a n i n g s according to its attributes: color , name, appearance , nature, myth 
or associated legend. Such associat ion is learnt in a rather convent iona l manner , through 
pe r fo rming cus toms and rituals, exchange of verbal messages , and more important ly the 
cul t ivat ion of onese l f in a symbol ic universe already. O n e may not k n o w the origin or 
opera t ing logic of certain symbol i sm, however , such pract ise wou ld still be unconscious ly 
accepted , r e m e m b e r e d and habi tuated. 
There are d i f fe ren t w a y s by which the aspira t ions are expressed , including rebuses, 
punn ing language , associa t ion, visual me taphors and w a y s that can be easily unders tood by 
c o m m o n e r s . T h r o u g h artistic e laborat ion, same wishes can be presented by variet ies of 
compos i t ions , add ing r ichness to the whole context . A certain idea may be expressed by 
d i f fe ren t symbols , whi le a symbol may convey m a n y messages at the same t ime. To 
recapi tulate , two me thods , symbol ic associat ion, and p lay ing with puns are ment ioned here. 
O n e way of express ing jixiang is the associat ion of ausp ic ious m e a n i n g s is based on 
the t radi t ional sugges t ions , which m a y b e linked to the natural or legendary at tr ibutes of the 
symbol . A p o m e g r a n a t e symbol izes numerous p rogeny as it is f i l led with seeds inside. A 
rock, also cal led shoushi 壽石 [ a g e d rock], symbol izes longevi ty because of its prolonged 
existent . T h e s e s y m b o l i s m s are relat ively obvious ; s o m e others involve deeply rooted bel iefs 
of Chinese , such as: Crane , a mythical creature in legends , is t radi t ional ly regarded as a 
symbol o f longevity.？？ A pair of mandar in duck is o f ten recognized as an e m b l e m of marital 
happiness.78 
.. 
77 In Huainan Zi 淮南子 [ S o n of Huainan], juan 17, it reads, “热壽千歲’以極其游。” [Crane is thousand 
years old,...] 
78 In Qin jing 禽經 [ T h e Book of Birds], it reads, “駕 ’ 匹鳥也，朝倚而暮偶，愛其類也。“[Mandarin 
duck is birds in pairs, which rely on each other in the morning and be together at night, because they love the 
same kind.] “ 
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Another means of expression is through a symbol that has phonetic association to an 
idea. Such popular usage of puns is much related to the monosyllabic and logographic nature 
of Chinese characters. Each Chinese character is a unit that represents a meaning. There are 
about 47000 characters listed in Kangxi Zidian 康熙字典 [ K a n g x i Dictionary].79 Limited 
to the tones80，lots of homophones exist, as well as many words with very similar 
pronunciation. This brings us one of the most frequently used mot i fs , /w 虫畐[bat], which is 
pronounced as the word fu 福 [ g o o d fortune and blessing]. Character die 蝶 [ b u t t e r f l y ] is 
the emblem of longevity because of its homophone, die 耋 that intrinsically means the age 
of 70 to years; a vase, ping 瓶，is phonetically equivalent to ping 平 in pingan 平安 
[peace]; lu 鹿 [ d e e r ] and lu 號 [ h e r o n ] corresponds to lu 禄 [ e m o l u m e n t s ] . The play of 
rebus also involved words that are pronounced alike. Character/ /"吉[auspiciousness]，// 雞 
[chicken], and /7 戟 [ h a l b e r d ] , have the same consonant and vowel, but different tones. And, 
character ju 橘 [ m a n d a r i n ] is sounded similarly. Thus, these three words are borrowed to 
associate with good fortune. Another example is he 荷 [ l o t u s ] symbolizing he 和 
[peaceful] and he 合 [ u n i o n ] that differ in tones. This uniqueness of Chinese language 
enhances and adds richness to the expression of jixiang 吉祥，bring lots of common and 
factual e lements as pictorial vocabularies involving in the presentations. Simply based play 
on words by speech, it makes great eff icacy in communicat ion yet everyone, including 
illiterate, know the complicated and abstract auspiciousness behind. 
79 Kangxi Zidian 康熙字典[Kangxi Dictionary] was complied in the forty-ninth year of Kangxi era (1710) by 
the order of Emperor Kangxi in Qiiig dynasty. 
80 Standard Mandarin has four tones, namely pingsheng 平聲，shangsheng 上聲，qusheng 去聲’ and rusheng 
入聲. ’ 
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Fig. 18. A large ji 難 |hen| symoblizes daji 大吉 jgreat auspiciousness], 
accompanied with a crane under a pine tree, 
(from Hua Dehan 華德韓，Zlioitggiw Dongyang mucliao 中國東險木雕 
[Dongyang Wood Carving of China), Hangzhou, Zhejiang sheying chubanshe 
浙江攝彩出版社，2001，p. 125.) 
2.6 Motifs, symbols and symbolic language 
The logographic nature of Chinese language also contributes the making of auspicious 
phrases, from which the Jixiang tu 吉祥 _ [auspicious composite]^' is shaped. Opposite to 
an alphabetic system, fewer characters are enough to express a meaningful message in 
- C h i n e s e language. An auspicious phrase that usually composed by four characters is 
deliberately refined to give a rich description with multiple reinforcement. Each phrase can 
be treated as a consolidation of manipulated symbols and added wishes. 
Provided the large surface area on the architectural elements, the strong passion of 
Chinese towards jixiang cannot be fully exhibited by just depicting singular symbols 
separately. Similar to constructing a phrase, multitudinous motifs present enormous 
combinations of pictorial vocabularies to convey more complex jixiang messages in an 
artistic manner. They are the jixiang tu 吉祥圖 defined as pictorial phrase combined by 
- p i c t o r i a l vocabularies putting together in specific format and order. The symbolic nature of 
»-• 
81 The assembling of symbols into an auspicious composite can be traced to a well-known composition entitled 
wuruitu 五瑞 ffl [diagram of five auspiciousness], which comprised of a yellow dragon, a white deer, a 
lianlimu 連理木[connected wood], a 力嘉禾 [ a u s p i c i o u s wheat] with nine stems, and a 承露 
人 [ d e w receiving man] under a tree. These motifs are carved on a cliff in Cheng 成 county of Gansu 
province as auspicious symbols to assure the safety of passing travelers in the forth year of Jianning 建寧 era . 
(171 A.D.) in the Han Dynasty. 
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these pictorial vocabular ies adds r ichness to the visual e f fec t , such as the same phrase can be 
represented by d i f fe ren t pictorial vocabular ies . It appears that individual representat ions as 
well as connoted phrasal mean ing of symbol ic mot i f s are well perce ived, rather than their 
carved pat tern. T h e mot i f s are directly descr ibed by auspic ious phrases in Lu yuan cong hua 
履園叢話 [ T a l k s in the Garden of Blessings]. It reads, 
嘉慶十九年，圓明園新搆竹園一所……旨命兩淮镜政承辦紫植裝修大小二百 
餘件。其花樣曰榴開百子，曰萬代長春，曰芝仙祝壽。 8 2 
In the nineteenth year of Jiaqing 嘉慶 era (1814), a new bamboo garden is 
constructed in Yuanming Garden 圓明園…Salt Administrator was ordered by the 
Emperor to purvey more than two hundred pieces of purple sandalwood decoration. 
Their motifs are namely, liukai baizi 描開百子 [pomegrana te opens with hundred 
seeds], wandai yannian 萬代長春 [ m a y your ten thousand generation of descents 
have lasting youth], lingxian zhiishou 芝仙祝壽 [ m a y immortal congratulates on 
your longevity]. 
T o express complex message , or emphas i s on fel ici t ies, apparen t unrelated entities are 
put together . S o m e c o m p l e x aspirat ions such as pingsheng sanji 平升三級 can only be 
expressed th rough a phrase . Individual mot i f , like vase, sheng 笠，and halberd, does not 
carry m e a n i n g related to p romot ion or emo lumen t s in any sense. Howeve r , when a vase 
ho ld ing three ha lberds bes ide a sheng 笠 83 are depicted as a compos i t e , the three symbols : 
vase, sheng 堡，and halberd are assembled by punn ing language . A vase, ping 瓶 is 
phonet ica l ly equiva len t to ping -f-, so as sheng 笠 to sheng 升 [ p r o m o t e d ] , whi le the three 
halberds , ji 戟，are p ronounced similar to ji 級.T h u s , this phrase conveys wish pingsheng 
-sanji 平 升 三 級 [ m a y you get p romoted up three g r a d e s ] 产 （ F i g . 19) 
- Ano the r e x a m p l e would be magpie , which is the e m b l e m of xi 喜 [ j o y ] . And , a coin, 
qicw 錢，is p ronounced the same as qian 前，thus, two conf ron ted m a g p i e s with a coin in the 
midd le represent xizai yanqian 喜在目艮前 [may the j o y be in f ront of your eyes].85 The 
desire t owards j o y appears to be ampl i f ied as the phrase fo rmula t ed g ives a more detailed 
and realist ic descr ip t ion , ra ther than only express ing the wish by a symbol of xi 喜. 
Similar ly , a heron , lu 蘇，is phonet ica l ly equivalent to lu 路，whi le a reed, lu 蘆，is 
Qian Yong 錢泳（1759-1844), Lu yuan cong hua 履園鼓話[Talks in the Garden of Blessings], S.I. : S.n.’ 
1870’7i/a" 12，p. 7b. . 
83 Sheng 笠 is the Chinese reed pipe, a wind instrument consisting of several bamboo pipes. 
Nozaki Nobuchika 野崎誠近，Zhongguo Jixiang tuan 中國吉祥圖案[Chinese Auspicious Motifs], see 
edition in Guting shuwu 古亭書屋 translated, Taiwan, Zhongwen tushu gufen youxian gongsi 衆文 ® 書股份 
有限公司，1994，pp. 501-502. 
Nozaki Nobuchika 野崎誠近，/6/^ /,，pp. 143-144. ‘ 
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p r o n o u n c e d wi th d i f f e r e n t tone . W h e n they are dep ic ted b e s i d e lo tus f l o w e r s , lian 蓮，that is 
a h o m o n y m o f lian 連 [ c o n t i n u e ] , sugges t i ng the wish yilu lianke 一 路 連 科 [ m a y you pass 
eve ry imper ia l e x a m i n a t i o n s continuously].86 (Fig . 20 ) M o r e than a s ing le a c h i e v e m e n t , this 
p h r a s e s t resses o n e ' s f o r e v e r succes s in the imper ia l e x a m i n a t i o n s w i th a s t rong tone . 
I l l 
Fig. 19. A vase holding three halberds,y7 戟，next to a sheng 笠 symbolizes 
wish pingsheng saitji 平升三級 [may you get promoted up three grades), 
(from Nozaki Nobuchika 野崎誠近，Jixiang xiangzheng tupu 吉样象徵圖雄 
-野崎誠近辑集� C h i n e s e Folk Paintings of Good Luck Symbols by Nozaki 
Seikin], 1927, as contained in Guoli Beijing daxue 國立北京大學，Zhongguo 
minsu xuehui minsu congshu 中國民俗學會民俗簌書，vol. 388-391, see 
edition in Taibei, Dongfang wenhua shuju 東方文化書局，1981, p. 502.) 
Fig. 20. A heron, lotus, and reed, suggesting少/7M lianke 一路連科 [may you 
„ pass every imperial examinations continuously!. 
(from Zhang Giiobiao 張歯棵，Huiz/丨ou m“(/i“oyisfiu 徹州木雕藝術 |Wood 
Carving in Hiiizhou District!, Hefei Shi, Anhiii meishu chubanshe 安黴美術 
出版社，1988.) 
It is i n t e re s t ing tha t the re are s o m e g r o u p s o f p lan t s , a n i m a l s , or o the r ent i t ies w e r e 
g iven ti t le. E x a m p l e s o f th is g r o u p i n g are erya 二 雅 [ t w o e l egan t s ] c o m p o s e d by b a m b o o 
and p l u m 87 ； sijunzi 四 君 子 [ f o u r g e n t l e m e n ] cons t i t u t ed by p l u m tree, o rch id , 
c h r y s a n t h e m u m and bamboo®^®; and shijihua 四季花 [ f l o w e r s o f f o u r s ea sons ] f o r m e d by 
iris, lo tus , c h r y s a n t h e m u m and plum'^'^ (Fig . 21 ) T h e s e t i t les d o not s i g n i f y g o o d luck at the 
86 Nozaki Nobuchika 野崎誠近， c i t . ’ pp. 469-470. 
Ito Chuta 伊東忠太，0/7. c/r.，p. 184. 
Ito Chuta 伊東忠太，op. c/7., p. 185. 
Eberhard, Wolfram, op. cit., p. 110. • 
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first glance; however, each title actually stands as a collection of all the auspiciousness 
carried by the each entity. Taking suihan sanyou 歲寒三友 [ t h r e e friends in the cold water] 
formed by pine, bamboo, and plum tree9o for instance. Pine can stand up to the cold, thus 
symbolize the steadfastness and faithful. Bamboo is evergreen and immutable, while plum 
tree shows snowy purity. They are employed together to celebrate a gentleman has resolute 
will, and will not be a snob catering to those in power. 
_  Fig. 21. shijihua 四季花[flowers of four seasons]: chrysanthemum and 
bamboo (top), plum and orchid (bottom), depicted at the two ends of an eave 
board. 
Huaide, Dongguan, Guangdong, 2003. 
We can list out more pictorial vocabularies, and phrases with complex auspicious 
meanings that communicate the same concept, that is, the auspiciousness of Chinese. 
However, they are just familiar to us individually as separate pieces on the wood carvings. 
Are these pictorial vocabularies and phrases chosen randomly? Instead, can they be read as a 
holistic entity in a Chinese building? Is there any decorative program for the conveyance of 
auspicious meanings? Following the logic that individual symbolic motifs are identified as 
pictorial vocabularies, which then make up phrases of complex messages of jixiang 吉祥. 
Then, several phrases may be put together to form a "sentence" of meanings. With these 
sentences spreading on the surface of wooden elements, it is possible that they constitute a 
Eberhard, Wolfram, op. cit., p. 237. • 
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language in a Chinese building? ' The analogue of language is conceptualized here as: the 
motifs of wood carving are pictorial vocabularies and phrases that may be governed by a 
decorative programme to communicate the idea of auspiciousness by our forefathers in the 
context of a house. Borrowing the same notion, this is a kind of symbolic language as 
Ferdinand Lessing introduced, 
"Symbolic language" of Chinese as a second form of language which penetrates all 
communication in Chinese; which is, as it were, a second-tier communication level, 
of greater potency than ordinary language, richer in nuances and shades of 
meaning.92 
One may ask if this kind of communication also exists in Chinese houses, therefore 
the wood carvings can be read as a particular system of itself in this context. The question 
points to a discussion if there are any "rules" in such presentation. What are these rules? 
How are they different in various building types? The characteristic appearance of motifs 
within Chinese buildings is noticed, but fairly well discussed in previous studies.^^ Despite 
that a singular symbolic motif already gives impressive expression, a refined group of motifs 
definitely reinforces the tone of communication. A carving of character shou # [longevity] 
accurately express the desire to have long life. Such request is aggrandized and visually 
magnified though repeatedly carved character shou # [longevity] in 96 varied calligraphic 
forms on panelled doors. (Fig. 22) As we are widely accepted that a Chinese house is a 
means to convey the aspirations of the inhabitants, it is reasonably to believe that all the 
symbolic motifs in a house can be treated as a collective effort to maximize the efficacy of 
invocation. This suggests that we should look into the whole setting of symbolic motifs. Is 
_  there any means to achieve the effect other than simply repeating the pattern? Would such 
means be a overall planning of pictorial vocabularies and phrases? 
To grasp the relationship between motifs in wood carvings, we firstly refer to those in 
other Chinese cultural domains. Recalled that symbolic expression is a mode of 
communication adopted by Chinese frequently. Symbolic language actually has been 
adopted in all cultural domains of the Chinese: metaphor in literature, imagery in art work, 
myth in ritual and custom, weaving a symbolic net of Chinese culture. The symbolic 
language passes was past down consciously or unconsciously from generation to generation, 
via customs, rituals, various art works and verbal communications. It penetrates into the 
91 Language is defined as " l a . Communication of thoughts and fee lings through a system of arbitrary signals, 
such as voice, sounds, gestures, or written symbols. b'. Such a system including its rules for combining its 
components, such as words, c. Such a system as used by a nation, people, or other distinct community; often 
contrasted with dialect . . ." See The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, Boston, Houghton 
Mifflin Company, Fourth Edition, 2000，p. 985. 
92 Eberhard, Wolfram, op. cit., pp. 8-9. . 
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daily life of the Ch inese so much , so that this mode of express ion b e c o m e s habitual practises 
for the Chinese wi thout se l f -awareness . 
T h e total set t ing in each domain can be read as individual sys tem. A Chinese banquet 
is a set of language , consis ted of sequential cuis ine dense with symbol ic mean ing of 
happiness and bless ing. Dishes with auspic ious names and ingredient are specially put in an 
order to ce lebra te and express the j o y of part icular propi t ious c i rcumstances . It would be 
very surpr is ing if shoumian 壽麵 [ b i r t h d a y noodles] is the first course in a wedd ing 
banque t , as it used to s igni fy wish for longevity in bir thday banquet . Lunar calendar , Chinese 
opera , Ch inese ink paint ing, characters and the celebrat ion of N e w Years is also a language. 
T h e symbol ic mot i f s in each c i rcumstance can be read as ana logue of w o r d s in the verbal or 
wri t ten languages , a r ranged in a convent ional order to del iver messages , s ame as mak ing 
phrases in wri t ten language . It is important to highl ight that these symbol ic mot i f s are 
s t ructured with order in their own context . 
Wha t is the syntax of these pictorial vocabular ies and phrases in Chinese house? They 
do not s tand a lone, yet they are incorporated with the archi tectural e l ements inside a house, 
fo l lowing the size, shape , func t ion and posit ion of each piece. Or, on the other hand, all the 
w o o d e n m e m b e r s p rov ide sur faces for the auspic iousness to be located. These vocabular ies 
ha rmon ize well with the archi tecture, spreading around in a house : f rontal elevat ion of the 
ent rance hall , lat t ices door in side chamber s and structural f r a m e of the main hall, uti l izing 
the space into a totali ty and const ruct ing a three d imens iona l jixiang tu 吉祥圖， that is, a 
ca ta logue of message , w i shes and good for tune, a l lowing the desire of the auspic iousness 
and dai ly l iving in terpenet ra t ing into each other. These symbol ic mot i f s add r ichness to o n e ' s 
spatial exper i ences in the bui ld ing. Thei r al locat ion is poss ib ly s t ructured in a way to voice 
out the thoughts o f the inhabi tant more thoroughly'^'', for example , longevi ty appears to be 
emphas ized by charac ter shou # [ longevity] of d i f fe ren t ca l l igraphic fo rms . (Fig. 22) The 
symbol ic mot i f s may form a sys tem in which pictorial vocabular ies , phrases or sentences 
with incorpora ted m e a n i n g are strategically al located in d i f fe ren t areas of a house , present ing 
a concre t ized visual d ia logue . W e may imagine s o m e poss ib le c i rcumstances . T h e bui ld ing 
f ront is reasonab ly at the f ront ier of presentat ion. Be ing a popula r e lement for houses of 
d i f fe ren t scales , the wea l thy or less wel l -of f , it occup ies an obv ious locat ion on the elevat ion 
fac ing the exter ior . Especia l ly for those vi l lage houses hav ing the eave board as the only 
See Zhou (1998)，Zhang (1988) and Yang (2000). 
94 See Yu Hongli 俞宏理，Zfiongguo Huizhou mudiao: Renwu ji,中國擻州木雕一人物集[Wood carvings of 
Huizhou: Collections of figurines], Beijing, Wenhua yishu chubanshe 文化藝術出版社，2000, pp. 37-38. Yu 
summerizes that there are always an overall planning in Huizhou's architectural wood carvings, which directs a 
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wood carvings on building front, it may be carved with specific motifs forming vocabularies 
and a few phrases to state a sentence of particular content. The household may regard those 
wishes carried as the most important request for himself. Or perhaps the motifs depicted 
inside the house deliver other sets of auspicious meaning. Invocation for having descendants 
in great number possibly receive most attention in the ancestral hall, indeed near the altar. Or 
motifs reflect ing scholarly achievement are likely depicted as companions to learning in 
study halls on purpose. Such relationship between symbolic motifs and architecure can be 
revealed through a structured way of perceiving the wood carving motifs . 
How can we interpret the symbolic language of wood carvings motifs? Besides 
understanding the content of the pictorial vocabularies and phrases, attention may be given 
to the frequently used symbols and expressed meanings to establish the common words and 
wishes within a region. Are the symbols of creatures in sea usually found in coastal area, 
such as Chaozhou? (Fig. 23) Is the invocation for business success generally expressed in 
Huizhou where is the home for rich merchants? There may be a case having different levels 
of expression in a singular house: an general auspicious background is furnished by motifs 
spreading all over the ,p lace , while highlighted invocations are given prominent location 
likewise a headline in newspaper. Considering the strong sense of axiality in Chinese 
traditional architecture, we may define that the symbolic meanings aligned the central axis 
are topical subjects, while those on the two sides are secondary themes. These themes are 
also assigned by taking into account of one ' s visual experiences in the building. Depsite that 
a wealth of wishes are expressed on a t imber piece, one ' s attention is a lways drawn to those 
that are eye-catching. Once the wishes are positioned in this f ramework , the symbolic 
一 language is constructed to give an identity to a building. 
clear theme in the symbolic content at each house. He has tried to establish settings of symbolic meanings in . 
four houses. 
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Fig. 22, Characters shou 壽[longevity] of difterent calligraphic forms is 
repeatedly carved on the panelled doors. 
Sixi cun 思溪村，Wuyuann county 婺源孫，Huizhou. 
(from Fan Yanbing Zhongguo Huipai jianzhu 中國徵派建築 
[Chinese Anhui School Architecture), Beijing，Zhongguo jianzhu gongye 
chubanshe 中國建築工業出版社 |China Architecture and BuiWing Pressl， 
2002，pp. 398-399.) 
Fig. 23. A timber beam depicted with crabs, found in a village house at 
Chaozhou. 
(from Yang Jianping 楊堅平，Chaozhou ininjian meishu quanj - Chaozhou 
“ mudiao潮州民間美術全集-湘州木雕，Shantou Shi, Shantou daxiie 
chubanshe油頒大學出版社，2000, p. 68.) 
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3 
DOMESTIC DECORATIONS 
Vil lage house in H o n g K o n g is usually s imply p lanned with modes t d imens ion . The s imple 
dwel l ing unit m a y have only one bay width, consis t ing a na r row entry doorway , a small 
cour tyard , and a main l iving and s leeping space at the back. Other small vi l lage houses are 
three-bay bui ld ing, with a small sunken cour tyard in the middle bay, which leads to the main 
hall where in is the domes t i c shrine at the end; as well as side c h a m b e r s and ki tchen on the 
sides. T h e vi l lages house may be f rees tanding structure a r ranged in rows a m o n g the 
se t t lements , or combined to form a row of houses shar ing c o m m o n gable walls . They are 
const ructed main ly by br icks with rare t imber piece. There may be a carved eave board atop 
the ent rance , and a carved post in the main hall for ho ld ing lamp. Except ional cases are Tai 
Fu Tai 大夫第 and C h i n g Shu Hin 清署軒 that are built by well o f f branch l ineage of big 
clan. These two bui ld ings are of relative large size as compared to the typical types of 
dwel l ing unit . They are f lour ished extensively with o rnamenta t ions . 
- T h e symbol i c mot i f s of fo l lowing domes t ic bu i ld ings are d o c u m e n t e d and deciphered 
in this chapter : 
• Tai Fu Tai 大夫第 in San Tin 新田 
_ no. 123 vi l lage house in O n Lung Tsuen 安龍村 at San Tin 新田 
• C h i n g Shu Hin 清署軒 in H a n g Mei Tsuen 坑尾村 at P ing Shan 屏山 
• no. 93 vi l lage h o u s e in Shui Tsan Tin Tsuen 水蓋田村 at K a m Tin 錦田 
• no. 24 and no. 3 2 & 3 3 vil lage houses in Ha Tin Liu Ha Tsuen 下田察下村 at Lam 
T s u e n 林 村 ‘ 
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A?. 
Fig. 24. Location of surveyed houses. 
1. Tai Fii Tai 大夫第，2. no. 123 village house in On Lung Tsuen 安龍村， 
3. Ching Shu Hin 清蜃軒， 
4. no. 93 village house in Shui Tsan Tin Tsuen 水 i 田村， 
5. no. 24 and no. 32&33 village houses in Ha Tin Liu Ha Tsuen 下田察下村. 
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3.1 Tai Fu Tai 大夫第，San Tin 新田 
Tai Fu Tai , located at San Tin 新田，was probably built in the forth year of Tongzhi 同治 
era (1865) of Q i n g Dynas ty by Man C h u n g Luen 文頌蜜 • He is the 21" generat ion of M a n ' s 
文 clan settled in San Tin since the seventeenth year of Yung lo 永樂 era of Ming Dynasty 
(1419) . M a n was bes towed the title of dafu 大 夫 [ h i g h ranking off ic ia l ] by Qing 
Emperor , and built a res idences for his fami ly named as Tai Fu Tai 大夫第 [ M a n s i o n of Tai 
Fu]. T h e mans ion is one of the f ew f ine examples of a tradit ional Chinese dwel l ing of the 
weal thy class in H o n g Kong . The bui lding complex was in a di lapidated state and was 
restored in 1988. 
‘ Fig. 25. Front elevation of Tai Fu Tai 大夫第，San Tin 新田. 
Tai Fu Tai Mans ion is a bui ld ing complex sur rounded by brick wall with an entrance 
gate at its no r thwes t corner . It is composed of a main bui ld ing in the center and two 
subsidiary bu i ld ings on each side. T h e main bui ld ing has a three jian 間 [ b a y ， i n t e r i o r , 
whi le the subs id iary bui ld ings have only a one jian interior. T h e left subsidiary bui lding 
shares the gab le wall with the main bui lding, whe reas the r ight subsidiary bui ld ing is 
separa ted f r o m the main bui ld ing by a corridor. 
T h e main bu i ld ing is a liangjin 二進 s t ructure, compr i s ing of an ent rance hall, a 
cour tyard and a ma in hall a l igned the s ame central axis wi th the main ent rance . The main 
Fung Chi Ming 瑪 志 明 ， w e n w u guji gailan 元朗文物古赕概IS [Yuen Long historical relics and 
monuments], Hong Kong, Yuen Long District Board, 1996, pp. 39, 94. 
96 The distance between two columns, two walls, or column and wall, which is used as a unit of linear . 
measurement. 
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entrance is recessed f rom the f ront wall . Be low the roof tiles is an eave board that has the 
same width as the recessed port ion. Once enter ing the ent rance hall , a ceremonial screen 
door with a lattice screen atop is found located at the center. Hav ing erfang 額彷 [ s t r e t c h e d 
double queti] a top, w a l k w a y that leads to the interior is located on the ei ther side of the 
screen door. T h e two side bays of the entrance hall have r o o m s with panel led doors on the 
ground level. The re is an addit ional room on the upper f loor of the right side bay, which is 
par t i t ioned by panel led doors of similar type. 
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Fig. 26. Plan of Tai Fu Tai 大夫第 in San Tin 新田.（1:300) 
T h e centre of the complex is a cour tyard with side c h a m b e r s that also have panel led 
doors . (Fig. 27) Be low the roof tiles of the side c h a m b e r s are eave boards . An addit ional 
" c h a m b e r f r a m e d by 花罩 [ d e c o r a t i v e surrounds] is located on the upper f loor of the right 
bay in the cour tyard . (Fig. 28) 
Beyond the cour tyard is the main hall that has an eave board be low the roof tiles. A 
porch is f o r m e d at the f ront eave sect ion with a h u m p b a c k e d cei l ing. (Fig. 29) A plaque, two 
honor i f i c boards , and a decora t ive sur round are found in the porch . T h e p laque at the centre 
was g iven by W e n Z h u o x u n 文灼勳，a Qing off ic ia l , to h o n o u r the mas te r of the house. It is 
bes ide a two honor i f i c boards bes towed on the parents and g randparen t s of Man C h u n g Luen 
by the Q i n g E m p e r o r G u a n g x u 光緖 in 1875/)7 T h e midd le bay of main hall is the ma jo r 
l iving area, in each side bay, there are chamber s par t i t ioned with panel led doors on the 
g round level, and a l iving quar ter on upper f loor . T h e roof o f the ma in hall is suppor ted by a 
’ t imber s t ructure cons i s t ing of a h u m p b a c k e d cei l ing at the f ront por t ion and a purl in f r ames 
Solomon Bard, In search of the past: a guide to the antiquities of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, Urban Council, . 
1 9 8 8 , p . 4 6 . 
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at the middle, supported by columns and brick gable walls at the rear portion of the roof. The 
ridge and the third purlins rest on a decorated tuofeng 駆峰，while the second and the fourth 
purlins sit on a short column that in turn sit on the beams. In addition, decorative daqian 
牽 [ o n e - r a f t e r beam] are located between the purlins and changgong 樓棋 [ d i a g o n a l strut] 
are also found below the lower beams. (Fig. 30) 




Fig. 28. The additional chamber on the upper floor. 
'f ‘ . . 
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HB^BBB^H^E 國 I _ N H 
Fig. 29. The porch with a humpbacked ceiling located in the main hall. 
^ B f m 
Fig. 30. Structural frames supporting the roof of main hall. 
Attached to the left of the main building is a subsidiary building. It is a liangjin 二 進 
structure with a front hall, a courtyard and a rear hall. The front hall can be accessed only 
through the entrance hall of the main building." Through the opening in main hall of main 
building complex, one can enter the rear hall of the left subsidiary building. Below the roof 
tiles is an eave board. The frontage of the main hall is f ramed by a decorative surround 
below a lattice screen. (Fig. 31) 
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The right subsidiary building is linked to the main buildings by a corridor. It is a 
liangjin 二進 structure with a front hall, a courtyard and a main hall. Passing through the 
moon gate is a courtyard that is located between a kitchen and a chamber at the rear hall. The 
chamber is partitioned with panelled doors that have a lattice screen atop. (Fig. 32) 
Fig. 31. The rear hall of left subsidiary building. 
SSH^M 
Fig. 32. The chamber at the rear of right subsidiary building. 
3.1.1 Wood carvings in the complex 
There are several locales in Tai Fu Tai where wood carving is applied. Their places of 
occurrence are summarized as followings: „ 
• In the entrance hall of main building: eave boards at front and back eave section, lattice 
screen atop the ceremonial screen, erfang 額彷 beside the screen door, and panelled 
doors of all side chambers. 
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• In the courtyard of the main building: eave boards, panelled doors of the side chambers, 
and the huazhao located on upper floor. 
« In the main hall at the rear: eave board, panelled doors of the side chambers, huazhao at 
the frontage, guazhu 瓜才主，tuofeng IS 峰，daqian 牽 and changgong 樓棋 of the 
structural frame, balustrades and leaking window on the upper floor of side bay. 
• In the rear hall of left subsidiary building: eave boards, huazhao 花罩 and the lattice 
screen atop. 
• In the rear hall of right subsidiary building: panelled doors of the chambers and lattice 
screen atop. 
3.1.2 Main building 
The main building of Tai Fu Tai 大夫第 is richly decorated with wood carvings. According 
to location of the motifs, they are described in terms of the individual hall as follows: 
Entrance hall 
There is no wood carving on the front elevation except an eave board located under the roof 
tiles. (Fig. 33a-d) It is depicted with several scenes of animals and plants, as well as a border 
at the bottom. The border is carved with a band of melons among flowers and curly leaves 
interlaced with the body of two guaizilung 拐子龍 [ t u r n i n g dragon]^ flanking a peony 
blossom in the middle. Dragon is a ruishou 瑞獸 [ a u s p i c i o u s animal] that symbolize 
- u l t i m a t e auspiciousness and perfection^^, while peony blossoms accompanied with melons 
expressing the wish fugui wandai 富责萬代 [ m a y your wealth last for ten thousand of 
generations]. 100 
The central motif of the eave board is composed of an eagle and two bears in a rocky 
landscape symbolizing yingxiong xianghui 英雄相會 [ h e r o n s meet together]. Beside them 
is a crane that symbolize longevity. Flanking the central motifs is the sijunzi 四君子 [ f o u r 
gentlemen] that consists of plum, orchid, chrysanthemum and bamboo. They grow from two 
pieces of shoushi 壽石 [ a g e d rock] that symbolize longevity. At the right, bough issuing 
‘ c l u s t e r s of plum blossoms is depicted with two magpies perching on its branch, connoting 
98 guaizilung 拐子龍[turning dragon] is the pattern of a dragon in a geometric shape. 
99 Zhang Daoyi 張道一，J/x/cmgn<y/ 吉祥如意，Taibei，Hansheng zazhi she 漢聲雜链社，2000, p. 133. 
_ Nozaki Nobuchika 野崎誠近，op_ c/7.，pp. 316-331. 
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the wish xishcmg meishao 喜上眉梢 [ m a y your happiness reach the eyebrows]. '" ' Besides 
the plum, leafy bamboo branches are carved growing from a shoushi 壽石，suggesting the 
greeting zhushou 祝壽 [ c o n g r a t u l a t e on your longevity].'®^ Perching on the shoushi 壽石， 
an eagle that signifies the strength of a hero is c a r v e d . M o r e o v e r , there are flying 
butterflies that symbolize longevity amidst the orchid and chrysanthemum. And, two hens 
which symbolize ji 吉 [ a u s p i c i o u s n e s s and blessing广4 are carved below the bamboo. 
Beyond these plants on either sides, vase holding branches of flowers are found on a bogu 
博古.Peony blossoms held in a vase are depicted on the right side, expressing the wish/wgw/ 
pingan 富貴平安 [ m a y you be wealthy and p e a c e f u l ] . � 5 八 bat holding a ribboned coin is 
carved beside the peony, denoting the wish fuzai yanqian 福在目艮前[May good blessing be 
in front of your eyes].'°^ Similarly, a spray of China rose held in a vase is depicted on the 
left side, denoting siji pingan 四季平安 [ m a y you be peaceful during the four seasons]. 
Additional groups of motifs are found at either ends of the eave board, side the China rose on 
the left, two deers that are emblems of longevity are depicted next to a lion, symbol of 
valour. Above them are two swallows that symbolize success, happiness and children'°^ as 
well as a detached branch of China rose that signifies lasting youth. At the rightmost part of 
the eave board, a pair of lions, symbols of valour, are depicted below two cranes that 
symbolize longevity perching on a branch. 
丨 Nozaki Nobuchika 野崎誠近’ op. cvi, pp. 147-148. 
, 102 Nozaki Nobuchika 野崎誠近，op. cit., pp. 214-217. 
Eberhard, Wolfram, op. cit.�p. 89. 
104 ZhangDaoyi 張道一’/6/c/.’p. 59. „ • 
105 Nozaki Nobuchika 野崎誠近，op. c".，pp. 332-334. 
106 Nozaki Nobuchika 野崎誠近，op. d/., pp. 83-94. 
107 Nozaki Nobuchika 野崎誠近，op. cit., pp. 50-52. 
108 Eberhard, Wolfram, op. cit., p. 280. 
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miMmjmW^m^^ 
Fig. 33a-d. Carving on the eave board atop the entrtance of Tai Fu Tai 大夫 
第. 
In the entrance lobby, a lattice screen and two erfang 額彷 are found. The lattice 
screen above the ceremonial screen door is comprised of three typical bays. Each of them is 
highlighted with a detached leafy branch of fruit depicted in a roundel at the centre. (Fig. 
34a-c) From left to right, they are carved with melon, symbol of numerous progeny, 
foshouguo 佛手果 [ f r u i t of Buddha 's hand], symbol of fu 福 [ g o o d fortune and blessings] 
and peaches, symbol of longevity. 
The two erfang share similar motifs, which mirror on both side generally. (Fig. 35) 
Motifs of bogu 博古 intergraded with an undulating fruity and flowering bough are carved, 
forming a f ramework for other motifs. The central motif is a scene f rom folk story depicting 
five figures in landscape. Below is a flower among leaves, flanked by pairs of mandarins that 
symbolize ji 吉 [ ausp i c iousnes s ] borne on leafy stem hanged from the bough on both sides. 
The central motif is flanked by flowering branches. A flying butterfly is depicted amidst 
hibiscus blossoms that symbolize riches and fame at different maturity with curly leaves on 
branches rising from the bough. At the lower portion of the erfang, a bat is depicted 
amidst cloud scrolls, representing fuyun 福運 [ b l e s s e d f o r t u n e ] J T h e bat suspends a 
•t 
109 Eberhard, Wolfram, op. cit., pp. 146-147. , 
110 Nozaki Nobuchika 野崎誠近，op. cit., pp. 483-497. 
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basket with ribbon holding detached branches of magnolia . The magnol ia suggests ynshu 
linfeng 玉樹臨風 [ j a d e tree facing the w i n d ] ' " that describs the unrestrainedness of a 
handsome man. Beside the magnolia are detached branches of pomegranate , which connote 
liukai baizi 榴開百子 [ p o m e g r a n a t e opens with hundred s e e d s ] . O t h e r than these motifs, 
there are butterfl ies and magpies that are symbol of longevity, and xi 喜 [ h a p p i n e s s ] 
respectively. 
A G S F E S 
^ s a s s s ^ 
Fig. 34a-c. Carvings on the lattice screen atop the ceremonial screen door in 
- the entrance hall. 
編IIIM 
. '各 \ ^mmKKmm^mtBtKKflKM 
“ 
111 Nozaki Nobuchika 野崎誠近，op. d/.，pp. 608-610. . 
‘12 Williams, Charles Alfred Speed, op. cit., p. 301. 
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Fig. 35. Carvings on the erfang 額彷 located on the two sides of the 
ceremonial screen door in the entrance hall. 
Side chambers that have six 丨eaves of panelled doors in three pairs are located on the 
two sides of the entrance lobby. (Fig. 36a-b) Each panelled door is divided into three 
portions containing motifs in engravings and carvings in openwork. Take those in the right 
side bay as an example. The upper and lower portions are all depicted with detached 
branches of chrysanthemum blossom and orchid sprays in low relief respectively. All the 
middle panels are carved with stylized bogu 博古，enclosing motifs in a mirrored manner. 
From left to right, the central motif of the first pair is a vase supporting stems of lotus 
blossoms, leaves and pods, f lanked by foliage as well as two badgers, emblems of huan 歡 
[joy]. (Fig. 37a) Lotus signifies conjugal harmony and its pod symbolizes fruitfulness, in 
turn fertility. And, the vase corresponds to pingan 平安 [ p e a c e ] . The neck of the vase is 
decorated with two bats thst symbolize shuangfu 雙福 [ d o u b l e b l e s s i n g ] . � On the two 
sides of the vase, there are detached branches of pomegranate with curly leaves, foshouguo 
佛手果 and peach. They are known as sanduo 三多 [ t h r e e abundances] , symbolizing the 
wish for having long life, abundant fu 福 and lots of sons ." ' ' Moreover , there are two 
squirrels and detached branchs of melon that symbolize numerous progenies. 
The middle panels of the second pair are carved with a vase support ing a bough of 
magnolia that connotes yushu linfeng 玉校t 臨 風 [ a jade tree facing the wind]. (Fig. 37b) 
The neck of the vase is again decorated with two bats that represent shuangfu 雙福 . I n 
addition, there are two badgers symbolizing huan 歡 [ j o y ] next to the vase. At the sides of 
the vase, detached branches of pomegranate among curly leaves,/o^/zowgwo 佛手果，foliage 
and melon are enclosed inside the bogu. Pomegranates and melons are the emblems of 
numerous progeny and fu 福 [ g o o d fortune and blessing], while foshouguo 佛手果 
symbolizes fu 福 [ g o o d fortune and blessings]. 
The pair of middle panels on the right are depicted with basket holding a pair of 
peaches in the center, suspended by an inverted bat atop suggest ing fudao 福到 [ b l e s s i n g s 
arrived]"5. (Fig. 37c) The bat is carved beside a detached branch of melons, symbols of 
numerous progeny, on both .s ides . At the end of the ribbon suspended from the basket, 
another inverted bat connot ing fudao 福到 [ b l e s s i n g s arrived] is carved, which is flanked 
" 3 Nozaki Nobuchika 野崎誠近，op. cit., pp. 55-56. 
‘14 Eberhard, Wolfram, op. cit., p. 104. . 
115 
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by a pair of foshouguo 佛手果 among leaves. The basket is flanked by two squirrels that 
are accompanied by the detached branch of grape found inside the bogu, signifying zisim 
wandai 子孫萬代 [ m a y you have ten thousand generations of progenies]."^ 
Panelled doors are also found in the left side bay and on the upper floor in the right 
side bay, which is accessed through the staircase in the main hall. (Fig. 38) The middle parts 
of the panelled doors in these two areas are carved in similar manner, carrying the same 
symbolic meanings. However, the panelled doors in the left side bay are depicted with orchid 
sprays and detached boughs of plum-tree in engravings while the one on the upper floor of 
the right side bay are carved with stretched bamboo stems bearing leaves. Here, plum tree, 
chrysanthemum, orchid and bamboo, found in these panel doors are regarded as the sijunzi 
四君子 [ f o u r gentlemen] that represents the uprightness, moral integrity and elegance of a 
gentleman. 
^Bf: i m 
Fig. 36a-b. Panelled doors located at the side chambers in the entrance hall. 
I B 
‘ • . . 
> . 
116 Guo Daiheng IP j f , Huatang yicai: Zhongguo gudian jianzhu neiyan zhuangxiu yishu 華堂溢采：中國 . 
古典建筑内擔裝修藝術，Shanghai, Shanghai kexue jishu chubanshe上海科學技術出版社，2003，p. ？. 
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m 
• 蘭 
Fig, 37a-c. Three sets of carvings on the middle panels of panelled doors 
located at the sides chambers. 
Fig. 38. Panelled doors located on the upper floor of the right side bay in the 
entrance hall. 
- There are two finely carved eave boards located at the rear eave section of the 
, entrance hall. (Fig. 39) The eave board in the middle bay is edged with ruyi 如意 [ s c e p t e r ] 
head border at the bot tom. (Fig. 40a-e) The ruyi, bearing the notion of "according to 
wish”ii7’ is repeatly depicted to invocate that all auspicious aspirations expressed would 
‘17 Eberhard, Wolfram, op. cit.’ p. 258. 
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become true. Each end of the eave board is carved with a bat holding a coin, expressing the 
wish fuzai yanqian 福在目艮前[may good blessing be in front of your eyes]. A scene of a 
doe and two little stags in a landscape are depicted at the center of the eave board. Deer is a 
symbol for longevity."® With the lingzhi 靈芝 [ f u n g u s of immortality] holding in the 
mouth of the two doe, the wish for long life is reduplicated. On the right of the central 
motifs, it is carved with books that signify literary knowledge"^ looped with a cord passing 
through a coin., symbol of wealth. They are backed with flowering and budding hibiscus 
spray that symbolizes rich and fames. Beside the flower is a bat and a magpie presenting fu 
福 [ g o o d fortune and blessings] as well as xi 喜 [ h a p p i n e s s ] accordingly. On the left of the 
central motif, it is depicted with a scroll, symbol of literary knowledge, looped with a cord 
passing through a coin. It is backed with peony spray bearing numerous flowers and buds 
beside a magpie, representing wealth and distinction, as well as xi 喜 [happ ines s ] . Beyond 
these motifs are bogu 博古 carved together with some motifs on either side. The one on the 
right is carved holding a qin 琴，implying the cultivated mind of literati.'-® A medallion 
inscribed with a character fu 福 is depicted beside a ruyi 如意 and a small medallion with 
a character shou 壽，expressing the wish fushou ruyi 福壽如意 [ m a y you have good 
fortune, blessing and longevity as you wished]. Moreover, two coins that symbolize wealth 
are carved below the bogu 博古.O n the left, a bogu 博古 is carved holding a ruyi 如意 
atop a detached branch of peach, expressing the wish changshou ruyi 長壽如意 [ m a y you 
have longevity according to your wish]. 121 Besides, a clock that may be just an index of 
western influence at that time is also depicted. Below the bogu 博古 is two coins that 
symbolize wealth are also carved. At the right most, three magpies are depicted amidst 
branches of clusters of plum blossoms growing from a bough, suggesting xishang meishao 
喜上眉梢 [ m a y your happiness reach the eyebrows]. Two flying butterflies is depicted 
amidst the plum-blossom, symbolizing long life and immaculate beauty.'22 A detached 
branch of a big mandarin that suggest daji 大吉 [ g r e a t auspiciousness] '23 is found at the 
end. The leftmost of the eave board is depicted with leafy branches of bamboo amidst three 
118 Eberhard, Wolfram, op. cit., p. 79. 
‘ ‘19 Chavannes, Edouard, De I'Express ion des voeux dans I'art populaire chinois, narrated in Journal Asiatique, 
series 9’ vol. 18, Sept.-Oct. 1901, see edition in Elaine Spaulding Atwood translated, annotated, and illustrated, 
The five happeness: Symbolism in Chinese Popular Art, New York, Weatherhill, 1973, p. 31. 
120 Qin 琴 is a Chinese musical instrument, together with writing of calligraphy, painting and chess playing, are 
regarded as the four accomplishment of a literate. 
121 Eberhard, Wolfram, op. cit., p. 227-228. 
122 Eberhard, Wolfram, op. cit., p. 52. . 
� ito Chuta 伊東忠太，op. cit., p. 182. 
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p a r a d i s e f l y c a t c h e r s 缓帶鳥 ' 2 4 and b u t t e r f l y w h i c h a re b o t h t h e s y m b o l s o f l ongev i ty , 
s y m b o l i z i n g the g r e e t i n g zhushou 年兄 # [ c o n g r a t u l a t e on y o u r l o n g e v i t y ] . F 
‘ 賤 ： 节 J 吻 咖 〜 
I H H H H B N ^ H S -
Fig. 39. Eave board located in the middle bay at the rear eave in the entrance 
hall. 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ " ^ ^ ^ ^ 
� ’ J 
124 Ju Yueshi 居閲時 and Qu Mingan 蟹明安 et al., Zhongguo xiangzheng wenhua 中國象徵文化 
[Symbolic Culture in China], Shanghai, Shanghai renmin chubanshe 上海人民出版社，2001, p. 714. . 
125 Eberhard, Wolfram, op. cil, p. 52. 
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I -‘！^  M L — U 
Fig. 40a-e. Carvings on the eave board located in the middle bay at the rear 
eave in the entrance hall. 
The eave board located at the side bay is also carved with motifs in a mirrored 
manner. (Fig. 41) The central motif is a Chinese fan, symbol of goodness as it pronouns as 
shan 善 [ g o o d n e s s ] . Flanking the fan are orchid sprays and bamboo branches 
r e p r e s e n t i n g z h i j i a o 君子之交 [ f r i endsh ip of gentlemen].'27 (Fig. 42a-c) And, fan is a 
Towards both ends, a pair of dragon and phoenix presenting longfeng chengxiang 龍風呈祥 
[dragon and phoenix announce the blessings] are c a r v e d . I t particularly expresses the wish 
for having marital happiness. Moreover, two confronted magpies suggesting xi xiangfeng 喜 
相逢 [ h a p p i n e s s reunion] are found on the right side.'29 On the left side, a bat and a magpie 
‘ a r e depicted symbolizing xi 喜 [ h a p p i n e s s ] and fu 福 [ b l e s s i n g ] respectively. At the 
'rightmost of the eave board, hibiscus blossoms and buds among leafy branches are depicted 
with a bat, symbolising riches and fame, as well as fu 福 [ b l e s s i n g ] . Similarly, China rose 
sprays accompanied with a Chinese bulbul are carved at the leftmost part, signifying 
changchun baitou 長春白頭 [ m a y you be vital when hair turn grey].'^® 
Eberhard, Wolfram, op. cit., p. 99. “ 
127 Nozaki Nobuchika 野崎誠近，op. cit., pp. 555-556. 
Chavannes, Edouard, op. cit., p. 24. 
129 Nozaki Nobuchika 野崎誠近’ op. cit., pp. 145-146. . 
130 Zhang Daoyi 張道一，op. cit., p. 85. 
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i m m 
Fig. 41. Eave board located in the side bay at the rear eave in the entrance 
m 
Fig. 42a-c. Carvings on the eave board located in the side bay at the rear eave 
in the entrance hall. 
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Courtyard 
The middle of the eave board at the side chamber is carved with a scene of lotus pond. (Fig. 
43a-e) Lotus flowers and pod among stretched board leaves with undulating stems as well as 
reeds are depicted, rising from billowing water wave. Accompanying by a heron, these 
motifs represent yilu lianke 一 路 連 科 [ m a y you pass every imperial examinations 
continuously]. The central motif is flanked by a pair of dragon and phoenix that represent 
longfeng chengxiang 龍風呈祥 [ d r a g o n and phoenix announce the blessings]. Pairs of 
magpies presenting shuangxi 雙喜 [ d o u b l e h a p p i n e s s ] 1 are depicted atop the dragon and 
phoenix. Towards both ends, branches of fruit and flowers are craved. On the left, three 
foshouguo 佛手果 [ f r u i t of Buddha 's hand] that symbolize fu 福 [ g o o d fortune and 
blessings] are carved on leafy branch hanging from the top. Beside the foshouguo 佛手果， 
two pheasants that represent officials in civil service are d e p i c t e d . B l o s s o m s of begonia at 
different stage of maturity are carved among leaves on branches growing from the upper 
border of the eave board on the right of the eave board, accompanied with a paradise 
flycatcher, symbol of longevity. Either end of the eave board is decorated with bunches of 
foliate scroll. 
The panelled doors of the right side chamber are comprised of eight door leafs in four 
pairs. (Fig. 44) They are divided into three portions, and craved with similar motifs as the 
other panelled doors in the entrance hall. The upper and lower portion of the door leafs are 
depicted with detached branches of plant in low relief. They are the sijunzi 四君子 [ F o u r 
gentlemen] presented in two rows including plum tree, bamboo, chrysanthemum and orchid. 
‘ A l l the middle panels are deeply craved, sharing the typical sets of motifs as those in the 
entrance hall. Tthe leftmost and rightmost pairs are carved with the set of bats with ribboned 
baskets, while the pairs in the middle are the set of lotus in a vase, and the set of magnolia in 
a vase. 
// 
� Nozaki Nobuchika 野崎誠近’ op. c/7., pp.丨21-134, • 
132 Eberhard, Wolfram, op. cit., pp. 322-323. 
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Fig. 43a-e. Carvings on the eave board of the side chamber in the courtyard. 
n E B P U S 
Fig. 44. Panelled doors at the side chambers in the courtyard. 
� 
‘ . Under the roof tiles of the upper floor atop the right side chamber is another richly 
carved eave board. (Fig. 45) Its motifs are very similar to the one on ground level, presenting 
comparable symbol ic meaning. The central motif is again a scene of lotus pond with lotus 
f lowers and board leaves borne on undulating stem, as well as reeds, rising f rom bil lowing 
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water wave. They are depicted beside herons, represent ingyi /u lianke 一路連科 [ m a y you 
pass every imperial examination continuously]. The central scene is flanked by a pair of 
stylized dragon and phoenix that represent longf'eng chengxiang 有‘風呈祥[dragon and 
phoenix announce the blessings]. Pairs of magpies that express xixiangfeng 喜相逢 
[happiness reunion] are carved atop them. In addition, a badger is depicted to express huan 
歡 [ j o y ] . Near the left end of the eave board, flowers of begonia at different stage of 
maturity borne on leafy branches are craved. Pomegranates growing on flowering and leafy 
branches, as well as two paradise flycatchers 缓帶鳥 are depicted on the right, which 
connote liukai baizi 植開百子 [ p o m e g r a n a t e opens with hundred seeds] and longevity 
accordingly. Either end of the eave board is depicted foliage scroll. 
The additional living quarter on the upper floor does not have panelled door, but an 
adorned huazhao 花 罩 [ d e c o r a t i v e surrounds] with wood cravings. (Fig. 46) The huazhao 
consists of a bogu enclosed with motifs in openwork. At the two sides of the huazhao are 
solid carved panels alike a panelled door. The motifs carved are symmetrical on both sides. 
The top panel is craved with hibiscus blossoms that symbolize riches and fames growing on 
stretched leafy branches, accompanied with a butterfly, emblem of longevity. (Fig. 47a) 
Beside are two birds, possibly magpies, denoting shuangxi 雙喜 [ d o u b l e happiness]. 
Below is adorned main panels dense with numerous kinds of motifs. (Fig. 47b) The 
two columns at the peripheries with an arch atop resemble an western style opening. Each 
column is supported by a toad having three legs. They are regarded as golden toads, an 
auspicious symbol of w e a l t h . ' " They stick out the tongues, which are in form of cloud scroll 
- c i r c u m s c r i b i n g on the columns promoting good omen. The central motif enclosed inside the 
.a rched opening is a vase supporting boughs bearing peony blossoms among leaves, 
expressing the wish fugui pingan 富貴平安 [ m a y you be rich and peaceful]. The vase is 
flanked by two badger that symbolize huan 歡 [ j o y ] . Flowering and leafy branches of 
melons suggesting numerous p r o g e n i e s a r e depicted above the central motifs. Beside the 
melons are two bats expressing shuangfu 雙福 again. Atop the arch is an elaborated peony 
blossoms among scrolling foliage, which express the wish fugui wandai 富责萬代 [ m a y 
your wealth last for ten thousand of generations]. Moreover, there are two inverted bats 
‘ amidst cloud scroll at the comers, carrying the m e a n i n g 福 到 [ b l e s s i n g s arrived] and 
fuyun 福運 [ b l e s s e d fortune]. 
Ju Yueshi 居閲時 and Qu Mingan g 明安 et al.，op. c/,.，p. 737. 
134 Ju Yueshi 居閲時 and Qu Mingan S 明安 et al.，op. d / . , p. 698. ‘ 
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The middle panel is depicted with begonia blossoms issued from undulating leafy 
boughs, beside a butterfly and two magpies that are emblems of longevity and shuangxi 雙 
喜 [ d o u b l e happiness]. Below them is another panel decorated with branches of tree in low 
relief. 
The middle portion of the huazhao 花罩 is a bogu 博古 densed with symbolic 
motifs that are depicted symmetrically on the two sides. (Fig. 48a-e) A group of motifs are 
located at the middle of the huazhao 花罩，forming the topical ornamentation. A vase 
holding three large peony blossoms among leaves is depicted in the middle, expressing the 
wish fugui pingan 富貴平安 [ m a y you be rich and live in peace]. The vase is flanked by a 
pair of unicorns that are a fabulous creature of good omen, and the symbol of longevity, 
grandeur, felicity, illustrious offspring, and wise a d m i n i s t r a t i o n . B e y o n d these motifs, 
there are detached leafy branches of peaches and foshouguo 佛手果，which are the emblems 
of longevity and /w 福 [ g o o d fortune and blessings]. They are accompanied with flying bats 
amidst cloud scroll, suggesting fuyun 福運 [ b l e s s e d fortune]. Other than these motifs, 
squirrel is depicted with detached branches of grapes, representing the wish zisun wandai 子 
子系萬代[may you have ten thousand generations of p r o g e n i e s ] . A t the leftmost part of the 
bogu 博古，a lion with his paw stepping on an embroidered ball is carved amidst scrolling 
clouds, implying coming of good thing.丨 37 
At the bottom portion of the bogu, a scene of lotus pond is carved, Lotus flowers, pod 
and broad leaves issued f rom stems, as well as reeds are depicted rising f rom billowing water 
wave scroll. They are accompanied by two herons expressing the wish yilu lianke 一路連 
科 [ m a y you pass every imperial examinations continuously]. Atop the lotus pond is a 
peony spray that connotes wealth and distinction. Above these motifs is an inverted bat 
projected f rom a peony spray with curly leaves, suspending a basket holding detached 
branches of peach, expressing the meaning of fushou fugui 福 壽 富 责 [ m a y you have 
blessings, longevity and wealth]丨38. Atop these motifs is a vase, symbol of pingan 平安 
[peace], support ing stems bearing lotus blossoms, buds, pod, and broad leaves. Lotus 
signifies the conjugal harmony while the lotus pod symbolizes fertility. The vase is 
135 Williams, Charles Alfred Speed, op. cit., pp. 413-414. 
• Guo Daiheng ^^MiS-, Huatangyicai: Zhongguo gudian jianzhu neiyan zhuangxiu yishu 華堂溢采：中國 
古典建筑内擔裝修藝術，Shanghai, Shanghai kexue jishu chubanshe上海科學技術出版社，2003, p.230. 
There is a proverbial saying in Chinese, shizi gun xiuqiu, haoshi zai houtou “御子滚總球’好事在後 
頭 ° “ [lions roll an embroidered ball, good thing will be in time to come]. 
Nozaki Nobuchika 野崎誠近，op. cit., pp. ？?. . 
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decorated with a pair of bat around its neck, suggesting shuangf'u 雙福 [ d o u b l e blessing]. 
Beside the vase are peony blossoms, symbol of wealth and distinction, bom on leafy 
branches. Amidst the lotus and the vase, sanduo 三 多 [ t h r e e abundances] is found again, 
composing of peaches, foshouguo 佛手果，and pomegranates. 
m^mSi 
Fig. 45a-d. Carvings on the eave board of the living quarter located on the 
upper floor in the courtyard. 
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漏 Pfl 
Fig. 46. The huazhao 花軍 located at the upper floor in the courtyard. 
I^Hl 
1 
Fig. 47a-b. Carvings on the panels of the huazhao 花罩 located on the upper 
floor. 
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•ii 
Fig. 48a-e. Carvings on the huazhao 花罩 located on the upper floor. 
Main hall 
Under the roof tiles of the main hall is an eave board comprising of two portions: one at the 
middle bay, and the other one at the side bay. (Fig. 49-Fig. 50) The eave board at the middle 
bay is carved with a central scene of a lion and two cubs in a rocky landscape, connoting 
taishi shaoshi 太師少師 ' 39 [grand preceptor and junior preceptor] that expresses the wish of 
being high ranking officials."'" (Fig. 51a-d) The lions playing an embroidered ball suggest 
the forthcoming good thing. There are flowering and leafy boughs of China rose, 
Chrysanthemum, orchid and peony, alternating with other motifs. They are the emblems of 
lasting youth, longevity, gentleman, as well as wealth and distinction respectively. Flanking 
the central motifs, the chrysanthemum and orchid sprays are carved beside a book and a 
piece of folded paper looped with a cord. The books and the scrolls symbolize literary 
knowledge. Badgers and magpies are depicted next to the orchid spray, connoting huantian 
139 In Zhou dynasty, taishi 太師 is the preceptor to the emperor, while shaoshi 少師 is the preceptor to the 
heir. They are both the most honorable officials. 
140 Chavannes, Edouard, op. cit., pp. 30-31. 
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xidi 歡天喜地 [ j o y in the sky and happiness on the g r o u n d ] . � Beyond these motifs, a pair 
of kuilung 费龍 and kuifeng 藥風 are depicted between the flowers, representing longfeng 
chengxiang 龍風呈祥 [ d r a g o n and phoenix announce the blessings]. Perching on the 
dragon, a pair of magpies representing xixiangfeng 喜相逢 [ h a p p i n e s s reunion] are carved. 
At either end of the eave board, there are China rose and peony sprays each fronted with a 
Chinese fan that represents shan 善 [ g o o d n e s s ] . Beside the phoenix are a melon, a coin and 
bats are symbolizing many sons, wealth and fu 福 [ g o o d fortune and blessing]. 
^SBIHIJ^^^SIL^NN^HNN 
Fig. 49. The eave board located in the middle bay of main hall, 
t 
^^^^^ 壓 
Fig. 50. The eave board and leaking window located at the side bay of the 
main hall. 
. ‘ ‘ I 
141 Nozaki Nobuchika 野崎誠近，op. d/.，pp.丨5M53. . 
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Fig. 51a-d. Carvings on the eave board at the main hall. 
The middle of the eave board located at the side bay is carved with a ruyi 如意 
[sceptre] linked to a pendent inscribed a Chinese character 福 beside a aoyu 繁魚 [ d r a g o n 
fish] that suggest duzhan aotou 獨佔繁頭 [ m o n o p o l i z e the head of an ao] (Fig. 52a-e) The 
central motif is flanked by China rose blossoms and buds issued from undulating bough 
among leaves, and with Chinese bulbuls atop, expressing the wish changchun baitou 長春 
白頭 [ m a y you be vital when hair turn grey]. Towards either ends, a bat, symbol of fu 福 is 
depicted standing on a shoushi 壽石 [ a g e d rock], emblem of longevity. An undulating 
melon meander bearing sketchy leaves, vines and fruit at different ripeness are carved at 
either end of the eave board, signifying guadie mianmian 瓜膽綿綿 [ l a r g e and small 
melons are incessantly yielded]. These motifs symbolize the multitude of progenies. 
Below the eave broad is a wooden leaking window on the wall of the living quarter on 
the upper floor at the side bay. (Fig. 53a-e) It is divided into three portions by two groups of 
motifs carved with similar pattern in openwork. Each of them consists of an inverted bat 
holding a medallion of a character 壽，shou [longevity], flanked by bogu 博古 .T h e y . 
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express the wishes fudao 福到 [ b l e s s i n g s arrived] and longevity. The middle portion is 
carved with a broad lotus leaf atop fruiting and leafy boughs of peach, symbolizing 
longevity. Beside them are pomegranates suggesting liukai baizi 榴開百子 [ p o m e g r a n a t e 
opens with hundred seeds]. 
The left and right portion of the leaking window are also carved with a large broad 
lotus leaf beside lotus blossoms and smaller leaves, symbolizing conjugal harmony. They are 
accompanied with a pair of peaches borne on leafy bough, and two blossoms. In addition, 
pomegranates connot ing liukai baizi 描開百子 are depicted borne on bough among leaves 
on the right side of the leaking window. 
I I F ^ N R I I I I _ I ‘ I • I I M 
l a u H H i s ^ S ^ S w ^ P s f i i r a B i B S S S ^ H 
I H I M I M I I L I I I I L L I M I 
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Fig. 52a-e. Carvings on the eave board at the side bay of the main hall. 
國 國 
WSa^.^：^ … r - ' - ^ r g i - : M M H BSBiSyffiai BBiftffWM 
J ' ' M ^ M S r i , 
Fig. 53a-e. Carvings on the leaking window at the side bay of the main hall. 
In the porch of the main hall, the middle piece of the huazhao 花 罩 [ d e c o r a t i v e 
surrounds] is depicted with a large peony flower surrounded by foliate scroll and begonia, 
representing mantang fugui i苗堂富责 [ m a y your hall filled with wealth and h o n o u r ] . 
142 Eberhard, Wolfram, op. cit., pp. 231 -232. ‘ 
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(Fig. 54a-e) Detached leafy branches of melons, mandarin, pomegranate , foshouguo 佛手 
果,peach, and vase are carved in-between the bogu, expressing wishes guadie mianmian 瓜 
膽綿綿 [ l a r g e and small melons are incessantly yie lded] , ) / 吉 [ a u s p i c i o u s n e s s ] , •sartJwo 三 
多 [ t h r e e abundances]，and 平安 [ p e a c e ] accordingly. 
Atop the huazhao 花罩 is a fang 彷 [ l i n t e l ] carved in high relief. (Fig. 55a-d) The 
central motifs are peony blossoms flanked by an undulating meander of densely stretched 
leaves and vines of melons, presenting the wish fugui wandai 富责萬代 [ m a y your wealth 
last for ten thousand of generations]. Scenes of lotus pond are depicted with four golden 
fishes among broad lotus leaves at the two ends of Xhtfang, suggesting the wish jinyu tonghe 
金玉同禾口 [gold and j ade joined together in h a r m o n y ] • � 
A hanged lattice panel is found located above the fang 彷. (Fig . 56) It is carved with 
six groups of motifs in openwork. Each group is depicted with melons and foliage on a 
square shaped piece in the middle, suggesting guadie mianmian 瓜膽綿綿 [ l a r g e and small 
melons are incessantly yielded]. 
1 1 1 
Fig. 54a-e. Carvings on the huazhao 花罩 in the porch of the main hall. 
� Eberhard, Wolfram, op. cit.�p. 131. 
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flHH^UBIilHIIBHiBHm^HHI piaM^M 
H K l h i n M i i I I I '"'il l " " " w J 
B j y 丨 I丨 _I " f、！MM 
Fig. 55a-d. Carvings on the fang 彷 atop the huazhao in the main hall. 
Fig. 56. Carvings on the hanged lattice panel above the fang 彷. 
The roof of the main hall is supported by two structural f rames carved with similar 
motifs. Some purlins on the frames are supported by a dou 斗 sitting on tuofeng 乾峰.The 
front and the back side of the dou 斗 are all carved with melon or melons, issued from leafy 
branches, representing guadie mianmian 瓜膽綿綿 [ l a r g e and small melons are incessantly • 
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yielded]. On both frames, the tuofeng ,轮峰 below the ridge purlin are depicted with a broad 
lotus leaf beside a pair of pomegranates and peony blossoms borne on branches among 
leaves, symbolizing liukai baizi 棺開百子 [ p o m e g r a n a t e opens with hundred seeds] as well 
as wealth and distinction. (Fig. 57a, Fig. 58a) The tuofeng that support the third purlin, are 
also decorated. The one on the left structural f rame is depicted with two lions, symbols of 
valour, in a rocky landscape. They are carved beside an eagle which signifies the strength of 
a hero perching on a rock. (Fig. 58b) On the structural f rame at the right side, the tuofeng 
supporting the third purlin is carved with peony sprays, a phoenix and a unicom in a 
landscape. (Fig. 57b) This composition is known as sanwangtu 三王圖 [ d i a g r a m of three 
kings], because peony, phoenix and unicorn are regarded as the king of flowers, birds, and 
beasts respectively.丨44 The distinction of these creatures is combined to add glory to the 
house. In addition, a ribboned scroll is depicted next to the unicom, denoting lintu yushu 麟 
吐玉書 [ u n i c o r n dedicating books of j a d e ] . � Moreover, all the tuofeng 乾峰 are depicted 
with bogu 博古 pattern at the back sides. 
The guazhu 瓜柱 [ s h o r t column] on the structural f rames are carved in low relief. 
(Fig. 59) They are depicted with a large peony flower with elongated stigma surrounded by 
foliate scroll and begonia blossoms, expressing the wish mantang fugui 滿堂富责 [ m a y 
your hall filled with wealth and honour]. 
Below the lowest beam is two changgong 樓梹 [ d i a g o n a l strut] carved in openwork. 
There are two pairs totally, while only three different compositions are found. One of them is 
carved with two magpies perching on branches of leafy bamboo and flowering plum-tree, 
- connoting zhumei shuangxi 竹梅雙喜 [ d o u b l e happiness of bamboo and plum].'46 (Fig. 
‘ 6 0 b ) These motifs represent the wish for having magnified conjugal happiness. Another two 
are depicted with a pair of magpies that represent xixiangfeng 喜相逢 [ h a p p i n e s s reunion] 
perching on flowering branches of magnolia, beside China rose blossoms born on leafy 
branches. (Fig. 60a, Fig. 61a) The thriving magnolia suggests yushu linfeng 玉樹臨風 [ a 
jade tree facing the wind], while the China rose symbolizes lasting youth. The last one is 
similarly carved with an additional pair of peaches that symbolize longevity. (Fig. 61b) 
丨44 Wang Qingtai 王慶查’ Taiwan zhi muzuo diaoke 臺灣之木作雕刻[Wood Carving in Taiwan], Taipei, 
Shanglin chubanshe 尚林出版社，1986, pp.37, 89. 
145 Meng Jun 孟君，Zhonghua xiangrui tudian 中華祥瑞圖典[Illustrated dictionary of Chinese mascots and 
good-luck symbols], Beijing, Tuanjie chubanshe 圑結出版社’ 2001，pp. 251-252. 
Nozaki Nobuchika 野崎誠近，o/?, d/., pp. 139-140. . 
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There are two brackets located in between the beams on each structural frame. On the 
left structural f rame, one of the brackets is carved with a paradise f lycatcher perching on a 
pomegranate spray growing from a shoushi 壽石 [ a g e d rock]. Paradise flycatcher and 
shoushi # 石 are the emblems of longevity while the pomegranate symbolizes numerous 
progenies. (Fig. 62a) The bracket below is carved with a detached leafy branch of melon 
symbolizing posterity. On the right structural f rame, one of the brackets is carved with a 
pheasant, a symbol of an official in the civil service ' ' '^ squatting on a branch of hibiscus 
blossoms that symbol ize rich and fame. (Fig. 62b) 
Other than these carvings, daqian 飼牽 [ o n e - r a f t e r beam] in-between the purlins are 
also carved with a composit ion of cloud, symbol of good omens, and foliage. (Fig. 63) 
Besides, the ends of the lower beams are badgers symbolizing huan 歡 [ j o y ] . 
國 
, Fig. 57a-b. Carvings on the tuofeng 耽峰 located on the right structural 
frame in the main hall. 
147 Eberhard, Wolfram, op. cit., pp. 233-234. ‘ 
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• 國 
Fig. 60a-b. Carvings on the changgong 樓棋 located below the lowest beam 
on the left structural frame in the main hall. 
IHHHIH 
Fig. 61a-b. Carvings on the changgong 拼 located below the lowest beam 
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國 圓 
Fig. 62a-b. Carvings on the wooden brackets located on the left (left) and 
right (right) structural frames in the main hall. 
• I 
Fig. 63. Carvings on the daqian 莉牵 located on the structural frames in the 
main hall. 
The balustrades on the upper floor are only decorated with a few carved balusters that 
support a top rail. (Fig. 64a-c, Fig. 65a-c) Detached leafy branch of m^Xons, foshouguo 佛手 
果，and peaches are depicted, expressing the wish guadie micmmian 瓜麟綿綿 [ l a r g e and 
small melons are incessantly yielded], blessings as well as longevity accordingly. Two of the 
balusters are carved with the same motifs, which are squirrels surrounded by fruity vines of 
grape suggesting the wish zisun wandai 子孫萬代 [ m a y you have ten thousand generations 
of progenies]. 
• The chambers in the side bays of the main hall also have panelled doors. (Fig. 66a-b) 
Each chamber has six leaves depicted with the same motifs as those in the entrance hall, thus 
corresponding symbolic meaning are expressed. The middle panels are carved with the 
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typical sets of motifs, namely: the set of bats with ribboned baskets, the set of lotus in a vase, 
and the set of magnol ia in a vase. However, only motifs of plum tree, chrysanthemum, and 
bamboo are found in the engravings on the panelled doors. They are the three members of 
the sijunzi 四君子 [ F o u r gentlemen]. 
0 i i 
[JJJFUMM 
Fig. 64a-c. Carvings on the balusters located on the left side. 
— Fig. 65a-c. Carvings on the balusters located on the right side. 
Fig. 66a-b. Panelled doors at the side chambers located at the sides bays in 
the main hall. 
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3.1.3 Left subsidiary building 
The eave board is depicted with a topical scene of an eagle, a bear, as well as a unicom in a 
rocky landscape at the middle. (Fig. 67a-c) The eagle stands at the back of the bear, 
symbolizing yingxiong xianghui 英雄相會 [ h e r o e s meet together].'48 These motifs are 
flanked by branches of flowers. Clusters of plum blossoms bome on boughs are depicted 
beside a magpie on the left, expressing the wish xishang meishao 喜上眉梢 [ m a y your 
happiness reach the eyebrows]. On the right, there is a paradise flycatcher perching on the 
branch of flowering magnolia, connoting the wish bide qishou 必得其壽 [ y o u must have 
the longevity]. 149 Other than these motifs, China rose blossoms issued from leafy branches 
are depicted beside a Chinese bulbul near the left end of the eave board, denoting the wish 
changchun baitou 長春白頭 [ m a y you be vital when hair turn grey]. A pendent enclosing a 
simplified panchang 盤長結 [ e n d l e s s knot] is depicted nex to them, symbolizing lasting 
continuity. At the rightmost part of the eave board, f lowering and leafy China rose is 
depicted beside a Chinese bulbul, expressing the wish changchun baitou 長春白頭 [ m a y 
you be vital when hair turn grey]. Besides, there is a ruyi 如意 [ s c e p t r e ] interlocked with a 
roundel. 
148 Zhang Daoyi 張道一，op. c/_,.，p. 89. 
149 Nozaki Nobuchika 野崎誠近，op. cit., pp. 297-299. * 
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Fig. 67a-c. Carvings on the eave board of the side chamber in the left 
subsidiary building. 
A hanged lattice panel is found atop a fang 彷 [ l i n t e l ] and a huazhao 花罩 
[decorative surround] in the rear chamber. (Fig. 68) The panel is made up of three typical 
bays carved with similar composition of motifs in openwork. Each of them is carved with a 
flower in the centre, and detached branches of fruits among leaves at four comers. Pairs of 
melons, peaches, foshouguo 佛手果 and pomegranates are found, suggesting guadie 
mianmian 瓜膽綿綿 [ l a r g e and small melons are incessantly yielded] and sanduo 三多 
[three abundances]. 
Below the hanged lattice panel is a fang 彷 [ l i n t e l ] carved in high relief. (Fig. 69a-c) 
It is depicted with a meander of peony blossoms among leaves in the middle connoting the 
wish gucmju yipin 官居一品 [ m a y you be the highest ranking official]. Perching on the 
branches of peony, two peacocks are depicted suggesting a high ranking official in the 
imperial g o v e r n m e n t . B e s i d e s , squirrels are depicted next to grapes vines at either end of 
the fang 彷，expressing the wish zisun wandai 子孫萬代 [ m a y you have ten thousand 
generations of progenies]. 
- There is a huazhao 花罩 [ d e c o r a t i v e surround] below the fang 彷 . I t is decorated 
•• similarly to the one in the main hall of the main building. A large peony blossom surrounded 
by begonia and foliage scroll is carved in the middle, expressing the wish mantang fugui 滿 
堂富貴 [ m a y your hall filled with wealth and honour]. The huazhao is further decorated 
with detached branches of foshouguo 佛手果，peaches, pomegranates, melons, and China 
rose, suggesting the wishes sanduo 三多 [ t h r e e abundances], guadie mianmian 瓜膽綿綿 
[large and small melons are incessantly yielded], and lasting youth. 
>1 
Eberhard, Wolfram, op. cit., p. 229. • 
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Fig. 68. Carvings on the hanged lattice panel located in the left subsidiary 
building. 
sbhebbhs nBBMia 
Fig. 69a-c. Carvings on the fang 彷 located atop a huazhao 花罩 in the left 
subsidiary building. 
3.1.4 Right subsidiary building 
Through the doorway in the entrance hall of the main building, the attached corridor and the 
月 [moon gate], one will arrive the courtyard of the right subsidiary building. Next to the 
courtyard is a chamber having hanged lattice panel and panelled door decorated with wood 
carvings in openwork . 
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The hanged lattice panel is divided into three parts. (Fig. 70) Each part is carved with 
a pendent enclosing a pair of fruits among leaves. They are peaches, foshouguo 佛手果 and 
pomegranates expressing the wish sanduo 三多 [ t h r e e abundances]. 
Below the hanged lattice panel are panelled doors decorated with the same motifs as 
the those located in the main building. The set including bats with ribboned baskets, the set 
including lotus in a vase, and the set including magnolia in a vase are carved on the three 
pairs. Similarly, the upper and lower parts of the panelled doors are also engraved with 
orchid sprays and bamboo branches suggesting Junzi zhijiao 君子之交 [ f r i e n d s h i p of 
gentlemen]. 
•HBHhHHBB 
Fig. 70. Carvings on the hanged lattice panel in the right subsidiary building. 
J _ 
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Location Motifs Symbolic meaning 
Entrance hall, main building 
front eave board guaizilung 拐子龍 ultimate goodness and perfection 
[turning dragon] 
Peony with melons fugui wandai 富责萬代 [ m a y your wealth last for 
ten thousand of generations] 
an eagle and two bears, a yingxiong xianghui 英雄相會 [he rons meet 
crane together], longevity 
plum tree, sijunzi 四君子 [ F o u r gentlemen], the uprightness, 
chrysanthemum, orchid moral integrity and elegance of a gentleman 
and bamboo 
shoushi # 石 [ a g e d rock] longevity 
magpies with plum xishang meishao 喜上眉梢 [ m a y your happiness 
blossoms reach the eyebrows] 
Bamboo and shoushi 壽 greeting zhushou 祝 # [congratulate on your 
石 [ a g e d rock] longevity]. 
An eagle on a rock strength of a hero 
butterflies longevity 
Two hens Ji 吉[auspiciousness and blessing] 
Peony in a vase fugui pingan 富责平安 [ m a y you be rich and 
peaceful] 
Bogu博古 
Bat and a coin fuzai yanqian 福在眼前 [ m a y good blessing be in 
front of your eyes] 
China rose in a vase siji pingan 四季平安 [ m a y you be peaceful 
„ during the four seasons] 
Two deers longevity 
lion valour 
two swallows success, happiness and children 
China rose Lasting youth 
two lions valour 
Two herons longevity 
lattice screen melons, foshouguo 佛手 numerous progeny,/M 福 [ g o o d fortune and 
果 and peaches blessings], longevity 
erfang額彷 bogu博古 
[stretched double , , , , �、,, 
five figures from tolk 
•• story 
pairs of mandarins ji 吉[auspiciousness] 
hibiscus riches and fame 
Bat with cloud scrolls fuyun 福運 [b lessed fortune] 
Magnolia in basket Yushu linfeng 玉樹臨風 [ a jade tree facing the . 
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wind] 
pair of pomegranates liukai baizi 權開百子 [pomegranate opens with 
hundred seeds] 
butterflies and magpies Longevity, and xi 喜[happiness] 
Engravings, plum tree, sijunzi 四君子 [ F o u r gentlemen], the uprightness, 
panelled doors chrysanthemum, orchid moral integrity and elegance of a gentleman 
and bamboo 
middle panels, left Lotus in vase conjugal harmony and fertility, and pingan 平安 
pairs, panelled [peace] 
g^^rs’ right side ^^^ bats shuangfu 雙福 [doub le blessings] 
(Set 1) peaches,/ay/jowgwo 佛手 sanduo 三多 [ th ree abundances] 
果 and pomegranates 
Pair of badgers huan 歡 [ j o y ] 
melons numerous progenies 
middle panels, Magnolia in vase ymhu linfeng 玉樹臨風 [ a jade tree facing the 
middle pairs, wind], and pingan 平安 [peace ] 
panelled doors, 
right side bay two bats shuangfu 雙福 [ d o u b l e blessing] 
(Set 2) Pair of badgers huan 歡 [ j o y ] 
pair of pomegranates numerous progenies 
pair o f f o shouguo 佛手果 fu 福 [ g o o d fortune and blessings] 
melons numerous progenies 
middle panels, pair of peaches longevity 
paneUeTdoors, Inverted bat fudao 福到 [bless ings arrived] 
right side bay pair of melons numerous progenies 
(Set 3) Inverted bat fudao 福至丨j [blessings arrived] 
" pair of foshouguo 佛手果 fu 福 [ g o o d fortune and blessings] 
. pair of squirrels and zisun wandai 子孫萬代 [ m a y you have ten 
grapes thousand generations of progenies] 
middle panels, Set 1，Set 2，Set 3 
panelled doors, 
left side bay 
middle panels, Set 1，Set 2, Set 3 
panelled doors, 
second floor 
back eave board, myi 如意 [scepter ] (May all the auspicious aspirations fulfilled) 
middle bay according to wish 
bat with coin fuzai yanqian 福在 B艮前[May good blessing be in 
front of your eyes] 
Deer with lingzhi 靈芝 magnified longevity 
[fungus of immortality] „ 
Books, coin literary knowledge, wealth 
Hibiscus, a bat and a rich and fames,/M 福 [ g o o d fortune and 
magpie blessings], xi 喜 [happiness] . 
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Scroll, coin literary knowledge, wealth 
peony with magpie Wealth and distinction, and xi 喜[happiness] 
qin 琴 cultivated mind of literati 
character 福，character fushou ruyi 福壽如意 [ m a y you have good 
# , and a ruyi 如意 fortune, blessing and longevity as you wished], 
[scepter] 
two coins Wealth 
peach coupled with ruyi changshou ruyi 長壽如意 [ m a y you have 
如意[scepter] longevity according to your wish] 
clock 
two coins Wealth 
magpies with plum xishang meishao 喜上眉梢 [ m a y your happiness 
blossoms reach the eyebrows] 
two butterflies with plum- long life and immaculate beauty 
blossom 
mandarin daji 大吉 [grea t auspiciousness] 
butterfly, paradise Longevity, and zhushou 柷壽[congratulate on 
flycatcher and bamboo your longevity] 
back eave board, fan shan 善[goodness] 
side bay 
orchid and bamboo junzi zhijiao 君子之交 [ f r iendship of gentlemen] 
dragon and phoenix longfeng chengxiang 龍風呈祥 [dragon and 
phoenix announce the blessings] 
two confronting magpies xi xiangfeng 喜相逢 [happiness reunion] 
Bat and magpie fu 福 [ g o o d fortune and blessing], and xi 喜 
[happiness] 
hibiscus with bat riches and f a m e ’ / "福 [ g o o d fortune and 
blessing] 
• China rose with a Chinese changchun baitou 長春白頭 [ m a y you be vital 
bulbul when hair turn grey] 
Courtyard, main building 
eave board, side Lotus, reed and heron yilu lianke 一 路連科 [ m a y you pass every 
chambers imperial examinations continuously] 
dragon and phoenix longfeng chengxiang [dragon and 
phoenix announce the blessings] 
Two magpies shuangxi 雙喜 [doub le happiness] 
badger . huan fi： [joy] 
thrcQfoshouguo 佛手果 fu 福 [ g o o d fortune and blessings] 
two pheasants officials in civil service 
paradise flycatcher longevity 
Middle panels, Set 3, Set 1，Set 2，Set 3 (see panelled doors in entrance hall) 
panelled doors 
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Engravings, plum tree, sijunzi 四君子 [Four gentlemen], the uprightness, 
panelled doors chrysanthemum, orchid moral integrity and elegance of a gentleman 
and bamboo 
eave board Lotus, reed and heron yilu lianke 一 路連科 [ m a y you pass every 
imperial examinations continuously] 
dragon and phoenix longfeng chengxiang 龍风呈祥 [dragon and 
phoenix announce the blessings] 
pairs of magpies xixiangf 'eng 喜相逢[happiness reunion] 
bat fu 福 [ g o o d fortune and blessing] 
begonia 
pomegranates liukai baizi 棺開百子[pomegranate opens with 
hundred seeds] 
pair of paradise longevity 
flycatchers 緩帶鳥 
huazhao 花 罩 peony blossoms with a wealth and longevity, shuangxi 雙喜 [double 
[decorative butterfly, and two magpies happiness] 
surround] 
Two column and arch 
golden toad, and cloud Wealth, and good omen 
scroll 
peony in a vase fugui pingan 富贵平安 [ m a y you be rich and 
peaceful] 
two badgers huan 歡 [ j o y ] 
melons numerous progenies 
two bats shuangfu 雙福 [double blessing] 
peony and scrolling fugui wandai 富责萬代 [ m a y your wealth last for 
foliage ten thousand of generations] 
Inverted bats in clouds fudao 福到[blessings arrived] and fuyim 福運 
•• [blessed fortune] 
Begonia 
Butterfly, two magpies Longevity, shuangxi 雙喜 [double happiness] 
Branches of tree 
Peony in a vase fugui pingan 富责平安 [ m a y you be rich and live 
in peace] 
unicorns fabulous creature of good omen, symbol of� 
longevity, grandeur, felicity, illustrious offspring, 
and wise administration 
peach, and foshouguo 佛 Longevity, and fu 福 [ g o o d fortune and blessings] 
. .手果 
bats with cloud scroll fuyun 福運 [blessed fortune] 
Squirrel and grape 'zisun wandai 子 子 系 萬 代 [ m a y you have ten 
thousand generations of progenies] 
Lion with an embroidered coming of good thing 
ball • 
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Lotus, reed and heron yilu lianke 一路連料 [may you pass every 
imperial examinations continuously] 
Peony Wealth and distinction 
Peony, inverted bat and fushou fugui 福壽富责 [may you have blessings, 
peach longevity and wealth] 
Lotus flowers and pod in a conjugal harmony and fertility, andpingan 平安 
vase [peace] 
two bats shuangfu 雙福[double blessing] 
peony Wealth and distinction 
pQSLch,foshouguo 佛手果 sanduo 三多[ three abundances] 
and pomegranate 
Main hall, main building 
eave board, A lion and two cubs taishi shaoshi 太師少師 [grand preceptor and 
middle bay junior preceptor] 
Lion with an embroidered coming of good thing 
ball 
peony, orchid, Wealth and distinction, gentleman, longevity, 
Chrysanthemum, and lasting youth 
China rose 
Book and folded paper Literary knowledge 
badgers and magpies huantian xidi 歡天喜地 [ joy in the sky and 
happiness on the ground] 
dragon and phoenix longfeng chengxiang 龍風呈祥[dragon and 
phoenix announce the blessings] 
Pairs of magpies xixiangfeng 喜相逢[happiness reunion] 
Two fans Shan 善[goodness] 
melon Numerous progeny 
coin Wealth 
bats fu 福 [good fortune and blessing] 
Eave board, side niyi 如意[scepter], fu 福，duzhan cwkm 獨佔繁頭[monopolize the 
bay character 福 and a aoyu head of an ao] 
聚魚[dragon fish] 
China rose with a Chinese changchun baitou 長春白頭 [may you be vital 
bulbul when hair turn grey] 
Bat on s Hons hi 骞石 ./iv 福 and longevity 
[aged rock]. 
Melons.meander guadie mianmian 瓜赎綿綿 [ large and small 
melons are incessantly yielded] 
I — 
Leaking window, .. inverted bat, character # fudao 福到[blessings arrived], longevity 
side bay 
peach and pomegranate longevity and liukai baizi 棺開百子 
[pomegranate opens with hundred seeds] 
Lotus leaves and blossom conjugal harmony 
pair of peaches Longevity 
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Lotus leaves and blossom conjugal harmony 
A peach Longevity 
pomegranates liukai baizi 棺開百子[pomegranate opens with 
hundred seeds] 
huazhao, middle Peony and begonia mantangfugui 滿堂富责 [may your hall filled 
bay with wealth and honour] 
Melons guadie mianmian 瓜赠綿綿[ large and small 
melons are incessantly yielded] 
mandarin Ji 吉[auspiciousness] 
peaches, foshouguo 佛手 sanduo 三多[ three abundances] 
果 and pomegranates 
vase pingan 平安[peace] 
fang 彷[lintel], Peony and vines of melon fugui wandai 富责萬代 [may your wealth last for 
middle bay ten thousand of generations] 
golden fishes and lotus jinyu tonghe 金玉同和 [gold and jade joined 
leaves together in harmony] 
hanged lattice Melons and foliage guadie mianmian 瓜膽,绵,绵[large and small 
panel melons are incessantly yielded] 
dou 4 , structural melons guadie mianmian 瓜 綿綿[ large and small 
frame melons are incessantly yielded] 
tuofeng IS lotus leaf, a pair of liukai baizi 棺開百子[pomegranate opens with 
[camel's hump], pomegranates and peony hundred seeds], wealth and distinction 
structural frame ‘ ,. 
two lions 
eagle strength of a hero 
peony spray, a phoenix sanwangtu 三王園[diagram of three kings] 
and a unicorn 
- Unicorn and a scroll lintu yushu 麟吐玉書[unicorn dedicating books 
ofjade] 
bogu t専"i" 
guazhu 瓜柱 peony and begonia mantangfugui i甫堂富责[may your hall filled 
[short column] with wealth and honour] 
changgong If # two magpies, bamboo and zhiimei shuangxi 竹梅雙喜 [double happiness of 
[diagonal strut] plum-tree bamboo and plumj 
a pair of magpies xixiangfeng 喜相逢[happiness reunion] 
magnolia yushu linfeng 玉樹臨風 [ a jade tree facing the 
wind] 
China rose Lasting youth 
. . A pair of peaches longevity 
Brackets paradise flycatcher, Longevity and numerous progenies 
pomegranate and shoushi ., 
壽石 [aged rock]. 
melon numerous progeny 
Pheasant and hibiscus Official in the civil service, rich and fame 
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daqian 筋牽 Cloud and foil age Good omen 
[one-rafter beam] 
beams Pairs of badgers huan 歡 [ j o y ] . 
Balusters, melons guadie mianmian 瓜赋綿綿[ large and small 
balustrades, melons are incessantly yielded] 
second floor 
foshouguo 佛手果 fu 福 [ g o o d fortune and blessings] 
peaches Longevity 
squirrel and grape zisun wandai 子 子 系 萬 代 [ m a y you have ten 
thousand generations of progenies] 
Middle panels, Set 1，Set 2，Set 3 (see panelled doors in entrance hall) 
panelled doors 
Engravings, plum tree, 
panelled doors chrysanthemum, and 
bamboo 
Side chamber, left subsidiary building 
Eave board An eagle and a bear yingxiong xianghui 英雄相會[herons meet 
together] 
a unicorn 
magpie and plum xishang meishao 喜上眉梢 [may your happiness 
reach the eyebrows] 
magnolia and paradise bide qishou 必得其壽 [you must have the 
flycatcher longevity] 
China rose and a Chinese changchun baitou 長春白頭 [may you be vital 
bulbul when hair turn grey] 
panchang 盤長[endless Lasting continuity 
knot], 
ruyi 如意[scepter], changchun baitou 長春白頭 [may you be vital 
China rose and a Chinese when hair turn grey] according to wish 
bulbul 
hanged lattice pairs of melons guadie mianmian 瓜 绵綿 [ large and small 
panel melons are incessantly yielded] 
peaches, foshouguo 佛手 sanduo 三多 [ three abundances] 
果 and pomegranates 
fang 陆 [ l i n t e l ] peony guanjuyipin 官居一 口口 [may you be the highest 
ranking official] 
two peacocks high ranking official 
squirrel and grape zisun wandai 子孫萬代 [ m a y you have ten 
• thousand generations of progenies] 
huazhao 花罩 Peony and begonia mantang fugui i某堂富责[may your hall filled 
[decorative " with wealth and honour] 
surround] 
peaches,/05/70wgw0 佛手 sanduo 三多 [ three abundances] 
‘ 果 and pomegranates 
Melons guadie mianmian 瓜赠綿綿 [ large and small 
melons are incessantly yielded] 
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China rose Lasting youth 
Side chamber, right subsidiary building 
hanged lattice peaches, foshouguo 佛手 sanduo 三多 [ t h r e e abundances] 
panels 果 and pomegranates 
Middle panels, Set 1，Set 2, Set 3 (see panelled doors in entrance hall) 
panelled doors 
engravings, orchid and bamboo junzi zhijiao 君子之交 [ f r i endsh ip of gentlemen] 
panelled doors 
Table 1. Symbolic motifs in Tai Fu Tai 大夫第，San Tin 新田. 
.1 
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3.2 No. 123 village house, San Tin 新田 
Beside Man Lun Fung Ancestral Hall 麟峰文公祠 is a small village house. It appears as 
ergjin 一進 structure comprising a hall and c o u r t y a r d . U n d e r the roof tiles of the main 
hall, there should be a decorated eave board. Atop the main entrance located at the comer, an 
eave board decorated with carvings is found. 
國 
Fig. 71. No. 123 village house located next to Man Lun Fung Ancestral Hall 
編峰文公祠，San T i n新田. 
The eave board is carved with three groups of motifs separated by two bogu 博古. 
(Fig. 72a-g) A chrysanthemum blossom among large leaves is carved bom on bough in the 
- middle. It is flanked by undulating branches issuing further blossoms and curly leaves, 
.. amidst butterflies in flight. Chrysanthemum is the emblem of long life and of duration, while 
butterflies also symbolize longevity. On either side of the central motif, detached branches of 
fruits are depicted. Melon and foshouguo 佛手果 born among leaves are found carved on 
the left, s ignifying numerous progeny and fu 福 [ g o o d fortune and blessings] respectively. 
On the right, branches growing melons and leaves are depicted with butterflies, denoting 
guadie micmmian 瓜膽綿綿 [ l a r g e and small melons are incessantly yielded]. The two ends 
of the eave board are decorated with bogu 博古 and roundels inscribed with a character 
shou # [longevity]. ‘ 
151 This village house cannot be accessed into the interior, which can only be observed from outside. 
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L ^ F ^ - LLII, • I 
Fig. 72a-g. Carvings on the eave board atop the entrance. 
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Location Motifs Symbolic meaning 
Entrance hall 
eave board bogu 博古 Literati 
Chrysanthemum and long life and of duration, longevity 
butterflies 
Melon and foshouguo 佛 numerous progeny and fu 福 [ g o o d fortune and 
手果 blessings] 
Melons guadie mianmian 瓜赠綿綿[丨arge and small 
melons are incessantly yielded] 
Roundels with a character Longevity 
shou # 
Table 2. Symbolic motifs on the eave board of No. 123 village house in On 
Lung Tsiien 安龍村，San Tin 新田. 
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3.3 Ching Shu Hin 清署軒，Ping Shan 屏山 
Ching Shu Hin 清署軒 [ H a l l of f resh summer ] located in H a n g Mei Tsuen 坑尾村 at Ping 
Shan was built in the twel f th year of Tongzhi 同治 era (1874) of Q ing Dynasty by Tang 
K o n g C h u n g 部 光 宗 a n d his son, serving as a guest house for pres t ig ious visitors. It 
connec ts to ad jacen t Kun T ing Study Hall 覲廷書室 by a decora t ive ga teway. It is said that 
these two bui ld ings together with a vil lage house and a barn behind fo rm a bui lding complex 
owned by a weal thy fami ly . The guest house o f fe r s a f ine e x a m p l e of res idence built by well-
o f f fami ly . It was restored in 1993. 
瞧 
Fig. 73. Ching Shu Hin 清著軒，Ping Shan 展山. 
(from Ho Puay-peng's Collection) 
.. C h i n g Shu Hin occupies an irregular shaped site which is probably formed by the 
nearby roads . It is a bui ld ing complex compr i s ing of two-s torey hal ls and corr idor enclos ing 
a little cour tyard in the middle , as well as a subsidiary bui ld ing on the right separated f rom 
the main bu i ld ing by a corr idor . 
•‘ I 
Tang Kong Chung 部光宗 has a courtesy name’/wo 號，called HeungChuen 香泉. ‘ 
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Fig. 74. Ground floor plan of Ching Shu Hin 清蜃軒，Ping Shan 屏山. 
(1:300) 
Surrounded by high brick walls, the guest house is entered through the entrance gate 
leading into the corridor between Kun Ting Study Hall and Ching Shu Hin, and a recessed 
entrance on the right side. (Fig. 75) Atop both entrances, carved eave boards are located. 
Once inside the reception area, an moon gate is found located leading one into the little 
courtyard. Confront ing the moon gate, there is a leaking window with glass panels located in 
the courtyard. The courtyard is connected to the main hall that has a three jian interior. 
Entering though the middle bay with erfang 額彷 [ s t r e t c h e d double queti] ahead, there is 
the living area where the partition walls create three bays in the back. In the middle bay, a 
decorative surround with glass panels is located. (Fig. 77) Moreover, additional decorated 
" changgong 樓拱 [ d i a g o n a l strut] are located between the columns and partition walls under 
• carved rectangular beams that support the timber ceiling. 
The upper floor is accessed through a timber staircase at the comer. (Fig. 78) The roof 
of the main hall is supported by a timber structural f rame consisting of a humpbacked ceiling 
at the front portion and a purlin frames at the middle, supported by columns and brick gable 
walls at the rear portion of the roof. (Fig. 79) The ridge purlin sits on tuofeng 乾峰 while 
the third and the fifth purlins rest on guazhu 瓜柱 [ s h o r t column] that in turn sit on the 
beams. The second and fourth purlins are supported by bracket sets with a dougong 斗拱 
sitting on a tuofeng 乾 J^ ir, incorporated with the beams. In addition, there are decorated 
daqian 额牽 [ o i i e - r a f t e r beam] between the purlins and queti 雀替 [ s p a r r o w brace] below 
the lower beams. Under the humpbacked ceiling, the purlins are supported by decorated 
panels that sit on a beam atop an erfang 額彷. (Fig . 80) At the front eave section, a carved 
eave board is found, as well as three erfang 額彷 spanning the columns of the structural 
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f rame and the gable walls. A huazhao 花罩 [ d e c o r a t i v e surrounds] is found between the 
partition walls in the middle bay at the back. On the other side, there are lattice panel 
windows that open to the courtyard. 
A side chamber is located on the upper floor, which can be accessed through the 
doorway at the left side bay of the main hall. An eave board is found under the roof tiles, 
below which are panelled windows. Panelled doors below a carved fang 彷 are located on 
the wall separating the front eave section and the middle section where is a living chamber. 
ii 
Fig. 75. Entrance of Ching Shu Hin 清著軒 inside the alley. 
Fig. 76. The courtyard leading to the main hull that has an upper floor. 
_ 
Fig. 77. Carved huazhao 花軍 and erfang 額彷 on the ground floor. 
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• Fig. 78. Upper floor of Ching Shu Hin 清暑軒. 
圓 圓 _ 
I E - … 
Fig. 79. The structural frame, erfang and huazhao 花翠 located on 
upper floor. 
E B H B FFLH^^H 
M I H H H 
Fig. 80. Decorated panels and erfang 額彷 located at the front eave section. 
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3.3.1 Wood carvings in the complex 
The wood carvings are mainly located at the main hall where the structural frames are highly 
decorated. Adding the richness, pieces of carved wooden elements are found scattered 
around. Their locales are summarized as following. 
• In the entrance gate of building complex: eave boards 
• Entrance to Ching Shu Hin: eave board 
• In the courtyard: leaking window 
• On the ground floor of main hall: erfang 額彷，huazhao 花罩，beams, and changgong 
樓 拱 
• On the upper floor of main hall: eave board, tuofeng .乾條，guazhu 瓜柱，daqian 备1 牽， 
queti 雀替，decorated panels and erfang 額彷 of the structural frame, huazhao 花罩， 
and lattice panel windows. 
• Side chamber on the upper floor: eave board,/i:7/7g 彷，and panelled doors. 
Entrance gate 
An eave board is found located at the entrance gate between Ching Shu Hin and Kun Ting 
Study Hall. (Fig. 81a-c) Its border ia carved with motifs in segments. The middle is depicted 
with golden fishes among the lotus leaves, symbolizing the wish jinyu tonghe 金玉同和 
[gold and jade joined together in harmony]. Towards both ends, there are detached branches 
of foshouguo 佛手果，symbols of fu 福 [ g o o d fortune and blessings], and fangs heng 方勝， 
‘ symbol of lasting continuity, as well as scrolling foliage. The central motif on the eave board 
is a scroll symbolizing literary knowledge, held by two bats that denote shuangfu 雙福 
[double blessing]. In front of them is a detached branch of melon, symbol of numerous 
progeny, depicted next to a ribboned pendent. The scroll, melon, and pendent are carved 
with characters. A qin 琴，one of the four accomplishments of a literate, is carved beside the 
scroll. Surrounding these motifs, the sijunzi 四君子 [ F o u r gentlemen] are depicted. They 
are clusters of plum flowers, bamboo leaves, chrysanthemum blossoms among leaves, and 
orchid spray, symbolizing the noble virtues of a gentleman. Flying butterflies are carved 
amidst the plum blossoms, signifying long life and immaculate beauty. Flanking the sijunzi 
四君子， t w o magpies are depicted on each side, suggesting shuangxi 雙喜 [ d o u b l e 
happiness] for twice. At the rightmost part of the eaVe board, a ribboned basket holding 
flowering branches of peony and a ruyi 如 意 is carved, expressing the wish fugui ruyi 富责 
如意 [ m a y you be wealthy as you wished]. Other than these motifs, butterflies that signify 
longevity are also carved. At the leftmost part, a fan, emblem of shan 善[goodness]， is ‘ 
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depicted against a ground of China rose blossoms, symbol of lasting youth, at varies stage of 
maturity issued f rom leafy branches. 
The eave board located at the back eave section is also richly carved. (Fig. 82a-c) A 
scroll inscribed with characters 長發會祥 is carved atop a roundel with character shou # 
[longevity] in the middle as topical motifs . Flanking the scroll are two kinds of f lower 
blossoms. Hibiscus b lossoms that symbolise rich and fame issued f rom leafy branch is 
depicted on the right. Perching on f lowering branch of China rose that symbolize lasting 
youth, a magpie , emblem of xi 喜 [ h a p p i n e s s ] , is carved on the left. Next to the magpie is 
butterfly symbol iz ing longevity. Besides the peony f lowers are two confront ing magpies that 
suggest xixiangf'eng 喜相逢 [ h a p p i n e s s reunion] carved below a butterfly, symbol of 
longevity. Near the right end of the eave board, detached leafy branch issuing V^o foshouguo 
佛手果，emblems o f / w 福 [ g o o d fortune and blessings], is depicted. On the left side, two 
pomegranates connot ing liukai baizi 棺開百子 [ p o m e g r a n a t e opens with hundred seeds] 
are carved on leafy branches. The ends of the eave board are carved with guaizilung 拐子龍 
[turning dragon] that are the symbols of ultimate goodness and perfect ion. 
Fig. 81a-c. Carvings on the eave board located at the front eave of the 
entrance gate between Ching Shu Hin and Kun Ting Study Hall. 
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Fig. 82a-c. Carvings on the eave board located at the back eave of the 
' entrance gate. 
Entrance to Ching Shu Hin 
Another carved eave board is found atop the entrance of Ching Shu Hin. (Fig. 83a-c) The 
middle of its border is depicted with two ribboned ruyi 如意，f lanked by two bats amidst 
scrolled cloud beside a pendent inscribed with a character shou 壽 [ l o n g e v i t y ] as well as 
two peaches a m o n g leaves in baskets, expressing the wish fushou ruyi 福壽如意 [ m a y you 
have good for tune, blessing and longevity as you wished] . Beyond these motifs are 
additional bats carved with cloud scroll, suggest ing fuyun 福運 [ b l e s s e d fortune]. 
Moreover , meanders of f lowers among stretched curly fol iage are carved at the leftmost and 
r ightmost parts. The middle of the eave board is carved with three lions, symbols of valour, 
in a landscape under a sun. They are holding a cord passing through two pairs of coins that 
suggest shuangquan 雙全 [ d o u b l e comple t enes s ] . ' " Flanking the central motifs , hibiscus 
b lossoms that symbol ize rich and fame at various stages of maturi ty are carved among leaves 
on undulat ing branches . Perching on the f lower branch, a pheasant that is the emblem of an 
official in the civil service is depicted. Beside them are magpie and butterf ly s ignifying xi 喜 
[happiness], and longevity respectively. Near the left end, peony b lossoms a m o n g leaves and 
153 Nozaki Nobuchika 野崎誠近，op. c".，pp. 95-101. • 
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buds are depicted with a paradise flycatcher perching on its branch, expressing the wish 
changming fugu 長 命 富 责 [ m a y you have wealth and l o n g e v i t y ] . B e s i d e them is a 
butterfly suggest ing longevity. At the lef tmost and rightmost of the eave board, guaizilung 
拐子龍 [ t u r n i n g dragon] are carved again. 
M ^ M ^ T M F M M 
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Fig. 83a-c. Carvings on the eave board atop the entrance to Ching Shu Hin. 
Courtyard 
Confron t ing the moon gate, a t imber leaking window is found located in courtyard. (Fig. 84) 
I 
It has an octagonal opening in a square shaped f r ame in the middle . Each panel has glass 
panels sandwiched be tween two pieces of wood carvings in openwork . (Fig. 85a-d) Four bats 
It 
154 Nozaki Nobuchika 野崎誠近，op. c/Y., pp. 304-305. . 
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that symbol ize /w 福 [ g o o d fortune and blessings] are depicted at the comers of the frame. 
Other panels are particularly decorated with individual motifs . The one in the middle atop 
the opening is carved with a large and small melon among leaves, expressing the wish 
guadie mianmian 瓜膽綿綿 [ l a r g e and small melons are incessantly yielded]. The melons 
are f ramed by strips depicted with foliate scrolls. Aligning with this panel, the panel below 
the central opening is carved with a pair of peaches, the symbol of longevity, among leaves 
as the central mot i fs surrounded by foliate scrolls. The panels f lanking the opening are 
depicted with mot i fs in a mirrored manner . On each panel, the vertical strip in the middle is 
carved with two melons representing guadie mianmian 瓜赎綿綿，a top two pomegranates 
that connote liukai haizi 權開百子 [ p o m e g r a n a t e opens with hundred seeds]. Beside these 
motifs are more foliate scrolls f raming the panel. The four panels at the comers of the 
leaking window are carved with same motifs. Flanking a f lower in the middle, two panchang 
盤長結 [ e n d l e s s knot] that signify lasting continuity are carved. A melon that suggests 
numerous progeny is carved at the other end of the knots. Other than these motifs, foliage 
scroll are also depicted to f r ame the panel. The four small panels located at the sides of the 
opening are f r amed with carvings of four guaizilung 拐子龍 [ t u r n i n g dragon], and two 
confront ing bats represent ing shuangf'u 雙净昌[double blessing], linked by foliate scrolls. 
Mi 
Fig, 84. Timber leaking window in the courtyard. 國國 
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Fig. 85a-d. Carvings on the timber leaking window located in the courtyard. 
Main hall 
The doorway leading to the main hall is decorated with an erfang 額彷 [ s t r e t c h e d double 
queti] above. (Fig. 86a-c) It is carved with motifs symmetrically on the sides, framed by 
bogu and guaizilung 拐子龍 [ t u r n i n g dragon]. A scroll inscribed with characters jixiang 
ruyi 吉祥如意 [ m a y you have auspiciousness as you wished] is carved at the middle. 
Below the scroll is a roundel inscribed with a character shou 壽 [ l ongev i ty ] . Flanking the 
scroll, peony blossoms among leaves are carved with Chinese bulbuls, expressing the wish 
baitou fugui 白頭富貴 [ m a y you have wealth and honour in the old age]. Beside the peony 
are a pair of melons and a butterfly, signifying guadie mianmian 瓜膽綿綿 [ l a r g e and small 
melons are incessantly yielded]. Beyond the melons is bear carved amidst cloud scrolls next 
to an eagle, symbolizing yingxiong xianghui 英雄相會 [ h e r o n s meet together]. At the 
corner of the erfang 額彷，another scroll is carved amidst pomegranates among leave, 
representing literary knowledge and liukai baizi 權開百子 [ p o m e g r a n a t e opens with 
hundred seeds] respectively. Below the scroll, a magnolia and a paradise flycatcher that 
suggest bide qishou ‘必子导其壽[you must have the longevity] are carved. In addition, 
detached branches of pomegranate and peach are carved, symbolizing the numerous progeny 
and longevity. 
, At the back of the main hall, a huazhao 花罩 [ d e c o r a t i v e surrounds] is found located 
in the middle bay. It is composed of segments of glass panels f ramed by wood carvings, and 
two triangular panels carved in openwork at the comers. (Fig. 87) Each of two pieces is 
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depicted with a ribboned scroll that signifies literary knowledge in the middle against a 
ground of peony and begonia blossoms issued from interlaced branches. These flowers 
express the wish mantang fugui 滿堂富貴 [ m a y your hall filled with wealth and honour]. 
Moreover, a butterfly and a pendent inscribed with a character shou # [longevity] are 
depicted to express the aspiration to long life. 
Spanning the columns, pairs of changgong 樓横 are found below the beams. The 
pairs in the front eave section are carved with guaizilung 拐子龍 [ t u r n i n g dragon] 
supporting a few motifs in openwork. (Fig. 88) A flying butterfly is carved close to a China 
rose blossom, signifying longevity and lasting youth respectively. Moreover, a Chinese 
bulbul are depicted beside two pomegranates, which are symbols of lasting youth and 
numerous progeny. The pairs of changgong 樓横 in the central section are carved with 
large peony blossom among leaves born on budding branch, amidst butterfly in flight, 
signifying guose tianxiang 國色天香 [ r e i g n i n g beauty and celestial fragrance]. (Fig. 89) 
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Fig, 87. Carvings on the huazhao 花軍 located at the middle bay on grund 
floor. 
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Fig. 88. Carvings on the changgong 挤拱 located at front eave section. 
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Fig. 89. Carvings on the changgong i f 棋 located at central section. 
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The main hall has an upper floor where more adorned timer elements are found. The 
balusters of the staircase on the upper floor are depicted with melons, mandarins, and 
peaches, symbolizing numerous progeny, auspiciousness and longevity respectively. (Fig. 
90) 
Under the roof tiles of the main hall is a richly carved eave board that has the same 
width as the middle bay. (Fig. 91a-d) Its lower border is carved with a continuous meander 
of scrolled foliate and flowers suggesting wandai 萬代 [ t e n thousand generations]. The 
middle of the eave board is depicted with a unicorn and a phoenix in a rocky landscape. The 
unicorn is depicted beside a ribboned book, suggesting lintu yushu 麟吐玉書 [ u n i c o r n 
dedicating books of jade]. And, the phoenix is carved with a Chinese parasol tree under a 
sun, suggesting danfeng chaoyang 丹風朝陽 [ v e r m i l l i o n phoenix in morning sun].'^^ 
Moreover, two rabbits that symbolize longevity are depicted squatting on the rock. 
Flanking the central motifs are two guaizilung 拐子龍 [ t u r n i n g dragon], emblem of 
ultimate goodness. Atop them is melons among leaves, symbolizing guadie mianmian 瓜 
綿綿 [ l a r g e and small melons are incessantly yielded]. Beside the melons on the right side, 
two more magpies that signify shuangxi 雙喜 [ d o u b l e happiness] perching on a bowl are 
depicted. Beyond these motifs, boughs issuing plum blossoms are carved with bamboo 
leaves, suggesting zhumei shuangxi 竹梅雙喜 [ d o u b l e happiness of bamboo and plum]. A 
magpie is depicted on the branch of the plum expressing the wish xishang meishao 喜上眉 
梢 [ m a y your happiness reach the eyebrows]. Beside these motifs, a basket holding two 
China rose blossoms that suggest lasting youth is carved besides another guaizilung 拐子龍. 
They are accompanied with a butterfly that is a symbol for longevity. To the left side of the 
“ central motifs, lotus blossoms, broad leaves, and pod issuing from slender stems are depicted 
with two herons, expressing the wish yilu lianke 一路連科 [ m a y you pass every imperial 
examinations continuously]. Near the either end of the eave board are bugo 博古 holding 
some other motifs. On the right one, a pair of foshouguo 佛手果 that are the emblem of fit 
寺昌[good fortune and blessings] are carved. Close to ihQ foshouguo 佛手果 is a badger that 
symoblizes huan 歡 [ j o y ] . Enclosed in the bugo 博古’ a flying bat with cloud scrolls 
signifying fuyun 福運 [ b l e s s e d fortune] is carved. Close to the bat are two butterflies 
, symbolizing longevity. On the bugo 博古 at the left side of the eave board, two bats 
suggesting shuangf'u 雙福 [ d o u b l e blessing] are carved among cloud scrolls. Moreover, a 
155 Nozaki Nobuchika 野崎誠近，op. cit., pp. 526-527. 
156 Williams, Charles Alfred Speed, op. cit., pp. 220-221. “ 
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badger, symobls huan 歡 [ j o y ] , is carved atop a coin that is symbol of wealth. In addition, 
there are two butterflies signifying longevity. At the rightmost part of the eave board, peony 
blossoms and buds born on leafy branches are carved with a paradise flycatcher perching on 
its branch, expressing the wish changming fugu 長命富貴 [ m a y you have wealth and 
longevity]. Perching on the f lowering branch of China rose that symbolizes lasting youth, a 
magpie, symbol of xi 喜 [ h a p p i n e s s ] , is depicted beside butterflies symbolizing longevity 
on the leftmost part. 
mmmmrnrnm^^ - - -rr • — -一 . "iTTfur ••iii'in iiiiiili'~"Tni" 
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- Fig. 90. Carvings on the balusters on the staircase. 
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Fig. 91a-d. Carvings on the eave board located below the roof tiles of main 
hall. 
The roof of the main hall is supported by structural frames composed of richly carved 
tuofeng 蛇峰，guazhu 瓜柱，daqian 劉牽，queti 雀替，decorated panels and erfang 額彷. 
All the tuofeng 駆峰 are carved with ruyi head at their back, while the front sides are 
depicted with individual motifs. On the right structural frame, the tuofeng 乾峰 sitting on 
the second beam at the right side is carved with a scene entitled huagu naomaio 花鼓鬧廟 
[huagu�5i crowded the t e m p l e ] . T h e tuofeng 號峰 at the middle of the lower beam is 
depicted with a scene from Yang jia jhiang 楊家將 [ G e n e r a l s of the Family Yang].'^^ The 
one on the left is carved with a scene in a landscape where Ma Gu 麻姑 is found beside a 
deer and lingzhi 靈芝 [ f u n g u s of immortality], suggesting Magu xianshou 麻姑獻壽 [ M a 
Gu presents offer ing for b i r t h d a y ] . B e s i d e these motifs is a bat that symbolizes fu 福 
[good fortune and blessings]. 
Individual tuofeng 蛇峰 on the left structural f rames are also carved. The tuofeng 乾 
峰 that located in the middle of the lowest beam is carved with a scene in Zhong Yi Tang 
忠義堂 [ H a l l of Faith and Right] from 577W//m 水滸傳 [ T h e Water Margin]. To the 
right, the adjacent tuofeng 乾峰 is depicted with three goats squatting in a landscape under 
a sun, symbolizing sanyang kaitai 三陽開泰 [ s p r i n g comes in full form]. '^ ' On the left 
side, the tuofeng 躲峰 is carved with a man, who should used to hold a plow, accompanied 
一 • ' ‘ ‘ ‘ “ 
157 Huagu 花鼓 is a form of monologue entertainment, narrating a story to the accompaniment of a small drum. 
158 Liang Xuzhong 梁旭仲 and Zhang Zaide 張在德 et al., Sichuan minjian xiqu diaoke xuan 四川民間戲曲 
雕刻選，Bashu shushe 巴蜀書社，2002，pp. 66，67 70, and 71. 
159 Zhou Junyan 君言，MingQing m'mju mudiao jingcui - Zhezhong diqu minju jianzhu mudiao 明清民居木 
雕精粹 -浙中地區民居建築木雕 [ F i n e s t Works of Vernacular Housing Wood Carvings in Ming and Qing 
Dynasties - the vernacular housing wood carvings in the central regions of Zhejiang province], Shanghai, 
Shanghai guji chubanshe 上海古藉出版社，丨998，p. 96. 
160 Ma Shutian 馬書田，Zhongguo Daojiao zhushen 中國道教諸神 [ Immor ta l s of Chinese Taoism], Beijing, 
Tuanjie chubanshe 團結出版社，1996，pp. 195-199. 
161 Nozaki Nobuchika 野崎誠近，op. cit., pp. 662-663. • 
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with an elephant. He refers to the Emperor Shun 舜 ( 2 2 5 5 - 2 2 0 8 B.C.) who is an exemplar 
of filial piety and an ideal emperor. 
The third and the fifth purlins rest on guazhu 瓜柱 that are carved into the shape of 
an aoyu 繁魚 [ d r a g o n fish], representing duzhan aotou 獨佔繁頭 [ m o n o p o l i z e the head of 
an ao]. Locat ing in-between the purlins, daqian 莉牽 are also carved into the shape of aoyu 
繁魚 [ d r a g o n fish]. The queti 雀替 under the lowest beams are carved with a band of 
foliate scrolls that f r ame other motifs. (Fig. 98) It is depicted with peony blossoms among 
leaves beside a butterf ly, suggesting guose tianxiang 國色天香 [ r e i g n i n g beauty and 
celestial f ragrance] . 
Fig. 92. The right structural frame located on the upper floor. 
_ _ 
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Fig- 93a-e. Carvings on the tuofeng 耽條 located on the right structural 
frame. 
Fig. 94. The left structural frame located on the upper floor. 國國 
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Fig. 95a-e. Carvings on the tuofeng 耽峰 located on the left structural frame. 
Fig. 96. Carvings on the back side of the tuofeng 耽峰. 
• 
Fig. 97. Carvings on ih^ guazhu 瓜柱 and daqian 牵. 
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Fig. 98. Carvings on the queti 雀替 located under the lowest beam. 
In the front eave section, decorated panels are found under the humpbacked ceiling. 
(Fig. 99a) It is carved with a pair of foshouguo 佛手果 that symbolize f u 福 [ g o o d fortune 
and blessings] born the leafy branch at the middle in openwork. Atop them are two detached 
branches of peaches that are the emblem of longevity. Moreover, there are some detached 
leafy branches of melons expressing the wish guadie mianmian 瓜赎綿綿 [ l a r g e and small 
melons are incessantly yielded], as well as mandarins, emblem of ji 吉 [ausp ic iousness ] . 
Under the decorated panel is a carved erfang 額彷 below the beam. (Fig. 99b) It is 
carved with motifs framed by two guaizilung 拐子龍 [ t u r n i n g dragon] that signify ultimate 
goodness and perfection, in openwork on each side. The middle of the erfang 額彷 is 
depicted with a f lower flanked by two melons among leaves, symbolizing numerous 
progeny. Another melon is carved with a peach among leaves at the two comers, 
representing many sons and longevity respectively. Below them is a badger that suggests 
huan I t [joy]. 
Other than the above erfang 額彷， three more carved erfang 額彷 are located 
spanning the intermediate columns in the middle bay, and between the columns and gable 
wall in the side bays. Motifs on these erfang 額彷 are carved in openwork on double sides. 
The erfang 額彷 in the middle bay is carved with similar motifs as the one facing the 
courtyard on ground floor, except having longer vertical pieces with a few more motifs 
carved. (Fig. lOOa-c) Below the detached branch of peach is a vase holding a peony blossom 
born on leafy and budding branches, connoting fugui pingan 富责平安 [ m a y you be rich 
and peaceful]. Adjacent to the vase is a bat symbolizing/w 福 [ g o o d fortune and blessings]. 
And, a mandarin s u g g e s t i n g ^ .吉 [ a u s p i c i o i l s n e s s ] is depicted below the vase. 
The erfang 額彷 at the side bays are carved with the same motifs in openwork. (Fig. 
lOla-b) An inverted bat that represents fudao 福到 [ b l e s s i n g s arrived] is depicted . 
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suspending a ribboned basket at the middle. Flanking the bat, numerous magnolia blossoms 
issued from entwined boughs are depicted growing from a shoushi # 石 [ a g e d rock] atop 
two kuilung 變龍 on the two sides. Perching on the magnolia boughs are paradise 
flycatchers, together with shoushi 壽石 [ a g e d rock], expressing the wish bide qishou 必得 
其 # [you must have the longevity]. 
Fig. 99a-b. Carvings on the decorated panel and erfang 額彷 in the front 
eave section. 
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Fig, lOOa-c. Carvings on the erfang 額彷 at the middle bay, 
_ _ 
Fig. lOla-b. Carvings on the erfang 額彷 at the side bay. 
The middle bay at the back is framed by a huazhao 花罩.（Fig. 102) Its middle is 
carved with an adorned flowers bearing scrolled foliage, flanked by bugo decorated with 
fruits and flowers. (Fig. 103) Detached branches bearing peaches, mandarins, melons, 
pomegranates, and grapes are carved to express the wish for longevity, ji 吉 
[auspiciousness], guadie mianmian 瓜赎綿綿 [ l a r g e and small melons are incessantly 
yielded], liukai baizi 植開百子 [ p o m e g r a n a t e opens with hundred seeds] and numerous 
progeny accordingly. At the bottom of the bugo, lotus f lower and seed pod are depicted 
among the broad leaves with slender stems, symbolizing conjugal harmony and numerous 
• progeny. The middle pieces of the two fixed panels adjacent to the bugo are highly carved in 
openwork. (Fig. 104) It is carved with four bats, symbol of fu 福，having their wings linked 
together to f rame the central motifs. A ribboned basket holding a large peony blossom, 
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symbol of wealth and distinction, is carved suspending from the bat atop. Moreover, the 
basket is carved against a ground of cloud scrolls that symbolizing good omen. Beside the 
central motifs are flowers and foliate scrolls. 
Confronting to the huazhao 花罩，there are panel windows that open to the courtyard. 
(Fig. 105) Each panel is depicted with orchid spray on the upper part and leafy bamboo 
bough on the lower part in low relief. These two motifs suggest junzi zhijiao 君子之交 
[friendship of gentlemen]. 
圓 
Fig. 102. The huazhao 花罩 framing the middle bay. 
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Fig. 103a-d. Carvings on the huazhao 花罩 at the middle bay. 
Ml 
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Fig. 104. Carvings on the panels of the huazhao 花罩. 
Fig. 105. Panel windows opening to the courtyard. 
Side chamber, upper floor 
The side chamber located at the upper floor is linked to the main hall by a doorway. The 
eave board of the side chamber is carved with groups of motifs at upper part, and continuous 
floral and foliate scrolls at its lower border. (Fig. 106a-d) The middle of the eave board is 
carved with a paradise flycatcher perching on a shoushi 壽石 [ a g e d rock], which are both 
symbols of longevity. Behind these motifs are two more paradise flycatchers perching on 
leafy and flowering branches of peony, symbolizing changming fugu 長命富貴 [ m a y you 
have wealth and longevity]. Flanking the central motifs, strings of orchid blossoms among 
long leaves are depicted on the right, while leafy bamboo branches are carved on the left, • 
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suggesting junzi zhijiao 君子之交 [ f r i e n d s h i p of gentlemen]. Moreover, two swallows 
symbolizing success, happiness and children are depicted adjacent to the bamboo. They are 
accompanied with a dragonfly and a cicada that symbolizes self-contained and uncorrupted 
character of a gentleman. Close to the orchid are butterfly and paradise flycatcher, which are 
both symbols of longevity. Beyond these motifs, a pair of melons among leaves and 
entwined vines are carved beside butterflies, connoting guadie mianmian 瓜膽綿綿 [ l a r g e 
and small melons are incessantly yielded]. Further to the rightmost part of the eave board, a 
golden toad symbolizing wealth is carved with cloud scrolls, emblem of good omen, 
ascending from its mouth. Close to left end of the eave board, two squirrels are carved beside 
vines bearing clusters of grapes, expressing the wish zisun wandai 子孫萬代 [ m a y you 
have ten thousand generations of progenies]. Beside these motifs is a ribboned scroll in front 
of a detached budding branch of China rose, suggesting literary knowledge and lasting youth 
respectively. 
^ W ^ B B I ^ S B S B ^ S S B S S B S i B B I 
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Fig. 106a-d. Carvings on the eave board of the side chamber located on the 
upper floor. 
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Atop the panelled door at the entrance of the side chamber is a carved fang 彷.(Fig. 
107a-g) In the middle, a medallion inscribed with a character shou # [longevity] is carved 
with two confronting bat against a ground of cloud scrolls, symbol of good omen, beside a 
ruyi 如意，expressing the wish fushou ruyi 福 壽 如 意 [ m a y you have good fortune, 
blessing and longevity as you wished]. These motifs are flanked by two kuilung 藥龍 
enclosing detached branches of melons among leaves that connote guadie mianmian 瓜膽綿 
綿 [ l a r g e and small melons are incessantly yielded]. Adjacent to the two kuilung 變龍 are 
magpies that suggest xi 喜 [ h a p p i n e s s ] . Beyond the kuilung 夔龍 on the right side, 
chrysanthemum blossoms born one budding and leafy branches are depicted amidst flying 
butterflies, which are both the symbol of longevity. On the left of the central motifs, a 
Chinese bulbul perching on a branch issuing peony blossom and buds among leaves is 
carved, expressing the wish baitou fugui 白頭富貴 [ m a y you have wealth and honour in the 
old age]. Beside them is a butterfly symbolizing longevity. Towards both ends, another pair 
of kuilung 夔龍 is carved enclosing some motifs. China rose blossoms, emblem of lasting 
youth, at various ^stages of maturity are depicted growing on the kuilung 藥龍 at the right 
side. The kuilung 费龍 on the left is carved holding a coin, symbol of wealth, and some 
flower sprays. The last groups of motifs are found at either ends of the eave board. Leafy 
bamboo branches are carved with a butterfly on the right, suggesting zhushou 祝壽 
[congratulate on your longevity]. Beside them is a magpie that connotes xi 喜 [happ ines s ] . 
At the leftmost portion, undulating bough of plum issuing flowers is depicted next to a 
magpie, suggesting xishang meishao 喜上眉梢 [ m a y your happiness reach the eyebrows]. 
The panelled doors below the fang 彷 are also decorated with carvings. (Fig. 108) 
The upper and lower panels are depicted with orchid sprays and leafy bamboo branches in 
low relief, connoting/WA7Z/ zhijiao 君子之交 [ f r i e n d s h i p of gentlemen]. 
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Fig. 107a-g. Carvings on the fang 彷 atop the panelled doors of side 
chamber on the upper floor. 
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Location Motifs Symbolic meaning 
Entrance gate 
eave board, front golden fishes and lotus jinyu tonghe 金玉同和 [ g o l d and jade joined 
eave leaves together in harmony] 
Foshouguo 佛手果 fu 福 [ g o o d fortune and blessings] 
Fangsheng 方勝 Lasting continuity 
Foliate scrolls 
two bats shuangfu 雙福 [doub le blessing] 
A character on scroll literary knowledge 
melon with a character Numerous progeny 
ribboned pendent with a 
character 
qin 琴 cultivated mind of literati 
plum tree, chrysanthemum, sijunzi 四君子 [ F o u r gentlemen], the uprightness, 
orchid and bamboo moral integrity and elegance of a gentleman 
plum blossoms and long life and immaculate beauty 
butterflies 
Pairs of magpies shuangxi 雙喜 [doub le happiness] 
Peony and ruyi 如意 fugui ruyi 富贵如意 [ m a y you be wealthy as you 
wished] 
butterflies Longevity 
tan shan 善 [goodness] 
China rose Lasting youth 
eave board, back characters 長發會祥 on a 
eave scroll 
., character shou # Longevity 
Hibiscus Rich and fame 
Magpie and China rose xi 喜[happiness]，and lasting youth 
butterfly Longevity 
a pair of magpies xixiangfeng 喜相逢 [happiness reunion] 
two foshouguo 佛手果 fu 福 [ g o o d fortune and blessings] 
pomegranates liukai baizi 棺開百子 [pomegranate opens with 
hundred seeds] 
guaizilung 拐子 ultimate goodness and perfection 
, [ t u r n i n g dragon] 
Entrance to Ching Shu Hin 
Eave board ruyi 如意 ’ bats, character fushou ruyi 福壽如意 [ m a y you have good 
shou 壽，peaches fortune, blessing and longevity as you wished] 
bats with cloud scroll fuyun 福運 [b lessed fortune] 
Flowers and curly foliage 
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Three lions valour 
two pairs of coins shuangquan 雙全[double completeness] 
Hibiscus and pheasant Rich and fame, an official in the civil service 
Magpie and butterfly xi 喜[happiness], and longevity 
Peony and paradise changming fugu 長命富貴 [may you have wealth 
flycatcher and longevity] 
butterfly longevity 
guaizilung 拐 子 u l t i m a t e goodness and perfection 
[turning dragon] 
courtyard 
leaking window Four bats fu 福 [good fortune and blessings] 
large and small melon, and guadie mianmian 瓜赠綿綿[ large and small 
foliate scrolls melons are incessantly yielded] 
a pair of peaches, and longevity 
foliate scrolls 
Two melons and two guadie mianmian 瓜赠綿綿 [ large and small 
pomegranates, and foliate melons are incessantly yielded], liukai baizi 榴開 
scrolls 百子[pomegranate opens with hundred seeds] 
' t w o panchang 盤長結 Lasting continuity, and numerous progeny 
[endless knot], melon and 
foliate scrolls 
Four guaizilung 拐子龍 ultimate goodness and perfection 
[turning dragon] 
two confronting bats shuangfu 雙福[double blessing] 
ground floor of main hall 
erfang 額彷 bogu and guaizilung 拐子 ultimate goodness and perfection 
_  [stretched double 龍 [ turning dragon] 
queti] 
characters jixiang ruyi 吉 [may you have auspiciousness as you wished], 
祥如意 on a scroll literary knowledge 
roundel with character longevity 
shou 壽[longevity] 
Peony and Chinese bulbul baitou fugui 白頭富责 [may you have wealth and 
honour in the old age] 
A pair of melons and a guadie mianmian 瓜 考•^綿[large and small 
butterfly melons are incessantly yielded] 
An eagle and a bear yingxiong xianghui 英雄相會[herons meet 
. together] 
Scroll and pomegranates literary knowledge, and liukai baizi 棺開百子 
[pomegranate opens with hundred seeds] 
Magnolia and paradise hide qishou 必得其壽 [you must have the 
flycatcher ‘, longevity] 
pomegranates numerous progeny 
peach longevity 
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huazhao 花罩 ribboned scroll literary knowledge 
[decorative peony and begonia mantang fugui 滿堂富责 [may your hall filled 
surrounds] with wealth and honour] 
butterfly longevity 
pendent with character longevity 
shou 壽 
changgong guaizilung ultimate goodness and perfection 
[turning dragon] 
Butterfly and China rose longevity and lasting youth 
a Chinese bulbul, and two lasting youth, and numerous progeny 
pomegranates 
Peony and butterfly guose tianxiang 國色天香[reigning beauty and 
celestial fragrance] 
upper floor of main hall 
balusters Melons, peaches, Numerous progeny, longevity.,y/ 吉 
mandarins [auspiciousness] 
eave board scrolled foliate and flowers wandai 萬代 [ ten thousand generations] 
A unicorn and ribboned lintu yushii 麟吐玉書[unicorn dedicating books 
book of jade] 
A phoenix, Chinese danfeng chaoyang 丹風朝揚[vermillion phoenix 
parasol tree, and a sun in morning sun] 
two rabbits longevity 
two guaizilung 拐子 | | ultimate goodness and perfection 
[turning dragon] 
melons guadie mianmian 瓜臉綿綿 [ large and small 
melons are incessantly yielded] 
Plum and bamboo zhumei shuangxi 竹梅雙喜[double happiness of 
bamboo and plumj 
.. Plum and magpie xishang meishao 喜上眉梢 [may your happiness 
reach the eyebrows] 
two magpies shuangxi 雙喜[double happiness] 
two China rose and lasting youth, and longevity 
butterfly 
two guaizilung 拐子龍 ultimate goodness and perfection 
[turning dragon] 
Lotus and two herons yilu lianke 一路連科 [may you pass every 
imperial examinations continuously] 
bugo博古 
A pair o^foshouguo 佛手 fu 福 [good fortune and blessings] 
果 
badger “ hucm 歡 [ j oy ] 
bats with cloud scroll fuyun 福運[blessed fortune] 
Two butterflies longevity 
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Two bats and cloud scrolls shuangfu 雙福[double blessing], good omens 
badger and a coin huan 歡 [ j oy j , and wealth 
Two butterflies longevity 
Peony and a paradise changming fugu 長命富贵 [may you have wealth 
flycatcher and longevity] 
Magpie, China rose, and xi 喜[happiness], lasting youth, and longevity 
butterflies 
tuofeng 跪峰 ruyi head May everything go as you wished 
On the right huagu naomaio ^iX^M Folk living 
tructural frame [huagu crowded the 
temple] 
(unident i f ied f igurines) 
Yang jia jhiang 楊家將 heroics 
[Generals of the Family 
Yang] 
(unidentified figurines) 
Ma Gu 麻姑’ a deer, and Magu xianshou 麻姑歉壽 [ M a Gu presents 
lingzhi 靈芝 [ fungus of offering for birthday] 
immortality] 
a bat fu 福 [good fortune and blessings] 
On the left (unidentified figurines) 
tructural frame , . � .丄~ �� 
(unidentiried figurines) 
Zhong Yi Tang 忠義堂 heroics 
[Hall of Faith and Right], 
Shui hu zhuan 水滸.傳 
[The Water Margin] 
three goats and a sun sanyang kaitai 三陽開泰[spring comes in full 
- form] 
.. Man ploughing with an Emperor Shun who is an exemplar of filial 
elephant piety and an ideal emperor 
guazhu 瓜柱 aoyu 繁魚 1 dragon fish J duzhan aotou 獨估繁頭[monopolize the head of 
[short column] an ao\ 
daqian 劉牽 aoyu 繁魚[dragon fish] duzhan aotou 獨佔繁頭[monopolize the head of 
[one-rafter beam] an ao] 
queti 雀替 Peony and butterfly guose tianxiang 國色天香[reigning beauty and 
[sparrow brace] celestial fragrance] 
foliate scrolls 
decorated panels, a pair o^foshouguo 佛手 fu 福 [good fortune and blessings] 
front eave section 果 
- . 1 .. 
A pair of peaches longevity 
.. melons „ guadie mianmian 瓜赋綿綿 [ large and small 
melons are incessantly yielded] 
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erjimg 額 妨 , Xv^o guaizilung ultimate goodness and perfection 
front eave section [turning dragon] 
melons numerous progeny 
Melon and peach many sons and longevity 
badger huan 歡 [ j o y ] 
erfang 額;t^ ， bogu and guaizilung 拐子 ultimate goodness and perfection 
middle bay 龍 [ t u r n i n g dragon] 
characters jixiang ruyi 吉 literary knowledge 
祥如意 o n a scroll 
roundel with character longevity 
shou # [longevity] 
Peony and Chinese bulbul baitou fugui 白頭富责 [ m a y you have wealth and 
honour in the old age] 
A pair of melons and a guadie mianmian 瓜赠綿綿 [ l a r g e and small 
butterfly melons are incessantly yielded] 
An eagle and a bear yingxiong xianghiii 英雄相會 [ h e r o n s meet 
together] 
Scroll and pomegranates literary knowledge, and liukai baizi 棺開百子 
[pomegranate opens with hundred seeds] 
Magnolia and paradise bide qishou 必得其壽 [ y o u must have the 
flycatcher longevity] 
pomegranate numerous progeny 
peach longevity 
Peony in a vase Juguipingan 富贵平安 [ m a y you be rich and 
peaceful] 
bat fu 福 [ g o o d fortune and blessings] 
- melon numerous progeny 
... erfang 額彷，side an inverted bat, a ribboned fudao 福到 [b le s s ings arrived] 
bays basket 
Magnolia, paradise bide qishou 必得其 # [you must have the 
flycatcher, and shoushi # longevity] 
石 [ a g e d rock] 
kuilung 變龍 ultimate goodness and perfection 




mandarin Ji 吉 [auspiciousness] 
melons guadie mianmian 瓜赋綿綿 [ l a r g e and small 
melons are incessantly yielded] 
pomegranates liukai baizi 棺開百子 [ p o m e g r a n a t e opens with 
hundred seeds] 
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lotus flower, pod and conjugal harmony and numerous progeny 
leaves 
Four bats fu 福 [ g o o d fortune and blessings] 
peony Wealth and distinction 
Cloud scrolls good omen 
flowers and foliate scrolls 
lattice panel Orchid and bamboo junzi zhijiao 君子之交 [ f r i endsh ip of gentlemen] 
windows 
Side chamber, upper floor 
eave board floral and foliate scrolls 
paradise flycatcher, longevity 
shoushi # 石 [ a g e d rock] 
peony and two paradise changming fugu 長命富责 [ m a y you have wealth 
flycatchers and longevity]. 
Orchid and bamboo junzi zhijiao 君子之交 [ f r i e n d s h i p of gentlemen] 
Two swallows success, happiness and children 
a dragonfly 
a cicadas self-contained and uncorrupted character of a 
‘ gentleman 
butterfly longevity 
Melons and butterflies guadie mianmian 瓜越綿綿 [ l a r g e and small 
melons are incessantly yielded] 
golden toad, and cloud Wealth, and good omen 
scrolls 
pair of squirrels and grapes zisun wandai 子孫萬代 [ m a y you have ten 
thousand generations of progenies] 
ribboned scroll, and China literary knowledge, and lasting youth 
rose 
fang ^ medallion with character fushou ruyi 福壽如意 [ m a y you have good 
！ihou # [longevity], two fortune, blessing and longevity as you wished] 
bats, and ruyi 
cloud scrolls good omen 
two kuilung ^H ultimate goodness and perfection 
melons guadie mianmian 瓜赠綿綿 [ l a r g e and small 
melons are incessantly yielded] 
magpies 
Chry<>anthemum and long life and of duration, longevity 
butterflies 
‘••• .1 
Peony and Chinese bulbul, baitou fugui 白頭富责 [ m a y you have wealth and 
and butterfly honour in the old age], and longevity 
•• A pair oikuilung 變 龍 u l t i m a t e goodness and perfection 
China rose lasting youth 
a coin wealth 
• •# 
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Bamboo , butterfly, and zhushou 祝 # [congratulate on your longevity], 
magp ie and xi 喜 [ h a p p i n e s s ] 
Plum and magpie xishang meishao 喜上眉梢 [ m a y your happiness 
reach the eyebrows] 
paneled doors Orchid and bamboo Junzi zhijiao 君子之交 [ f r i e n d s h i p of gent lemen] 
Table 3. Symbolic motifs in Ching Shu Hin 清著軒，Ping Shan 屏山. 
• “ 
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3.4 No. 93 village house, Shui Tsan Tin Tsuen 水盡田村 
The middle of the eave board is depicted with a scroll inscribed with characters/w 福，lu 樣， 
and shou 壽 as topical moti fs symbolizing literary knowledge, good fortune, emoluments 
and longevity accordingly. Flanking the scroll are f lowers extending towards either side of 
the eave board. Undulat ing branches of China rose b lossoms among leaves symbolizing 
lasting youth are carved on the left, while peony blossoms, symbol of wealth and distinction, 
are found on the right side. They are accompanied with magpies that suggest xi 喜 
[happiness]. Other than these motifs , a butterfly that s ignify longevity is found beside the 
China rose. Near the right end of the eave board, pomegranates born on f lowering branch are 
carved with magp ie and paradise f lycatcher, s ignifying liukai baizi 權開百子 [ p o m e g r a n a t e 
opens with hundred seeds], xi 喜 and longevity. A paradise f lycatcher perching on the 
f lowering and frui t ing branch of peach is depicted close to the left end, which are both the 
symbol of longevity. 
Fig. 109. No. 93 village house in Shui Tsan Tin Tsuen 水盡田村. 
•‘. 
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Fig. llOa-e. Carvings on the eave boad atop the entrance of no. 93 village 
house in Shui Tsan Tin Tsuen. 
Location Motifs Symbolic meaning 
Entrance hall 
* eave board Character fu 福，lu 禄， Good fortune, emoluments, longevity, and literary 
and shou 壽 on a scroll knowledge 
China rose, magpies, and Lasting youth, and xi 喜 [happiness] , longevity 
butterfly 
Peony and magpies Wealth and distinction, and xi 喜 [happiness] 
Pomegranates, magpies liukai baizi 棺開百子 [ p o m e g r a n a t e opens with 
and paradise flycatcher hundred seeds], and xi 喜 [happiness] , longevity 
paradise flycatcher and Longevity 
peaches 
Table 4. Symbolic motifs on the eave board of No. 93 village house in Shui 
Tsan Tin Tsuen 水盡田村，Kam Tin 铺田. 
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3.5 No. 32&33 village houses, Ha Tin Liu Ha 下田察下 
Backed by hill in valley at Lam Tsuen 林村，three rows of village houses facing vast area of 
field are found in Ha Tin Liu Ha 下田察下.T o g e t h e r with Sheung Tin Liu Ha 上田察下，it 
forms one of the villages where C h u n g ' s 鍾 clan settled in Lam T s u e n . A t the east 
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Fig. 111. Plan of no. 32&33 village houses, Ha Tin Liu Ha 下田莱下.(1:300) 
The house is a liangjin 二 進 structure formed by combin ing two village houses side 
by side to form a bui lding complex. Each house comprises of an entrance gate, a small 
courtyard and a main hall in the middle bay, and subsidiary rooms in the side bay. Two 
richly carved eave boards are found atop the two recessed entrances. 
The eave board above the right entrance has a lower border carved with a frieze of 
vines bear ing fol iage, f lowers and melons, symbol iz ing wandai 萬 代 [ t e n thousand 
generations]. (Fig. 112a-c) The central motif is a scroll inscribed with characters wanbao 
chaotang 萬 寶 朝 堂 [ m a y ten thousands of treasures go towards the hall] against a 
background of branches bear ing peony blossoms, pomegrana tes and China rose blossoms. 
The peony and China rose express the wish fugui changchun 富貴長春 [ m a y you have 
wealth and lasting youth], while the hal f -opended pomegrana tes suggest liukai baizi 棺開百 
子 [ p o m e g r a n a t e opens with hundred seeds]. The f lower ing branches of peony and China 
rose extend f rom the scroll towards either end of the eave board. Perching on a branch 
- issuing a large peony blossom and buds, two confront ing magpies are depicted on the right 
• J of the scroll, represent ing xixiangfeng 喜相逢 [ h a p p i n e s s reunion]. Above them is a 
dragonf ly . On the left side of the scroll, two paradise f lycatchers that symbol ize longevity 
• - I 
- 162 The other villages of Chung's clan are Ping Long 坪朗 and Tai Om Shan 大巷山. 
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are carved among the China rose blossoms. Flanking the central motif, a pair of kuilung 夔 
龍 is carved with a foshouguo 佛手果 atop, suggesting ultimate goodness and perfection, 
as well as fu 福 [ g o o d fortune and blessings]. Beside the kuilung 夔龍 on the right side, 
three large China rose blossoms, symbols of lasting youth, are depicted on branches issuing 
buds and leaves. Next to the China rose are two magpies, connoting xixiangfeng 喜相逢 
[happiness reunion]. On the other side of the eave board, lotus flower, pod and broad leave 
issued from stems are depicted, symbolizing conjugal harmony and many sons. Surrounding 
the lotus is pomegranates born on leafy branches signifying liukai baizi 植開百子 
[pomegranate opens with hundred seeds]. Beside the lotus are two confronting magpies. 
They suggesting xixiangfeng 喜相逢 [ h a p p i n e s s reunion] again. The two ends of the eave 
board is carved with a pair of kuilung 夔龍 symbolizing ultimate goodness and perfection. 
M ^ ^ M M I M M 
Fig. 112a-c. Carvings on the eave board stop the right entrance of No. 32&33 
village houses. 
Another heavily carved eave board is found located atop the left entrance. (Fig. 113a-
c) Its border is carved with peony blossoms among foilage and begonia in the centre, having 
the branches of begonia extended to either ends, expressing the wish mantang fugui 滿堂富 
责 [ m a y your hall filled with wealth and honour]. The two ends of the eave board are 
depicted with half-folded scroll that suggests literary knowledge, on which all the motifs are 
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displayed. The middle is carved with a fan and some books, against a background of bamboo 
and plum tree. The fan symbolizes shan 善 [ g o o d n e s s ] while the books suggest literary 
knowledge. They are f lanked by clusters of plum blossoms born on boughs beside a few 
magpies , express ing the wish xishang meishao 喜上眉梢 [ m a y your happiness reach the 
eyebrows] . On the left of the fan, leafy bamboo branches are carved beside two magpies, 
connot ing huafeng sanzhu 華封三祝 [ t h r e e wishes f rom the guard in H u a ] . ' " Beyond 
these motifs are two dieffenbachias that suggest wan 萬 [ t e n thousands], implying 
infinity. 164 Near the right end of the eave board, a piece of paper suggesting literary 
knowledge is carved against a background of large peony blossoms among leaves, 
accompanied with f lying two butterflies. Here, the peony and butterfl ies are the emblems of 
wealth and longevity respectively. Close to the left end, a fan, symbol of shan 善 
[goodness] is carved against a ground of large China rose b lossoms and buds issued from 
branches, which signifies lasting youth. 
In the main hall, an additional beam is found located be low the purlins support ing the 
roof. It is carved with two bats symbolizing shuangfu 雙福 [ d o u b l e blessing] at each ends. 
The bats hold a f r ame enclosing inscribed characters baizi qiansun 百子千孫 [ h u n d r e d sons 
and thousand grandsons] . 
163 Nozaki Nobuchika 野崎誠近’ op. nY.，pp. 74-75. 
164 Nozaki Nobuchika 野崎誠近，op. a/ . ’ p. 19-33. . 
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Fig. 113a-c. Carvings on the eave board atop the left entrance of of No. 
32&33 village houses. 
Location Motifs Symbolic meaning 
Entrance gate 
eave board, right vines bearing foliage, wandai 萬代 [ t e n thousand generations] 
entrance flowers and melon 
characters wanbao [may ten thousands of treasures go towards the 
chaotang 萬寶朝堂 on a hall], and literary knowledge 
scroll 
Peony, China rose, and fugui changchun 富责長春 [ m a y you have wealth 
pomegranates and lasting youth], liukai baizi 棺開百子 
[pomegranate opens with hundred seeds] 
two confronting magpies, xixiangfeng 喜相逢 [happ iness reunion] 
and a dragonfly 
Two paradise flycatchers longevity 
kuilung # 龍 and a Goodness and fu 福 [ g o o d fortune and blessings] 
foshouguo佛手果 
China roses lasting youth 
two magpies xixiangfeng 喜相逢 [happ ines s reunion] 
lotus flower, pod and conjugal harmony and numerous progeny 
broad leave 
pomegranates liukai baizi 權開百子 [pomegrana t e opens with 
hundred seeds] 
kuilung 费龍 ultimate goodness and perfection 
eave board, left Peony and begonia mantang fugui )苗堂富责 [may your hall filled 
entrance with wealth and honour] 
scroll literary knowledge 
Books and fan literary knowledge, and shan 善 [goodness ] 
Plum and magpies xishang meishao 喜上眉梢 [ m a y your happiness 
reach the eyebrows] 
Bamboo and two magpies huafeng sanzhii 華封三祝 [ t h r e e wishes from the 
guard in Hua] 
Dieffenbachia wan 萬 [ t e n thousands], infinity 
Paper, Peony and literary knowledge, wealth and longevity 
butterflies 
Fan, and China rose shan 善 [goodness ] , and lasting youth 
Main hall 
Beam two bats shuangfu 雙才昌[double blessing] 
Characters baizi qiansun “ [hundred sons and thousand grandsons] 
百子千孫 
Table 5. Symbolic motifs on the eave board of no. 32&33 village house in Ha 
Tin Liu Ha下田察下，Lam Tsuen林村. 
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4 
CEREMONIAL BUILDINGS 
Two types of ceremonial buildings are popularly found in rual settlements in the New 
Territories of Hong Kong: ancestral hall and study hall. Ancestral halls are built deliberately 
for ancestral worship, in which ancestral tablets of past generations are arranged in rows on 
an altar. They also serve as the clan's social and communal centre where important occasions 
are taken place or celebrated, such as rituals for marriage, and clan meeting. There are focal 
ancestral halls, branch halls, and family halls, commemorat ing the founding ancestor of the 
villages, members in the linage, or immediate forefathers. The forms and size of the ancestral 
hall varies, depending on the wealth of the clan. For great clan, the imposing structure of an 
large ancestral hall makes a public statement of the c lan 's wealth and power. These 
freestanding ancestral hall are usually three bay in width, and has two or three jian 
arrangement with courtyards in between the halls. The ancestral hall of smaller lineage 
usually similar to a common house, a one-bay building consisting a narrow entry doorways, 
a small courtyard, and a simple main hall. These small ancestral halls may not be a 
freestanding structure, but is an unit in a row of house. Apart from ancestral worship, village 
people also pay much attention in scholastic learning. Schooling may be provided in 
ancestral hall, or in purposely built study hall. Study halls were usually built by individual 
families, and house ancestral tablets of the branch linage at the center of its main hall, 
functioning as a family ancestral hall and communal space for the branch linage. A study 
hall can only be distinguished by its name plaque atop the entrance, stating its original 
identity of being a schooling place. It is hard to find the differences between a ancestral hall 
and a study hall in terms of their functions and building design, expect the stated name they 
bore. ‘ 
The symbolic motifs of following ceremonial buildings are documented and 
deciphered in this chapter: 
• Man Ancestral Hall 文氏宗祠 in San Tin 新田 
• Man Lun Fung Ancestral Hall 麟峰文公祠 in Fan Tin Tsuen 蕃田村 at San Tin 新田 
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• K u n T i n g S t u d y Hal l 覲廷書室 in H a n g M e i T s u e n 坑 尾 村 at P i n g S h a n 屏山 
• W a i H i n g S t u d y Ha l l 滑卿書室 in H a n g M e i T s u e n 坑 尾 村 at P i n g S h a n 屏山 
• Y a n D u n K o n g S t u d y Hal l 仁 敦 岡 書 室 in H a n g T a u T s u e n 坑 頭 村 at P ing S h a n 屏 
山 
• S in Sui S t u d y Ha l l 善 述 書 室 in San U k T s u e n 新 屋 村 at L u n g Y e u k T a u 龍躍頭 
^ : •攝•、 
Fig. 114. Location of surveyed ancestral halls and study halls. 
1. Man Ancestral Hall 文氏宗祠， 
2. Man Lun Fung Ancestral Hall 样峰文公祠， 
3. Kun Ting Study Hall 覲廷書室，4. Wai H丨ng Study Ha丨丨谓卿書室， 
5. Yan Dun Kong Study Hall 仁敦岡書室，6. Sin Sui Study Hall 善述書室. 
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4.1 Man Ancestral Hall 文氏宗揭，San Tin 新田 
Located in the area among Fan Tin Tsuen 蕃田村 and San Lung Tsuen 新龍村 in San tin, 
there are totally f ive ancestral halls built by the clan to commemora t e their forefathers. Two 
of these ancestral halls, Man Ancestral Hall and Man Sui Ye Ancestral hall 莘野文公祠 are 
constructed side by side facing an open court. Man Ancestral Hall was built in honor of Man 
Sai Goh 文世歌，the founding ancestor of Man settlement in San Tin since the end of Yuan 
dynasty. 165 The hall is renovated, and most of its t imber structure has been replaced by 
concrete. 
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Fig. 115. Front elevation of Man Ancestral Hall 文氏宗祠，San Tin 新田. 
The hall is a liangjin 二 進 structure and has a three / / tw interior. One of the surviving 
. wooden e lements is an eave board under the roof titles of the entrance hall at the front eave. 
(Fig. 116a-i) Its lower border is decorated with scrolled foliage, melons symboliz ing guadie 
mianmian 瓜 綿綿 [ l a r g e and small melons are incessantly yielded], coins s ignifying 
wealth, peaches symbol iz ing longevity, and China rose that is the emblem of lasting youth. 
The middle of the eave board is carved with a medall ion depict ing the three stellar gods, 
namely Fu xing 福星 [ s t e l l a r god of good fortune], Lu xing 禄星 [ s t e l l a r god of 
emoluments ] and Shou xing 壽星 [ s t e l l a r god of longevity]. On the right of the central 
mot i fs a basket holding some peaches among leaves and peony b lossoms issued on leafy 
branch is carved, express ing the wish changming fugui 長命富貴 [ m a y you have wealth 
165 Siu Kwok Kun 蕭國釣 and Siu Kwok Kin 着國徤’ Z w 万 c m g g a / ^ g t/Z/angi’/7/>m_/7w 族譜與香港地 
方史研究[Studies on Chinese genealogies and the history of the Hong Kong region], Hong Kong, Xian chao 
shu shi 顯朝書室，1982，pp. 32-33. • 
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and longevity]. Beside the basket are a pair of paradise flycatchers symbolizing longevity. 
To the left of the central motifs, a ribboned scroll, symbol of literary knowledge, is carved in 
front of leafy branches issuing chrysanthemum blossoms amidst flying butterflies 
symbolizing longevity. Beyond these motifs, there are kuilung 藥龍 carved with various 
motifs on both sides of the eave board. An incense burner suggesting emolument is depicted 
beside the kuilung 费龍 on the right. Adjacent to the incense burner are a bat symbolizing 
fu 福 [ g o o d fortune and blessing], and peaches, emblem of longevity, among leave. Close 
to them is a mandarin suggesting // 吉 [ausp ic iousness ] . Enclosed by the kuilung 夔龍 on 
the left, a vase holding China rose blossoms are depicted, expressing the wish siji pingan 四 
季平安 [ m a y you be peaceful during the four seasons]. Beside the vase is a ruyi 如意 
depicted with some peaches, connoting changshou ruyi 長壽如意 [ m a y you have longevity 
according to your wish]. Adjacent to them, a badger that symbolizes huan 歡 [ j o y ] , as well 
as a medallion inscribed with a character shou 壽 [ l ongev i ty ] are carved. At the rightmost 
and leftmost part of the middle bay, the eave board is carved with some plants growing from 
a shoushi 壽石.[aged rock], symbol of longevity. Clusters of plum blossoms born on 
thriving branches accompanied with magpies are depicted on the right, expressing the wish 
xishang meishao 喜上眉梢 [ m a y your happiness reach the eyebrows]. Next to the plum are 
two bunchs of orchid amidst butterflies in flight, which symbolize purity and elegancy of 
gentleman, as well as longevity accordingly. Beside the shoushi 壽石 [ a g e d rock] on the 
left side, leafy bamboo branches are depicted with two swallows, connoting huafeng sanzhu 
華封三祝 [ t h r e e wishes from the guard in Hua]. Beside the bamboo are leafy branches 
issuing hibiscus blossoms and a magpie, symbolizing rich and fame, as well as xi 喜 
[happiness]. And, there is a detached branch of mandarin symbolizing ji 吉 
[auspiciousness] near the hibiscus blossoms. Beyond these plants, two medallions are found 
located, one at each side of the eave board. A bear is depicted beside an flying eagle in a 
landscape on the medallion at the right bay, symbolizing yingxiong xianghui 英雄才目會 
[herons meet together]. The medallion in the left bay is carved with an unicom throwing up a 
book, connoting lintu yushu 麟吐玉書 [ u n i c o r n dedicating books of jade]. Beyond the 
medallion, hibiscus blossoms among leaves are depicted born on branches growing from a 
shoushi # 石 [ a g e d rock], symbolizing rich and fame, as well as longevity on the right side. 
Towards the right end, vines bearing leaves and melons are depicted, suggesting guadie 
mianmian 瓜麟綿綿 [ l a r g e and small melons are incessantly yielded]. China rose blossoms 
among leaves are carved with a Chinese bulbul at the rightmost part of the eave board, 
suggesting changchun baitou 長春白頭 [ m a y you be vital when hair turn grey]. Beside the 
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medallion in the left side bay, the eave board is carved with a lotus flower and broad leaves 
issuing from long slender stems next to some reeds and two herons, expressing the wish yilu 
lianke 一路連科 [ m a y you pass every imperial examinations continuously]. Next to the 
lotus are leafy branches bearing two foshouguo 佛手果 that signify fu 福 [ g o o d fortune 
and blessings]. At the left end of the eave board, undulating vines bearing clusters of grapes 
are carved with a squirrel, expressing the wish zisun wandai 子孫萬代 [ m a y you have ten 
thousand generations of progenies]. Both ends of the eave board are carved with two kuilung 
藥龍 . 
Once inside the entrance hall, a ceremonial screen door is found located. It is 
composed by several panels carved with motifs. The upper panels are depicted with 
chrysanthemum blossoms bom on leafy branches, symbolizing long life and of duration. 
Orchid sprays that signify purity and elegancy of gentleman are carved on the lower panels. 
The middle panels are both depicted with scene from folk stories. 
I l i i i l i i _ . n i i � _ r t i w % 一―代 n : 
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Fig. 116a-i. Carvings on the eave board under the roof titles of the entrance 
hall. 
國 
Fig. 117. Carvings on the ceremonial screen door in the entrance hall. 
Location Motifs Symbol ic meaning 
Entrance hall 
eave board scrolled foliage , 
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melons guadie mianmian 瓜赋綿綿 [ l a r g e and small 
melons are incessantly yielded] 
coins wealth 
peaches longevity 
China rose Lasting youth 
Fu xing 福星’ Lu xing 禄 Good fortune, emoluments and longevity 
星 and Shou xing 壽星 
Peony and peaches changming fugui 長命富贵 [ m a y you have wealth 
and longevity] 
Two paradise flycatchers longevity 
Ribboned scroll, Knowledge, longevity and of duration 
Chrysanthemum and 
butterflies 
kuilung ^ 龍 ultimate goodness and perfection 
An incense burner, a bat, E m o l u m e n t , / "福 [ g o o d fortune and blessing], 
and peaches longevity 
mandarin ji 吉[auspiciousness] 
China rose in a vase siji pingan 四季平安 [ m a y you be peaceful during 
the four seasons] 
peaches with ruyi 如 意 changshoii ruyi 長 如意 [ m a y you have 
[scepter] longevity according to your wish] 
badger huan f： (joyJ 
medallion with character [longevity] 
shou # 
shoushi # 石 [ a g e d rock] longevity 
Two magpies with plum xishang meishao 喜上眉才肖[may your happiness 
reach the eyebrows] 
Orchid, and butterflies purity and elegancy of gentleman, longevity 
Bamboo and two swallows huafeng sanzhu 華圭子三祝[three wishes from the 
guard in Huaj 
Hibiscus, and a magpie rich and fame, xi 喜 [happiness ] 
mandarin ji 吉 [auspiciousness] 
An eagle and a bear yingxiong xianghui 英雄相會 [ h e r o n s meet 
together] 
Unicorn and a book lintu yushu 麟吐玉書 [ u n i c o r n dedicating books 
o f j ade ] 
Hibiscus, and shoushi # Rich and fame, longevity 
石 [ a g e d rock]. 
Vines and melons guadie mianmian 瓜赠綿綿 [ l a r g e and small 
melons are incessantly yielded] 
China rose with a Chinese changchun baitou 長春白頭 [ m a y you be vital 
bulbul when hair turn grey] 
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Lotus, reed and heron yilu lianke 一 路連科 [ m a y you pass every 
imperial examinat ions cont inuously] 
T w o foshouguo 佛手果 /i{福[good for tune and blessings] 
Grapes and a squirrel zisun wandai 子子系萬代 [may you have ten 
thousand generat ions of progenies] 
kuilung 龍 ult imate goodness and perfect ion 
ceremonial screen Chrysan themum long life and of durat ion 
沉 Orchid purity and elegancy of gent leman 
(unident i f ied f igurines) 
(unident i f ied f igurines) 
Table 6. Symbolic motifs on the eave board and ceremonial screen door of 
Man Ancestral Hall 文氏宗祠，San Tin 新田. 
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4.2 Man Lun Fung ancestral hall 麟峰文公祠，San Tin 新田 
Located in the heart of Man 文 settlement in San Tin facing vast area of farm fields, Man 
Lun Fung ancestral hall is found. It was built in honour of Man Lun Fung 文麟峰 who is 
the 18''' generation of the Man Clan. The hall was probably built by the end of the 
seventeenth century. The building was restored in 1987. 
_ 誦 
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Fig. 118. Front Elevation of Man Lun Fung ancestral hall 麟峰文公祠，San 
Tin新田. 
The ancestral hall is a sanjin 三進 structure, comprising of an entrance hall, a main 
hall in the middle wherein an altar is located, and third hall at the back, separated by two 
courtyards. The building has a three jian interior. The front of the central complex is 
recessed, providing a vestibule to the main door. It is designed as a porch with two columns 
in the middle and fang 彷 [ l i n t e l ] spanning them and the gable walls in the side bays where 
two drum platforms are found. The main door is further recessed from the entrance wall in 
the middle bay. Under the roof tiles is the eave board that has the same width as the building. 
The roof of the entrance hall is formed by a ridge purlin and five purlins on either side. 
(Fig. 120) They are supported by structural f rames at the front and back eave sections, as 
well as brick wall in the central section. In the porch, the structural f rame has three bracket 
sets with a dougong 斗拱 sitting on a tuofeng 乾峰，incorporated with three beams. Daqian 
备 1 牽 are found located between the purlins. Two similar sets of bracket are also found at the 
back eave section, incorporated with three beams. 
Once inside the entrance hall, a ceremonial screen door is found located at the center. 
Chambers built by bricks are found at the side bays. The entrance hall is linked to the main 
hall by humpbacked roof corridors in the courtyard. The roofs of the corridors are supported 
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by Structural f rames consisting of guazhu 瓜柱 and tuofeng 範峰 sitting on beams. 
Moreover, eave boards are found located under the roof tiles. 
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Fig. 119. Plan of Man Lun Fung Ancestral Hall 麟峰文公祠 in San Tin 新 
田（1:300). 
The centre of the building is the main hall wherein an altar is located in the middle 
bay. The roof of the main hall is formed by purlins supported by structural frames in the 
front, and brick walls at the back. (Fig. 121) At the front eave section, a humpbacked ceiling 
supported by four purlins is found. The purlins sit on intermediate columns and two bracket 
sets that composed of a dougong 斗拱 sitting on a tuofeng 乾峰，incorporated with a beam. 
The purlin spanning the intermediate columns of the two structural f rames are particularly 
carved in high relief. And, carved daqian 劉牽 are also found located between the purlins, 
while carved queti 雀替 are below the-lower beam. In the central section, all the carved 
tuofeng 蛇峰 are supported by bracket sets with of a dougong 斗拱 sitting on a carved 
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tuofeng 號峰，incorporated with the beams. Under the lowest beams, carved queti 雀替 are 
also found. 
Two humpbacked roof chambers in the side bays link the main hall to the rear hall. 
The two side bays of the rear hall are chambers built by brick wall, while the middle bay is 
left empty. The roof of the hall is supported by structural frames at the frontal part, and brick 
walls at the rear. On the structural frames, the purlins are supported by short columns that sit 
on the beams. A carved fang 彷 that supports two gejia 隔架 is found spanning the eaves 
columns. (Fig. 122) 
m 
Fig. 120. The structural frame supporting the roof of the entrance hall. 
• 
Fig. 121. The structural frame in the main hall. 
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I P I Q 
Fig. 122. The carved fang 彷 that supports two gejia 隔架 spanning the 
eave columns. 
4.2.1 Wood carvings in the ancestral hall 
• In the entrance hall: eave boards at front eave and rear Qa\Q, fang 彷，tuofeng 乾峰，and 
daqian 莉牽. 
• In the side corridors of courtyard: eave boards, and tuofeng 乾峰. 
• In the main hall: purlin, tuofeng 峰，daqian 牽,and queti 雀 # . 
• In the back hall: fang 彷 and tuofeng 蛇峰. 
Entrance hall 
Under the roof tiles is an eave board carved with motifs in quite a different manner as 
compared with other buildings. The motifs are depicted either individually or included in 
roundels, scattering on the eave board with strips resembling folds on curtains. (Fig. 123) 
In the middle bay, the roundels are carved with flowers and scrolled foliage, melons 
suggesting guadie mianmian 瓜膽綿綿 [ l a r g e and small melons are incessantly yielded], 
ribboned coin symbolizing wealth, lotus signifying conjugal harmony, and foshouguo 佛手 
果 symbolizing fu 福 [ g o o d fortune and blessings]. Other than these motifs, peony 
symbolizing wealth and distinction, melons connoting guadie mianmian 瓜膽綿綿， 
butterflies symbolizing longevity, hibiscus blossoms suggesting riches and fame, as well as 
orchid symbolizing purity and elegancy of gentleman, are depicted between the roundels. At 
the right side bay, the roundels are depicted with vines bearing clusters of grapes 
symbolizing numerous progeny, flowers among foliage, and butterfly symbolizing longevity. 
Moreover, China rose spray, emblem of lasting youth, a bunch of orchid signifying purity 
and elegancy of gentleman, as well as butterflies, symbols of longevity, are also found in the 
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right side bay. At the left side bay, the roundels are carved with branches of peony 
symbolizing wealth and distinction, pomegranates among foliage suggesting liukai baizi 棺 
開百子 [ p o m e g r a n a t e opens with hundred seeds], and cloud scrolls that is the emblem of 
good omens. Between these roundels, some flower sprays, butterflies signifying longevity, 
magnolia blossoms connoting yushu linfeng 玉核f 臨風 [ a jade tree facing the wind], and 
China rose spray symbolizing lasting youth are carved. 
Two fang 彷 are found located below the eave board at the side bays. They are 
carved with motifs of the same compositions. The three stellar gods, namely Fu xing 福星 
[stellar god of good fortune], Lu xing 禄星 [ s t e l l a r god of emoluments] and Shou xing # 
星 [ s t e l l a r god of longevity], are carved in a landscape at the middle of the fang 彷.They 
are flanked by deers accompanied with paradise flycatchers, next to a lingzhi 靈芝 [ f u n g u s 
of immortality] under a pine, which all are emblems of longevity. The two ends of the fang 
彷，are carved with bear accompanied with an eagle in flight, connoting yingxiong xianghui 
英雄才目會[herons meet together]. 
w m l f l M i i 
• i i m g l y 
Fig. 123. Carvings on the eave board under the roof tiles of the entrance hall. 
The timber elements on the structural frames in the porch are richly decorated with 
carvings. (Fig. 124 and Fig. 125) Individual tuofeng 耽峰 supporting the dougong 斗拱 
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are carved with dif ferent motifs , which are probably scenes f rom novels or plays. The daqian 
劉牽 located between the purlins are carved into an aoyu 繁魚 [ d r a g o n fish], suggesting 
duzhan aotou 獨 4占繁頭 [ m o n o p o l i z e the head of an ao\. 
Another carved eave board that used to span the whole width of the entrance hall is 
found at the rear eave. (Fig. 126a-b) However , only the middle bay portion can be found 
nowadays . It is carved with motifs in a similar way as the eave board at the front eave. The 
roundels are depicted with pomegranates that connote liukai baizi 榴開百子 [ p o m e g r a n a t e 
opens with hundred seeds], China rose symbolizing lasting youth, as well as f lowers and 
foliage. Other than these motifs , melons born on leafy vines suggest ing guadie mianmian 瓜 
膽綿綿 [ l a r g e and small melons are incessantly yielded], orchid spray symbolizing purity 
and elegancy of gent leman, plum blossoms accompanied with a magpie expressing xishang 
meishao 喜上眉才肖[may your happiness reach the eyebrows] , a detached branch of peach 
symbolizing longevity, and foshouguo 佛手果， e m b l e m of fu 福 [ g o o d fortune and 
blessings], are also carved. 
Fig. 124. Carvings on the left structural frame in the porch. 
Fig. 125. Carvings on the right structural frame in the porch. 
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Fig. 126a-b. Carvings on the eave board at rear eave section of the entrance 
hall. 
Courtyard 
Two roofed corridors are located at the sides of the courtyard. The eave boards under both 
roofs are carved with the same motifs. (Fig. 127a-d) In the middle, a melon that symbolizes 
numerous progeny is depicted with undulating leafy vines suggesting wandai 萬代 [ t e n 
thousand generations]. Flanking these motifs, pomegranates bom on flowering and leafy 
branches are carved with a magpie, symbolizing liukai baizi 棺開百子 [ p o m e g r a n a t e opens 
with hundred seeds], and xi 喜 [ h a p p i n e s s ] accordingly. Beyond the pomegranates, lotus 
blossoms and broad leaves that signify conjugal harmony are depicted. Beside the lotus are 
peony blossoms issued on leafy branches, symbolizing wealth and distinction. Towards 
either end, a pair of mandarin duck is depicted, one holding a lotus flower, suggesting 
yuanyang guizi 紫脅责子 [ m a y you both have martial happiness and blessed with sons].'^^ 
Flowering and leafy vines bearing melon are again carved at the rightmost and leftmost part 
of the eave board, connoting wandai 萬代 [ t e n thousand generations] as well as numerous 
progeny. 
The humpbacked roofs of the corridors are supported by simple structural frames 
composed of guazhu 瓜才主 and tuofeng 峰.Only the tuofeng 峰 are carved, with ruyi 
如意 head expressing the wish that every thing will go as one wished. 
^ ^ B H I H ^ H I H M B H I I 
166 Nozaki Nobuchika 野崎誠近，op. c/7.，pp. 378-381. . 
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Fig. 127a-d. Carvings on the eave board at roofed corridor. 
Main hall 
In the middle of the building is the main hall wherein an altar holding the ancestral tablets is 
located. Under the roof tiles is an eave board that spans the gable walls. (Fig. 128a-e) Its 
border is carved with kuilung 藥龍 that symbolize ultimate goodness and perfection linking 
together. The middle of the eave board is depicted with China rose blossoms issued from 
undulating branches beside a Chinese bulbul, expressing the wish changchun baitou 長春白 
頭 [ m a y you be vital when hair turn grey]. On the two sides of the China roses, melons bom 
on undulating vines are depicted, connoting guadie mianmian 瓜赠綿綿 [ l a r g e and small 
melons are incessantly yielded]. Beyond the melons on the right side, a magpie perching on 
leafy branch issuing peony blossoms is depicted, symbolizing xi 喜 [ h a p p i n e s s ] , as well as 
wealth and distinction. Further to the right, lotus flowers and broad leaves issued from 
slender stems are depicted with a heron perching on its branch, and some reed leaves, 
expressing the wish yilu lianke 一路連科 [ m a y you pass every imperial examinations 
continuously]. Beside them is a dragonfly in flight carved with some flowers. Next to the 
melons on the left side is a magpie that symbolizes xi 喜 [ h a p p i n e s s ] . To the left, hibiscus 
blossoms issued from leafy branch is carved with a heron, beside reed leaves, expressing the 
wish yilu ronghua 一 路榮華 [ m a y you be always honoured and glorified]. 
I H H S H I H I ^ ^ ^ B B ^ S I H 
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Fig. 128a-e. Carvings on the eave board at the main hall. 
Spanning the intermediate columns of the structural f rames supporting the roof, a 
carved purlin is located. The middle of the eave board is carved with a sinuous dragon 
amidst dense cloud scrolls that symbolize good omens. Beside the dragon are peony 
blossoms b o m on undulating branches among leaves growing from a shoushi 壽 石 [ a g e d 
rock], suggesting changming fugu i 長命富貴 [ m a y you have wealth and longevity]. Next to 
them is a phoenix accompanied with the dragon, connoting longfeng chengxiang 龍風呈祥 
[dragon and phoenix announce the blessings]. At the rightmost part of the purlin, magpies 
perching on branches issuing clusters of plum blossoms are carved, expressing the wish 
xishang meishao 喜上眉梢 [ m a y your happiness reach the eyebrows]. The right end is 
carved with a shoushi # 石 [ a g e d rock] symbolizing longevity. Magnolia blossoms issued 
from branches is depicted beside a shoushi 壽石 [ a g e d rock] at the leftmost of the purlin, 
connoting bide qishou 必得其赛 [ y o u must have the l o n g e v i t y ] . C l o s e to the magnolia 
are two magpies that suggesting shuangxi 雙喜 [ d o u b l e happiness]. 
« “ 
‘67 Nozaki Nobuchika 野崎誠近，op. cit.，pp. 297-299. . 
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At the front eave section of the main hall, carved tuofeng 乾峰 are found located 
under the humpbacked ceiling. (Fig. 130 and Fig. 131) They are depicted with different 
scenes from folk stories on the front sides, while their back sides are all carved with ruyi 如 
意 head in low relief, suggesting every thing will go as one wished. 
There is an eave board at the rear eave of the main hall. (Fig. 132) It is carved with 
shuanlong qiangzhu 雙者I 搶珠 [ t w o dragons chasing after a fire pearl] in the middle bay, 
and kuilung 夔龍 at the two side bays. 
S K i i H I 
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Fig. 129a-d. Carvings on the purlin spanning the intermediate columns of the 
structural frames. 
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Fig. 130. Carvings at the front eave section, (left) 國 
Fig. 131. Carvings at the front eave section, (right) 
M M I A A G ^ ^ ^ S I S H K T E H — 
Fig. 132. Carvings on the eave board located at the rear eave of the main hall. 
’ ,1 
Rear hall 
An additional hall is found at the back of the building. A fang 彷 [ l i n t e l ] that supports two 
gejia 隔架 is found spanning the eave columns. (Fig. 133) The tuofeng 乾峰 of the two 
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gejia F | 架 are deeply carved with the same motifs. (Fig. 134) They are depicted with a bear 
and an unicorn that symbolizes auspiciousness in a landscape. 
At the middle of the fang 彷，peony blossoms issued from undulating branches that 
grow from a shoushi # 石 [ a g e d rock] is depicted, suggesting changming fugui 長命富贵 
[may you have wealth and longevity]. (Fig. 135a-c) The flowering branches of peony extend 
towards the two ends of the fang 彷，and is accompanied with a pheasant that symbolizes 
officials in the civil service. Near the two ends of the fang 彷，a fish with dragon head and 
claws is carved amidst scrolling water waves, suggesting liyue longmen 經躍龍門 [ c r a p 
jumps over the dragon gate], in which the crap transforms into a dragon. 
Fig. 133. The fang 彷 spanning the eave columns in the rear hail. 
^Bi 
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Fig, 134. Carvings on the tuofeng sitting on the fang 
mi^mm 
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Fig. 135a-c. Carvings on the fang 彷 spanning the eave columns. 
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Location Motifs Symbolic meaning 
Entrance hall 
eave board, front flowers and scrolled 
eave foliage 
melons guadie mianmian 瓜赋綿綿 [ l a r g e and small 
melons are incessantly yielded] 
ribboned coin wealth 
lotus conjugal harmony 
foshouguo 佛手果 fu 福 [ g o o d fortune and blessings] 
peony Wealth and distinction 
melons guadie mianmian 瓜綿‘绵 [ l a r g e and small 
melons are incessantly yielded] 
butterflies longevity 
hibiscus riches and fame 
Orchid purity and elegancy of gentleman 
grapes numerous progeny 
flowers among foliage 
butterfly longevity 
China rose lasting youth 
Orchid purity and elegancy of gentleman 
Butterflies longevity 
Peony Wealth and distinction 
pomegranates liukai baizi 棺開百子 [pomegrana t e opens with 
hundred seeds] 
cloud scrolls good omens 
.. Some flower sprays 
butterflies longevity 
magnolia yushu linfeng 玉樹臨風 [ a jade tree facing the 
wind] 
China rose lasting youth 
fang 彷 Fu xing 福星，Lu xing 棵 Good fortune, emoluments and longevity 
星 and Shou xing # 星 
Deer, paradise flycatcher, longevity 
lingzhi 靈芝 [ f u n g u s of 
immortality], and pine 
An eagle and bears yingxiong xianghui 英雄相會 [ h e r o n s meet 
together] 
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(unidentified figurines) 
(unidentified figurines) 
daqian $ aoyu f 魚[dragon fish] duzhan aotou 獨佔 f 頭 [monopol ize the head of 
an ao] 
Eave board, rear pomegranates liukai baizi 描開百子[pomegranate opens with 
eave hundred seeds] 
China rose Lasting youth 
flowers and foliage 
pairs of melons guadie mianmian /C. [large and small 
melons are incessantly yielded] 
Orchid purity and elegancy of gentleman 
Plum, and magpie xishang meishao 喜上眉梢 [ m a y your happiness 
reach the eyebrows] 
peach longevity 
foshouguo 佛手果 fu 福 [ g o o d fortune and blessings] 
Side chambers, courtyard 
eave boards Melon, and vines Numerous progeny, and wandai 萬代 [ t e n 
thousand generations] 
“ Pomegranates, magpie liukai baizi 棺開百子[pomegranate opens with 
hundred seeds], xi 喜[happiness] 
lotus conjugal harmony 
Peony Wealth and distinction 
A pair of mandarin duck, yuanyang guizi 駕棄责子 [ m a y you both have 
and lotus martial happiness and blessed with sons] 
Melon, and vines Numerous progeny, and wandai 萬代 [ t e n 
thousand generations] 
“ tuofeng 耽峰 ruyi 如意 [scepter] may every thing go as you wished 
Main hall 
eave board, front kuilung 麥龍 ultimate goodness and perfection 
eave 
China rose with a Chinese changchun baitou 長春白頭 [ m a y you be vital 
bulbul when hair turn grey] 
pairs of melons guadie mianmian 瓜 綿 [ l a r g e and small 
melons are incessantly yielded] 
Magpie, and peony xi 喜[happiness], wealth and distinction 
Lotus, heron, and reed yilu lianke 一路連科 [ m a y you pass every 
• imperial examinations continuously] 
Dragonfly, and flowers 
Magpie Xi 喜[happiness] 
Hibiscus, heron, and reed yilu ronghua 一 路榮華 [ m a y you be always 
honoured and glorified] 
purlin Dragon and phoenix longfeng chengxiang [dragon and 
phoenix announce the blessings] 
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cloud scrolls good omens 
peony and shoushi # 石 changming fugui 長命富责 [ m a y you have wealth 
[aged rock] and longevity] 
magpies with plum xishang meishao 喜上眉稍 [ m a y your happiness 
blossoms reach the eyebrows] 
shoushi # 石 [ a g e d rock] longevity 
Magnolia, and shoushi # bide qishou 必 得 其 壽 [ y o u must have the 
石 [ a g e d rock] longevity] 
Two magpies shuangxi 雙喜 [double happiness] 





daqian 莉牽 scrolls 
Eave board, back shuanlong qiangzhu 雙龍 [two dragons chasing after a fire pearl] 
eave 搶珠 
, kuilung ^ II ultimate goodness and perfection 
Back hall 
tuofeng 耽峰， Bear and unicorn auspiciousness 
明玄。隔架 Bear and unicorn auspiciousness 
fang 彷 peony and shoushi # 石 changming fugui 長命富责 [ m a y you have wealth 
[aged rock] and longevity] 
pheasant officials in civil service 
Fish with dragon head and liyue longmen 經躍龍門 [ c r a p jumps over the 
claws dragon gate] 
Table 7. Symbolic motifs in Man Lun Fung Ancestral Hall 編峰文公祠，San 
Tin新田. 
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4.3 Kun Ting Study Hall 親廷書室，Ping Shan 屏山 
Kun Ting Study Hall, located at the comer of Hang Mei Tsuen in Ping Shan, was built in the 
eighth year of Tongzhi 同治 era (1870) of Qing Dynasty by Tang Kong Chung 部光宗丨68， 
the 21 St generation of the Tang clan settled in Ping Shan, to commemorate his father Tang 
Kun Ting 部覲廷（1 8 1 5 - 1 8 3 8 ) . Tang settlement in Ping Shan was established since 15th 
century when Tang Chung Kong 部從光， the 8''' generation of Tang clan in Kam Tin, 
migrated to Ping Shan and s e t t l e d , T h e hall also serves for ancestral worship of Kun 
Ting's lineage clan. It offers us a fine example of study hall built by wealthy family in Hong 
Kong. The building was in a deteriorating state and was restored in 1991. 
M I K 
11 
Fig. 136. The front side of Kun Ting Study Hall 親廷書室，Ping Shan 屏山. 
. The hall is a liangjin 二進 structure, comprising o f an entrance hall, a courtyard and 
a main hall. It is connected to Ching Shu Hin 清署軒 by a decorated entrance gate. The hall 
has a three jian 間 interior with chambers at the side bays. 
168 Tang Kong Chung 部光宗（1838-1879) has courtesy names, z/?/ 字 called 士彦 and/？卯號 called 敎後. 
169 Tang Yuen Zing 都元精’ father of Tang Chung Kong 部從光’ is regarded as the founding ancestor of Tang 
clan in Ping Shan. • 
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Fig. 137. Plan of Kun Ting Study Hall 覲廷書室，Ping Shan 屏山.（1:300) 
The main entrance is recessed from the front wall in the middle bay. Below the roof 
tiles is an carved eave board that spans between the gable walls. Once inside the entrance 
hall, there is a ceremonial screen door located at the center with a lattice screen atop, 
blocking the view to the interior. The two side bays of the entrance hall are chambers with 
small quarters on upper floor. The roof of the entrance hall is supported by partition wall at 
the front, and timber structural frame at the rear portion of the roof. (Fig. 138) A few purlins 
are supported by a decorated bogu frame sitting on a beam atop two queti 雀替 [ sparrow 
brace]. Below them are additional queti 雀替 found located above the walkway. Moreover, 
carved daqian 额牽 [one-rafter beam] are found between the purlins. And, a carved eave 
board is found at the rear eave section of the entrance hall. 
The centre of the study hall is a courtyard with side chambers. (Fig. 139) They are 
decorated with carved eave board under the eaves. The roof of the chamber is supported by 
purlins with a humpbacked ceiling at the front eave section wherein erfang 額彷 [s tretched 
double queti] are found. Besides, there are carved panelled doors flanked by leaking 
windows at each chamber. 
Beyond the courtyard is the main hall of the building. (Fig. 140) Under the roof tiles is 
a carved eave board. Chambers partitioned with panelled doors are found at the middle eave 
section in the two side bays. (Fig. 143) The roof of the main hall is supported by structural 
frame consisting brick wall at the rear, timer structure and granite intermediate columns at 
, front. (Fig. 142) On the timber frame, the ridge and the third purlins sit on tuofeng 耽峰 
while others are supported by short columns. Under the lowest beam, a huazhao 花罩 is 
• found atop the panelled doors. At the front eave section, purlins also sit on bracket sets with 
a dougong 斗拱 sitting on a tuofeng 轮峰，incorporated with the beams. Besides, a pair of 
queti 雀替 is located under the lower beam, while carved daqian 割牽 is found between 
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the purlins. In the middle bay, there is a fang 彷 [ l i n t e l ] spans between the immediate 
columns of the structural frames. Two brackets with a dougong 斗拱 sitting on a tuofeng 
蛇峰 are found located on the fang 彷 that is decorated with two queti 雀替 at two ends. 
The partition walls create three bays in the back of the main hall. An altar holding ancestral 
tablets is located in the middle bay that is framed by a huazhao 花罩 [ d e c o r a t i v e surround]. 
Lattice windows openings are found on the upper floor of the the chambers in the side bays. 
(Fig. 143) 
Fig. 138, The timber structural frame supporting the rear portion of the roof 
in the entrance hall. 
Fig. 139. The courtyard with side chambers in the centre of the study hall. 
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Fig. 140. The main hall o fKunTing Study Hall 就廷書室. 
！imj 
Fig. 141. Chambers partitioned with carved panelled doors at the side bays of 
the main hall. 
^ Fig. 142. The structural frame supporting the roof in the main hail, 
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_ 
Fig. 143. Chambers with upper living quarters with lattice windows openings 
located in the side bays. 
4.3.1 Wood carvings in the study hall 
• In the entrance hall: eave boards at front and back eave section, lattice screen, bogu 
frame, queti 雀替，and daqian 莉牽 
• In the courtyard: eave boards and panelled doors of the side chambers, erfang 額彷 
• In the main hall: eave board, lattice windows openings, tuofeng 範峰，huazhao 花罩， 
queti 雀替’ daqian 彷,and panelled doors 
Entrance hall 
The eave board under the roof tiles is finely carved with motifs in groups. (Fig. 144) The 
middle is carved with a pendent inscribed with characters jixiang ruyi 吉羊如意 [ m a y you 
have auspiciousness as you wished] atop a roundel inscribed with a character shou 壽 
[longevity]. Flanking the pendent are leafy branches issuing peony blossoms symbolizing 
wealth and distinction. Next to the peony, pairs of confronting magpies that suggest 
xixiangfeng 喜才目逢[happiness reunion] are carved. Besides these motifs are carved with 
four characters of an haxian 暗 仙 [ h i d d e n Eight Immortals]. All other four characters are 
also found on eave board, suggesting baxian qingshou 八 仙 慶 喪 [ E i g h t Immortals 
celebrate birthday].'^" On the right, the flower basket of Lan Caihe 藍采和 is depicted with 
the precious sword of Lu Dongbin 呂洞賓 . M o r e o v e r , a pair o f foshouguo 佛手果 that 
denote fu 福 [ g o o d fortune and blessings] are found in the basket. On the left side of the 
‘70 Nozaki Nobuchika 野崎誠近，op. cit.’ pp. 197-201. . 
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central motifs, the fan o f Han Zhongli 鍾漢離 is carved with the 少wgw 魚鼓 [ f i s h drum]"• 
o f Zhang Guolao 張果老 • They are accompanied with detached branches of mandarins that 
symbolize 吉 [ a u s p i c i o u s n e s s ] . Beyond these motifs, a scroll representing literary 
knowledge is carved with f lowers on each side. The scroll on the right is flanked by orchid 
f lowers among long leaves suggesting the purity and elegancy o f gentleman, and magnolia 
blossoms issued from leafless boughs suggesting yushu linfeng 玉 樹 臨 風 [ a jade tree 
facing the wind]. Beside these f lowers are a pair o f confronting magpies connoting 
xixiangf'eng 喜相逢 [ h a p p i n e s s reunion], and flying butterflies that symbolize longevity. 
Beside the scroll on the left side is chrysanthemum, symbol o f longevity, and peony 
blossoms, emblem of wealth and distinction, issued from leafy branches. Next to them is 
butterfly and a pair o f confronting magpies, symbolizing longevity and xixiangfeng 喜相逢 
accordingly. Towards the two ends, the next group of motifs are another four characters of 
an Basin 暗 y乂仙 [h idden Eight Immortals]. 丁 he pair o f dappers o f Coo Gejia 曹國舅 and 
the lotus o f He Xing 何仙姑 are depicted on the right, accompanied with begonia flowers 
among leafy branch. On the left side o f the eave board, the bottle-gourd of Li Tioga 李鐵拐 
and the jade flute o f Han Xing 韓湘子 are carved with scrolling cloud ascending from the 
bottle-gourd. A f lying bat is caved against the cloud denoting the wish fuyun 福運 [ b l e s s e d 
fortune]. Next to the an Basin 暗乂Y仙 on the right side, a group that contains a butterfly, a 
magpie, and a bat is depicted, symbolizing longevity, xi 喜[happiness]，and fu 福 [ g o o d 
fortune and blessing] respectively. Further to the right end is a guaizilung 拐子龍 [ t u r n i n g 
dragon] depicted with some other motifs. There are a three-leg toad beside cloud scrolls 
symboliz ing wealth and good omens, two pendants inscribed with a character shou 壽 
[longevity], a pair o f mandarins that suggest guadie ji 吉 [ a u s p i c i o u s n e s s ] on a plate, and a 
bat suggest ing/w 福 [ g o o d fortune and blessing]. Beside the guaizilung 拐子龍 at the left 
are a vase holding a lotus blossom, a ruyi 如意 [ s c e p t e r ] , a brush, and a feather o f peacock, 
symbol iz ing yipin qinglian 一品清廉 [ m a y you be the honest and uncorrupted first rank 
off icial] 172，literary achievement and high official ranking accordingly. Close to them are 
detached branches o f foshouguo 佛手果 symbol iz ing /w 福，a pair o f peaches, emblems of 
longevity and immortality, on a plate, as well as a roundel inscribed with a character shou 
壽 [ l o n g e v i t y ] . At the rightmost part o f the eave board, hibiscus b lossoms bom on branches 
口 I yugu 魚鼓 [ f i s h drum] is an musical instrument that includes a bamboo tube with a pair of rods inside. 
‘72 Nozaki Nobuchika 野崎誠近，op. cit., pp. 565-566. . 
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among leaves are depicted next to two herons, symbolizing the wish yilu ronghua 一 路榮華 
[may you be always honoured and g lor i f i ed] .口�Bunches of grapes among leaves born on 
undulating branches are carved with a squirrel on the leftmost part of the eave board, 
expressing the wish zisun wandai 子子系萬代[may you have ten thousand generations of 
progenies]. 
mmmrnimmm^msm^mm 
FFLSSSA | |�I 丨 I N R R I T W I F M I N R 
� " ‘ i l M V M l i i � ’ j w o ' j r r i 咖 
173 Nozaki Nobuchika 野崎誠近，op. cit., pp. 344-345. . 
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Fig. 144a-g. Carvings on the eave board under the roof tiles in the entrance 
hall. 
A lattice screen is located atop the ceremonial screen door in the middle of the 
entrance hall. (Fig. 145) It is decorated with a large carved pendent in the centre amidst 
smaller ones. (Fig. 146) The middle pendent is carved with a qing 蔡 � 4 inscribed with 
characters jixiang ruyi 吉祥如意 [ m a y you have auspiciousness as you wished] above an 
inverted bat s y m b o l i z i n g / k / a o 福到 [ b l e s s i n g s arrived]. Besides, there are eight pendants 
depicted with an Baxian 暗八仙 lines in two rows, s ignifying baxian qingshou 八仙慶壽 
[Eight Immortals celebrate birthday]. T w o other pendants are carved with a pair o f large and 
small melons among leaves connoting guadie mianmian 瓜赎綿綿 [ l a r g e and small melons 
are incessantly yielded]. 
P S ^ B H H U S ^ ^ ^ ^ S S S E S S S H I ^ H H ^ H 
Fig. 145. The lattice screen atop the ceremonial screen door located in middle 
of the entrance hall. 
= • 
I 
174 cjing 替 is a suspended musical stone. , 
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Fig. 146a-c. Carvings on the lattice screen. 
A few purlins at the rear eave section of the entrance hall are supported by a bogu 
frame sitting on tuofeng IS 峰 and a beam. On the bogu frame, two overlapping coins that 
symbolize shuangquan 雙全 [ d o u b l e completeness] are carved. Be low the bogu frame is a 
tuofeng 蛇峰 carved with a bear in a landscape beside an eagle perching on a rock under 
bright sun against a ground of scrolling cloud. The bear and the eagle connote yingxiong 
xianghui 英雄相會 [ h e r o n s meet together], while the could scroll symbolize good omens. 
Other than these motifs, the daqian 铜牽 between the purlins and the queti 雀替 under the 
lower beams are carved with scrolled foliage. 
Another eave board is found at the rear eave section o f the entrance hall. (Fig. 148a-d) 
It is carved with a scroll that suggests literary knowledge in the middle, above a roundel 
inscribed with character shou 壽 [ l o n g e v i t y ] . Flanking the scroll are undulating branches 
issuing peony blossoms among leaves, together with the character shou # , symbolizing 
fugui shoukao 富貴壽考 [ m a y you be wealthy and have long life].'75 Next to the peony 
flowers, butterflies and magpies that represent longevity as well as xi 喜 [ h a p p i n e s s ] are 
J carved. Towards the left ends, leafy branch of pomegranates symboliz ing liukai baizi 棺開 
百子 [ p o m e g r a n a t e opens with hundred seeds] are carved with China rose blossoms that 
suggest lasting youth. Lotus flower, pod and broad leaves suggesting conjugal harmony and 
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fertility are depicted on the right side of the eave board. At the rightmost and leftmost parts 
are three melons among leaves with undulating vines issuing flowers and leaves, expressing 
wish guadie mianmian 瓜膽綿綿 [ l a r g e and small melons are incessantly yielded]. 
Adding richness to the ornamentation of the study hall, a few decorative roundels are 
found under the timber ceiling located in the corridors of the entrance hall. They are carved 
with flower in the middle surrounded by foliage. 
M M B U B L ^ ^ M 
‘ Fig. 147. Carvings on the timber structural frame. 
175 Nozaki Nobuchika 野崎誠近，op. cit., pp. 308-309. . 
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Fig. 148a-d. Carvings on the eave board at the rear eave section. 
Courtyard 
Beyond the entrance hall is the courtyard where two side chambers are located. Under the 
roof tiles of both chambers are eave boards carved with the same motifs. (Fig. 149) A scroll 
that signifies literary knowledge is depicted at the middle of the eave board. Below the scroll 
is a roundel that inscribed with a character shou # [longevity]. The scroll is flanked by 
leafy branches that issue peaches, the emblem of longevity on the left, and melon as well as 
pomegranates, symbols of numerous progeny, on the right. Besides these motifs are 
meanders of f lowers and stretched foliage in undulating form. 
In the front eave section of the side chambesr, decorated erfang 額彷 are found 
located atop the doorway. (Fig. 150a-b) One of them is carved with a peony blossom among 
leaves in the middle, flanked by two butterflies, connoting guose tianxiang 國色天香 
[reigning beauty and celestial fragrance]. At the corners, two magpies that suggest shuangxi 
雙喜 [ d o u b l e happiness] are carved beside detached branches of mandarin symbolizing ji 
吉 [ausp ic iousnes s ] . Be low these motifs is a border of foliate scrolls. 
The other erfang 額彷 is carved with a border of foliate scrolls holding a peony 
•• blossom in the middle flanked by two butterflies, suggesting guose tianxiang 國色天香. 
Beside the peony are detached branches of peach, emblem of longevity, at the corner. 
Each side chamber has panelled doors of four leaves depicted with same motifs. (Fig. 
151) On each leaf, the top panel is carved with two ruyi 如意 [ s c e p t e r ] in low relief. The 
middle panel is wooden lattice screen with glass panel in-fill. The centre of the lattice screen 
is carved with melons among leaves, expressing the wish guadie mianmian 瓜腾綿綿 
[large and small melons are incessantly yielded]. The lower panel is depicted with a vase 
symbolizing pingan 羊安 [ p e a c e ] and a plate sitting on a bogu. (Fig. 152) A lotus blossom 
issued from stem is depicted in the vase, suggesting yipin qing lian 一 品清廉 [ m a y you be 
the honest and uncorrupted first rank official]. Beside it is a feather o f peacock, symbol of 
high ranking official , depicted in low relief. Moreover, a detached branch o f foshouguo 佛 
手果 that connotes fu 福 [ g o o d fortune and blessings] is depicted on the plate. 
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Fig. 149. Carvings on the eave board under the roof tiles of side chambers. 
Fig. 150a-b. Carvings on the erfang 額彷 located at the front eave section of 
the side chambers. 
.1 
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國 
Fig. 151. Carvings on the panelled doors at the side chambers in the 
courtyard. 
Fig. 152. Carvings on the lower panel of the panelled doors. 
Main hall 
An eave board is located under the roof tiles of the main hall. Its middle is carved with a crap 
in water, a gate, and a sinuous dragon amidst densely scrolling clouds signifying liyue 
longmen 鰹躍龍鬥 [ c r a p jumps over the dragon g a t e ] 7 6 The wish for success in imperial 
examinations and achievements for official honor is expressed. The central motif is flanked 
by a pair of confronting bat among cloud scrolls, suggesting shuangf'u 雙福 [ d o u b l e 
blessing], and fuyun f昌運 [ b l e s s e d fortune] at either side. Next to the bats, peony blossoms 
, “ 
176 Zhang Daoyi 張道一，o/?. c"., p. 65. . 
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among leaves bom on branches are carved beside butterflies, suggesting guose tianxiang 國 
色天香 [ r e i g n i n g beauty and celestial fragrance]. Moreover, there are magpies that connote 
xi 喜 [happ ines s ] , and a dragonfly. Further to the two ends are melons among leaves carved 
with undulating flowering and leafy vines, connoting guadie mianmian 瓜 綿綿 [ l a r g e 
and small melons are incessantly yielded]. 
W s E M r ^ i H I ^ H I I ^ H H H H 
Fig. 153. Carvings on the eave board located in the main hall. 
A carved fang 彷 [ l i n t e l ] is found spanning the columns of the structural frames. 
(Fig. 154) It is depicted with peony blossoms at various stages o f maturity issued from 
branches that grow from a shoushi 壽石 [ a g e d rock] in the middle, expressing the wish 
changming fugui 長命富贵 [ m a y you have wealth and longevity]. These branches extend 
towards both sides with two pairs of paradise flycatcher, symbol o f longevity, perching on 
them. 
The fang 彷 supports two gejia 隔架 that are composed of dougong 斗拱 sitting 
on a tuofeng 妮峰 .T h e tuofeng 跪峰 are carved with scenes from folk stories. The right 
one is carved with Wu Song 武松，who beats a tiger in Jingyanggang 景陽岡，Xi Menqing 
西 PI 废，and Pan Jinlian 潘金蓮 dressed in funeral costume, from shui hu zhuan 水滸傳 
[The Water Margin]. (Fig. 155b) The left one is depicted with a scene entitled Tung taishi 
danao Fengiting 董太師大鬧風儀亭 [ G r a n d Tutor Tung's rages at the Fengi Pavilion] in 
Sanguozhi yanyi 三國志演義 [ R o m a n c e of the Three kingdoms]. (Fig. 155a) These two 
sets of motifs express the disapproval of immoral conduct. And, the back of the two tuofeng 
乾峰 are depicted with ruyi 如意. 
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The two queti 雀替 below the fang 彷 are carved with bands of floral and foliate 
scrolls. (Fig. 156) It is further decorated with a paradise flycatcher carved perching on the 
flowering and leafy branch of peony, expressing the wish changming fugui 長命富貴 [ m a y 
you have wealth and longevity]. 
w^m 
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Fig. 154a-d. Carvings on the fang 彷[l intel) spanning the columns of the 
structural frames in the main hall. 
Fig. 155. Carvings on the tuofeng 耽峰 sitting on the fang 彷. 
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Fig. 156. Carvings on the queti 雀替 located below the fang 
The roof of the main hall is supported by structural frames that are composed of a few 
purlins sitting on carved tuofeng ,乾峰.Four tuofeng 峰 are highly carved with motifs at 
the front eave section. (Fig. 157a-b) On the right structural frame, the upper tuofeng 乾峰 
are carved with a ribboned book atop an unicorn in a rocky landscape, suggesting lintu yushu 
麟吐玉書 [ u n i c o m dedicating books of jade]. (Fig. 158a) Beside the unicom is a phoenix 
looking towards the sun under a Chinese parasol tree, connoting danfeng chaoyang 丹風朝 
陽[Vermill ion phoenix in morning sun]. Moreover, a rabbit symbolizing longevity is also 
depicted squatting on a rock. The lower tuofeng 駆峰 is depicted with a scene in which Liu 
Bei 劉備，accompanied with Zhao Yun 趙雲，went to visit Wu Guo Tai 吳國太 before 
Sun Quan 孫權 betroths his sister to him. (Fig. 158b) This scene is entitled Wuguotai fusi 
kan xinlang 吳 國 太 佛 寺 看 新 郎 [ T h e dowager marchioness sees her son-in-law at a 
temple], from the chapter of Sanguozhi yanyi 三國志演義 [ R o m a n c e of the Three 
kingdoms], symbolizing marital happiness. The upper tuofeng 轮 峰 on the left structural 
frame is carved with a lion, a bear, and an eagle in a rocky landscape. (Fig. 159a) The lion is 
a symbol of valour while the eagle and the bear signify yingxiong xianghui 英雄相會 
[heroes meet together]. The lower tuofeng IS 峰 is carved with Kong Ming 孔明 and Jiang 
Wei 姜維 at Tian Shui Guan 天水關，in the scene entitled Jiang boyue guixiang Kongming 
姜伯約歸降孔明 [ J i a n g Boyue goes over to Kong Ming] from the 93"" chapter of Sanguozhi 
yanyi 三國志演義 [ R o m a n c e of the Three kingdoms]. (Fig. 160) Besides, the daqian 劉牽 
between the purlins and the queti 雀替 below the lower beams are carved with floral and 
foliate scrolls. . 
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Fig. 157a-b. The carved tuofeng 耽峰 at the front eave section. 
國 
Fig. 158a-b. Carvings on the tuofeng 耽峰 located on the right structural 
frame. 
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Fig. 159a-b. Carvings on the tuofeng 耽峰 located on the left structural 
frame. 
The middle bay o f the main hall is framed by a huazhao 花罩 composed o f bogu 
holding some other motifs. (Fig. 160) The middle of the huazhao 花罩 is carved with a 
scroll, symbol o f literary knowledge, inscribed with characters jixiang ruyi 吉祥如意 [ m a y 
you have auspiciousness as you wished]. Pairs o f peaches s ignifying longevity are carved 
below the scroll. The scroll is flanked by melons among leaves symboliz ing guadie 
mianmian 瓜赠綿綿 [ l a r g e and small melons are incessantly yielded]. Atop the melons, 
more peaches b o m on f lowering and leafy branches are carved close to peony blossoms at 
various stages o f maturity, suggesting wish changming fugui 長 命 富 责 [ m a y you have 
wealth and longevity]. Moreover, the huazhao 花罩 is also decorated with detached 
branches o f melons, pomegranates and grapes, symboliz ing numerous progeny, a well as 
mandarins s ignifying ji 吉 [ a u s p i c i o u s n e s s ] . Besides, there are additional peaches 
symboliz ing longevity, as well as lotus blossoms and seed pod among broad leaves depicted 
at the lower part, expressing conjugal harmony and numerous progeny. 
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Fig. 160a-d. Carvings on the huazhao 花罩 located at the middle bay. 
Side chambers are found in the central eave section at the side bays of the main hall. 
Each door leaf ia carved with the same motifs. The upper panel is depicted with orchid 
sprays while the lower panel is carved with leafy branches of bamboo in low relief, 
suggesting Junzi zhijiao 君子之交 [ f r i e n d s h i p of gentlemen]. (Fig. 161) The middle panel is 
carved in openwork with a few kinds of motifs. (Fig. 162) The middle is carvedw with a 
ribboned basket holding a China rose blossom that is the emblem of lasing youth. It is 
flanked by two confronting bats symbolizing shuangfu 雙福 [ d o u b l e blessing]. Other than 
these motifs, leafy branches issuing peaches, symbols of longevity, are depicted at the top 
and bottom of the middle panel, against a ground of scrolled foliage. 
In the central eave section, the ridge tuofeng 蛇岭 is simply carved with ruyi 如意 
head, suggesting that everything will go as you wished. The tuofeng 乾峰 that support the 
third purlin at the front is carved with a large pair o f foshouguo 佛手果 symbol iz ing/w 福 
I 
[good fortune and blessings], while the one at the back is depicted with some figurines. 
Under the lowest beams is a huazhao 花罩 located atop the panelled doors in the side 
chambers. (Fig. 164a-b) Clusters of grapes, emblem of numerous progeny, among leaves are 
carved bom on undulating branches at the middle in openwork. On either side are some 
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motifs depicted on bogu 博古 in a mirrored manner. Close to the grapes are pairs of 
mandarins among leaves, s igni fy ing力.吉 [auspic iousness] . Next to the mandarins are flying 
bats against a ground of cloud scrolls, symbolizing fuyun 福運 [ b l e s s e d fortune]. At the 
corners, medallions inscribed with a character shou 壽 [ l o n g e v i t y ] are depicted atop a pair 
of peaches that also symbolize longevity. Below these motifs, a bat is carved with cloud 
scrolls, suggesting fuyun 福運 [ b l e s s e d fortune] again. Moreover, pairs of melons that 
express the wish guadie mianmian 瓜赠綿綿 are depicted at the lower part. . 
At the back of the side bays are two chambers formed by brick walls. They have upper 
floors where timer panelled windows are located. The upper and lower panels are depicted 
with chrysanthemum sprays and leaf bamboo branches in low relief, symbolizing longevity 
and endurance accordingly. (Fig. 165) The middle panels are carved with motifs in 
openwork. (Fig. 166) A ribboned basket holding some flowers are carved in the middle. It is 
suspended from an inverted bat that suggests fudao 福到 [ b l e s s i n g s arrived] beside two 
mandarins, symbols of ji 吉 [ausp ic iousness ] . The basket is also held by two confronting 
bats that connote shuangfu 雙福 [ d o u b l e blessing] at its two sides. Flanking the basket are 
two melons among leaves, signifying guadie mianmian 瓜赠綿綿 [ l a r g e and small melons 
are incessantly yielded]. Moreover, a melon symbolizing numerous progeny is depicted at 
the bottom of the panel, flanked by two detached branches o f peach symbolizing longevity. 
B H H P ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ P l 
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Fig. 161. Carvings on the paneled doors at the side chambers. 
Fig. 162. Carvings on the middle panel of the panelled door. 
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Fig. 163. Carvings on the structural frame. 
M M 
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_ _ 
Fig. 165. Carvings on the paneled doors located on the upper floor at the side 
chambers. 
Fig. 166. Carvings on the middle panel of the paneled doors. 
I _. 
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Location Motifs Symbolic meaning 
Entrance hall 
eave board, front Characters Jixiang ruyi 吉 [may you have auspiciousness as you wished] 
eave section 羊如意 
character shou # longevity 
peony wealth and distinction 
pairs of magpies xixiangf 'eng 喜相逢[happiness reunion] 
flower basket of Lan Caihe baxian qingshou /V仙慶壽 [E ight Immortals 
藍釆和 and precious celebrate birthday] 
sword of Lu Dongbin 呂 
洞賓 
foshouguo 佛手果 福 [ g o o d fortune and blessings] 
the fan of Han Zhongli 鍾 baxian qingshou 八仙慶壽 [ E i g h t Immortals 
漢離 is carved with the celebrate birthday] 
yugu 魚鼓 [ f i s h drum] of 
Zhang Guolao 張果老 
mandarin 吉[auspiciousness] 
‘ scroll literary knowledge 
Orchid, and magnolia purity and elegancy of gentleman, yushu linfeng 玉 
樹臨風 [ a jade tree facing the wind] 
pairs of magpies and xixiangf'eng 喜相逢 [happiness reunion], longevity 
butterflies 
chrysanthemum and peony Longevity, wealth and distinction 
pairs of magpies, xixiangfeng 喜相逢 [happiness reunion], and 
butterflies longevity 
•“ clappers of Cao Guojiu 曹 baxian qingshou 八仙慶壽 [ E i g h t Immortals 
.. 國舅 and lotus of He celebrate birthday] 
X i a n g u何仙姑 
bottle-gourd of Li Tieguai baxian qingshou yY仙慶壽 [Eight Immortals 
李鐵拐 and jade flute of� celebrate birthday] 
Han Xiangzi 韓湘子 
Cloud and bat fuyun 福運 [b lessed fortune] 
a butterfly, a magpie, and a longevity, xi 喜[happiness], and fu 福 [ g o o d 
bat fortune and blessing] 
guaizilung 拐子龍 ultimate goodness and perfection 
[turning dragon] 
three-leg toad and cloud Wealth and good omens 
- scrolls 
character shou 壽 longevity 
mandarins ji 吉[auspiciousness] 
a bat fu 福 [ g o o d fortune and blessing] 
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A vase, lotus, ruyi 如意 pmgan 平安[peace],，yipin qinglian 一 品清廉 
[scepter], a brush, and a [may you be the honest and uncorrupted first rank 
feather of peacock. official], [may every thing go as you wished], 
literary achievement, high ranking official 
foshouguo 佛手果 fu 福 [ g o o d fortune and blessing]. 
a pair of peaches longevity and immortality 
character shou # longevity 
Hibiscus and heron yi/u ronghua 一 路榮華 [ m a y you be always 
honoured and glorified] 
squirrel and grapes zisun wandai 子孫萬代 [ m a y you have ten 
thousand generations of progenies] 
lattice screen characters jixiang ruyi 吉 [may you have auspiciousness as you wished] 
祥如意 
An inverted bat fudao 福到 [bless ings arrived] 
an Baxian 暗八仙 baxkm cjingshou 八仙慶骞 [ E i g h t Immortals 
celebrate birthday] 
Pairs of melons guadie mianmian 瓜赠綿綿 [ l arge and small 
melons are incessantly yielded] 
bogu frame two overlapping coins shuangquan 雙全 [double completeness] 
tuofeng 耽峰 An eagle and a bear yingxiong xianghui 英雄相會 [herons meet 
together] 
Cloud scrolls Good omens 
queti 雀替 scrolled foliage 
daqian 箱牽 scrolled foliage 
eave board, back scroll literary knowledge 
eave section 
Peony and character shou fugui shoukao 富责 # 考 [ m a y you be wealthy and 
# have long life] 
butterflies and magpies Longevity, and xi 喜[happiness] 
pomegranates liukai baizi 棺開百子[pomegranate opens with 
hundred seeds] 
lotus flower, pod and conjugal harmony and fertility 
broad leaves 
melons guadie mianmian 瓜膽綿綿 [ l a r g e and small 
melons are incessantly yielded] 
decorative Flower and foliage 
roundels under 
upper floor ‘ 
Courtyard .. 
Eave board scroll literary knowledge 
character shou # “ longevity 
peaches longevity 
Melon and pomegranates numerous progeny 
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flowers and stretched 
foliage 
erfang 額彷 Peony and butterflies guose tianxiang 國色天香[reigning beauty and 
celestial fragrance] 
Two magpies shuangxi 雙喜 [double happiness] 
mandarins ji 吉[auspiciousness] 
foliate scrolls 
erfang 額彷 Peony and butterflies guose tianxiang 國色天香 [reigning beauty and 
celestial fragrance] 
Two peaches longevity 
foliate scrolls 
panelled doors ruyi 如 意 [ s c e p t e r ] As one's wish 
melons guadie mianmian 瓜赠綿綿 [ l arge and small 
melons are incessantly yielded] 
Bogu 
A vase, a lotus blossom pingan 平安 [peace] , yipin qinglian 一 品清廉 
and a feather of peacock [may you be the honest and uncorrupted first rank 
official], high ranking official 
‘ foshouguo 佛手果 fu 福 [ g o o d fortune and blessings] 
Main hall 
Eave board crap, a gate, and a dragon liyue longmen 經躍龍門 [ c r a p jumps over the 
dragon gate] 
pairs of bat in cloud shuangfu 雙福 [double blessing], and fuyun 福運 
[blessed fortune] 
Peony and butterfly guose tianxiang 國色天香 [re igning beauty and 
celestial fragrance] 
magpies xi 喜[happiness] 
dragonfly 
Melons guadie mianmian 瓜越綿綿 [ l a r g e and small 
melons are incessantly yielded] 
fang 彷 [ l inte l ] Peony, shoushi 壽石 changming jUgui 長命富责 [ m a y you have wealth 
[aged rock], and paradise and longevity], longevity 
flycatcher 
tuofeng 乾峰， Wu Song 武松，Xi disapproval of immoral conduct 
gejia 隔架 Menqing 西門慶，and Pan 
Jinlian i t Shuihu 
zhiian 水滸傳 [ T h e 
Water Margin] 
Tung taishi danao disapproval of immoral conduct 
Fengiting董太師大鬧風 
儎亭 [Grand Tutor Tung's 
rages at the Fengi 
Pavilion], Sanguozhi yanyi 
三國志演義 [ R o m a n c e of 
the Three kingdoms] 
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ruyi 如意 May every thing go as you wished 
queti 雀替 floral and foliate scrolls 
paradise flycatcher and changming fugui 長命富责 [ m a y you have wealth 
peony blossoms and longevity], 
tuofeng IS 峰, a ribboned book and a lintu yushu 麟吐玉書 [unicorn dedicating books 
front eave section unicorn ofjade] 
A phoenix, Chinese danfeng chaoyang 丹 ill 朝陽[vermillion phoenix 
parasol tree, and a sun in morning sun]. 
Rabbit longevity 
lion valour 
Eagle and bear yingxiong xianghui 英雄相會 [heroes meet 
together] 
Wuguotai fusi kan xinlang Marital happiness 
吳國太佛寺看新郎 [ T h e 
dowager marchioness sees 
her son-in-law at a • 
temple], Sanguozhiyanyi 
三國志演義 [Romance of 
the Three kingdoms] 
Jiang boyue guixiang heroics 
•“ Kongming姜伯約歸降孔 
明 [J iang Boyue goes over 
to Kong Ming], Sanguozhi 
yanyi三國志演義 
[Romance of the Three 
kingdoms] 
queti 雀替 floral and foliate scrolls 
daqian 莉牽 foliate scrolls 
huazhao 花罩 scroll with characters [may you have auspiciousness as you wished], and 
jixiang ruyi 吉祥如意 literary knowledge 
"“ Pairs of peaches longevity 
melons guadie mianmian 瓜赠綿綿 [ l a r g e and small 
melons are incessantly yielded] 
Peony and peaches changming fugui 長命富责 [ m a y you have wealth 
and longevity] 
Melons, pomegranates, Numerous progeny and ji 吉[auspiciousnessj 
grapes, and mandarins 
peaches longevity 
lotus flower, pod and conjugal harmony and numerous progeny 
leaves 
panelled doors orchid and bamboo junzi zhijiao 君 子 之 交 [ f r i e n d s h i p of gentlemen] 
Middle panel, China rose lasing youth 
paneled doors „ 
Two confronting bats shuangfu 雙福 [double blessing] 
Pairs of peaches longevity 
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scrolled foliage 
tuofeng 蛇峰， ruyi 如意 head May everything go as you wished 
central section foshouguo 佛手果 fu 福 [ g o o d fortune and blessings] 
huazhao 花罩’ grapes numerous progeny 
structural frame bogu 
mandarins ji 吉[auspiciousness] 
Bats and cloud scrolls fuyun 福運 [blessed fortune] 
medallions with character [longevity] 
shou # 
a pair of peaches longevity 
Bats and cloud scrolls fuyun 福運 [blessed fortune] 
pairs of melons guadie mianmian 瓜膽綿綿 [ large and small 
melons are incessantly yielded] 
panelled windows Chrysanthemum and longevity and endurance 
bamboo 
Middle panel, A ribboned basket with 
paneled windows flowers 
Inverted bat fudao 福到 [bless ings arrived] 
two mandarins ji 吉[auspiciousness] 
Two confronting bats shuangfu 雙福 [double blessing] 
Two melons guadie mianmian 瓜赋綿綿 [ large and small 
melons are incessantly yielded] 
melons numerous progeny 
Two peaches longevity 
Table 8. Symbolic motifs of Kun Ting Study Hall 覲廷書室，Ping Shan 屏山. 
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4.4 Wai Hing Study Hall 渭卿書室，Ping Shan 展山 
Located inside the fabrics of Hang Mei Tsuen 坑尾村 at Ping Shan, a small dilapidated 
structure without name inscribed is found, which is actually known as Wai Hing Study Hall 
渭 卿 書 室 . I t should be built to memorialize Tang Ying Yeung 部鷹揚丨？？’ the 
generation of Tang's 邵 clan settled in Ping Shan, who has a courtesy name, hao 號’ called 
Wai Hing. 
_ 
Fig. 167. Wai Hing Study Hall 滑卿書室，Ping Shan 屏山. 
The hall has three jian 間 [ b a y ] interior, and is a "^mg/./V? 二進 structure comprising 
of an entrance hall, a courtyard and a main hall. The building is partially collapsed without 
traces of wood carvings found in the interior. The roof of the main hall is supported by 
"‘ purlins sitting on the partition walls rather than wooden structural frame. The carved timer 
piece is an eave board located under the roof tiles in the recessed middle bay on the front 
facade. (Fig. 168) 
The middle of the eave board is depicted with magnolia blossoms born on branches 
next to begonia f lowers among large leaves beside peony blossoms issued from leafy branch. 
(Fig. 169a-d) These f lowers suggests yutang fugui 玉堂富貴 [ j a d e house with wealth and 
honour] 178 as topical theme. Long boughs issuing hibiscus blossoms among leaves are 
carved on the right of the central motif, symbolizing rich and fames. Next to them is a 
丨 Chinese bulbul perching on the branch issuing China rose blossoms among leaves, 
177 Tang Ying Yeung 都鷹揚（？-1876) has also an alias Tang Hi Kat 部喜吉. 
178 Nozaki Nobuchika 野崎誠近，op. cit., pp. 339-340. . 
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expressing the wish changchun baitou 長春白頭 [ m a y you be vital when hair turn grey]. 
On the left of the central motif, an elongated branch growing peony blossoms among leaves 
is carved amidst butterflies, denoting guose tianxiang 國色天香 [ r e i g n i n g beauty and 
celestial fragrance]. Other than these motifs, two pomegranates bom on a branch among 
leaves are depicted at the leftmost part of the eave board, suggesting liukai baizi 植開百子 
[pomegranate opens with hundred seeds]. 
Fig. 168. Eave board at the middle bay of Wai Hing Study Hall 谓卿書室， 
Ping Shan 屏山. 
H H H B B B H H H F T L 
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Fig. 169a-d. Carvings on the eave board, Wai Hing Study Hall 谓卿書室， 
Ping Shan 屏山. 
Location Motifs Symbolic meaning 
Entrance hall 
front eave board magnolia, begonia and fugui 玉堂富责 Oade house with wealth and 
" peony honour] 
Peony and butterflies guose tianxiang 國色天香 [re igning beauty and 
celestial fragrance] 
Hibiscus Rich and fames 
China rose with a Chinese changchun baitou 長春白頭 [ m a y you be vital 
bulbul . when hair turn grey] 
two pomegranates liukai baizi 榴開百子[pomegranate opens with 
hundred seeds] 
Table 9. Symbolic motifs on the eave board of Wai Hing Study Hall 谓卿書 
•• 室，Ping Shan 屏山. 
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4.5 Yan Dun Kong Study Hall 仁敦岡書室，Ping Shan 屏山 
Yan Dun Kong Study Hall, located at rear of Hang Tau Tsuen 坑頭村 near the hill side in 
Ping Shan, was probably built to commemorate Tang Wai Tak 部懷德口9 , the 14"" 
generation o f Tang's 部 clan settled in Ping Shan, his elder son Tang Chi Fong 部枝芳 
and his grandson Tang Fung 部風 i8i . It is named by their courtesy names. The study hall 
also functions as an ancestral hall because an altar holding ancestral tablets is located in the 
middle niche at the main hall. Since Tang Wai Tak is often regarded as the founding ancestor 
o f Hang Tau Tsuen• 82，this hall can be understood as the main ancestral hall for Hang Tau 
Tsuen. The hall has been partially modified with some parts replaced by concrete structure. 
纖 
Fig. 170. The front side of Yan Dun Kong Study Hall 仁數岡書室，Ping Shan 
展山. 
The hall is a liangjin 二 進 structure comprising o f an entrance hall, a courtyard and a 
main hall. The study hall has three jian interior. Facing a forecourt bordered by low wall, the 
main entrance is recessed from the front wall in the middle bay where an eave board is found 
under the roof tiles. Once inside the entrance hall, a ceremonial screen door that loses the 
door leaves is found. The roof o f the entrance hall is supported by partition wall at the front 
and middle, as well as a wooden structural frame at the rear with columns. (Fig. 172) On the 
179 Tang Wai Tak 部懷德（1548-1622) has a courtesy name,卯號，called Yan Soh 仁所. 
180 Tang Chi Fong 部枝劳(1576-1649) has 9 courtesy name, hao 號’ called Dun Fuk 敎復. 
181 Tang Fung 邵風(1596-1685) has a courtesy name, hao 號’ called Ming Kong 嗚岡. 
182 Tang Wai Tak 部懷德 and his elder brother Tang Wai Yi 部懷義 are said to be the ones who began to live 
separately in the areas nowadays called Hang Tau Tsuen and Hang Mei Tsuen. See 屏山部氏族譜[Lineage 
registry of Tang clan at Ping Shan] complied in the eighth year of Guangxu 光緒 era (1883) of Qing Dynasty. 
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Structural frames, the third and fifth purlins at the rear eave section sit on a tuofeng 轮峰 
while the second purlin is supported by guazhu 瓜柱 [ s h o r t column]. A fang 彷 is found 
spanning the eave columns. 
The centre o f the building is the courtyard where the side chambers were modified 
into concrete structure with flat roof. (Fig. 173) 
Beyond the courtyard is the main hall having an eave board under the roof tiles. The 
roof o f the main hall is supported by a wooden structure consisting o f purlin frames 
supported by intermediate columns and brick partition walls. (Fig. 174) The ridge, third, 
fifth, seventh and eighth purlins sit on tuofeng 乾岭，while other purlins rest on guazhu 瓜 
柱.Addit ional wooden brackets, and changgong 樓拱 located under the lowest beams are 
found on the frames. Moreover, there is a fang 彷 [ l i n t e l ] spanning the intermediate 
columns. The partition walls create three bays at the back o f the main hall. The middle bay is 
framed by a huazhao 花罩 [ d e c o r a t i v e surrounds] below a plaque inscribed with characters 
yanyitang 燕翼堂 [ H a l l o f Swal low's Wings]. An altar holding ancestral tablets is located 
inside the bay. The side bays are filled with newly added structure without any suggestion of 
the original arrangement. 
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Fig. 172. The structural frame supporting the roof of the entrance hall. 
Fig. 173. The courtyard leading to the main hall. 
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4.5.1 Wood carvings in the Study Hall 
Although some parts o f the building have been turned into concrete structure, it is still worth 
to look into its wood carvings that spread from the front fagade to the altar at the back. There 
are located at the fo l lowing locales. 
• In the entrance hall: eave boards, tuofeng 乾峰,/i^ng 枋 
• In the main hall: eave board, tuofeng IS 峰，changgong 陆 , h u a z h a o 花 罩 
Entrance hall 
There is an eave board atop the entrance. (Fig. 175a-e) The middle o f the eave board is 
carved with a scroll, symbol literary knowledge, inscribed with characters fugui jixiang 富 
责吉祥 [ m a y you be wealthy, have auspiciousness and blessing]. Growing from the scroll 
are f lowering and leafy branches o f peony on the right and hibiscus on the left, amidst 
butterflies in flight. These f lowers express the wish ronghua fugui 榮華富貴 [ m a y you be 
honoured, glorified and wealthy], while the butterflies s ignify longevity. Next to the peony 
blossoms are pairs o f confronting magpies, suggesting xixiangfeng 喜相逢 [ h a p p i n e s s 
reunion]. A hen that suggests ji 吉 [ a u s p i c i o u s n e s s ] is carved beside the hibiscus. Flanking 
these motifs, two kuilung 龍，symbols of ultimate goodness and perfection, are depicted 
on either side o f the eave board. A peach, emblem of longevity, and a pendent inscribed with 
a character shou # are depicted beside the dragon located on the right. Close to them are 
two badgers connoting huan 歡 [ j o y ] . Besides, there are detached branches of large and 
small melons, denoting guadie mianmian 瓜膽綿綿 [ l a r g e and small melons are incessantly 
yielded]. At the rightmost part o f the eave board, lotus f lowers, pod and broad leaves are 
carved next to a reed and a heron, expressing the wish erlu lianke 一 路 連 科 [ m a y you pass 
every imperial examinations continuously]. Beside the kuilung 變龍 on the left side o f the 
eave board are a vase symbol iz ing pingan 平安 [ p e a c e ] , coin s ignifying wealth, and some 
motifs that cannot be identified. Next to these motifs are two large pomegranates 
symbol iz ing liukai baizi 榴開百子 [ p o m e g r a n a t e opens with hundred seeds] depicted 
among leaves born on. Near the left end, a Chinese bulbul perching on a f lowering and leafy 
branch of China rose is depicted, suggesting changchun baitou 長 春 白 頭 [ m a y you be vital 
when hair turn grey]. Either end of the eave board is depicted with an aoyu 赞魚 [ d r a g o n 
fish] that suggest duzhan aotou 獨佔繁頭 [ m o n o p o l i z e the head of an ao]. 
T w o carved tuofeng 蛇峰 are found on each structural frame in the entrance hall. 
(Fig. 176) The tuofeng 耽峰 supporting the third purlins are carved with two confronting 
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kuilung ^ I I that is the emblem of ultimate goodness and perfection. The other tuofeng 
峰 are depicted with a pair of melons among leaves, expressing the wish guadie mianmian 
瓜赠綿綿 [ l a r g e and small melons are incessantly yielded]. On the underside of the fang 彷 
spanning the eave columns, a meander of undulating scrolled foliage is depicted suggesting 
wandai 萬代 [ t e n thousand generations]. (Fig. 177a-b) 
There is an eave board located at the rear eave of the entrance hall. (Fig. 178a-e) The 
middle portion of the eave board is depicted with a meander of scrolled foliage suggesting 
wandai 萬代 [ t e n thousand generations]. The two ends of the eave board are depicted with 
kuilung 夔龍 symbolizing ultimate goodness and perfection. Beside them are mandarins 
suggest ing/ / 吉 [ausp ic iousnes s ] . 
I H H H I ^ ^ H H H B I ^ I H I H H ^ B I I ^ H l H i 
Fig. 175a-e. Carvings on the eave board atop the entrance. ‘ 
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Fig. 176. Carvings on the tuofeng 耽峰 located on the structural frames in 
entrance hall. 
• I H ‘ • ’ ,. — • » 
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Fig. 177a-b. Carvings on the underside of the fang 彷 spanning the columns 
in the entrance hall. 
^ ^ ^ ^ g ^ ^ g g ^ ^ ^ m m m i i m i ^ i i ^ ^ m i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i u i i i i i i 
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Fig. 178a-e. Carvings on the eave board located at the rear eave section in 
entrance hall. 
Main hail 
An eave board is located under the roof tiles of the main hall. (Fig. 179a-f) Its middle is 
depicted with a qing 蔡 flanked by leafy branches bearing mandarins on the right, and 
peaches on the left. The qing 磐 and mandarins suggest jiqing 吉慶 [ j o y o u s occasion] 
while the peaches signify longevity. Beside these motifs are butterflies symbolizing 
longevity. Beyond the butterflies are a pair of kuilung 夔龍 and kuifeng 菱風，suggesting 
longfeng chengxiang 龍風呈祥 [ d r a g o n and phoenix announce the blessings]. Close to 
them are melons connoting guadie mianmian 瓜赋綿綿 [ l a r g e and small melons are 
incessantly yielded]. Near the right end, China rose blossoms among leave is depicted on a 
branch, symbol iz ing lasting youth. A bat is carved beside a pair o f coins and a lingzhi 靈芝 
[fungus o f immortality] near the left end, symboliz ing fushou shuangquan 福壽雙全 [ m a y 
you have blessing and longevity completely]. 183 Beyond these motifs are scrolls 
symboliz ing literary knowledge at two ends o f the eave board. 
183 Nozaki Nobuchika 野崎誠近’ op. C7丫，pp. 95-101. 
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Fig. 179a-f. Carvings on the eave board located under the roof tiles of the 
main hall. 
Deeply, carved tuofeng 乾峰 and changgong 樓棋 are found on the two structural 
frames supporting the roof in the main hall. (Fig. 180a-b) The tuofeng 乾峰 supporting the 
ridge purlin on the right structural frame are depicted with a pair o f large pomegranates 
among leaves, suggesting liukai baizi 槽開百子 [ p o m e g r a n a t e opens with hundred seeds]. 
(Fig. 181a) The one on the left structural frame is carved with a pair o f melons, denoting the 
wish guadie mianmian 瓜赠綿綿 [ l a r g e and small melons are incessantly yielded]. (Fig. 
182a) The tuofeng 躲峰 supporting the third purlins on both structural frames are depicted 
with ruyi 如意 head symboliz ing things happened as one wished. (Fig. 181a) Under the 
fifth purlin, the two tuofeng 耽峰 are depicted with pairs o f melons among leaves, 
suggesting guadie mianmian 瓜赠綿綿 [ l a r g e and small melons are incessantly yielded] 
again. (Fig. 181b and Fig. 182b) The tuofeng 蛇峰 supporting the seventh and eighth 
purlins are o f usual shape. They are carved with different motifs in a natural landscape. The 
one on the right is carved with two confronting lions flanking a ruyi 如意 in a rocky 
landscape, expressing the wish s his hi ruyi 事事如意 [ m a y everything go as you wish].i84 
(Fig. 181c) A b o v e the lions is an eagle depicted standing on a rock in water wave, connoting 
‘ yingxiong cluli 英雄獨立 [ h e r o standing a l o n e ] . i t represents the natural endowment of a 
184 Nozaki Nobuchika 野崎誠近，op. c".，pp. 11-15. 
185 Nozaki Nobuchika 野崎誠近，op. c/,.，pp. 551-552. . 
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hero. Other than these motifs, two cranes are carved under a pine tree, s ignifying the wish 
songhe yannian 松 鶴 長 春 [ m a y you have long lasting youth as pine and crane]. The 
tuofeng 駆峰 o n the left structural frame is depicted with an unicom in landscape with a 
scroll floating in the sky, suggesting lintu yushu 麟吐玉書 [ u n i c o m dedicating books of 
jade]. (Fig. 182c) Next to the unicorn is a phoenix depicted under a peony blossoms among 
leaves. Together with the unicom, they constitute a sanwangtu 三王 _ [diagram of three 
kings]. 
More wooden brackets are found on the structural frames. Under the second beams of 
both sides are rectangular shaped pieces carved with f lowers and scrolling foliage. (Fig. 181a 
and Fig. 182a) On the the lowest beam of the right structural frame, the bracket is depicted 
with a sinuous bogu lung 十專古龍 enclosing detached branches o f peaches symbolizing 
longevity, pomegranates symboliz ing numerous progeny, as well as a pendent inscribed with 
a character shou 壽 [ l o n g e v i t y ] . On the left structural frame, the bracket is carved with 
foshouguo 佛手果， s y m b o l o f fu 福 [ b l e s s i n g ] and mandarins suggesting ji 吉 
[auspiciousness]. 
Under the lowest beams, the changgong 樓棋 [ d i a g o n a l strut] are depicted with 
melons among leaves expressing the wish guadie mianmian 瓜赎綿綿 [ l a r g e and small 
melons are incessantly yielded], and meander of scrolled foliage. (Fig. 183) 
M 
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Fig, 180a-b. Structure frames supporting the roof of main hall. 
M m 
Fig. 181a-c. Carvings on the tuofeng 耽峰 located on the right structural 
frame in main hall. 
I . 
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Fig, 182a-c. Carvings on the tuofeng 耽峰 located on the left structural 
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Fig. 183. Carvings on the changgong 樓棋 under the lowest beams of the 
structural frames in the main hall. 
Spanning the eave columns of the structural frames is a fang 彷 [ l i n t e l ] carved with 
motifs on its under side. (Fig. 184a-e) The middle is depicted with a meander of undulating 
vines bearing curly foliate, melons and flowers, s ignifying wandai 萬代 [ t e n thousand 
generations]. On the right side, a detached branch bearing a pair o f melons among leaves is 
carved, suggest ing guadie mianmian 瓜赠綿綿 [ l a r g e and small melons are incessantly 
yielded]. And, a detached branch bearing two foshouguo 佛手果 that are emblems of fu 福 
[good fortune and blessings] is depicted on the left side o f the fang 彷 . 
, A huazhao 花罩 [ d e c o r a t i v e surround] decorated with bogu pattern is found in the 
middle bay at the back o f the main hall. (Fig. 185a-e) It is carved with peony blossoms 
flanked by begonia f lowers among curly leaves at the middle, expressing the wish mantang 
fugui 滿 堂 富 貴 [ m a y your hall filled with wealth and honour]. A m o n g the bugo, a few 
decorative wooden pieces are found. Detached branches bearing pairs o f peaches, 
pomegranates, and melons, as well as a coin are depicted, symbol iz ing longevity, numerous 
progeny, guadie mianmian 瓜赠綿綿 [ l a r g e and small melons are incessantly yielded], and 
wealth respectively. 
K X A E I ^ E J E J E J B 
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Fig. 184a-e. Carvings on the underside of the fang 彷 [ l in te l ] spanning the 
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Fig. 185a-e. Carvings on the huazhao 花罩 located at the middle bay in the 
mian hall. 
Location Motifs Symbolic meaning 
Entrance hall 
eave board characters fugui jixiang 富 [may you be wealthy, have auspiciousness and 
责吉祥 on scroll blessing], and literary knowledge 
, peony and hibiscus ronghua fugui 榮華富责 [ m a y you be honoured, 
glorified and wealthy] 
butterflies longevity 
two confronting magpies xi xiangfeng 喜相逢 [happiness reunion] 
Hen ji 吉[auspiciousness] 
Two kuilung 麥龍 ultimate goodness and perfection 
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A peach and a pendent Longevity, longevity 
with character shou # 
two badgers huan 歡 [ j o y ] 
Large and small melons guadie mianmian 瓜赋綿綿 [ l arge and small 
melons are incessantly yielded] 
Lotus flowers, pod and erlu lianke 一 路連科 [ m a y you pass every 
leaves, and a heron imperial examinations continuously] 
Vase, coin pingan 平安 [peace] , wealth 
two pomegranates liukai baizi 棺開百子[pomegranate opens with 
hundred seeds] 
China rose with a Chinese changchun baitou 長春白頭 [ m a y you be vital 
bulbul when hair turn grey] 
aoyu 繁魚[dragon fish] duzhan aotou 獨佔繁頭 [monopol ize the head of 
an ao\ 
tuofeng Two kuilung ultimate goodness and perfection 
pairs of melons among guadie mianmian 瓜脑綿綿 [ l arge and small 
leaves melons are incessantly yielded] 
fang 彷 [ l inte l ] meander of scrolled wandai 萬代 [ t e n thousand generations] 
foliage 
Eave board, rear meander of scrolled wandai 萬代 [ t e n thousand generations] 
eave foliage 
mandarins ji 吉[auspiciousness] 
kuilung ^ t i ultimate goodness and perfection 
Main hail 
Eave board qing 替,mandarins, and jicjing 吉慶 [ j o y o u s occasion]’_// 吉 
peaches [auspiciousness], longevity 
butterflies longevity 
kuilung 藥龍 and kuifeng longfeng chengxiang 龍風呈祥 [dragon and 
变風，melons phoenix announce the blessings], guadie mianmian 
瓜赋綿綿 [ l arge and small melons are incessantly 
yielded] 
China rose lasting youth 
A bat, a pair of coins, and fushou shuangquan 福壽雙全 [ m a y you have 
a blessing and longevity completely] 
scrolls literary knowledge 
tuofeng 耽峰 pomegranates liukai baizi 棺開百子[pomegranate opens with 
hundred seeds] 
A pair of melons guadie mianmian 瓜膽綿綿 [ l a r g e and small 
melons are incessantly yielded] 
ruyi 如意 head May everything go as one wished 
two confronting lion台 and shishi ruyi 事事如意 [ m a y everything go as you 
a ruyi 如意 wish] 
an eagle on a rock in water yingxiong duli 英雄獨立 [ h e r o standing alone] 
wave 
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two cranes under a pine songhe yannian 松鶴長春 [ m a y you have long 
tree lasting youth as pine and crane] 
Unicorn and a scroll lintu yushu 麟吐玉書 [unicorn dedicating books 
ofjade] 
A phoenix, peony and sanwangtu 三王園[diagram of three kings] 
unicorn 
wooden brackets Flowers and scrolling 
foliage 
bogu lung 博古龍 ultimate goodness and perfection 
Pair of peaches, Longevity, numerous progeny, longevity 
pomegranates, pendent 
with character shou # 
foshouguo 佛手果，and fu 福 [bless ing] J / 吉[auspiciousness] 
mandarins 
changgong 樓拱 Melons guadie mianmian 瓜膽綿綿 [ l a r g e and small 
[diagonal strut] melons are incessantly yielded] 
scrolled foliage 
fang 彷 [ l inte l ] vines of melons and curly wandai 萬代 [ t e n thousand generations] 
foliage 
_  A pair of melons guadie mianmian 瓜 綿,绵[large and small 
melons are incessantly yielded] 
Two foshouguo 佛手果 fu 福 [ g o o d fortune and blessings] 
huazhao 花 罩 bogu 
[decorative Peony and begonia mantang fugui 滿堂富责 [ m a y your hall filled 
surround] . , , , , , , 
with wealth and honour] 
Pairs of peaches longevity 
Pairs of pomegranates numerous progeny 
‘ Pairs of melons guadie mianmian 瓜 考卑,[large and small 
melons are incessantly yielded] 
Coin Wealth 
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4.6 Sin Sui Study Hall 善述書室，Lung Yeuk Tau 龍 躍 頭 
Sin Sui Study Hall, located adjacent to rows of houses in San Uk Tsuen 新屋村 among the 
farm land at Lung Yeuk Tau, was built in the twentieth year of Taoguang 道光（1840) in 
honor of Tang Wan Kai 部雲階，the 19''' generation of Tang clan. Other than its educational 
purposes, the hall also functions as a branch linage ancestral hall as there is an altar located 
in the middle bay o f the main hall. Although the structural frames supporting the roof in the 
main hall have been modified into concrete structure, other parts of the building that were 
adorned with delicate wood carvings are still well preserved. 
^ p i u i i s i u i s s ^ m B g ^ ^ g p . — u M k i S H 
h 
Fig. 186. Front elevation of Sin Sui Study Hall 善逃書室，Lung Yeuk Tau 龍 
雄頒. 
The building is a liangjin 二 進 structure comprising of an entrance hall, a courtyard 
with roofed corridors, and a main hall. It has a three jicm interior. The main entrance is 
recessed from the front wall in the middle bay where an eave board is found under the roof 
tiles. T w o carved changgong 樓拱 [ d i a g o n a l strut] is found located at the two ends of the 
eave board. There is a ceremonial screen door with a lattice screen atop, confronting the 
main door inside the entrance hall. In the side bays, two-storeyed chambers built by brick 
walls are found. The lattice window openings on the upper floor are carved in openwork and 
low relief. 
The roof o f the entrance hall is formed by purlins supported by brick walls and 
structural frames. The ridge purlin sits on a tuofeng 乾峰，and the third purlin is supported 
by a guazhu 瓜柱 .B e l o w them is a large decorated bogu frame that also supports other 
purlins. The bogu frame sits on a beam atop a carved erfang 額彷.Carved daqian 莉牽 are 
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located between the purlins. Besides, another carved eave board is found at the rear eave of 
the entrance hall. 
Humpbacked roof corridors at the two sides o f the courtyards connect the entrance 
hall to the main hall. The roofs o f the corridors are supported by carved guazhu 瓜柱 and 
tuofeng 跪峰 sitting on beams. 
Beyond the courtyard is the main hall. A carved eave board is found located at the 
eave end. Partition walls create three bays at the back. The middle bay wherein an altar is 
located is framed by a luodizhao 落地罩 [ f u l l height decorative surrounds] below a hanged 
lattice panel. The roof o f the main hall is formed by purlins that used to be supported by 
timber structural frames. A few wooden elements can still be found attached to the concrete 
structure. They are two carved tuofeng 蛇岭 and wooden brackets atop a fang 彷 with two 
changgong 撐拱，spanning the intermediate columns. In addition, there are two carved 
changgong 撐拱 found located near the decorative surrounds in the middle bay. 
_ 嘱 『 ： 
Fig. 187, A ceremonial screen door with lattice screen atop, located in the 
middle of two Decorated bogu frames in the entrance hall. 
I F L I M B M I M I W 
Fig. 188. An eave board, tuofeng 耽峰，wooden brackets, and a fang 彷 
confronting to the courtyard are found in the main hall. 
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Fig. 189. An altar is found located at the middle bay of the main hall, which is 
framed by a luodizhao 落地翠 below a hanged lattice panel. 
4.6.1 Wood carvings in the study hall 
• In the entrance hall: eave boards, changgong 樓棋，lattice screen, tuofeng 峰，guazhu 
瓜柱，decorated bogu frame, erfang 額彷,d a q i a n 牽，and lattice window opening. 
• In the courtyard: tuofeng 駆 峰 ， 瓜 柱 . 
_ In the main hall: eave board, luodizhao 落地罩，hanged lattice panel, tuofeng IS峰， 
fang and changgong 擦拱. 
Entrance hall 
. At the middle bay o f the entrance hall, a carved eave board is found under the roof tile. (Fig. 
190a-f) Its border is depicted with meanders bearing peony b lossoms among other f lowers 
and scrolled fol iage issued from vines suggesting/wgw/ wandai 富貴萬代 [ m a y your wealth 
last for ten thousand o f generations]. Be low these motifs is depicted with a continuous band 
of guaizilung 拐子龍 [ t u r n i n g dragon] that symbolizes ultimate goodness and perfection. 
The middle o f the eave board is carved with two bats among cloud scrolls, signifying/i^yim 
福運 [ b l e s s e d fortune]. On the right o f the central m o t i f China rose blossoms, the 
emblem of lasting youth, are carved among leafy branches. Perching on one o f the branches 
are two confronting paradise flycatchers that symbolize longevity. Close to a China rose 
I blossom, two cicadas suggesting the self-contained and uncorrupted character o f a gentleman 
are depicted. Thriving boughs bearing blossoms of plum are depicted on the left of the 
“ 
186 The central motif is obstructed by a lighting fixture. The major motif in the middle cannot be identified.. 
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central motif. They are accompanied by two magpies, expressing the wish xishang meishao 
喜上眉梢 [ m a y your happiness reach the eyebrows]. Beside the plum, chrysanthemum 
blossoms issued from leafy branches are carved together with a grasshopper, signifying 
guanju yipin 官居一品 [ m a y you be the highest ranking official].187 On the right beyond 
the China roses, two foshouguo 佛手果 that represent fu 福 [ g o o d fortune and blessings] 
are carved among leaves, accompanied by two confronting magpies connoting xi xiangf'eng 
喜相逢 [ h a p p i n e s s reunion]. On the left, vines issuing melons and curly leaves are depicted, 
which suggest guadie mianmian 瓜 赎 綿 綿 [ l a r g e and small melons are incessantly 
yielded]. Adjacent to them are again two magpies suggesting xi xiangfeng 喜 相 逢 
[happiness reunion]. Close to either ends, an unrecognizable quadruped is carved in front of 
a bunch of f lowers among scrolled foliage. At the leftmost and rightmost ends of the eave 
board, two kuilung are found, one on each side. 
Be low the eave board, there is a pair o f changgong 樓拱 located at the two ends. 
(Fig. 191a-b) They are carved with guaizilung 拐子龍 [ t u r n i n g dragon] that holding some 
other motifs. In the middle, detached flowering branches o f China rose and peony are carved, 
which are the emblems o f lasting youth, as well as wealth and distinction accordingly. Below 
them are vases that connote pingan 平安 [ p e a c e ] holding blossoms o f lotus and some other 
kinds o f flowers.丨 88 
I 
187 Nozaki Nobuchika 野崎誠近，op. cit., pp. 297-299. 
188 Some floral motifs are deteriorated due to weathering, thus the reading of their symbolic meaning can only be 
limited to the "vase". It is possible that four of four seasons are depicted with vase, symbolizing siji pingan 四 
季平安[may you be peaceful during the four seasons]. . 
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Fig. 190a-f. Carvings on the eave board atop the entrance of Sin Sui Study 
Hall善述書室. 
_ 
Fig. 191a-b. Carvings on the changgong 樓拼 at the two ends of the eave 
board atop the entrance. 
A ceremonial screen door with a lattice screen atop is found in the middle of the 
entrance hall. (Fig. 192) The lattice screen is carved with a character shou # [longevity] in 
openwork surrounded by f ive bats in a roundel, connoting wufu pengshou 五福捧壽 [ f i v e 
bats hold the longevity]. 
Near the ceremonial screen door, two richly decorated structural frames are found 
located at the two sides. (Fig. 193) The tuofeng 蛇峰 that supports the ridge purlin is carved 
with a peony blossom symbolizing wealth and distinction, among scrolled foliage and some 
！ other scrolls. (Fig. 194) Be low the third purlin is a guazhu 瓜柱 that is carved into the 
shape of a vase, emblem of pingan 平安 [ p e a c e ] . (Fig. 195) On its shoulder, a jiaotu 椒圖 
189 Nozaki Nobuchika 野崎誠近，op. cit., pp. 57-60. . 
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丨90 that protects the house is depicted in low relief. Besides, the vase is flanked by two 
confronting kuilung symbolizing ultimate goodness and perfection. The decorated 
bogu frame below is also depicted with guaizilung 拐子龍 [ t u r n i n g dragon] that enclose 
groups o f motifs. Be low the ridge tuofeng 乾峰，melons among leaves and vines are 
depicted, which suggest guadie mianmian 瓜 膽 綿 綿 [ l a r g e and small melons are 
incessantly yielded]. (Fig. 196a-d) Near to them, a large magnolia blossom that symbolizes 
yushu linfeng 玉 樹 臨 風 [ a jade tree facing the wind] is carved. Beside the magnolia two 
guaizilung 拐子龍 are carved. Another two groups of motifs are carved below the guazhu 
瓜柱 .A phoenix, symbol of goodness, beauty, justice and peace, is depicted perching on a 
shoushi 壽石 [ a g e d rock], symbol of longevity, under a Chinese parasol tree. Moreover, the 
phoenix is holding a pile of ribboned books, symbol of literary knowledge, in its mouth. The 
other group of motifs is carved with a bogu holding two pomegranates, the emblems of 
numerous progeny. And, a pile o f books is also depicted on the bogu, together with a melon 
that symbol izes numerous progeny. Other than these motifs, a series o f daqian 飼牽 are 
found between the purlins, which are carved with guaizilung 拐子龍• 
Under the beam supporting the decorated bogu frame is an erfang 額彷. (F ig . 197a-g) 
It is carved with kuilung 费龍 around the border at all sides, enclos ing clusters of motifs. A 
pair o f melons are depicted among curly leaves issued from undulating vines, suggesting 
guadie mianmian 瓜赠綿綿 [ l a r g e and small melons are incessantly yielded]. Moreover, a 
lotus blossom amidst broad leaves is depicted near to the melons, which symbolizes conjugal 
harmony. Beside the lotus is a peony blossom depicted among begonia f lowers and stretched 
foliage, suggesting mantang fugui 滿堂富责 [ m a y your hall filled with wealth and honour]. 
Furthermore, there are vines bearing f lowers and leaves depicted on the other side. At the 
two sides o f the erfang 額彷，flying bats among cloud scrolls are carved, which express the 
wish for fuyun 福運 [ b l e s s e d fortune]. 
190 jiaoto 椒圖 is the 9山，the youngest, son of dragon, which is usually used on door leaf as an iconography 
protecting the house. . 
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Fig. 192. Carvings on the lattice screen atop the ceremonial screen door in 
the entrance hall. 
Fig. 193. Decorated bogu frames in the entrance hall. 
Fig. 194. Carvings on the ridge tuofeng 耽峰 in the entrance hall. 
“ 
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Fig. 195. Carvings on the guazhu 瓜柱 in the entrance hall. 
_ 
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Fig. 196a-d. Carvings on the structural frames located in the entrance hall. 
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Fig. 197a-g. Carvings on the erfang 額彷 located under the decorated bogu 
frame in the entrance hall. 
At the side bays of the entrance hall, the lattice window openings on the upper floor 
are all decorated with wood carvings. The upper panel of each leaf is depicted with vines 
bearing flowers and leaves in low relief. At the centre of the middle panel, two melons 
issued from flowering and leafy vines are carved on top of a plate, connoting guadie 
mianmian 瓜腿綿綿 [ l a r g e and small melons are incessantly yielded]. (Fig. 198) The lower 
panels are depicted with either two kinds of floral motifs. (Fig. 199a-b) Some of them are 
carved with a large magnolia blossom amidst smaller blossoms at various stage of maturity 
bom on leafless branches, signifying yushu linfeng 玉樹臨風 [ a jade tree facing the wind]. 
Other lower panels are depicted with a lotus flower issued from slender stem with broad 
leaves that accompanied with a pomegranate, symbolizing conjugal harmony as well as 
numerous progeny. 
Fig. 198. Carvings on the middle panels of the lattice window openings on 
upper floor at the side bays of entrance hall. 
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Fig. 199a-b. Carvings on the lower panels of the lattice window openings on 
upper floor at the side bays of entrance hall. 
Under the roof tiles at the rear eaves section, another carved eave board is found 
located. (Fig. 200a-f ) In the middle o f the eave board, an aoyu 繁魚 [ d r a g o n fish] that 
symbolizes duzhan aotou 獨佔繁頭 [ m o n o p o l i z e the head of an ao] is carved. It holds a 
piece o f string that passes through a few coins and is grasped by two bats, suggesting fuzai 
yanqian 福在目艮前 [May good blessing be in front o f your eyes] . A spider is depicted next 
to a bat, which connotes xi 喜 [ h a p p i n e s s ] . F l a n k i n g the central motifs, a large magnolia 
blossom born on budding branches is depicted on the right, symbol iz ing yushu linfeng 玉核f 
臨 風 [ a jade tree facing the wind]. Close to them is a large China rose flower carved with a 
Chinese bulbul perching on its budding branch, suggesting changchun baitou 長春白頭 
[may you be vital when hair turn grey]. On the left o f the central motifs, a foshouguo 佛手 
果 that s ignif ies fu 福 [ g o o d fortune and blessings] is carved next to a peony blossoms 
issued from leafy and budding branches amidst f lying butterflies, suggest ing guose tianxiang 
國色天香 [ r e i g n i n g beauty and celestial fragrance]. Beyond these f lowers are bogu carved 
with some motifs. There is a detached branch of pomegranate, emblem of numerous 
progeny, depicted on the bogu at the right side. Close to the pomegranate is a vase carved 
beside a ruyi, which connotes pingan ruyi 平安如意 [ m a y you be peaceful as you wished]. 
The vase, is depicted with some scrolls that symbolize literary knowledge. Another symbol o f 
literary knowledge, a pile o f books, is also depicted, with two magpies atop connoting 
191 Nozaki Nobuchika 野崎誠近，op. c"., pp.丨54-155. . 
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shuangxi 雙喜 [ d o u b l e happiness]. On top of the left bogu, a melon that signifies numerous 
progeny is carved. Beside them is a vase that symbolizes pingan 平安 [ p e a c e ] , holding 
some f lower sprays, next to a medallion inscribed with a character shou 壽 [ l ongev i ty ] . 
Other than these motifs, a butterfly is depicted with two rabbits atop, which are all symbols 
of longevity. Next to them are two melons carved on a plate signifying numerous progeny. 
Some scrolls, symbol of literary knowledge, are also carved in a pot. Further towards the two 
sides, melons issued from interlaced vines bearing leafy and flowers are carved on the right 
of the eave board, connoting guadie mianmian 瓜腾綿綿 [ l a r g e and small melons are 
incessantly yielded]. Similarly, clusters of grapes are depicted among flowering and leafy 
vines accompanied with two squirrels near the left end, suggesting zisun wandai 子孫萬代 
[may you have ten thousand generations of progenies]. Moreover, the two ends of the eave 
board in the middle bay section is carved with a kuilung 麥龍 that symbolize ultimate 
goodness and perfection. 
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Fig. 200a-f. Carvings on the eave board located at the rear eave of the 
entrance hall. 
Courtyard 
Two humpbacked roof corridors are found located at the two sides of the courtyard. On the 
structural frames supporting the roof, guazhu 瓜柱 that are shaped into a vase, emblem of 
pingan 平安 [ p e a c e ] , are found located. (Fig. 201) And, there are tuofeng 乾峰 carved 
with guaizilung 拐子龍 that symbolize ultimate goodness and perfection. 
Fig. 201. Carvings on guazhu 瓜柱 and tuofeng 耽峰 located at the 
humpbacked roof corridors in the courtyard. 
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Main hall 
Similar to the entrance hall, the wooden elements in the main hall are richly ornamented with 
carvings. The eave board of the main hall is carved with a broad lotus leave in the middle, 
amidst peony blossom, and two pomegranates that suggest liukai baizi 棺 開 百 子 
[pomegranate opens with hundred seeds]. (Fig. 202a-g) To the right, a paradise flycatcher 
perching on the f lowering branch of peony is depicted, expressing the wish changming fugui 
長命富责 [ m a y you have wealth and longevity]. Branch bearing two pomegranates and a 
China rose blossom among leaves is carved on the left, accompanied with a paradise 
flycatcher. They are the emblems of numerous progeny, lasting youth and longevity 
respectively. Flanking the central motifs are two kuilung 夔龍 carved with some other 
motifs. T w o bats connoting shuangfu 雙福 [ d o u b l e blessings] and a ribboned pendent 
inscribed with a character shou # [longevity] are depicted adjacent to the kuilung 夔龍 on 
the right. Besides, the eave board is also carved with a China rose blossom and a mandarin 
on a plate, which signify lasting youth as well as ji 吉 [ a u s p i c i o u s n e s s ] . Moreover, a 
magpie and a butterfly that signify xi 喜 [ h a p p i n e s s ] and longevity are also found. Beside 
the kuilung 藥龍 at the left side is carved with a pile o f books that symbolizes literary 
knowledge, atop two f lying butterflies connoting longevity. And, close to the books are four 
mandarins, symbol o f ji 吉 [ a u s p i c i o u s n e s s ] , depicted with a butterfly. Adjacent to them, 
two magpies that suggest xi xiangfeng 喜相逢 [ h a p p i n e s s reunion] are carved. The last 
groups o f motifs in the middle bay are the scrolls, symbols o f literary knowledge, depicted 
with f lowering branches growing from them. On the right, chrysanthemum blossoms issued 
on leafy branches are carved with butterflies in flight, both are symbols o f longevity. 
Similarly, hibiscus b lossoms and butterflies are depicted on the left side, symboliz ing rich 
and fame, as well as longevity again. Beyond these motifs, the eave board is carved with 
melons issued from leafy and f lowering vines at the two right side bays, symbolizing 
numerous progeny and wandai 萬代 [ t e n thousand generations]. To the rightmost of the 
eave board, there are peony blossoms carved on leafy branches growing from a shoushi # 
石 [ a g e d rock], together with a paradise flycatcher, symbol iz ing changming fugui 長命富貴 
[may you have wealth and longevity]. Bunchs o f f lowers and leaves growing from a shoushi 
壽石 [ a g e d rock], symbol o f longevity, are carved at the left side bay. Adjacent to these 
motifs are f lowering branches o f plum carved with leafy bamboo branches amidst two 
magpies in flight, connoting zhumei shuangxi 竹梅雙喜 [ d o u b l e happiness o f bamboo and 
plum]. There should be more motifs carved at the eave board. However, they are too close to 
the gable walls, and cound not be documented. 
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Fig. 202a-g. Carvings on the eave board at the main hall. 
Spanning the intermediate columns in the main hall, several pieces of carved timber 
elements on a structural frame are found located, presenting a number of motifs facing 
towards the courtyard. The two tuofeng 乾峰 in the middle are carved with scenes from 
different novels or play. They are peopled with the generals and side characters in dramatic 
dressing. (Fig. 203, Fig. 204) At the two sides, richly carved wooden brackets are also found. 
The one on the left is carved with a scene entitled Jinshami 金山寺 [ J i n Shan Monastery] 
from Baishe zhuan 白蛇傳 [ S t o r y o f White Snake]. (Fig. 205) And, f ive figurines with 
dramatic dressing and make-up are also depicted on the tuofeng 轮峰 at the right. (Fig. 206) 
All these tuofeng 乾峰 and wooden brackets sit on a fang 彷 [ l i n t e l ] that is also 
deeply carved with composites o f motifs. (Fig. 207a-e) In the middle, it is carved with the 
24"' scene, Weishui Wenwang pin Ziya 渭水文王聘子牙 [ K i n g Wen from Weishui appoints 
Ziya], from Fengshen yanyi 封神演義 [ T h e Romance o f the Enfeoffment as Deities], in 
which King Wen 文王 asked Jiang Ziya 姜子牙 to be his adviser and strategist. In a way, 
this scene sugges that an intelligent ruler who spares no effort to find good advisers, 
disregarding their social class. To the left o f the central motifs, Ma Gu 麻姑 is depicted 
next to a deer, connoting Magu xian shou 麻 姑 獻 壽 [ M a Gu presents offering for birthday]. 
At the rightmost part o f the fang 彷，a magpie is carved perching on a branch issuing 
clusters o f plum blossoms, expressing the wish xishang meishao 喜 上 眉 梢 [ m a y your 
happiness reach the eyebrows]. Magnolia blossoms born on undulating branches are depicted 
with two paradise flycatchers, suggesting bide qishou 必 得 其 壽 [ y o u must have the 
longevity]. The under side o f the fang 彷 is also carved in high relief. (Fig. 208a-f ) A large 
peony blossom is carved in the middle, flanked by a meander o f floral and foliate begonia 
symbol iz ing mantang fugui 滿堂富责 [ m a y your hall filled with wealth and honour]. To 
their right, a detached branch bearing melons among leaves is depicted with a butterfly, 
suggesting guadie mianmian 瓜赋,綿綿 [ l a r g e and small melons are incessantly yielded]. 
Moreover, several mandarins, emblems of ji 吉 [ a u s p i c i o u s n e s s ] , born on leafy branches 
are carved next to a butterfly that signifies longevity. 
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There are t w o changgong 樓拱 located underneath the t w o ends o f the fang 彷 . T h e y 
are both carved wi th fol iate scrolls . 
Fig. 203. Carvings on the tuofeng 耽峰 sitting on the/a"g 彷 (middle right) 
in the main hall. 
Fig. 204. Carvings on the tuofeng 耽峰 sitting on a 彷 ( m i d d l e left) in 
the main hall. 
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Fig. 205. Carvings on the tuofeng 耽峰 sitting on a fang 彷 ( l e f tmost ) in the 
main hall, (left) 
Fig. 206, Carvings on the tuofeng 耽峰 sitting on a fang 彷 (r ightmost) in 
the main hall, (right) 
I H I ^ H 
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Fig. 207a-e. Carvings on the fang 彷 spanning the intermediate columns in 
the main hall. 
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Fig. 208a-f. Carvings on the underside of the fang 彷. 
The middle bay at the back of the main hall is framed with a luodizhao 落地罩 [ f u l l 
height decorative surround] with a hanged lattice panel atop. The central piece o f the 
luodizhao 落地罩 is carved with a scene in a hall in which Fu xing 福星，Lu xing 禄星 
and Shou xing 壽星 representing good fortune, emoluments and longevity are gathered. 
(Fig. 209) The rest o f the luodizhao 落地罩 is carved with a bogu that is further decorated 
with motifs distributed around. Flanking the central motifs are detached branches of melons, 
emblems o f numerous progeny, and flowers among scrolled foliage. (Fig. 210a-b) Moreover, 
detached branches o f peach and kuilung 藥龍，are depicted near the comers, symbolizing 
longevity as well as ultimate goodness and perfection. Be low these motifs are triangular 
pieces carved with peony blossoms among interlaced scrolled foliage, expressing the wish 
fugui wandai 富 贵 萬 代 [ m a y your wealth last for ten thousand of generations]. And, 
additional peony blossoms among leaves are depicted at the comers, which represent wealth 
and distinction. In the vertical portion o f the luodizhao 落地罩， b a x i a n y乂仙 [ E i g h t 
Immortals] amidst cloud scrolls are depicted. (Fig. 21 la-h) Han Zhongli 鍾漢離，C a o 
Guojiu 曹國舅，Lan Caihe 藍采和，and Lu Dongbin 呂洞賓 are carved on right side from 
top to bottom in sequence. Similarly, Zhang Guolao 張果老，H a n Xiangzi 韓湘子，Li 
Tieguai 李鐡拐，and He Xiangu 何仙姑 are depicted on the left. They connote baxian 
qingshou 仙慶壽 [ E i g h t Immortals celebrate birthday]. Moreover, there are mandarins 
that symbol ize ji 吉 [ a u s p i c i o u s n e s s ] carved underneath. 
A b o v e the luodizhao 落地罩 is a hanged lattice panel that carved with linked 
characters wan Ft [swastika], known as wanzi jin 萬字錦 [ e m b r o i d e r e d work of wan] 
suggesting lasting continuity. (Fig. 212) There are two changgong 撐棋 found attached on 
the partition walls in the middle bay. They are carved with Liu Hai 劉海 who is holding a 
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String of coins beside a golden toad at the other end, connoting Liu Hai saqian 劉海观錢 
[Lui Hai showers m o n e y ] . ( F i g . 213) These motifs are depicted against a ground of cloud 
scrolls that symbolize good omens. 
i s M i i 
Fig. 209. Carvings on the central piece of luodizhao 落地翠 in main hall. 
mm 4KJUB 
Fig. 210a-b. Carvings flanking the central piece of the luodizhao 落地罩 in 
“ main hall. 
192 Nozaki Nobuchika 野崎誠近，op. cit., pp. 593-595. . 
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Fig. 211a-h. Baxian / d山 [ E i g h t Immortals) carved on the luodizhao 落地罩 
in the main hall. 
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Fig. 212. Hanged lattice panel atop the luodizhao 落地覃 located in the 
middle bay at main hall. 
響 
Fig. 213. Carvings on the two changgong ^^ located near the altar in the 
main hall. 
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Location Motifs Symbolic meaning 
Entrance hall 
eave board, front Peony and vines fugui wandai 富貴萬代 [ m a y your wealth last for 
eave ten thousand of generations] 
guaizilung 拐子龍 ultimate goodness and perfection 
[turning dragon] 
Two bats with cloud fuyun 福運 [b l e s sed fortune] 
scrolls 
China rose, and two Lasting youth, and longevity 
paradise flycatchers 
magpies with plum xishang meishao 喜上眉稍 [ m a y your happiness 
blossoms reach the eyebrows] 
Chrysanthemum and guanju yipin 官居一品 [ m a y you be the highest 
grasshopper ranking official] 
Two foshouguo 佛手果， fu 福[good fortune and blessings], and xi 
and two magpies xiangfeng 喜相逢 [happ ines s reunion] 
Melons, and two magpies guadie mianmian 瓜赠綿綿 [ l a r g e and small 
melons are incessantly yielded], and xi xiangfeng 
- 喜相逢 [happ iness reunion] 
(unrecognizable 
quadruped), flowers and 
scrolled foliage 
kuilung 變龍 ultimate goodness and perfection 
changgong ^ ^ guaizilung ultimate goodness and perfection 
[turning dragon] 
China rose, and peony lasting youth, wealth and distinction 
Peony, lotus, and some pingan 平安 [ p e a c e ] 
other flowers in a vase 
lattice screen Five bats and character wufu pengshou 五福捧壽 [ f i v e bats hold the 
shou # longevity] 
tuofeng IS 峰 peony blossom with wealth and distinction 
scrolled foliage 
guazhu 瓜才主 vase pingan 平安 [ p e a c e ] 
jiaotu 椒圖 Protecting the house 
Two confronting kuilung ultimate goodness and perfection 
费龍 
decorated bogu • guaizilung 拐子龍 ultimate goodness and perfection 
什ame [turning dragon] 
melons guadie mianmian 瓜膽綿綿 [ l a r g e and small 
melons are incessantly yielded] 
magnolia “ Yushu linfeng 玉樹臨風 [ a jade tree facing the 
wind] 
Two guaizilung 拐子龍 ultimate goodness and perfection 
[turning dragon] . 
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Phoenix and shoushi # 石 goodness, beauty, justice and peace, and longevity 
[aged rock] 
Chinese parasol tree 
ribboned books literary knowledge 
Bogu 
two pomegranates numerous progeny 
Books, and a melon literary knowledge, numerous progeny 
Flower and foliage 
daqian 牽 guaizilung 拐子龍 ultimate goodness and perfection 
[turning dragon] 
erfang ^ ^ kuilung 费龍 ultimate goodness and perfection 
A pair of melons guadie mianmian 瓜赠綿綿 [ l arge and small 
melons are incessantly yielded] 
Lotus conjugal harmony 
Peony, begonia, and mantang fugui 滿堂富责 [ m a y your hall filled 
foliage with wealth and honour] 
vines bearing flowers and 
leaves 
- Bats with cloud scrolls fuyun 福運 [b lessed fortune] 
upper panels, vines bearing flowers and 
lattice window leaves 
middle panels, melons guadie mianmian 瓜聰綿綿 [ l a r g e and small 
lattice window melons are incessantly yielded] 
lower panels, magnolia yushu linfeng 玉樹臨風 [ a jade tree facing the 
lattice window wind] 
Lotus, broad leaves, and a conjugal harmony, and numerous progeny 
pomegranate 
Eave board, back An aoyu 繁魚[dragon duzhan aotou 獨佔繁頭 [monopol ize the head of 
eave fish] an ao] 
Two bats and coins fuzaiyanqian 福在目艮前[May good blessing be 
in front of your eyes] 
spider xi 喜 [happiness� 
Magnolia, China rose, and yushu linfeng 玉樹臨風 [ a jade tree facing the 
a Chinese bulbul wind]，changchun baitou 長春白頭 [ m a y you be 
vital when hair turn grey] 
foshouguo 佛手果，peony fu 福 [ g o o d fortune and blessings], guose 
and butterflies tianxiang 國色天香 [re igning beauty and 
celestial fragrance] 
bogu 
Pomegranate Numerous progeny 
Vase, ruyi, and sctoll pingan ruyi 平安如意 [ m a y you be peaceful as 
you wished], and literary knowledge 
Books, two magpies literary knowledge, shuangxi 雙喜 [double 
happiness] 
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melon Numerous progeny 
Vase, flowers pingan 平安 [peace ] 
character shou # [longevity] 
A butterfly and two rabbits longevity 
Two melons Numerous progeny 
Melons and vines guadie mianmian 瓜脑綿綿 [ l arge and small 
melons are incessantly yielded] 
squirrels and grapes zisun wandai 子孫萬代 [ m a y you have ten 
thousand generations of progenies] 
kuilung 麥龍 ultimate goodness and perfection 
Courtyard 
guazhu 瓜才主， vase pingan 平安 [ p e a c e ] 
corridors 
tuofeng IS峰， guaizilung 拐子龍 ultimate goodness and perfection 
corridors [turning dragon] 
Main hall 
eave board broad lotus leave Harmony 
two pomegranates liukai baizi 棺開百子[pomegranate opens with 
"“ hundred seeds] 
Peony and a paradise changming fugui 長命富责 [ m a y you have 
flycatcher wealth and longevity] 
two pomegranates, a numerous progeny, lasting youth and longevity 
China rose, and a paradise 
flycatcher 
Two kuilung 變龍 ultimate goodness and perfection 
two bats, character shou shuangfu 雙福 [double blessings], [longevity] 
# 
A China rose blossom and Lasting youth and ji 吉[auspiciousness] 
a mandarin 
Magpie and a butterfly xi 喜[happiness], and longevity 
Books, and two butterflies literary knowledge, and longevity 
Two magpies xi xiangfeng 喜相逢 [happiness reunion] 
Scroll, chrysanthemum, literary knowledge, long life and of duration, 
and butterflies longevity 
Scroll, hibiscus, butterflies literary knowledge, rich and fame, and longevity 
Melons and vines numerous progeny, and wandai 萬代 [ t e n 
• thousand generations] 
Peony, shoushi # 石 changming fugui 長命富责 [ m a y you have 
[aged rock], paradise wealth and longevity] 
flycatcher 
Flowers, leaves, shoushi longevity 
壽石 [ a g e d rock] 
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two magpies, bamboo and zhumei shuangxi 竹梅雙喜 [ d o u b l e happiness of 
plum-tree bamboo and plum] 
tuofeng 峰 (scene from novels or 
plays) 
Wooden bracket Jimhansi 金山寺 [ J i n love affairs 
Shan Monastery], Baishe 
zhuan 白蛇傳 [S to ry of 
White Snake] 
(scene from novels or 
plays) 
fang 彷 Weishui Wenwangpin an intelligent ruler who spares no effort to find 
Ziya 渭水文王聘子牙 good advisers, disregarding their social class 
[King Wen from Weishui 
appoints Ziya], Fengshen 
yanyi封神演義[The 
Romance of the 
Enfeoffment as Deities] 
Ma Gu 麻姑，a deer, and Magu xianshou 麻姑 壽 [ M a Gu presents 
lingzhi 靈芝 [ f u n g u s of offering tor birthday] 
immortality] 
(unidentified figurine) 
- magpie with plum xishang meishao 喜上眉梢 [ m a y your happiness 
blossoms reach the eyebrows] 
magnolia and paradise bide qishou '义、得其 H [you must have the 
flycatcher longevity] 
Peony and begonia mantang fugui 滿堂富责 [ m a y your hall filled 
with wealth and honour] 
butterflies longevity 
Melons and butterfly guadie mianmian 瓜綿 ,绵 [ l a r g e and small 
melons are incessantly yielded] 
Mandarins and butterfly ji 吉[auspiciousness] , and longevity 
changgong 撐棋 foliate scrolls 
luodizhao 落地罩 Fu xing 才畐星，Lvuxing 樣 Good fortune, emoluments and longevity 
[full height 星 and Shou xing 壽星 
decorative 
surrounds] Melons, flowers and Numerous progeny 
scrolled foilage 
Peaches, and kuilung ^ Longevity, ultimate goodness and perfection 
II 
Peony with scrolled fugui wandai 富责萬代 [ m a y your wealth last for 
‘ foliage ten thousand of generations] 
peony Wealth and distinction 
baxian /V 仙 [ E i g h t baxian qingshou 仙慶壽 [ E i g h t Immortals 
Immortals] , celebrate birthday] 
mandarin ji 吉 [auspiciousness] 
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hanged lattice wamijin 萬字錦 Lasting continuity 
panel [embroidered work of 
wan] 
changgong 樓拱 Lui Hai 劉海，coins, and Lui Hai saqian 劉海观錢 [ L u i Hai showers 
golden toad. money] 
Cloud scrolls Good omens 
Table 11. Symbolic motifs in Sin Sui Study Hall 菩述書室，Lung YeukTau 
龍揮頭. 
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RELIGIOUS BUILDINGS 
Temple is a common type of religious building found in most villages or settlements in Hong 
Kong. In some cases, there may be more than one temple erected among the settlements 
within small region. Locating closely to the village houses, they were built by single great 
clan, or donations from several villages of small clan to honor the deities who would protect 
the villages. At the same time, devotees are expected to be bestowed with blessings. Temples 
are dedicated to the well known Chinese deities, such as Tin Hau, Hau Wong, Kwun Turn, 
Hung Shing, and Kwan Tai. The overall size of a temple varies, ranging from a small 
freestanding one-bay building to a large building complex consisting a three-bay main 
building in the middle, and subsidiary buildings on the sides. The main building of a temple 
usually has a liangjin 二進 arrangement with a courtyard in between the entry hall and the 
main hall where the status of the deity is worshipped in the middle bay. The courtyard is 
often roofed to form an incense pavilion to have more covered space for rituals. 
The symbolic motifs of following temples are documented and deciphered in this 
chapter: 
• Tung Shan Temple 東山古廟 in San Tin 新田 
• Kwan Tai Temple 關帝古廟 in Tai O 大澳 
• Yeung Hau Temple 楊侯古廟 in Tai O 大澳 
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a ? . 
‘ Fig. 214. Location of surveyed temples. 
1. Tung Shan Temple 東山古廟，2. Kwan Tai Temple 關帝古廟， 
3. Yeiing Hau Temple 楊侯古廟. 
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5.1 Tung Shan Temple 東山古廟,San Tin 新田 
Tung Shan Temple, located in Yong Ping Village 永平村 at San Tin 新田，was built in 
Chenghua 成化 era o f Ming Dynasty by Man's 文 clan settled in San Tin. The temple is 
dedicated to Tin Hua, one o f the sea deities commonly venerated in Hong Kong. It has been 
renovated in the nineteenth year of Guangxu 光緖 era (1903) in Qing Dynasty丨93 and 1970. 
Fig. 215. Frotn elevation of Tung Shan Temple 東山古廉，San Tin 新田. 
Tung Shan Temple has a liangjin 二 進 arrangement and three jian interior. Between 
the entrance hall and the main hall was an open courtyard wherein an incense pavilion is 
located. The main entrance is recessed from the front wall in the middle bay, in which the 
eave broad is located. Once entering the entrance hall, a ceremonial screen door is found 
located at the middle. The roof o f the entrance hall is supported by the partition walls 
between the middle bay and the side bays. 
The centre o f the complex is an incense pavilion with its roof supported by a timber 
structure that consists o f a decorated ridge tuofeng 蛇峰 [ c a m e l ' s hump] and short columns 
sitting on beams. The roof o f the main hall is supported by purlins sitting on partition walls 
that also create three bays at the back o f the main hall for three separate altars. 
193 Faure, David 科大衛，Lu Hongji 陸鴻基 and Wu Lun Nixia he 吳儉^^後,Xianggang beiming huibian 香 
港碑銘彙編[Collection of Inscriptions in Hong Kong], Hong Kong Hong Kong Urban Council, vol. 1， 
1986, pp. 252-254. , 
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5.1.1 Wood carvings in the temple 
Wood carvings are found only in two locations: the eave board in the front elevation, and the 
ridge tuofeng 範峰 on the structural frames of the incense pavilion. 
A carved eave board is found under the roof tiles o f the middle bay in the entrance 
hall. Its border is depicted with meanders of foliage scroll and flowers. The middle of the 
eave board is depicted with characters ruyi jixiang 如 意 吉 祥 [ m a y you have auspiciousness 
as you wished] on a scroll that symbolizes literary knowledge. Be low the scroll is a pair of 
detached branches o f peach suggesting longevity. Above the scroll are roundels each 
inscribed with a character shou # [longevity], and curly foliage. Other than these motifs, 
sijunzi 四君子 [ f o u r gentlemen] are depicted on the eave board. From right to left, boughs 
o f f lowering plum tree, orchid f lowers with slender leaves, chrysanthemum blossoms at 
varies stage o f maturity among leaves, and bamboo with leafy branches are carved, 
connoting the virtues o f a gentleman. 
On the structural frame supporting the roof of the incense pavilion, only the ridge 
tuofeng 駆峰 is decorated with carvings while other wooden elements remain in plain. The 
ridge tuofeng 乾峰 is carved with ruyi 如意 and a few foliage. 
Fig. 216. Carvings on the eave board atop the entrance. 
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Fig. 217. Carvings on the ridge tuofeng 耽峰 in the incense pavilion. 
Location Motifs Symbolic meaning 
Entrance hall 
eave board characters ruyi jixiang 如 having all the auspiciousness as one wanted, and 
意吉祥 on a scroll literary knowledge 
- A pair of peaches longevity 
character shou # longevity 
[longevity], and curly 
foliage 
plum, orchid, sijunzi 四君子 [ f o u r gentlemen], virtues of a 
chrysanthemum, and gentleman 
bamboo 
Incense pavilion 
ridge tuofeng ruyi 如意 and foliage May everything go as you wished. 
峰 
Table 12. Symbolic motifs of Tung Shan Temple 東山古廉，San Tin 新田. 
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5.2 Kwan Tai Temple 關帝古廟,Tai O 大澳 
Kwan Tai Temple, located on Market Street in Tai 0 , was founded 500 years ago in Ming 
Dynasty. 194 it is the oldest temple in Tai 0，and the biggest temple dedicated to Kwan Tai in 
Hong Kong. Kwan Tai Temple has been renovated f ive times, in the sixth year of Qianlong 
乾隆 era (1741) , the second year of Hsienfeng 咸豐 era (1852) , the twenty-ninth year of 
Guangxu 光緖 era (1903) in Qing dynasty丨95，1959 and 1975. 
Fig. 218. The front elevation of Kwan Tai Temple 關帝古廟，Tai O 大澳. 
Kwan Tai Temple has a liangjin 二 進 arrangement and three jian interior. Between 
the entrance hall and the main hall was an open courtyard, which was later roofed over as an 
incense pavilion. On the two sides o f the incense pavilion are corridors leading to the main 
hall. The main entrance is recessed from the front wall in the middle bay, where the eave 
broad is located. A ceremonial screen door is located in the middle o f the entrance hall. The 
roof o f the entrance hall is supported by a timber structure consisting o f guazhu 瓜柱 [ s h o r t 
column] and tuofeng 耽峰 [ c a m e l ' s hump]. Another eave broad is found at the rear eave o f 
the entrance hall, facing the incense pavilion. 
194 Faure, David 科大衛 et al.，op cit., p. 342. 
195 Faure, David 科大衛 et a l . , op c/,.’ pp. 103-107, 334-342. . 
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Fig. 219. Plan of Kwan Tai Temple 關帝古廟 at Tai O 大澳.（1:200) 
The centre o f the complex is an incense pavilion. Its roof is supported by a timber 
structure, on which two sets o f finely carved wooden elements are found. Each of them 
consists o f two gejia 隔架 resting on a fang 彷 [ l i n t e l ] , and two queti 雀替 [ s p a r r o w 
brace]. On both sides o f the incense pavilion are humpbacked roof corridors that link the 
entrance hall to the main hall. 
Beyond the incense pavilion is the main hall o f the temple. The roof o f the main hall is 
supported by a timber structure consisting of purlin frames supported by intermediate 
columns and brick gable walls. The ridge purlins sit on tuofeng 駆峰 while the other purlins 
rest on the short columns that in turn sit on the beams. Under the roof tile is a richly carved 
front eave board. In addition, two gejia 隔架 sitting on a fang 彷，and two queti 雀替 are 
found between the intermediate columns. Rather than the timber structure, gable walls and 
partition walls support a few purlins at the rear portion o f the roof. The partition walls create 
three bays at the back o f the main hall for three separate altars. 
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Fig. 220. Carved gejia 隔架,/h/tg 彷 and queti 雀替 located on the two 
sides of the incense pavilion. 
5.2.1 Wood carvings in the temple 
Some wood carvings are found in the temple. They are located mainly along the central axis 
in the middle bay. 
• In the entrance hall: eave board at the front and rear eave of the hall, ceremonial screen 
door and the lattice screen atop. 
• In the Incense pavilion: gejia 隔架,fcmg # and queti 雀替 of the structural frame. 
• In the main hall: front eave board, gejia 隅架,fang 彷 and queti 雀替 of the structural 
frame. 
Entrance hall 
Two richly carved eave broad are located under the roof tiles in the middle bay on the 
building front and at the rear eave section. The border of the front eave board is carved with 
strips of foliate scrolls and flowers with curly leaves in openwork. (Fig. 221a-e) The central 
motifs is a scene of five figures in a hail inscribed on a scroll. They are the three stellar gods, 
Lu xing 禄星 [ s t e l l a r god of emoluments] in the center accompanied by two maids holding 
fans, Fu xing 福星 [ s t e l l a r god of good fortune] holding a baby, and Shou xing 壽星 
[stellar god of longevity] carrying a wooden staff and a peach of longevity. The central motif 
is flanked by a group of motifs comprising of scroll, symbol of literary knowledge, backed 
by flowering and fruiting branches. On the right of the central motifs, two pomegranates, 
symbols of numerous progenies, are carved on leafy branches beside two confronting 
,t 
magpies that suggests xi xiangf'eng 喜相逢 [ h a p p i n e s s reunion]. On the other side of the 
scroll are peony blossoms symbolizing wealth and distinction depicted on undulating 
branches among leaves and buds. Beside the peony are two butterflies, symbols of longevity. 
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and a magpie symbolizing xi 喜 [happ ines s ] . Other than these motifs, a melon issued from 
undulating stem is depicted at the rightmost of the eave board, signifying numerous progeny. 
On the left side o f the central motifs, two melons bom on leafy branches are depicted beside 
two magpies, representing wish guadie mianmian 瓜膽綿綿 [ l a r g e and small melons are 
incessantly yielded] and shuangxi 雙 喜 [ d o u b l e happiness] respectively. Moreover, 
blossoms of hibiscus, emblem of riches and fame, are depicted issuing from budding and 
leafy branches beside the scroll. Adjacent to the hibiscus are two butterflies, a bat and a 
magpie, representing longevity, fu 福 [ g o o d fortune and blessings] and xi 喜 [ h a p p i n e s s ] 
accordingly. And, foliage scroll and flower are found at the leftmost end. 
A ceremonial screen door with a lattice screen atop is located at the centre of the 
entrance hall. The screen door is divided into panels. The two top panels are engraved with 
sprays o f orchid, symbol of purity and elegancy of g e n t l e m a n . A n d , the lower panels are 
depicted with branches of bamboo growing from piece of aged rock, suggesting the greetings 
zhushou 柷壽 [ t o a s t i n g to long life]. 
^ W S w ^ ^ N ^ x 
P ^ M J 
196 Zhang Daoyi 張道一， J / x / i w g吉祥如意，T a i b e i , Hansheng zazhi she 漢聲雜链社，2000, p. lOL 
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Fig. 221a-e. Carvings on the eave board atop the entrance. 
Fig. 222. Carvings on the ceremonial screen door. 
The eave board at the rear eave of the entrance hall is also richly carved. The middle is 
depicted with characters fulu shouxiang 福樣壽祥 [ g o o d fortune and blessing, emoluments, 
longevity and good omens] on a scroll that symbolizes literary knowledge. On the two sides 
of the scroll, the sijunzi 四君子 [ f o u r gentlemen] is carved connoting the virtues of a 
gentleman. Flanking the central motif, blossoms of plum and magnolia issued on branches 
are carved. And, leafy bamboo branches and chrysanthemum blossoms among leaves are 
depicted on the left side and right side of the eave board. Other than these motifs, a magpie 
perching on the bough o f bamboo is depicted, s ignifying xi 喜 [ h a p p i n e s s ] . Beside the leafy 
branches o f bamboo are two cicadas that is regarded as the emblem of the self-contained and 
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uncorrupted character o f a gentleman. 197 Next to the bough of magnolia are two confronting 
magpies, suggesting xi xiangfeng 喜相逢 [ h a p p i n e s s reunion]. In addition, the plum 
blossoms are accompanied by two magpies, expressing the wish xishang meishao 喜上眉梢 
[may your happiness reach the eyebrows]. Beyond the plum are a badger and three 
butterflies which symbolize huan 歡 [ j o y ] and longevity respectively. Towards the right 
end, a fan suggesting shan 善 [ g o o d n e s s ] , is depicted in front o f a medallion inscribed with 
a character shou 壽 [ l o n g e v i t y ] beside the chrysanthemum bough. Next to them are two 
confronting magpies s ignifying xi xiangfeng 喜相逢 [ h a p p i n e s s reunion]. 
H M 
B S S S B S B S S S S S S S S H B M I H H H H H H I ^ ^ ^ H 
197 Zhang Daoyi 張道一，op. cit., p. 80. . 
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H H ^ M I 
Fig. 223a-f. Carvings on the eave board located at the rear eave section of the 
entrance hall. 
Incense pavilion 
The wooden structural frames of the incense pavilion are plain in decorations expect the two 
sets of richly carved gejia 隔架,fang 彷 [ l i n t e l ] and queti 雀替 [ s p a r r o w brace]. 
Each o f the gejia 隔架 consists of a dougong 斗拱 carved with bogu 博古 pattern 
sitting on a tuofeng 駆峰 depicted with large fruits among leaves. One of the tuofeng 乾峰 
is carved with a pair o f pomegranates symbolizing liukai baizi 榴開百子 [ p o m e g r a n a t e 
opens with hundred seeds]. (Fig. 224a) A pair o f peaches, symbols o f longevity, are depicted 
on another one. (Fig. 224b) The remaining tuofeng 乾峰 are both carved with a pair of 
melons, suggesting guadie mianmian 瓜膽綿綿 [ l a r g e and small melons are incessantly 
yielded]. (Fig. 224c) 
Be low the gejia 隔架 are two fang 彷 [ l i n t e l ] , one on each side. It is carved with 
undulating meanders o f scrolled foliage and flowers, s ignifying wandai 萬代 [ t e n thousand 
generations]. At the two ends of the fang 彷 are two queti 雀替 [ s p a r r o w brace] carved 
with cloud scrolls, symbol of good omen, and floral foilage. 
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I ^ M 
Fig. 224a-c. Carvings on the tuofeng 蛇峰 and fang 彷 located in the 
incense pavilion. 
Main hall 
Wood carvings in the main hall are mainly located at front eave section, including a richly 
carved eave board, two gejia 隔架，a fang 彷 and two queti 雀替. 
The middle of the eave board is depicted a large peony blossom holding a pendent 
inscribed with a character shou # [longevity] among curly leaves, expressing the wish 
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fugui shoukao 富貴壽考 [ m a y you be wealthy and have long life].'^^ It is flanked by 
undulating vines bearing clusters of melons with large curly leaves and flowers, suggesting 
wandai 萬 代 [ t e n thousand generations]. Beside the curly leaves are two magpies 
s ignifying shuangxi 雙喜 [ d o u b l e happiness]. Flanking the central motif, guaizilung 拐子 
龍 [ t u r n i n g dragon] are depicted next to the undulating foliage, symbolizing ultimate 
goodness and perfection. Close to either end of the eave board are a butterfly and a magpie, 
symboliz ing longevity and xi 喜 [ h a p p i n e s s ] accordingly. 
Spanning the intermediate columns in the main hall is a fang 彷 that supports two 
two gejia 隔架.T h e dougong 斗横 are carved with bogu 博古 pattern. The tuofeng 乾峰 
on the right side is carved with a deer standing under a pine, which both are symbol of 
longevity. A bear is depicted on the tuofeng 蛇峰 on the left, symboliz ing heroics. 
The fang 彷 be low is depicted with flowering and fruiting vines o f melon, signifying 
wandai 萬代 [ t e n thousand generations]. At the two ends o f the fang 彷 are queti 雀替 
carved with f lowers and foliate scrolls. 
Fig, 225a-d. Carvings on the fang 彷 spanning the intermediate columns in 
the main hall. 
“ 
198 Nozaki Nobuchika 野崎誠近，op. c.//., pp. 308-309, . 
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Location Motifs Symbolic meaning 
Entrance hall 
front eave board Flowers and foliate scrolls 
Fu xing 福星’ Lu xing 棵 Good fortune, emoluments and longevity 
星 and Shou xing 壽星 
Scroll literary knowledge 
Two pomegranates numerous progenies 
Two confronting magpies xi xiangfeng 喜相逢[happiness reunion] 
Peony and two butterflies wealth and longevity 
Magpie xi 喜[happiness] 
Melon numerous progenies 
Two melons guadie mianmian 瓜赋綿綿 [ l arge and small 
melons are incessantly yielded] 
Two magpies shuangxi 雙喜 [double happiness] 
hibiscus riches and fame 
- two butterflies, a bat and a Longevity,/w 福 [ g o o d fortune and blessings] and 
magpie xi 喜[happiness] 
Flowers and scrolled 
foliage 
ceremonial screen Orchid purity and elegancy of gentleman 
daar Bamboo and aged rock zhushou 祝壽[congratulate on your longevity] 
lattice screen Character wan Ft infinity and immortality 
[swastika] 
back eave board Character fulu shouxiang [Good fortune, emoluments, longevity and good 
福禄壽祥 on a scroll omens], and literary knowledge 
plum tree, chrysanthemum, sijunzi 四君子 [ f o u r gentlemen], virtues of a 
orchid and bamboo gentleman 
magpie Xi 喜[happiness] 
Two cicadas self-contained and uncorrupted character of a 
- gentleman 
Two confronting magpies xi xiangf'eng 喜相逢 [happiness reunion] 
magpies with plum xishang meishao 喜上眉梢 [ m a y your happiness 
blossoms reach the eyebrows] 
• Bat fu 福 [ g o o d fortune and blessing] 
three butterflies longevity 
Fan shan 善 [goodness ] 
character shou # longevity 
Two confronting magpies xi xiangfeng 喜相逢 [happiness reunion] 
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tuofeng 蛇峰， Pair of peaches longevity 
姊 a 隔架 Pair of pomegranates liukai baizi ；fg 開百子[pomegranate opens with 
hundred seeds] 
Pair of melons guadie mianmian 瓜膽綿綿 [ l arge and small 
melons are incessantly yielded] 
Pair of melons guadie mianmian 瓜脑綿綿 [ l arge and small 
melons are incessantly yielded] 
fang 彷 [ l inte l ] meander of scrolled wandai 萬代 [ t e n thousand generations] 
foliage and flowers 
queti ^ # Cloud scolls Good omen 
[sparrow brace] .. 
Main hall 
eave board Peony and character shou fugui shoukao 富责壽考 [ m a y you be wealthy and 
# have long life] 
‘ vines wandai 萬代 [ t e n thousand generations] 
Two magpies shuangxi 雙喜 [double happiness] 
guaizilung 拐子龍 ultimate goodness and perfection 
[turning dragon] 
Two butterflies longevity 
Two magpies xi 喜[happiness] 
dougong斗棋， bogu博古 
gejia隔架 
tuo知g 耽 峰 ’ Deer, pine Longevity, longevity 
gejia隔架 
bear heroics 
fang 彷 [ l inte l ] Vines of melon wandai 萬代 [ t e n thousand generations] 
queti 雀替 Flowers and foliate scrolls 
Table 13. Symbolic motifs in Kwan Tai Temple 闌帝古廉，Tai O 大澳. 
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5.3 Yeung Hau Temple 楊侯古廟，Tai O 大澳 
Backed by a small hill at Po Chue Tarn 寶珠潭 [ p o n d of precious pearl finial] in Tai O, 
Yeung Hau Temple is found located guarding the waterway leading to the silted houses. 
There is no evidence of the true construction date o f the temple, while a bell found inside can 
be dated to the thirty-eighth year of Kangxi 康熙 era (1699) of Qing Dynasty. The temple is 
dedicated to Yang Liangjie 楊亮節，a loyal minister o f Southern Song, who protected 
Emperor Bing 萬 f leeing from the Mongolian army in the north to Kowloon nowadays. The 
temple has been renovated several times. 
.穩 
Fig. 226. Front elevation of Yeung Hau Temple 楊侯古廟，Tai O 大澳. 
Yeung Hau Temple is composed o f a main building in the center and two subsidiary 
buildings on each side. They are separated by corridors with a doorway. The main building 
has a three jian 間 interior, while the subsidiary buildings have only a one jian interior. 
The main building complex is a liangjin 二進 structure, comprising o f an entrance 
hall, a courtyard that is roofed over and used as an incense pavilion, and a main hall. The 
front o f the central complex is recessed, providing a vestibule to the main door. It is designed 
as a porch with two columns in the middle and beams spanning them and the gable walls. 
Be low the roof tiles is a carved eave board. A ceremonial screen door is found located at the 
centre o f the entrance hall, atop which is a lattice screen. The roof o f the entrance hall is 
supported by a structural frame consisting o f two parts that are cut o f f by the entrance wall. 
The frontal part has a bracket set with a dougong 斗拱 sitting on a tuofeng 蛇峰， 
incorporated with two beams. Moreover, there are also carved daqian 箱牽 in-between the 
purlins, and erfang 額彷 under the lower beam. The ridge and other purlins rest on similar 
bracket sets that are incorporated with the beams. • 
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Beyond the entrance hall is an incense pavilion that is supported by a structural frame 
comprising of purlins sitting on tuofeng ,蛇峰 and short columns, and beams at the bottom. 
Beside the incense pavilion are two humpbacked roof corridors connecting the entrance hall 
and the main hall. 
At the back of the building is the main hall. The roof of the main hall is supported by a 
timber structure consisting of purlin frames at the front and middle portions, and by columns 
and brick gable walls at the rear portion of the roof. In the central section, the ridge purlin is 
supported by a tuofeng 耽峰，while other purlins are supported by short columns and 
intermediate columns. And, there are changgong 樓棋 [ d i a g o n a l strut] below the lower 
beams. The purlin at the front eave section is supported by a bracket set with a dougong 斗 
拱 sitting on a tuofeng .乾峰，incorporated with the beam. Be low the beams, additional 
changgong 樓棋 are also found. A fang 枋 [ l i n t e l ] spanning the intermediate columns of 
the structural frames is found, below which are two changgong 擦拱 at two ends. 
國 
Fig. 227. Timber structural frames located in the porch of entrance hall. 
5.3.1 Wood carvings in the temple 
• In the entrance hall: eave board, daqian 备 牽 , t u o f e n g erfang 額彷，ceremonial 
screen door, and lattice screen 
• In the Incense pavilion: tuofeng 跪峰 
• In the main hall: tuofeng changgong ^；^ 
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Main Building 
Entrance hall 
Under the roof tiles is the eave board. In the middle, it is carved with a bunch of fruits and 
flowers, including peony blossoms born on branches representing wealth and distinction, two 
lotus blossoms with broad leaves connoting conjugal harmony, and a pair of pomegranates, 
symbols of numerous progeny, issued from leafy branches. They are accompanied with two 
Chinese bulbuls perching on a branch, and a butterfly in flight, which both symbolize 
longevity. Flanking the central motifs are two detached branches of melons among leaves 
that suggest guadie mianmian 瓜膽綿綿 [ l a r g e and small melons are incessantly yielded]. 
Next to the melons are bogu amidst numerous motifs. For the bogu on the right, peony 
blossoms suggesting wealth and distinction are again found in a ribboned basket. Close to it 
is a plate holding three gourds that denote wandai 萬代 [ t e n thousand generations]. Atop 
them are two confronting magpies denoting xi xiangf'eng 喜相逢 [ h a p p i n e s s reunion]. 
Moreover, a plate holding some peaches that represent longevity is carved. Two more 
magpies that suggest shuangxi 雙喜 [ d o u b l e happiness] are carved adjacent to them. Below 
the bogu, a bat, a detached branch of Chinese rose, and a melon are depicted, which signify 
fu 福 [ g o o d fortune and blessing], lasting youth, and numerous progeny respectively. And, 
there is a ribboned basket holding some blossoms being carved next to the bogu. Similarly, 
fruit and flowers held in utensils are also found carved on the bogu at the left hand side of 
the eave board. A ribboned basket holding some flowers is found, next to a plate holding 
three foshouguo 佛手果 that connote fu 福 [ g o o d fortune and blessings]. Below these 
foshouguo, three peaches, symbols of longevity, are carved in a plate. Other than these 
motifs, there are some magpies, a butterfly, a Chinese rose, and a mandarin, symbolizing xi 
喜 [ h a p p i n e s s ] , longevity, lasting youth, and ji 吉 [ a u s p i c i o u s n e s s ] accordingly. Besides, a 
ribboned basket holding several peaches is depicted next to the bogu, suggesting longevity. 
At the leftmost and rightmost parts of the middle bay, the last two groups of motifs are 
found. They are depicted with sijunzi 四君子 [ F o u r gentlemen] that present the uprightness, 
moral integrity and elegance of a gentleman. On the right, leafy branches o f bamboo and 
sprays of orchid- are carved growing from a piece of shoushi 壽石 [ a g e d rock]. The bamboo 
is accompanied with two magpies, suggesting huafeng sanzhu 華封三祝 [ t h r e e wishes from 
the guard in Hua]. Orchid blossoms that symbolize the purity and elegancy of gentleman are 
surrounded by a pair of butterflies in flight. And, a ribboned pendent inscribed with two 
characters xi meaning shuangxi 雙喜 [ d o u b l e happiness]，is carved adjacent to them. At 
the other side, a magpie perching on a flowering branch o f plum is carved, expressing the 
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wish xishang meishao 喜上眉冲肖[may your happiness reach the eyebrows]. Atop the plum 
is a detached branch of peony symbolizing wealth and distinction. Chrysanthemum blossoms 
born on leafy branches growing from a shoushi 壽石 [ a g e d rock] are carved with two 
butterflies in flight. They are all the symbols of long life. 
On the portion of eave board located in the right side bay, clusters of grapes among 
leaves born on branches are depicted with squirrels, expressing the wish zisun wandai 子孫 
萬 代 [ m a y you have ten thousand generations o f progenies]. Beyond the grapes are 
magnolia b lossoms issued on bough amidst paradise flycatchers in flight, suggesting bide 
qishou 必 得 其 壽 [ y o u must have the longevity]. Adjacent to them, a bogu is carved 
surrounded by motifs. Peony blossoms among leaves are again depicted in a plate, beside a 
detached branch of foshouguo 佛手果 and a shoushi # 石 [ a g e d rock], symbolizing 
wealth and d i s t i n c t i o n ,福 [ g o o d fortune and blessings] as we l l .as longevity. And, a bat is 
carved below, s igni fy ing/w 福 [ g o o d fortune and blessings]. Bes ides them, a pair o f melons 
among leaves are carved beside a butterfly, suggesting guadie mianmian 瓜腱綿綿 [ l a r g e 
and small melons are incessantly yielded]. Other than these motifs, a vase holding two 
Chinese rose blossoms are depicted, expressing the wish siji pingan 四季平安 [ m a y you be 
peaceful during the four seasons]. Hibiscus blossoms issuing from leafy branches are 
depicted towards the end o f the eave board, s ignifying riches and fame. They are 
accompanied branches bearing begonia flowers, amidst butterflies and a magpie, which 
represent longevity and xi 喜 [ h a p p i n e s s ] accordingly. 
At the left side bay, the eave board is carved with two quails below some leafy 
bamboo branches, suggesting zhubao pingan 竹報平安 [ b a m b o o announces the peace]. 
Besides, orchid sprays growing from a shoushi # 石 [ a g e d rock] are depicted, symbolizing 
purity and elegancy o f gentleman, as well as longevity. Close to the bamboo is a kuilung 藥 
龍 attached with a vase symboliz ing pingan 平安 [ p e a c e ] and melons suggesting guadie 
mianmian 瓜膽綿綿 [ l a r g e and small melons are incessantly yielded]. Beyond these motifs, 
magnolia b lossoms on leaf-less bough growing from a shoushi 壽石 [ a g e d rock] are carved, 
suggesting yushu linfeng 玉 樹 臨 風 [ a jade tree facing the wind] as well as longevity. They 
are accompanied with peony blossoms, symbols of wealth, among leaves. Further to the end, 
another kuilung 费龍 is carved beside a melon, emblem of numerous progeny. The leftmost 
part o f the eave board is carved with chrysanthemum blossoms on leafy branches growing 
from a shoushi # 石 [ a g e d rock], both connoting longevity. 
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Fig. 228. Carvings on the eave board located under the roof tiles of the 
entrance hall. 
In the porch o f the entrance hall, the frontal part of the structural frame is found. The 
purlins in the middle are supported by bracket sets where carved tuofeng 蛇峰 are found 
located. (Fig. 229a-b) They are both depicted with the scene entitled Henghaijun chaijin 
liubinJingyanggang Wu Song dahu橫海郡柴進留賓景陽岡武松打虎[Squire Chai jin 
detains a guest: Wu Song beat a tiger in Jingyanggang] from Shui hu zhuan 水滸傳 [ S t o r y 
of Water Margin]. The one on the left is carved with a scene o f banquet in Chai j in's 
mansion, while the right one is depicted with Wu Song 武松 beating a tiger in 
Jingyanggang 景陽岡 . T h e back sides of the tuofeng 轮峰 are also carved with a pair of 
melons among leaves, symbolising guadie mianmian 瓜 jl^  綿綿 [ l a r g e and small melons are 
incessantly yielded]. 
Besides, the daqian 箱牽 located in-between the purlins are carved into an aoyu 繁 
魚 [ d r a g o n fish] that suggests duzhan aotou 獨 4占繁頭 [ m o n o p o l i z e the head of an ao]. 
Below the lower beams, erfang 額彷 are located, which are carved with same motifs. 
(Fig. 230) A peony blossom is depicted in the middle, flanked by curly leaves and flowers, 
s ignifying wealth and distinction.. And, two badgers, symbols of huan 歡 [ j o y ] , are carved 
next to the f lowers on the two sides. 
Urn 
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Fig. 229a-b. Carvings on the tuofeng 耽峰 located in the porch of the 
entrance hall. 
B 
Fig. 230. Carvings on the erfang 額彷 located below the tuofeng 乾峰• 
Once getting into the entrance hall, a ceremonial screen door is found located in the 
middle. It is composed o f panels carved in low relief or openwork. The middle panels are 
carved with motifs against a ground of overlapping coins that are symbols o f wealth. In the 
middle o f the ceremonial screen door, it is depicted with a vase holding a leafy branch 
bearing a large peony blossom, expressing the wish fugui pingan 富貴平安 [ m a y you be 
rich and peaceful] . Moreover, a lotus, a Chinese rose, as wel l as a pomegranate that is bom 
on leafy branches are also found in the vase, connoting conjugal harmony, lasting youth and 
numerous progeny. Adjacent to the vase, a detached branch o f peach is carved with a ruyi 
如意，expressing the wish n(y/ 長壽如意 [ m a y you have longevity according to 
your wish]. Besides, a detached branch of mandarin is depicted, which suggests ji 吉 
[auspiciousness]. Atop the screen door is a lattice screen decorated with a large coin, symbol 
o f wealth, in the middle. 
Carved tuofeng 轮峰 are also found inside the entrance hall. The ridge tuofeng 乾峰 
are carved with a pair o f large pomegranates that suggest liukai baizi 榴 , 百 子 
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[pomegranate opens with hundred seeds]. And, the tuofeng 乾峰 supporting the second 
purlins are depicted with pairs of melons among leaves, connoting guadie mianmian 瓜赠綿 
綿 [ l a r g e and small melons are incessantly yielded]. 
Fig, 231, Carvings on the tuofeng 耽峰 on the structural frame inside the 
entrance hall. 
_ 
Fig. 232. Carvings on the ceremonial screen door in the entrance hall. 
Incense pavilion 
The centre of the building is the incense pavilion where some carved tuofeng 軟 峰 are 
found located. (Fig. 233a-e) The two ridge tuofeng 乾峰 are both carved with confronting 
kuilung 藥龍，while the four tuofeng 蛇岭 that support the third purlins are carved with 
individual motifs. Three of them are carved with peaches, foshouguo 佛手果 and pairs of 
pomegranates among leaves, connoting the sanduo 三 多 [ t h r e e abundances]. And, a China 
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rose is depicted between the pomegranates, the emblems of lasting youth. The fourth tuofeng 
耽峰 is carved with a butterfly and a few melons packed together with leaves, signifying 
guadie mianmian 瓜il^ 綿綿 [ l a r g e and small melons are incessantly yielded]. 
_ 
mm 
Fig. 233a-e. Carvings on the tuofeng 耽峰 located in the incense pavilion. 
Main hall 
In the main hall of the temple, carved tuofeng 乾峰 and changgong 樓拱 [d iagona l strut] 
are found located. The ridge tuofeng 蛇峰 on the structural frame are depicted with ruyi 如 
意 head, meaning 'may every thing go as one's wish'. At the front eave section of the 
structural frame, two tuofeng 駆峰 supporting beams and purlins are found located. The one 
on the right structural frame are carved with two lions playing an embroidered ball in a 
landscape, suggesting forthcoming good matters. Confronting to this tuofeng 轮峰，the one 
on the other structural frame is depicted with a deer, symbol of longevity, a lion, as well as 
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two swallows, emblems of success, happiness and children, in a landscape. The changgong 
樓拱 below these tuofeng 範峰 are carved with guaizilung 拐子龍 [ t u r n i n g dragon], 
symbol of ultimate goodness and perfection. 
There are two changgong 樓拱 found located under each end of the fang 彷 spanning 
the intermediate columns of the structural frame. The left one is carved with some melons 
among leaves, symbolizing guadie mianmian 瓜赠綿綿 [ l a r g e and small melons are 
incessantly yielded]. The other one is depicted with clusters of grapes among leaves, which 
are the emblems o f numerous progeny. 
Fig. 234. Carvings on the tuofeng 耽峰 located on the structural frame in the 
main hall. 
wSSSmm^S^ 
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Fig. 235. Carvings on the changgong f^；^ located on the structural frame in 
the main hall. 
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Fig. 236. Carvings on the changgong 棋 located at the two ends of the fang 
彷 in the main hall. 
Right subsidiary building 
A carved eave board丨卯 is found located under the rear eave section of the entrance hall. It is 
carved with two melons in the middle, one large and one small, connoting guadie mianmian 
瓜膽綿綿 [ l a r g e and small melons are incessantly yielded]. They are flanked by bats in 
cloud scrolls that suggest Juyun 福運 [ b l e s s e d fortune]. Beyond the bats are hibiscus 
blossoms issued from leafy branches carved on the right, while branches issuing peony 
blossoms are carved on the left. They together express the wish ronghua fugui 榮華富责 
[may you be honoured, glorified and wealthy]. At the rightmost part of the eave board, two 
large foshouguo 佛手果， symbol s of fu 福 [ g o o d fortune and blessings], are carved on 
leafy branches. Moreover, two pomegranates born on branches are depicted among leaves on 
the left, connoting liukai baizi 榴開百子 [ p o m e g r a n a t e opens with hundred seeds]. 
199 This eave board is not just fixed to the chuan 樣[rafters] above as normal, while its lower border is 
embedded into the wall. It is probably a misdeed done in the recent renovation. • 
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Location Motifs Symbolic meaning 
Entrance hall, main building 
eave board peony blossoms, lotus wealth and distinction, conjugal harmony, 
blossoms with broad numerous progeny 
leaves, pair of 
pomegranates 
two Chinese bulbuls, and Lasting youth and longevity 
butterflies 
Pairs of melons guadie mianmian 瓜 綿‘綿[large and small 
melons are incessantly yielded] 
Bogu 
Peony in ribboned basket wealth and distinction 
three gourds in a plate wandai 萬代 [ t e n thousand generations] 
Peaches longevity 
Two magpies shuangxi 雙喜 [ d o u b l e happiness] 
A bat, Chinese rose, and a fu 福 [ g o o d fortune and blessing], lasting youth, 
melon and numerous progeny 
ribboned basket with 
flowers 
three foshouguo 佛手果 福 [ g o o d fortune and blessings] 
three peaches longevity 
Magpies xi 喜 [happiness ] 
Butterfly Longevity 
Chinese rose, and Lasting youth, and ji 吉 [auspic iousness j 
mandarin 
Peaches in ribboned basket longevity 
plum tree, chrysanthemum, sijunzi 四君子 [ F o u r gentlemen], the uprightness, 
orchid and bamboo moral integrity and elegance of a gentleman 
shoushi # 石 [ a g e d rock] longevity 
Bamboo and two magpies huafeng sanzhu 華圭十三祝[three wishes from the 
_ guard in Hua] 
Orchid purity and elegancy of gentleman 
Two butterflies longevity 
two characters xi 喜 iihuangxi 雙喜 [ d o u b l e happiness] 
• magpie with plum xishang meishao 喜上眉稍 [ m a y your happiness 
blossoms reach the eyebrows] 
Peony wealth and distinction 
shoushi # 石 [ a ^ e d rock] longevity 
Chrysanthemum and two longevity 
butterflies 
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squirrels and grapes zisun wandai 子子系萬代[may you have ten 
thousand generations of progenies] 
magnolia and paradise bide qishou '义、得其壽[you must have the 
flycatcher longevity] 
Peony blossoms and Wealth, distinction and fu 福 [ g o o d fortune and 
foshouguo 佛手果 blessings] 
shoushi 壽石 [aged rock] longevity 
A bat fu 福 [ g o o d fortune and blessings] 
Butterfly and a pair of guadie mianmian 瓜腾綿綿 [ l arge and small 
melons melons are incessantly yielded] 
Chinese rose and vase siji pingan 四季平安 [ m a y you be peaceful in four 
seasons] 
hibiscus Riches and fame 
Butterflies and a magpie Longevity and xi 喜[happiness] 
Two quails and bamboo zhubao pingan 竹報平安 [ b a m b o o announces the 
peace] 
Orchid and shoushi # 石 purity and elegancy of gentleman, and longevity 
[aged rock] 
, kuilung 變龍，a vase ultimate goodness and perfection,pingan 平安 
[peace] 
Pairs of melons guadie mianmian 瓜赠綿綿 [ l a r g e and small 
melons are incessantly yielded] 
magnolia, peony and Yushu linfeng 玉樹臨風 [ a jade tree facing the 
shoushi 壽石 [aged rock] wind], wealth and distinction, and longevity 
kuilung 费龍，and melon ultimate goodness and perfection, numerous 
progeny 
Chrysanthemum, a shoushi long life and of duration, longevity 
# 石 [ a g e d rock] 
tuofeng 耽峰 Henghaijun Chaijin 
Iiu b in Jingyanggang Wu 
Songdahu橫海郡柴進留 
賓 景 陽 岡 武 松 打 虎 
[Squire Chai jin detains a 
guest: Wu Song beats a 
tiger in Jingyanggang], 
Shui hu zhuan 水滸傳 
[The Water Margin] 
Pairs of melons guadie mianmian 瓜绵 ,綿 [ l a r g e and small 
melons are incessantly yielded] 
daqian 劉牽 aoyu 繁魚 [dragon fish] duzhan aotou 獨佔繁頭 [monopol i ze the head of 
an ao] 
erfang 額彷 Peony wealth and distinction. 
two badgers “ huan 歡 [ j o y ] 
ceremonial screen Coins wealth 
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door Peony in a vase fugui pingan 富责平安 [ m a y you be rich and 
peaceful] 
Lotus, Chinese rose, and conjugal harmony, lasting youth and numerous 
pomegranate progeny 
peach with ruyi 如意 changshou ruyi 長 # 如意 [ m a y you have 
[scepter] longevity according to your wish] 
Mandarin ji 吉[auspiciousness] 
lattice screen Coin wealth 
tuofeng IS 峰 Pairs of pomegranates liukai baizi 棺開百子[pomegranate opens with 
hundred seeds] 
Pairs of melons guadie mianmian 瓜脑綿綿 [ l arge and small 
melons are incessantly yielded] 
Incense pavilion, main building 
tuofeng 耽峰 two kuilung 獎龍 ultimate goodness and perfection 
p e a c h e s , 佛 手 sanduo 三多[three.abundances]-丨ong life, every 
果 and pomegranates happiness and many sons 
a Chinese rose lasting youth 
Melons guadie mianmian 瓜赠綿綿 [ l a r g e and small 
_ melons are incessantly yielded] 
Main hall, main building 
tuofeng 峰 ruyi 如意 head may every thing go as one wished 
Two 丨ion with an coming of good thing 
embroidered ball 
A deer, a lion and two Longevity, valour, success, happiness and children 
swallows 
changgong 拐子龍 ultimate goodness and perfection 
[turning dragon] 
changgong 樓拱 melons guadie mianmian 瓜赠綿綿 [ l a r g e and small 
melons are incessantly yielded] 
grapes numerous progeny 
Entrance hall, right subsidiary building 
Eave board melons guadie mianmian 瓜膽綿綿 [ l a r g e and small 
- melons are incessantly yielded] 
Bat with cloud scrolls fuyun 福運 [b le s sed fortune] 
. p e o n y and hibiscus ronghua fugui 榮華富责 [ m a y you be honoured, 
glorified and wealthy] 
• T观 foshouguo 佛手果 fu 福[good fortune and blessings] 
Two pomegranates liukai baizi 棺開百子 [pomegranate opens with 
hundred seeds] 
Table 14. Symbolic motifs in Yeiing Hau Temple 楊侯古廉，Tai O 大澳. 
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When one is surrounded by numerous wood carving motifs on every timber piece in a 
Chinese house, it is natural to question if there is a pictorial program by which the motifs are 
chosen and allocated. On top of this uncertainty, we do not clearly understand how these 
motifs express the pleasing message, which is rendered as jixiang 吉祥 . H o w are these 
symbolic meanings related to the architecture? I attempt to reveal the underlying layers of 
message embodied in the motifs o f wood carvings by analyzing fourteen sets of wood 
carving motifs documented in terms of their places o f occurrence and symbolic 
representations. Thus, this research can offer a few gl impses o f the symbolic aspect of 
Chinese houses. 
The symbol ic language o f wood carvings consists o f three aspects: the symbols, their 
symbolic meaning, and their compositions. In this chapter, varieties o f motifs will be 
introduced with their symbol ic meaning to paint a spectrum of motifs that are employed in 
Hong Kong. Then, I will look into their symbolic meanings, and the way these symbolic 
meaning are distributed in a Chinese house Thus the symbolic language o f houses can be 
constructed to look into the individuality o f each Chinese house. This will lead to the 
discussion o f dynamics o f symbolic language of wood carvings. 
6.1 Symbols - pictorial vocabularies 
On a piece o f carved timber element, motifs c losely packed in a composit ion can be read as 
pictorial vocabularies and phrases made o f these vocabularies. The pictorial vocabularies are 
individual motifs which are also symbols , the basic component presenting wishes and 
aspirations. These motifs are read independently among many other motifs to express their 
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own symbolic meanings, such as a detached branch of peaches for longevity, or a vase for 
pingan 平安 [ p e a c e ] . On the other hand, a few pictorial vocabularies may be combined to 
express a certain auspicious phrase that forms more refined meaning, like China rose in a 
vase expressing the wish siji pingan 四季平安 [ m a y you be peaceful during the four 
seasons]. 
More than 1500 motifs are identified in the field work. They are catalogued into 
different groups: Chinese characters, f lowers and fruits, trees, birds, quadrupeds, utensils and 
objects, auspicious animals, immortal personages, examples o f filial piety, as well as scenes 
from novels and plays. In this section, I will make some observations about the collected 
motifs by treating them as pictorial vocabularies. 
1. Floral and fruits motifs, constituting by far roughly one third o f all motifs, are 
found carved on most kinds of architectural elements. The floral motifs occupy 
relatively large coverage on the timber surface, yet they are depicted in bunchs 
with clusters o f blossoms among leaves. Although one type o f f lower expresses 
one singular meaning, their eye-catching size helps to outstand the message. 
A m o n g all kinds o f flowers, peony, the king o f f lowers that symbolises wealth 
and distinction is carved most frequently. It appears two to three times more 
frequently than other f lowers such as plum, lotus, hibiscus, chrysanthemum, 
magnolia, and orchid that share similar popularity but different symbolic 
meanings. In some cases, unidentifiable f lower sprays or floral and foliage 
scrolls are found They may be solely decorative and carry no in-depth meanings. 
There are also some anonymous vines bearing f lowers and foliage, which is 
col lectively said to suggest wandai 萬 代 [ t e n thousand generations]. It is 
interesting to note that some f lowers are carved in designated groups at specific 
locale, for example, sijunzi 四君子 [ F o u r gentlemen] found at six locations. 
2. Fruits are depicted as common as flowers. The favourite fruit is melon, which is 
depicted around 140 times, fol lowed by pomegranate that appears in 80 locales; 
they both express the wish for numerous progeny. Peaches, foshouguo 佛手果， 
and mandarin, symboliz ing longevity , / i / 福 [ g o o d fortune and blessings], and / / 
吉 [ a u s p i c i o u s n e s s ] respectively are also found with considerable amount. 
3. Birds are the second large group of motifs. Amidst the f lowers and trees in an 
auspicious composite usually found various kinds o f birds, which make up 
roughly one eighth o f all motifs. A m o n g the birds, magpies that have several 
symbol ic expressions are most common. A single magpie symbolize xi ^ 
[happiness]; a pair o f magpies suggest shuangxi 雙喜 [ d o u b l e happiness], while 
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a confronting pair connotes xi xiangfeng 喜相逢 [ h a p p i n e s s reunion]. And, 
xishang meishao 喜 上 眉 稍 [ m a y your happiness reach the eyebrows] is 
expressed if a magpie is perching on f lowering plum branch. The second 
favourite bird is paradise flycatcher, the emblem of longevity. Common 
auspicious symbols like Chinese bulbul, peacocks, swal lows, pheasants, eagle, 
cranes and heron, are depicted only in small numbers. Hen that symbolizes ji 吉 
[auspiciousness] is carved only once. T w o quails are also depicted with bamboo 
in only one location, suggesting zhubao pingan 竹報平安 [ b a m b o o announces 
the peace]. 
4. Other animals, including mystical creatures, are not as common as birds. 
Although bat is an extremely familiar symbol for fu 福 [ g o o d fortune and 
blessing], a term implying many other components o f happiness in life, it only 
constitutes around one twentieth o f the total motifs. Besides, quadrupeds like 
lions, deer, rabbits, badgers, and squirrels are also found carved in small number. 
Apart from real animals, some mystical creatures also exist in Chinese's 
•“ cognition. A m o n g the siling 四 靈 [ F o u r intelligent creatures], tortoises, 
dragons, unicorns and phoenixs, all but the tortoises can be found in wood 
carvings. Dragon, which symbolizes ultimate goodness as well as perfection, is 
depicted in different forms. It is fairly carved as guaizilung 拐子 [turning 
dragon], kuilung 费龍，and aoyu 繁魚 [ d r a g o n fish]. Besides, one o f the 
dragon's sons, jiaotu 椒圖，is found exclusively depicted in low relief on the 
guazhu 瓜才主[short column] in Sin Sui Study Hall 善 i i l書室.O t h e r than these 
motifs, insects like butterfly, cicadas, dragonfly, and spider are also found. 
Except butterfly, symbol o f longevity, that is frequently carved amidst flowers, 
cicadas and dragonfly are depicted less than f ive times. And, spider that 
symbol izes xi 喜 [ h a p p i n e s s ] appears only once in the carvings. 
5. Although Chinese characters can deliver messages directly to readers, they are 
employed in very few circumstances. Only 39 motifs are found. Phrases are 
usually found inscribed on scroll, and composed either by three characters, like 
福樣壽， o r four characters, like 富貴吉祥 . T h e s e motifs usually occupy 
dominant positions such as the middle o f the eave board at entrance hall or 
entrance gate facing exterior, or the middle o f lattice screen, and huazhao 花罩 
that are located along the central axis o f the building. Single characters such as 
wan f t [swastika] is found only at two axial locales: on a hanged lattice panel 
atop the altar in the middle bay o f the main hall in Sin Sui Study Hall 善述書室， 
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and on the lattice screen at the entrance hall o f Kwan Tai Temple 關帝古廟，Tai 
O. Aligned with the central axis of Sin Sui Study Hall, another single character 
shou # is carved on the lattice screen atop the ceremonial screen in the 
entrance hall. Characters shou 壽 [ l o n g e v i t y ] in its symbolic form, fu 福 
[blessing], and shuangxi 雙喜 [ d o u b l e happiness] depicted on roundels are 
often found scattered on different elements at various locations, such as the eave 
board, erfang 額彷，and huazhao 花 罩 . 
6. Trees are far less common than the mentioned plants, only four kinds are 
recorded: bamboo, dieffenbachia, pine and Chinese parasol tree. Except bamboo 
that is carved for many times, dieffenbachia that symbol ize wan 萬 [ t e n 
thousands] and infinity only occurs once, while Chinese parasol tree is just 
included in phrase danfeng chaoyang 丹風朝陽 [ v e r m i l l i o n phoenix in 
morning sun] twice. Although pine is a widespread symbol for longevity, it 
rarely appears in wood carvings. 
7. Diverse types of symbolic objects are found. Some are related to literati such as 
qin 琴，books and scrolls, suggesting scholarly achievements. Daily utensils like 
vases, fans and incense burner, as well as purely auspicious objects, say ruyi 如 
意 [ s c e p t e r ] , panchang 盤長結 [ e n d l e s s knot], and fangsheng 方勝 are 
depicted. Entities from the nature such as shoushi 壽石 [ a g e d rock] and cloud 
scroll can also be carved. Moreover, there are coins, very common symbol of 
wealth. Clock is exclusively depicted on the eave board in Tai Fu Tai, which is 
quite an unique motif among all. 
8. Only a small number o f immortal personages are found in the wood carvings. 
One o f the examples is the Stellar Triad o f Fu xing 福星，Lu xing 禄星 and 
Shou xing 壽星 depicted together in a group. They are found in four dominant 
locales: at the middle o f the eave board at the entrance hall o f Man Ancestral 
Hall 文氏宗祠，San Tin, and Kwan Tai Temple, at the middle o f the luodizhao 
落地罩 in the main hall o f Sin Sui Study Hall, and also on the fang 彷 [ l i n t e l ] 
on the front elevation of Man Lun Fung ancestral hall 麟峰文公祠，S a n Tin. 
Another common group of immortals is the Baxian 八仙 [ E i g h t Immortals]. 
They are particularly depicted in forms o f images or personal emblems at two 
study halls. The An bqxian 暗y义仙 [h idden Eight Immortals] are found carved 
on the eave board and lattice screen at the entrance hall o f Kun Ting Study Hall 
覲 廷 書 室 ， P i n g Shan 屏 山 • A n d，B a x i a n 八 仙 [ E i g h t Immortals] are 
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particularly found on a luodizhao 落地罩 at the middle o f the main hall in Sin 
Sui Study Hall. There are two more Taoist deities found, who are Ma Gu 麻姑 
symboliz ing longevity, and Lui Hai 劉海 symboliz ing wealth. However, they 
are not located as thematic motifs on architectural elements as others. Ma Gu, 
accompanied with a deer, is depicted on a tuofeng 貌峰 on the structural frame 
of Kun Ting Study Hall, as well as on the fang 彷 facing the courtyard in the 
main hall of Sin Sui Study Hall. In the same building, Lui Hai 劉海 is 
exclusively found with his figure finely carved on two Changgong 樓棋 in 
openwork at the main hall. 
9. Popular scenes extracted from novels and plays are depicted, however, in limited 
numbers. They are found in five buildings: Kun Ting Study Hall 覲廷書室， 
Ching Shu Hin 清署軒，Man Lun Fung Ancestral Hall 麟峰文公祠，S i n Sui 
Study Hall 善逑書室 and Yeung Hau Temple 楊侯古廟 .M a j o r i t y o f these 
scenes are carved on tuofeng 蛇峰，only in the main hall o f Sin Sui Study Hall, a 
‘ s c e n e that depicts Emperor Wen 文王 visiting Jiang Ziya 姜子牙，w h o was 
f ishing at a river, is found at the middle o f a fang 彷.F o r the tuofeng 蛇峰， 
each o f them is carved with a few characters in a setting that corresponds to an 
identified episode in a particular novel. Generally, the scenes come from well-
known novels or plays such as the Four Famous Novds.200 Three scenes are 
found coming from Sanguozhi yanyi 三國志演義 [ R o m a n c e o f the Three 
kingdoms]; four from Fengshen yanyi 封 神 演 義 [ T h e Romance o f the 
Enfeoffment as Deities] and one from Shui hu zhuan 水 滸 傳 [ T h e Water 
Margin]. There is no scene related to Hsiyuchi 西遊記 [ T r a v e l to the West]. 
Other pictorial narrative tales are found like Baishe zhuan 白蛇傳 [ S t o r y of 
White Snake] that suggests love affair, and huagu naomaio 花鼓鬧廟 [ h u a g u 
crowded the temple] that narrates the living o f commoners . 
It is quite possible that some other motifs should belong to this group of scenes 
from novels and plays, with indications o f the dramatic dressings. For instance, a 
tuofeng 耽 峰 are found carved with female generals in a scene, which might 
come from the episodes o f Vang jia jhiang 楊家將 [ G e n e r a l s o f the Family 
200 Four Famous Novels are Sanguozhi yanyi 三國志演義[Romance of the Three kingdoms], Shui hu zhuan 
水滸傳[The Water Margin], Fengshen yanyi 圭i神演義[The Romance of the Enfeoffment as Deities], and 
Hsiyuchi 西遊言已[Travel to the West], . 
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Yang], Xue Rengui zheng dong 薛仁貴征東 [ X u e Rengui Pacifies the East] or 
even Liang Hongyu Jigu tuijinbing 梁紅玉撃鼓退金兵 [ L i a n g Hongyu strikes 
the drum to make the Jin army retreat]. However, lacking of determinant 
elements make the association with novels or plays difficult. For the same 
reason, the figures on the tuofeng 乾峰 in Man Lun Fung ancestral hall 麟峰文 
公祠 cannot be clearly identified. Collectively speaking, the themes of these 
depicted stories focus mainly on good and evil, loyalty, righteousness, heroics, 
orthodox tradition, morality, retribution, as well as love affairs in a minor role. 
10. There is only a piece of wood carving showing a paragon of filial piety, although 
it is the mora丨 value promoted by Confucian over long period of time even to 
present day. On the structural frame of Ching Shu Hin 清暑軒，a tuofeng 乾峰 
is carved with Emperor Shun 舜 ploughing with the help of an elephant. It is a 
tale entitled xiaogan dongtian 孝感動天 [ f i l i a l piety impress heavenpi ’ which 
is included in the famous tales describing the Ershisi xiao 二 十四孝 [ T h e 
Twenty-four Paragons of Filial Piety]. 
At this level of investigation, I try to build up an overall picture about the themes of 
motifs to see if there is any uniqueness in the constitution of pictorial vocabularies. When 
more and more varieties of motifs are identified and counted, the choice of pictorial 
vocabularies is found to be similar to some parts of China. With reference to works that 
describe the wood carvings in the area of Chaozhou, Zhejiang, and Huizhou, a simple 
comparison can be made. It is sweepingly mentioned in these works that the favourite 
themes in Chaozhou,s wood carvings are figures of ail kinds, such as scenes showing the 
daily life of the lower working class, figurines from folk stories, scenes from novels and 
plays, prominent figures in history, immortals, and literati. Apart from figures, there are also 
flowers, fruits, trees, birds, and animals.-"- In Zhejiang area, the subjects of wood carvings 
includes figures, landscape, flowers, fish, insects, birds, beasts, scenes from popular fictions, 
legends, folklores, historic stories, and local life.-"^ For Huizhou district, the very popular 
2 � The story is about Emperor Shun 舜 who devoted himself to feed his father, as well as his demanding step-
mother and half-brother. His filial duty is admired by Heaven where an elephant is sent to help him in farming. 
See Yang Jianping 楊堅平，Chaozhou minjian meishu quanj - Chaozhou mudiao 潮州民間美術全集 -潮 
州木 i , Shantou Shi, Shantou daxue chubanshe、；山頭大學出版社，2000, p. 14. 
203 See Zhou Junyan 周君言’ MingQing minju mudiao jingcui - Zhezhong diqu minju jianzhu mudiao 明清民 
居木雕精粹 -浙中地區民居建築木雕 [ F i n e s t Works of Vernacular Housing Wood Carvings in Ming and 
Qing Dynasties - the vernacular housing wood carvings in the central regions of Zhejiang province], Shanghai, 
Shanghai guji chubanshe 上海古籍出版社’ 1998，pp. 13-14, and Hua Dehan 華德韓’ Zhongguo Dongyang 
mudiao 中國東陽木雕 [Dongyang Wood Carving of China], Hangzhou, Zhejiang sheying chubanshe 浙江攝 
影出版社， 2 0 0 1 ， p p . 3 - 4 . . 
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motifs are of similar kinds, namely the famous persons, tales from literature, scenes from 
Chinese opera, religious legends, popular customs and belief, folk tales, community life, as 
well as themes portraying traditional concepts. Besides, there are themes featuring scenery of 
natural landscape, birds, animal, fish, insects, flowers, trees, cloud scrolls, and objects.204 
It is noted that the pictorial vocabularies used in different regions are generally of the 
same categories. They are the typical vocabularies expressing grand wishes and desired 
virtues of Chinese, constituting the cult of Chinese jixiang 吉祥.However , they are depicted 
with different emphasis in the choice of motifs. Without detailed quantitative survey and 
surgical investigation of the symbolic meanings, discussion can only be made in a broad 
scope. There is a major difference in the choice of subjects, for instance, floral and fruity 
motifs are fairly popular in houses at Hong Kong, while figures are just found in very limited 
number. On the other hand, carvings of figures are the majority of motifs employed in 
houses at the regions in China mentioned above. By a series of scenes depicted at a group of 
architectural elements in a house at these places, one may be able to identify the episodes of 
the novels or plays reading from which these scenes come from. On the contrary, the figures 
in Hong Kong's Chinese houses are not carved in series, but carved individually on seperate 
timber pieces, which only point to a particular scene of the novels. This makes identification 
work much more difficult. 
Apart from this apparent observation that only discloses one layer of findings, the 
underlying symbolic meanings of these pictorial vocabularies must not be forgotten. It is the 
true layer o f message for which they are depicted. Lacking textual information that details 
the symbolic meanings of the vocabularies used in other regions of China as counter 
examples, the investigation is limited to a certain extent due to the variable meanings of the 
same motif. Although there is a clear demarcation in the major subject between Hong Kong 
and other areas, it is still no easy conclusion can be made. Even though they are all carvings 
of figures, different types have diverse connotations. It is no doubt that some of the values 
suggested by the figures, such as heroics and filial piety stressed in the scenes from novels 
and plays, are too difficult, even impossible, to be expressed by other motifs, like a bunch of 
flowers. However, pictorial vocabularies of figures and that of f lowers or fruits can 
sometimes carry the same symbolic meaning. For example, peach symbolizes longevity so 
do the Taoist deity, Ma Gu 麻姑；similarly, Fu xing 福星 connoting good fortune and 
blessings carry the same meaning as a foshouguo 佛手果. 
204 See preface in Zhang Guobiao 張國冲票，Huizhou mudiao yishu 徽州木雕藝術 [ W o o d Carving in Huizhou 
District], Hefei Shi, Anhui meishu chubanshe 安徽美術出版社，1988. . 
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In short, at the present stage of research, one can only simply conclude that the 
pictorial vocabularies used in Hong Kong are average kinds of motifs more or less related to 
jixiang 吉祥 meanings. At the same time, these vocabularies can be found at other regions 
in China. Although we know that the floral and fruiting motifs are the major pictorial 
vocabularies in the collected wood carvings motifs, it is still too early to state the distinctive 
character of the wood carvings in Hong Kong just based on the choice of these vocabularies. 
They are only the means through which the grand wishes are expressed. 
6.2 Symbolic meanings 
Further on, I will examine the symbolic meanings of these pictorial vocabularies to provide 
another level of reading. The meanings of these pictorial vocabularies can be divided into 12 
groups. On the basis of wufu 五 福 [ f i v e blessings], fu 福 [ g o o d fortune], lu 禄 
[emolument], shou # [longevity], cai 財 [ w e a l t h ] and xi 喜 [ j o y ] in folk context, there 
are additional elements regarded as the desires of common people, such as numerous 
progeny and harmony. To have posterity, sons in specific, in great number is considered to 
be a filial duty, because the continuity and strength of the clan can be reinforced in this 
way.205 At the same time, harmony and peace in every sense is the fundamental pleasure of 
living. Harmony in household includes benevolent father and filial son, marital bliss, wife 
being respectful to father and mother-in-law, brotherhood in concord, etc. And of course, 
everyone longs for peace in life. Besides, some vocabularies are related to the virtues of 
gentleman, the achievement of literati, honor, and heroics, which point to the life of higher 
classes. 
By categorizing the pictorial vocabularies and phrases according to the meaning, 
sanduo 三多 [ t h r e e abundances], having numerous progeny, longevity, and/w 福，are very 
common wishes expressed in the wood carvings. (Table 15) It is not surprising to find that 
having sons in great numbers is the wish being expressed most. It is revealed in the fact that 
melons and pomegranates are the most common types among the fruits, the major motifs in 
wood carvings. They are the very common symbols of numerous progeny when carved 
individually as pictorial vocabularies. At the same time, these vocabularies form phrases 
when appear in a composite, which also stress the strong desire of posterity. Examples 
include pairs o f melons suggesting guadie mianmian 瓜膽綿綿 [ l a r g e and small melons are 
incessantly yielded], and half-opened pomegranate connoting liukai baizi 棺 開 百 子 
205 In Mengji 孟子 [ T h e Works of Mencius], it reads, ‘‘不孝有三’無後為大。” [Out of the three sins to be 
not filial, having no sons after death is the worst.] . 
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[pomegranate opens with hundred seeds]. Besides, there are numerous representations 
showing this grand wish, like inscribed characters baizi qiansun 百子千孫、[hundred sons 
and thousand grandsons], wandai 萬 代 [ t e n thousand generations] represented by 
continuous vines bearing f lowers and foliate, a pair o f swal lows, squirrels and grapes 
suggesting zisun wandai 子孫萬代 [ m a y you have ten thousand generations o f progenies], 
as well as a pair o f mandarin ducks depicted with lotus connoting yuanyang guizi 駕鸯责子 
[may you both have martial happiness and blessed with sons]. In some occasions, the 
invocation for posterity are put together with another wish. Wealth, for example, is 
expressed in a representation, fugui wandai 富 貴 萬 代 [ m a y your wealth last for ten 
thousand of generations] which is connoted by peony with fol iage vines bearing numerous 
melons. 
Symbolic meaning Total nos. 
fu 福 399 
emolument 54 
Longevity 482 




numerous progeny 615 
Harmony 103 
Gentleman 90 
Literat i 4 7 
Honor 51 
Heroics 18 
Table 15. Quantitative summary of symbolic meanings of motifs. 
Longevity is found to be another frequent expression after the wish for having lots o f 
sons. Mentioned in the first place o f wufu 五福 from Shangshu 尚 書 [ T h e Book of 
History], having long life is a long-standing invocation o f Chinese. It is expressed by 
multitude o f vocabularies, such as the character shou 壽 in different calligraphic forms, 
peaches, chrysanthemum, pine, paradise flycatcher, deer, rabbit, butterfly, shoushi 壽石 
[aged rock], Shou xing 壽星，Ma Gu 麻姑，and Baxian 八仙 [ E i g h t Immortals]. Being a 
constant companion to f lowers, butterfly that suggests homonym die 耋 [ t h e age o f seventy 
to eighty] contribute a lot to the expression. Apart from these individual pictorial 
vocabularies, phrases that embody the wish o f long life span are often found. It is 
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represented pictorially as bide qishou '必得其壽[you must have the longevity] suggested 
by magnolia and paradise flycatcher, changchun baitou 長春白頭 [ m a y you be vital when 
hair turn grey] by China rosees with a Chinese bulbul, zhushou 祝壽 [congratulate on your 
longevity] by paradise flycatcher or shoushi 壽 石 [ a g e d rock], and bammboo, songhe 
yannian 松鶴延年 [ m a y you have long lasting youth as pine and crane] by crane and pine 
trees, wufu pengshou 五才畐捧壽[five bats hold the longevity] by the character shou # 
with five bats, and changshou ruyi 長壽如意 [ m a y you have longevity according to your 
wish] by peaches and ruyi 如意 [ s cepter ] . Moreover, longevity may appear together with 
wealth in phrases changming fugui 長 命 富 貴 [ m a y you have wealth and longevity] 
suggested by peony and paradise flycatcher, as well as fu 福 in fushou ruyi 福壽如意 
[may you have good fortune, blessing and longevity as you wished] signified by ruyi 如意 
and the character shou # , or bats, and peaches in place of the character. 
Although fu 福 is listed at the top of commoners' wufu 五福，it is only the third 
biggest type in the survey. Its large in number is mainly contributed by vocabularies, 
foshouguo 佛手果 and bat, that phonetically suggest fu 福.B a t s are depicted in various 
ways to describe fu 福 . A n inverted bat represents fudao 福到 [ b l e s s i n g s arrived]. Two 
confronting bats signify shuangfu 雙福 [ d o u b l e blessings], while bats carved against a 
ground of cloud scrolls connote fuyun 福運 [ b l e s s e d fortune]. Other than these 
vocabularies, a roundel inscribed with the character fu 福 is also found. It is interesting to 
note that fu 福 is seldom expressed by phrases. For instance, fuzai yanqian 福在目艮前 
[may good blessing be in front of your eyes] suggested by a bat depicted with a coin, and 
fushou ruyi 福 壽 如 意 that mentioned above, are found in very few cases. 
To recapitulate, these three grand wishes point to the primitive concept of living, that 
is, to survive and to reproduce, which are the very basic instincts of living creatures on earth. 
Moreover, fu 福 can be regarded as an invocation for good fortune, blessings, and more 
comprehensively a stable condition in which one can live with favour. Encountering many 
difficulties, uncertainties and worries in life: hunger, illness, warfare, natural disaster, one 
cannot predict the chance to live in forthcoming days. Instead of fighting against suffering 
actively, Chinese tend to simply invoke a favourable living condition in a passive manner. 
This mentality of shunying tianming 力頃應天命[to follow the will of heaven] is particularly 
obvious in places where people depend mostly on agriculture or fishing for their livings, 
such as Hong Kong in late Qing period. Not mentioning invocations that are too far to come 
true, such as emolument, animalistic wishes, like posterity seems receives more attention. It 
leads to the question if there is hierarchy in the symbolic meanings, such as scholar success 
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versus local well being. Would scholar success be expressed more in the symbolic 
ornamentations at place where literati lived, such as jiangnan region? And, would the wish 
for well being be seen in houses wherein people struggled for living? The finding suggests 
that the living attitude of locals may be one of the influencing factors leading to the choice of 
particular pictorial vocabularies. 
6.3 Reading the Symbolic language 
Through analyzing the content of individual units of symbolic motifs and their combinations 
on timber pieces, the full assemblage of symbolic meaning in individual building is 
examined. It is apparent that each building speaks a unique set of symbolic language. 
Although a building may share many commonalities with other buildings, it is often easier to 
note the differences. Such commonalities are confined just to the types of symbols 
employed, while the differences involve the ways of organizing the symbolic motifs on each 
architectural element, chamber, as well as in a building. Thus, the symbolic meaning 
expressed in each building is always different. 
The symbolic language of each building is constructed to present us some unique 
pictures. I examined the symbolic languages from two perspectives. Buildings in the same 
locales, San Tin in this case, are studied first to review if there are similarities and 
differences in the symbolic languages at a village of the same clan. Then, wood carvings in 
different types of buildings: domestic, ceremonial, and religious, are examined for the 
uniqueness of their own symbolic languages. For each building, several attributes of 
symbolic language are spotted. The first attribute is the auspicious background in each layer 
of building characterized by different categories of wishes appeared with varied frequencies. 
The second one is the expression on the building front that is well placed to communicate 
not just to the inhabitants, but to anyone passing by as well. When a house is conceived as a 
means to express wishes and invoke desires of the household, the building front is at the 
frontline of presentation. The third attribute is the setting of the main wishes aligned along 
the central axis, and the secondary wishes located on the side that enrich the expression. 
6.3.1 San Tin 
Collectively speaking, sanduo 三 多 [ t h r e e abundances] are found being the three core 
wishes expressed by wood carvings motifs. It is counted according to their frequency of 
occurrence. Although most of the' timber structure in Man Ancestral Hall and Man Sui Ye 
Ancestral hall are replaced, however, by considering the composition of the motifs, 
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characteristic sets of symbolic language can still be found in each building, with other wishes 
playing significant role at the same time. 
Tai Fu T a i 大 夫 第 
The symbolic language of Tai Fu Tai 大夫第 is analyzed: 
1. Posterity and fu 福 are the two main wishes in the entrance hall, supplemented 
by longevity that also exists in great number. Having fu 福 and numerous 
progeny take the lead in the the courtyard chambers; longevity comes to the third 
place. These three wishes are again expressed with high frequency in the main 
hall. (Table 16) 
2. On the eave board at the building front, the eye catching sijunzi 四君子 [ F o u r 
gentlemen] on the two sides set o f f the main themes, heroics and longevity, 
expressed in the middle, while wealth is stressed at the border. (Table 17) 
3. Along the central axis, the main themes are sequentially found: heroics, 
longevity and wealth on eave board; sanduo 三多 on hanged lattice panel; 
emolument on eave board; wealth and posterity on huazhao 花罩；wealth on 
fang 彷；and posterity on hanged lattice panel. These wishes are garnished with 
seconday wishes on the two sides: gentleman,/w 年昌，longevity and posterity on 
panelled doors; gentleman at side bay; /w 福，emolument and harmony on eave 
boards; gentleman, longevity and posterity on panelled doors; literati, harmony, 
and gentleman on eave board; harmony, posterity and longevity at the side bay; 
posterity and longevity on the structural frame; fu 福，longevity and posterity on 
panelled doors. (Fig. 238) Wishes depicted on the upper floor in the courtyard 
are less obvious unless one is present there. Wealth, harmony, and goodness are 
expressed in the middle place at that chamber. 
In the two subsidiary buildings, fu 福，posterity and longevity are depicted most 
frequently. Along the central axis of the left subsidiary building, the main themes are found: 
heroics and literati on the eave board; sanduo 三多 on the hanged lattice panel; emolument 
on the fang 彷；wealth on the huazhao 花罩 . T h e s e main themes are set o f f by sanduo 三 
多 at the sides. In the right subsidiary building, the main themes appear to be sanduo 三多 
on hanged lattice panels, supplemented by gentleman, fu 福，longevity and posterity on 
panelled doors. 
Obviously, Tai Fu Tai is attributed a rich context of sanduo 三 多 ， t h u s the very 
personal wishes of having longevity, blessing and posterity are richly expressed all over the 
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place. However, they are not the major themes in all occasions. On the one hand, they are 
actually regarded as stressed grand desires, such as their occurrences on the hanged lattice 
panels in the entrance hall and main hall that echoing each other. On the other hand, they can 
be read as wishes that provide a general auspicious background to set o f f other wishes. For 
instance, there are a wealth o f pictorial vocabularies and phrases expressing longevity on the 
front eave board, but heroics expressed in the middle is easier to be read as main theme. In 
the courtyard, sanduo 三 多 are found at lower level, for example on the surrounding 
panelled doors and huazhao 花罩，w h i l e wishes o f having official wealth, literate 
achievement and wealth are depicted as main themes at the higher level such as on the eave 
boards. Such arrangement is also found in the chamber at the left subsidiary building. From 
another perspective, although heroics, literate achievement, and official wealth are not 
frequently depicted, they occupy positions where can draw one's attention, say, at the middle 
o f the eave board in main hall. Such pattern may suggest that in addition to desires fulfilling 
the basic requirements o f living, like sanduo 三多，the inhabitants look for more qualities of 
being prosperous. 
Symbolic Entrance Courtyard Main hall, Side Side Total 
meaning hall, main , main main chamber, chamber, 
building building building right 丨 eft 
subsidiary subsidiary 
building building 
fu 福 79 42+21 33 26 4 205 
Emolument 0 2+2 2 0 3 9 
Longevity 44 23+8 22 10 7 114 
Wealth 7 0+13 7 0 1 28 
Happiness 9 4+12 7 0 1 33 
Goodness 7 4+4 5 0 1 21 
ruyi 如意 2 0 0 0 1 3 
numerous progeny 71 30+8 47 26 9 191 
Harmony 19 6+4 10 6 0 45 
Gentleman 9 4+0 5 3 0 21 
Literati 4 0 3 0 0 7 
Honor 3 0 5 0 1 9 
Heroics 1 0 1 0 1 3 
Table 16. Quantitative summary of symbolic meanings of motifs at Tai Fu 
Tai大夫第，San Tin新田. 
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Longevity, Harmony, Longevity, Heroics, Longevity, Wealth, Heroics, 
heroics, literati, literati, . literati, harmony, longevity 
posterity longevity longevity, ongevity happiness, literati, 
goodness heroics, wealth, 
longevity longevity 
Goodness, wealth 
Table 17. Wishes depicted on the eave board of Tai Fu Tai 大夫第，San Tin 
新田. 
wealth, 
emolument, wealth, posterity, 
heroics, posteiitv lonucviiv 
\ ' � e m o l u m e n t 
longevity. \ / • 
…為 \ / 丨-it� 
heroics, Z 、乂（ longevity’ 
longevity, ； X ./"福 
— 广 Z ：： . ^ ^ ^ ) ^ 二 一 
posterity, 
\ wealth, posterity， 
longevity harmony,丨。叩evity 
goodness 
Fig. 238. Symbolic language of Tai Fu Tai 大夫第，San Tin 新田. 
No. 123 village house 
Another residence to be analyzed is no. 123 village house, which should belong to a humble 
family. After accounting the occurrence of different wishes, longevity is eventually found to 
be expressed most. (Table 18) On the building front, the main wish is longevity expressed in 
the middle o f the eave board. It is enriched by subsidiary wishes such as posterity, as well as 
fu 福，literati and longevity again. Without much emphasis on some grand wishes that are 
too far. from fulfi l l ing, wishes stressed here are simply the basic requests for one to live and 
to reproduce. 
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Symbolic meaning Entrance gate Main hall Total 
/w 福 1 1 
emolument 0 0 
longevity 4 4 
Wealth 0 0 
happiness 0 0 
goodness 0 0 
ruyi如意 0 0 
numerous progeny 3 3 
harmony 0 0 
gentleman 0 0 
Literati 2 2 
Honor 0 0 
Heroics 0 0 
Table 18. Quantitative summary of symbolic meanings of motifs at no. 123 
village house in On Lung Tsuen 安省I 村. 
Man Ancestral Hall 
Considering the surviving motifs on the eave board and ceremonial screen door in the 
entrance hall o f Man Ancestral Hall, longevity is most frequently expressed. Its frequent 
occurrences is constituted by numerous related motifs depicted on the eave board at the 
building front. (Table 19) Rather than being scattering elements, longevity, together with fu 
福 and emolument, are expressed in the middle of the eave board as the main wishes. These 
main themes are garnished with other wishes o f similar coverage and occurrences. (Table 
20) Aligned with the central axis, other main themes are longevity, gentleman and literati on 
the ceremonial screen door. 
it 
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Longevity, wealth, numerous progeny 
Table 19. Wishes depicted on the eave board of 文氏宗祠，San Tin 新田. 
Symbolic meaning Entrance hall Courtyard Main hall Total 
fu 福 6 6 
emolument 3 The buildings are renovated 3 
with timber elements replaced 
longevity by concrete. 19 
Wealth 2 2 
happiness 3 3 
goodness 3 3 
ruyi如意 0 0 
numerous progeny 5 5 
harmony 1 1 
gentleman 2 2 
Literati 2 2 
Honor 2 2 
Heroics 1 1 
Table 20. Quantitative summary of symbolic meanings of motifs at Man 
Ancestral Hall 文氏宗祠，San Tin 新田. .、 
Man Lung Fung Ancestral hall 
The characteristics o f the symbolic language are listed below: 
1. It is found that different wishes are emphasized at different chambers. Longevity 
is the most frequent wish in the entrance hall, fo l lowed by numerous progeny. 
The wish o f having many sons is also expressed significantly in the courtyard. 
On the contrary, hapiness appears with the highest frequency in the main hall. In 
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the back hall, several wishes are presented without having a dominant one. As a 
whole , posterity and longevity are the most frequently expressed wishes in the 
building. (Table 21) 
2. Collectively speaking, longevity is expressed mostly with abundant of 
corresponding motifs on the building front. It is enriched by the invocation for 
scholarly achievement at the porch. 
3. The main themes are found along the central axis: longevity on building front, 
longevity and posterity on eave board; longevity and harmony on purlin; 
longevity, wealth, and goodness on fang 彷.Embel l i sh ing these main subjects, 
secondary wishes are located: emolument on structural frame; posterity on eave 
boards; longevity and happiness on purlin; emolument on fang 彷.(Table 22) 
Not only being expressed frequently on the building front, longevity is showered 
along the central axis in the three individual hall, reinforcing strong cohersion throughout the 
building. Such echoing of wish is also applied to the pursuit o f official wealth. Despite that it 
is a subsidiary wish, emolument is expressed among the halls as well . At the same time, the 
desire for having many sons is deliberately expressed in the courtyard by a wealth o f 
corresponding pictorial vocabularies and phrases on the surrounding eave boards. 
Symbolic meaning Entrance Courtyard Main hall Back hall Total 
hall 
Jii 福 3 0 2 0 5 
emolument 5 0 1 1 7 
longevity 13 0 4 1 18 
Wealth 3 4 2 1 10 
happiness 1 4 5 0 10 
goodness 1 0 2 1 4 
ruyi 如意 0 4 1 0 5 
numerous progeny 9 .24 2 0 35 
harmony 1 8 0 0 9 
gentleman 4 0 0 0 4 
Literati 0 0 0 0 0 
Honor 1 0 1 1 3 
..Heroics 1 0 0 0 1 
Table 21. Quantitative summary of symbolic meanings of motifs at Man Lun 
Fung Ancestral Hall 麟峰文公祠，San Tin 新田. 
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harmony / 厂 / goodness 
longevity / y*•^…^^^ 
longevity, \ W / ^ ^ ^ 
posterity \ - . / ' T X . ) 
posterity \ ^ W ^ ^ 1 
emolumenl \ A ^ • : • � ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
丨 ― V y ^ : 》 : ' ： . � e m o l u n i e m 
^ ^ posterity 
‘ ；I 
Table 22. Symbolic language of Man Lun Fung Ancestral Hall 麟峰文公拘， 
San Tin 新田. 
Tung Shan Temple 
Tung Shan Temple has only a timber eave board on the building front. The symbolic 
language o f the temple is rather simple. Instead of religious expressions, those related to 
gentleman are found most frequently in the temple. However, they are all depicted on the 
eave board acting only as a foil for the main themes, goodness , literati, and longevity that are 
depicted in the middle. Other than these expressions, no other main wishes are found in the 
interior aligning the central axis. Moreover, the secondary wish, ruyi 如意，is found in the 
incense pavilion. (Table 23) 
Symbolic meaning Entrance gate Incense Main hall Total 
pavilion 
fu 福 0 - 0 0 
Emolument 0 0 0 
Longevity 3 0 3 
Wealth 0 0 0 
Happiness 0 0 0 
” G o o d n e s s 1 0 1 
ruyi 如意 1 1 2 
numerous progeny 0 0 0 
Harmony 0 0 0 
Gentleman 4 0 4 
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Literati 1 0 1 
Honor 0 0 0 
Heroics 0 0 0 
Table 23. Quantitative summary of symbolic meanings of motifs at Tung 
Shan Temple i山去廟，San Tin 新田. 
riivi如淨 
\ / 
goodness, \ / 
longevity, :: A j A 
Fig. 239. Symbolic language of Tung Shan Temple 東山古崩，San Tin 新田. 
In summary, although these buildings are built by the same clan in a region, the way 
of composing the wishes in individual building is not the same, which leads to various main 
themes and secondary themes. It is interesting to note that longevity plays a significant role 
among the wishes on the building front. On buildings front, not only is the invocation for 
having long life being represented by a wealth of pictorial vocabularies and phrases, it is also 
expressed as main wish in nearly all the cases. Moreover, the importance of longevity is 
again highlighted by its frequent presence in the interior, constituting the rich auspicious 
context among the buildings. Although longevity is not frequently expressed in Man Lung 
Fung Ancestral Hall, it is indeed an main theme occupying loci of attention along the central 
axis. At the same time, sijunzi 四君子 that occupy quite large coverage are featured as 
subsidiary wishes on the eave boards in Tai Fu Tai and Tung Shan Temple. Such presence in 
different building types difficultly suggest a reason behind the expression. Due to the fact 
that limited cases are available to be studied, it is hard to generalize a set of norms of 
expressing wishes to the buildings. This is also the reason why it is not very convincing to 
believe that longevity is the most regarded wish for villagers in San Tin. The variety in 
symbolic language cannot straightly construct a common tone for expressing desires in 
buildings o f the same clan. However, it leads us to be more attentive to the individuality in 
each building. A heterogeneous picture is shown when each building is considered as a 
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singular entity. Although the wishes to be stressed are mainly the components of sanduo 三 
多 ， e a c h building seems to have their own emphasis and settings to distribute them. For 
instance, apart from the rich context of sanduo 三 多 created in Tai Fu Tai, official wealth, 
literate achievement appears to be inhabitant's ultimate goal; longevity and posterity that are 
primitive wishes for living are choosen to be empahsized in the village; Besides the repeat 
expression of longevity among the halls, having many posterity is echoing in the courtyard 
of Man Lun Fung Ancestral Hall. The symbolic language of each building is unique. Despite 
these buildings are of different types, it might be satisfactory to accept that the wood 
carvings in each building are unqiue creature. Although it is constrainted by limited number 
of cases, these buildings are quality examples showing inconsistent composition of symbolic 
motifs in a locus. 
6.3.2 Domestic Decorations 
To further disclose the reasons behind such characteristic arrangement of the symbolic 
motifs, buildings in their respective types, residence, ceremonial building, and religious 
building, are studied. 
Ching Shu Hin 清著軒，Ping Shan 屏山 
Apart from Tai Fu Tai in San Tin, Ching Shu Hin in Ping Shan is another surviving 
flourishing mansion built by a well-off family during late Qing in Hong Kong. By 
comparsion, it shows different ways in which similar kinds of wishes are arranged and 
stressed in the building. The symbolic language of this guest house is discovered as follows: 
The main theme of Ching Shu Hin is longevity, followed by the desire to have numerous 
progeny. 
1. Overall speaking, longevity, goodness and posterity are invocations expressed 
mostly in Ching Shu Hin. Generally, these wishes are also depicted in 
considerable amount in individual chambers. However, there are still a few 
inconsistencies in the imprtance of particular wishes. For instance, happiness is 
exceptionally highlighted at the entrance gate to the whole building complex, 
while fu 寺昌 is often expressed at the courtyard. (Table 24) 
2. At the entrance gate, most of the vocabularies found on the eave board are about 
longevity and happiness; however, literary achievement is more likely to be the 
main theme as it is expressed by a few symbols that occupy large coverage at the 
middle of the eave board. Such emphasis on scholarship coincidentally suggests 
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its linkage to the study hall beside and the guest house that used to accommodate 
scholars. (Table 25) 
3. Due to the irregular form of the building, two main axes are located. One axis is 
aligned with the entrance to Ching Shu Hin inside the alley and the leaking 
window in the courtyard, along which main themes are found to be fu 福， 
longevity, and wealth on eave board; fu 福，longevity, and posterity on leaking 
window. Along another axis that is aligned with the main hall and the courtyard, 
main wishes are found: goodness, literary knowledge, longevity, wealth, and 
honor on erfang 額彷；literary knowledge, wealth, and longevity on huazhao 花 
罩；scholarship, goodness, longevity and posterity on eave board; gentleman on 
lattice panel windows; goodness, literary knowledge, longevity, wealth, and 
honor on erfang 額 彷 ； p o s t e r i t y , goodness, longevity on huazhao 花罩 . 
Furthermore, secondary wishes are located: fu 福 and longevity on 額彷 
； longevity, goodness, moral teaching, filal piety, heroics, ruyi 如意 on tuofeng 
乾 峰 ； f u 福， longevity , posterity on fang 彷；literati on paneled doors; 
longevity, wealth and literati on eave board. 
The irregular building form of the mansion formulate an unusual set of expressions. 
Rather than a linear spatial experience, the invocations are focused on the upper floor 
wherein intensive wishes o f diverse themes and different combinations are found in a cozy 
space. It is difficult to observe a clear progressional arrangement. In additional to the general 
auspicious context created by the frequently expressed wishes, it is interesting to notice that 
scholarship is seldom highlighted. Although the strong sense o f scholarship is expressed on 
the eave board at entrance gate, the desire for literary achievement do not spread over the 
building. However, it is principally expressed as the main wish at dominate loci along the 
central axis, for instance, the huazhao 花罩 on ground floor, and the eave board of the main 
hall. 
Symbolic Entrance Entrance Courtyard Main hall Side Total 
meaning gate to Ching chamber, 
Shu Hin upper 
floor 
fu 福 5 3 6 0+18 1 33 
emolument 0 1 0 0+5 0 6 
longevity 8 4 2 21+26 10 71 
Wealth 2 1 0 4+6 4 17 
happiness 7 1 0 0+5 4 17 
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goodness 1 1 1 6+25 6 40 
ruyi 如意 0 0 0 1+2 0 3 
numerous progeny 2 0 7 12+28 6 55 
harmony 0 0 0 0+4 0 4 
gentleman 1 0 0 0+7 3 II 
Literati 6 0 0 3+3 1 13 
Honor 1 1 0 4+3 2 11 
Heroics 0 0 0 2+2 0 4 
Table 24. Quantitative summary of symbolic meanings of motifs at Ching 
Shu Hin 清暑軒，Ping Shan 屏山. 
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Fig. 240. Symbolic language of Ching Shu Hin 清暑軒，Ping Shan 屏山. 
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Vil lage house , Ha Tin Lui Ha 
The richly carved eave boards atop the entrance constitute mainly the symbolic language of 
the village house in Ha Tin Lui Ha. Overall, the wish of having many sons is depicted with 
highest frequency; however it is not always highlighted as a topical theme. Along the central 
axis that is aligned with the two entrances, the main themes appear to be wealth, literary 
knowledge, posterity on eave board, and numerous progeny on the fang 枋 on the left; 
litearary knowledge, gentleman and wealth on the right. On the eave boards, these wishes are 
enriched with subsidiary wishes o f average occurrence. Despite they are located on the same 
building front, different composition of wishes are found. Moreover, the wish o f having 
many sons is deliberately expressed in the interior where the inhabitants spend most of their 
time there. 
Symbolic meaning Entrance at Main hall at Entrance at Total 
the left the left the right 
fu 福 1 2 2 5 
emolument 0 0 0 0 
longevity 3 0 3 6 
Wealth 2 0 2 4 
happiness 1 0 4 5 
goodness 0 0 2 2 
ruyi 如意 0 0 0 0 
numerous progeny 3 1 5 9 
harmony 0 0 1 1 
gentleman 2 0 0 2 
Literati 3 0 0 3 
Honor 1 0 1 2 
Heroics 0 0 0 0 
Table 26. Quantitative summary of symbolic meanings of motifs at no. 32&33 
village house in Ha Tin Liu Ha 下田察下 
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Table 27. Wishes carved on the eave board atop the right entrance. ‘ 
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Table 28. Wishes carved on the eave board atop the left entrance. 
Village house, Shui Tsan Tin Tsuen 
Longevity is the main expression depicted among other wishes on the eave board at the front 
of the vil lage house, apparently providing an overall auspicious background. (Table 29) 
Moreover, it is expressed with fu 福，emolument and literary knowledge at the middle as 
topical themes. There are a few subsidiary wishes, such as happiness, wealth, and posterity. 
(Table 30) 
Symbolic meaning Entrance gate Main hall Total 
/ w 福 丨 1 
emolument 1 1 
longevity 6 6 
Wealth 1 1 
happiness 3 3 
goodness 0 0 
ruyi如意 0 0 
numerous progeny 2 2 
harmony 0 0 
gentleman 0 ‘ 0 
Literati 1 1 
Honor 0 0 
Heroics 0 0 
Table 29. Quantitative summary of symbolic meanings of motifs at no. 93 
village house in Shui Tsan Tin Tsuen 水盡田村. 
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Longevity, Longevity, fu 福， Wealth, longevity 
longevity Happiness, Emolument, happiness Posterity, 
longevity Longevity, happiness 
Literati 
Table 30. Wishes carved on the eave board of no. 93 village house in Shui 
Tsan Tin Tsuen 水盡田村. 
6.3.3 Ceremonial Buildings 
The second category is ceremonial buildings. Four buildings stated as study hall are studied. 
The multiplicity o f symbolic language is again found. 
Kun T ing S tudy Hall 親廷書室，Ping Shan 屏山 
In Kun Ting Study Hall 覲廷書室，the symbolic language is found: 
1. The wish o f having numerous progeny is most frequently expressed with 
outstanding number of occurrences, fo l lowed by fu 福 and longevity that are 
also fairly expressed. Different wishes are stressed in each hall, longevity and 
goodness in the entrance hall, emolument and ruyi 如意 in the courtyard,/w 福 
and longevity in the main hall. (Table 31) 
2. At the building front, the eave board, the only piece o f w o o d carvings, is carved 
to express longevity extensively. Its middle is carved with goodness, ruyi 如意， 
and longevity. At the same time, it is distinctively featured with the eye-catching 
representations o f baxian ^仙 [ E i g h t Immortals] on the two sides, symbolising 
longevity. (Table 32) 
3. Along the central axis, the main themes are found sequentially: goodness, ruyi 
如意，and longevity on eave board, and on hanged lattice panel; emolument on 
eave board; moral teaching on tuofeng 轮峰； longevity on fang 彷 and queti 
雀替； l o n g e v i t y and posterity on huazhao 花 罩 . T h e s e main wishes are 
accompanied with wishes on the two sides. Subsidiary wishes are spotted, 
starting from the entrance hall: longevity on eave board; goodness on structural 
frame; emolument and posterity on panelled doors, heroics and marital happiness 
on tuofeng 蛇峰；posterity on huazhao 花罩； longevity and literati on panelled 
doors. (Fig. 241) 
When all the wishes are read side by side with the architectural experiences, they 
appear as a setting that couples well with the layering o f space in the study hall, In the 
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courtyard, when one's attention is drawn to the topical motifs, liyue longmen 經躍龍門 
[crap jumps over the dragon gate], at the middle o f the eave board in the main hall, he could 
also find himself standing beside the motifs that are related to literati and officials. It is likely 
to construct an atmosphere promoting scholastic achievements that lead to high status and 
power. Heading to the main hall, symbolic motifs depicted on tuofeng ,蛇峰 is noticed to 
form another setting at the porch to the main hall. Receiving so much attention, moral 
obligations to have proper conduct is stated on the two tuofeng 乾峰 confronting the 
courtyard. To their right, another two tuofeng 蛇峰 are both deliberately carved with some 
vocabularies expressing marital harmony. Confronting to them, wishes for heroics and 
intelligences are highlighted by auspicious composites depicted on the two tuofeng 駆峰 at 
the left structural frame. Opposite to these invocations, longevity and posterity are wishes 
depicted in surroundings at the back o f the main hall. Moreover, although posterity is 
depicted with highest frequency, it works more likely to constitute an auspicious background 
rather than a major desire. By comparison, longevity is stressed more indeed. While 
considering only the main wishes along the central axis, longevity is expressed thoroughly 
the building. Such echoing and continuous occurrences reinforce the yearning for long life 
when one passing through the entrance hall arrives the main hall. 
Symbolic meaning Entrance hall Courtyard Main hall Total 
福 6 8 92 106 
emolumen t 0 16 1 17 
longevity 12 8 91 111 
Wealth 4 0 3 7 
happiness 4 4 1 9 
goodness 13 4 5 22 
ruyi 如意 2 16 4 22 
numerous progeny 10 12 75 203 
harmony 2 8 丨 11 
gentleman 2 0 26 28 
Literati 1 2 2 5 
Honor 2 0 3 5 
Heroics 2 0 2 4 
Table 31. Quantitative summary of symbolic meanings of motifs at Kun Ting 
Study Hall 覲廷:^室，Ping Shan 屏山. 
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Table 32. Wishes carved on the eave board of Kun Ting Study Hall 1£廷書 
室，Ping Shan 屏山. 
longevity, 
- moral conduct posterity 
heroics \ / longevity, 
emoliimeiit \ ' • � J . postci it\ 
. o n g e v t y — r 
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ruvi 如意， i ^ . post•；抓y. 
Longevity , � : emolument 
longevity 
Fig. 241. Symbolic language of Kun Ting Study Hall 覲廷書室. 
W a i Hing S tudy Hall 滑卿書室，Ping Shan 屏山 
Opposite to the richly decorated Kun Ting Study Hall, Wai Hing Study Hall 渭卿書室 
simply have a carved eave board on the building front. The invocation for wealth is depicted 
at the middle as topical theme, which is accompanied with wishes for honor, longevity, and 
many sons. 
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Symbolic meaning Entrance hall Main hall Total 
/w 福 0 0 
emolument 0 0 
longevity 1 1 
Wealth 丨 1 
happiness 0 0 
goodness 0 0 
ruyi如意 0 0 
numerous progeny 1 1 
harmony 0 0 
gentleman 0 0 
Literati 0 0 
Honor 2 2 
Heroics 0 0 
Table 33. Quantitative summary of symbolic meanings of motifs at Wai Hing 
Study Hall 滑卿書室，Ping Shan 屏山. 
longevity distinction Wealth honor longevity 
Table 34. Wishes depicted on the eave board of Wai Hing Study Hall 谓卿書 
室，Ping Shan展山 
Yan Dun Kong Study Hall 仁敦岡書室，Ping Shan 屏山 
Another example o f study hall in Ping Shan area is Yan Dun Kong Study Hall 仁敦岡書室， 
which speaks the symbol ic language as fol lows: 
1. It is found that having much posterity is primarily expressed in entrance hall and 
main hall, constituting its high frequency in total. (Table 35) 
2. Wealth, goodness , honor and literatery achievement are depicted as main wishes 
at the middle o f the eave board atop the entrance. They are accompanied with 
longevity, goodness , posterity, happiness and emolument. (Table 36) 
3. Other than the topical themes depicted on the eave board, main themes are found 
along the central axis, such as numerous progeny on the two fang 彷；and 
wealth, longevity, and many sons on huazhao 花 罩 . T h e y are enriched by the 
secondary wishes, which are goodness and posterity on the tuofeng 乾峰； 
posterity, literary achievement and heroics on the structural frames. (Fig. 242) 
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Obviously, an auspicicous context is constituted by the wish o f having many sons, 
which spreads over the interior o f the study hall. Although posterity is not stressed on the 
building front, the invocation for many sons is showered in the entrance hall and main hall. 
On contrary to its stated function o f being a schooling place, the hall actually stresses more 
on posterity. Such expression appears to recall and consolidate its role o f being an ancestral 
hall for the branch linage. On the other hand, wealth is found coincidentally on the building 
front as well as at the back of the main hall as main desire. 
Symbolic meaning Entrance hall Courtyard Main hall Total 
/w 福 0 3 3 
emolument 4 The buildings 0 4 
are renovated 
longevity 5 with timber 4 9 
Wealth 2 elements 3 5 
replaced by 
happiness 4 concrete. 0 4 
goodness 10 2 12 
ruyi 如 意 0 1 1 
numerous progeny 9 12 20 
Harmony 1 2 3 
Gentleman 0 0 0 
Literati 丨 2 3 
Honor 2 1 3 
Heroics 0 1 1 
Table 35. Quantitative summary of symbolic meanings of motifs at Yan Dun 
Kong Study Hall 仁數岡書室，Ping Shan 屏山. 
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Table 36. Wishes depicted on the eave board of Yan Dun Kong Study Hall 仁 
敦岡書室，Ping Shan屏山. 
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Fig. 242. Symbolic language of Yan Dun Kong Study Hall 仁敦岡書室，Ping 
Shan屏山. 
Sin Sui S tudy Hall 善述書室，L u n g Yeuk Tau 龍躍頭 
The symbol ic language o f Sin Sui Study Hall 善述書室 is found as fol lows: 
1. To have sons in great number is most frequently expressed in Sin Sui Study Hall 
善述書室 at Lung Yeuk Tau 龍躍頭 . A t the same time, it shows a pattern that 
having many sons is only stressed at the entrance hall, whi le peace is the focus in 
the courtyard, and longevity is the major yearning in the main hall. (Table 37) 
2. On the building front, several wishes are averagely shown on the eave board and 
changgong 撐拱. (Table 38) 
3. Main themes are sequentially found along the central axis: longevity on hanged 
lattice panel; harmony, posterity, longevity and wealth on eave board; intelligent 
ruler, longevity, wealth on fang 彷；福， e m o l u m e n t , longevity, posterity and 
wealth on huazhao 花罩； longevity on hanged lattice panel. From the entrance 
hall to the main hall, secondary wishes are found on the two sides: goodness, 
posterity, harmony on structural frames; posterity, harmony and gentleman on 
lacttice window; harmony on guazhu 瓜柱；wealth on changgong 樓棋. ( F i g . 
243) ,, 
Although having goodness and many sons are most frequently carved wishes in Sin 
Sui Study Hall, longevity is distinctly spotted along the central axis. Depsite it is not 
abundantly shown all over the place, longevity is noticeably represented by wufu pengshou 
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五 福 捧 壽 [ f i v e bats hold the longevity], baxian qingshou y义仙慶壽 [ E i g h t Immortals 
celebrate birthday], and wanzi jin 萬字錦 [ e m b r o i d e r e d work of wan]. They are pictorial 
vocabularies and phrases depicted with strong visual impact at the front and back of the 
building. Such echoing of a singular wish along the central axis appears to fully express the 
importance o f this pursue. Apart from this strong decorative statement, an ambiance of 
kinship is created in the courtyard. The surrounding wishes are harmony and posterity 
located on the structural frames, lattice window, guazhu 瓜柱，and eave board. They are two 
complementary wishes that help to strengthen and consolidate not only a family, but the 
whole clan. Confronting to the courtyard, an imposing fang 枋 supporting four wooden 
brackets is found. The symbolic motifs carved are expected to suggest rightness, justice, 
morality, etc. They seem to be deliberately placed to instruct the descendants with a tone of 
command. Adding to the richness and uniqueness o f the symbolic meanings, wealth is 
represented vividly as a side character beside the altar at the back. 
Symbolic meaning Entrance hall Courtyard Main hall Total 
> 福 16 0 3 19 
emolument 丨 0 1 2 
longevity 10 0 19 29 
Wealth 6 0 6 12 
happiness 8 0 2 10 
goodness 23 4 8 35 
ruyi 如意 0 0 0 0 
numerous progeny 32 0 8 40 
harmony 13 8 2 23 
gentleman 6 0 0 6 
Literati 9 0 3 12 
Honor 5 0 2 7 
Heroics 0 ‘ 0 2 2 
Table 37. Quantitative summary of symbolic meanings of motifs at Sin Sui 
Study Hall 善述#室，Lung Yeuk Tau 龍躍頭. 
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g -a I ere g- a. 
8 -o o (unidentified <. 1 ^ 
� I e motifs) ^ I I -
P o 5- I 
I I I I ^ I 
S o a <. n 
3 ^ � a 
wealth 
Goodness Goodness 
Longevity Wealth, distinction 
harmony harmony 
Table 38. Wishes depicted on the eave board and changgong 擦横 of Sin Sui 
Study Hall 善述書室，Lung Yeuk Tau 龍壤頒. 
二 (7， -ealth u>n,evitv 
posterity， lonyevitv \ / 
wealth， < \ / longevity 
— \ > ^ 4 / 福’ 
g o o d 隱 丨 删 、 丨 ： 丨 哪 v i t y 
posterity, 
goodness 
Fig. 243. Symbolic language of Sin Sui Study Hall 善述書室，Lung Yeuk Tau 
龍壤现. 
6.3.4 Religious Buildings 
It is not surprising to disclose the differences in the symbol ic language o f each temple, 
although their themes orbit around several popular desires: longevity, happiness, and many 
sons. 
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K w a n Tai T e m p l e關帝古廟，T a i O 大 澳 
The symbolic language of Kwan Tai Temple 關帝古廟 is shown as the follows: 
1. Wishes are expressed with different frequency among the halls: happiness is 
stressed in the entrance hall; posterity is emphasized in the incense pavilion; 
longevity. As a whole, longevity, happiness, and posterity are the most 
frequently depicted wishes. (Table 39) 
2. At the building front, fu 福，longevity, emolument, and literary knowledge are 
particularly highlighted in the middle o f the eave board. They are enriched by 
posterity and happiness. (Table 40) 
3. Along the central axis, main wishes are sequentially found: fu 福，longevity, 
emolument, and literary knowledge on front eave board; fu 福， longevity, 
emolument, goodness, and literary knowledge on rear eave board; posterity on 
tuofeng 乾峰 and fang 彷；longevity and posterity on tuofeng 乾峰 and fang 
彷；posterity and longevity on eave board; posterity on fang 彷；heroics and 
longevity on tuofeng 蛇峰. 
Despite it is a temple, there is no motif related to worship. All the wishes are aligned 
with the central axis, along which the devotees approach the altar at the back, fu 福， 
emolument, longevity, and literary knowledge are particularly stressed in the entrance hall as 
main wishes , while longevity and posterity are wishes reverberating in the main space of the 
temple. The loci o f expressing wishes are at the incense pavilion and the front eave section 
o f the main hall, where longevity and posterity are richly expressed by abundant pictorial 
vocabularies. In the cozy interior o f the temple, their large coverage on timer surface easily 
draw one ' s attention. Although happiness is also frequently carved, it is only represented by 
scattered motifs at the sides. 
Symbolic meaning Entrance hall Incense Main hall Total 
- pavilion 
福 3 0 0 3 
Emolument 1 0 0 1 
Longevity 9 2 5 17 
Wealth 1 0 1 2 
•• Happiness 12 0 4 16 
Goodness 0 4 2 6 
ruyi 如意 0 0 0 0 • 
numerous progeny 4 8 2 14 
Harmony 0 0 0 0 
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Gentleman 5 0 0 5 
Literati 1 1 2 4 
Honor 1 0 1 2 
Heroics 0 0 1 1 
Table 39. Quantitative summary of symbolic meanings of motifs at Kwan Tai 
Temple關帝古廉，Tai O大澳. 
Honor, Happiness, fu 福， Happiness, Wealth, posterity 
Longevity, Posterity, Emolument, poterity’ happiness 
Happiness, literati Longevity, literati 
fu 福 literati 




loiisevitv, - posterity, 
‘ goodness, longevity 奢 
emolument, <> V l(>ngevit>, 
longevity ' \ posterity 
^ ^ posterity, 
posterity 
Fig. 244. Symbolic language of Kwan Tai Temple M 帝古廟，TaiO 大澳. 
Yeung Hau Temple 楊侯古崩，TaiO 大澳 
The symbol ic language o f Yeung Hau Temple 楊侯古廟 is shown as the fol lows: 
1. Longevity and posterity are the most frequent wishes in the temple. They are 
mostly expressed in the entrance hall. Posterity appears with high frequency 
throughout the building, while other wishes are expressed in lower but similar 
frequencies. (Table 41) 
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2. At the building front, wealth, honor, harmony, and posterity occupy the middle 
o f the eave board. They are set o f f by a wealth o f motifs representing longevity. 
(Table 42) At the same time, emolument and heroics are distinctively expressed 
in the porch. 
3. Main wishes are found along the central axis: wealth, honor, harmony, and 
posterity on the eave board; wealth on lattice screen; wealth, harmony, 
longevity, posterity, and goodness on ceremonial screen door. They are enriched 
by secondary wishes located on the sides: goodness, posterity, longevity, fu 福 
on tuofeng ,|Silf|r； longevity and heroics on tuofeng goodness on tuofeng 
posterity on changgong 撐拱，andn^y/ 如意. 
Similar to other temples in the study, the wishes expressed have no direct connection 
with the deities worshipped in the temple. The only related wishes may be heroics expressed 
by the two eye-catching tuofeng 乾峰 depicting scenes from Shui hu zhuan 水滸傳 [ S t o r y 
o f Water Margin]. Instead o f placing these motifs in the interior, they occupy a dominant 
position on the building front, appearing to recall the heroic act o f Yang Liangjie. In the 
interior, wishes are mainly expressed round the space between the entrance hall to the front 
eave section o f the main hall, where posterity is found echoing. Being another frequently 
expressed wish, posterity is significantly expressed along the two sides in the interior. It is 
also expressed as main theme on the eave board in the right subsidiary building. 
Symbolic meaning Entrance Incense Main hall Right Total 
hall pavilion subsidiary 
building 
fu 福 7 2 0 3 12 
emolument 6 0 0 0 6 
longevity 25 3 1 0 30 
Wealth 8 0 0 1 9 
happiness 12 0 1 0 13 
goodness 5 4 4 0 13 
ruyi 如意 0 0 2 0 2 
numerous progeny 26 4 3 5 38 
harmony 7 0 1 0 8 
-gentleman 7 0 0 0 7 
Literati 1 0 0 0 2 
Honor 3 '' 0 0 1 4 
Heroics 2 0 0 0 2 
Table 41. Quantitative summary of symbolic meanings of motifs at Yeung 
Hau Temple楊侯古廟，Tai O大澳. . 
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^ ^ t Wealth ^ I" ? § ? 
^ II li li I R I I I I I I I 
I I a | | I I a H 隱 ， 身 F 
I I I ^ f t Harmony, ^ f ^ o § 
i I ^ ^ -S ^ ^ posterity 奇 fSi f 1. ？> ^ 
J ^ 1 1 t ^ - § § § I f t 
I I ^  ^ 运 g 运 2 I： {L 
. - J i ^ ?? : - 2 
T 1 T I T § I § I 
I I 1 I 1 I I I 
I Y 1 I F 
• 月 & 3 ^ 1 -
cd ^ hJ O) — C/5 
MH C/3 
Table 42. Wishes depicted on the eave board of Yeung Hau Temple 楊侯古 
廉，TaiO大澳. 
longevity, 
goodness, hcro,cs ‘ 
„ wealth, 知福. \ / 
harmony, U)iigeviiv . \ / / 
longevity, ‘ \ / — • 
harmony, / \ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
postcrih , \ ^ S ^ ^ ^ ^ 
• cmoluinciu. \ ^ ^ 
lim)ic� \ 
poslcrily 
Fig. 245. Symbolic language of Yeung Hau Temple 楊侯古廉，TaiO 大澳. 
6.4 Dynamics of Symbolic Language 
From the way wishes are emphasized and organized in different parts o f a building, it is hard 
to see any clear pattern o f the dynamics o f the symbolic language. The above analysis g ives 
evidence that the symbol ic motifs on wood carvings were not randomly chosen, while a well 
defined set o f syntax o f symbolic language is not obviously observed. Instead o f painting a 
picture showing definite relationship between the attributes: pictorial vocabularies and 
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phrases, place o f occurrence, building types, location o f building, frequency of expression, 
main and subsidiary wishes, characteristic presentations are often shown in the building. In 
other words, individual building speaks the symbolic language in a unique way. It can be 
demonstrated by highlighting a few findings from the study. 
Even though the wood carvings are found in houses built by same clan, the symbolic 
language spoken is varied. Such individuality in the tone o f expressing is also found in 
buildings that belong to the same type. It is difficult to assign a single set of symbolic 
language to each type o f building separately. One may be easy to have a perception that 
wood carvings are subject to the type of the buildings where in which they are located, thus 
different motifs should be used to stress different wishes corresponding to the building type. 
A house should highlight the basic invocations of living such as longevity and health; a study 
hall should emphasize on success in examinations and emolument; an ancestral hall should 
stress filial piety, posterity, and lasting continuity o f the clan; a temple should express wishes 
related to the deities to which the temple is devoted. A case in point is Tai Fu Tai. Its master 
was honored with official title, which seems to be reflected by wish o f having official wealth 
and literary achievement that is noticeably presented in the interior. Such association seems 
natural, but is not totally and always true. There are often exceptional cases found. For 
instance, longevity and happiness are the two wishes expressed most in Kwan Tai Temple 
關帝古廟 at Tai 0，while there is no pictorial vocabulary mentioning the righteousness and 
heroics o f Kwan Tai. In Sin Sui Study Hall 善述書室，rather than wishing for scholarly 
achievement, it shows a strong desire towards longevity and many sons. The idiosyncrasy o f 
symbolic language is further demonstrated on the two eave boards located in the village 
house at Ha Tin Liu Ha. Although they are placed side by side atop the two main entrances 
o f the same house, it is hard to establish a shared framework that can explain the allocation 
o f different wishes. 
Although the decorative schema for indivdual timber piece can not be clearly 
conceived, the f indings suggest that there is a programmatic intention in the symbolic motifs 
for the conveyance o f auspicious meaning. When w e look into the composit ion o f symbolic 
motifs on individual timer pieces, multifarious pictorial vocabularies appear to be randomly 
picked among several choices to fit into the surfaces to be carved. Wood carvings depicted 
on the eave boards located on building front would be a good example to illustrate the point. 
Such randomness is not only witnessed in the two eave boards just mentioned, other eave 
boards also show erratic presentations o f wishes. The repertoire seems not possible to be 
reconstructed. The reason for depicting each symbolic motif may be unable to trace at 
present. However, it is satisfactory to believe that there may be a decorative program 
directing the expressing o f wishes in varied forms. The forming o f symbol ic language can be 
gl impsed through echoes o f wish in singular building. It implies that all the symbolic motifs 
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might possibly be a collective effort to stress the tone of expressing. For example, in Sin Sui 
Study Hall 善述書室， invocation for longevity is thoroughly expressed by a series of refined 
pictorial phrases along the main axis, namely wufu pengshou 五福捧壽 [ f i v e bats hold the 
longevity], baxian qingshou / V仙慶壽 [ E i g h t Immortals celebrate birthday] and wanzi Jin 
萬字錦 [ e m b r o i d e r e d work of wan]. These invocations echo soundly throughout the 
building with resonances, not to mention the posterity and harmony underscored around the 
courtyard. 
Wishes arranged in corresponding manner can also be seen in Kun Ting Study Hall 
覲廷書室 . P i c t o r i a l phrases baxian qingshou 八 仙 慶 壽 [ E i g h t Immortals celebrate 
birthday] is carved twice in the entrance hall, which is aligned with repeatedly depicted 
changming fugui 長 命 富 贵 [ m a y you have wealth and longevity] in the main hall, 
emphasizing the wish for longevity. Apart from these parallel wishes , it is interesting to note 
that there may be forethoughts in placing dedicated vocabularies and phrases in different 
parts o f the building. Different types o f symbolic motifs take up positions to strategically 
showcase emolument in the courtyard as well as moral teaching, heroics and marital 
happiness in the front eave section at main hall. It is possible to bel ieve that the wishes are 
coordinated with architectural elements in a spatial sequence, constructing a pre-defined 
journey o f wishes. Another example of the echoing o f motifs is seen in Tai Fu Tai 大夫第. 
Apart from the rich auspicious context constituted by sanduo 三多，the courtyard in the 
centre o f the building is exclusively reverberated with the wish for having official wealth 
that is represented by refined phrases yilu lianke 一 路 連 科 [ m a y you pass every imperial 
examinations continuously], and taishi shaoshi 太師少師 [ g r a n d preceptor and junior 
preceptor]. The resound of wishes is also found in Man Lun Fung Ancestral Hall where 
longevity is repeated in each hall, and the courtyard is reverberated with posterity. Moreover, 
the wish o f having many sons oscillates between the halls, and between the central axis and 
the sides. These thematic organization cannot be achieved without careful planning 
beforehand. Rather than coincidence, the consonant presentations o f wishes suggest that 
there may be strategic planning o f symbolic meanings in a building. In other words, a 
decorative programme is fol lowed, by which particular wish is chosen to be carved at 
peculiar position o f the whole setting. This exactly constitutes the symbolic language o f 
wood carvings. 
These characteristic arrangements o f wishes can be attributed to some basic ideas 
about Chinese traditional architecture - axiality, symmetry and correspondence. It is easy for 
one to read these primitive qualities in any Chinese architecture. A general pattern seen in a 
building includes halls arranged symmetrically along the central axis with confronting side 
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chambers on the two sides, attending a well balanced state. In particular, the architecture is 
carefully designed and planned by considering a list of echoic issues focusing on open and 
enclosure, scattering and denseness, solid and void, progression and layering, visibility and 
path, etc. Not only do the physical form of a house is constructed with much "resonant", but 
there is also a sense of echoing in spiritual level of a house: elder and junior, respect and 
humbleness, heaven and earth, etc. This rich background suggests that the symbolic motifs 
are likely to be strategically organized, thus thematic invocations and wishes can oscillate 
with greater power throughout the building. 
It becomes apparent that some rules do exist to govern the syntax of pictorial 
vocabularies and phrases. However, it is impossible for us to clearly state these rules at 
present, simply through detailed analysis of the meanings of the symbolic motifs. How 
should we account for the dynamic syntax of symbolic language? There may be many 
possible influencing factors that shape the symbolic language of wood carvings. However, 
considering the uniqueness of symbolic language found in each building, the answer may 
point to the one who produces these motifs - the craftsman. 
In wood trades, some craftsmen are specialized in wood carvings. They leam the skills 
in carvings through succession of teachings from master to his sons or disciples, following 
their own school of thought. One has to follow a master for years before he can establish his 
own career. There might be no repertoires or text books for teaching and learning the skills. 
Successors were guided orally by their masters and they solely learned from lengthy daily 
practise. In such linear and confined way of inheriting mastership, their works ultimately 
constitute so-called regional styles over different areas in China. To be more precise, 
individual craftsman should be more likely to be the agent who carries the distinctiveness of 
the symbolic language, as denoted by the heterogeneous content of wood carvings. In other 
words, wherever the house is located, a craftsman will still use his own set of symbolic 
language to decorate the house. Since there are no rules defined as in any manuals, craftsman 
is encouraged to create unique wood carvings in every building through his own artistic 
imagination. The dynamics of symbolic language are played out. Consciously or 
unconsciously, individual craftsman carves with his own planning in mind; that is probably a 
decorative programme governing the organization of the pictorial vocabularies and phrases. 
The programme took shape by fusion of the convention teachings by master, momentary 
inspiration, personal favour, skillfulness of individual craftsman, etc. We may never be able 
to thoroughly understand all the circumstances that shaped the settings of wood carvings, 
and the rationale behind each vocabulary and phrase. At the present stage, it is appropriate to 
believe that the rules in a decorative programme are formulated in the mind of individual 
craftsman who should be the one responsible for the idiosyncrasy of wood carvings in each 
building. . 
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7 
CONCLUSION 
What does the architectural decoration represent? It is a question that comes across when we 
are experiencing a wealth of motifs either carved, painted, or sculptured in Chinese 
traditional houses. 
This research has brought the idea of “symbolic language" that was first presented by 
Ferdinand Lessing into the study of wood carvings motifs. It has provided a new approach in 
reading and analyzing the wood carvings which may be applied to other forms of 
architectural decorations. It is a breakthrough in the study of similar nature that used to be 
over generalized on regional style or be too simplistic on individual carved timber piece. 
This thesis has highlighted the identity of each house imposed by the symbolic language 
spoken, which is a layer of meaning truly representing the thought of ordinary Chinese. 
Through the understanding of Chinese symbols and sense o f auspiciousness, jixiang 
吉祥，it is not surprising to find that such idea has penetrated into the different cultural 
domains of the Chinese, including the built space. A Chinese house provides the site for the 
jixiang 吉祥 to situate and diffuse into the inhabitants' daily life. Symbolic ornamentations 
are employed in the pursue of jixiang 吉祥.Individual wood carving motif is identified as 
pictorial vocabulary in the symbolic language analogue. Being a fundamental unit, it may 
stand alone to express conventional auspicious meaning, or be incorporated to form a 
pictorial phrase that carries more complex symbolic meaning. Building upon the logographic 
nature of Chinese language, such refinement reinforces the tone of expression, and give 
precise description o f the invocations. 
This study has deciphered individual pictorial vocabularies and phrases providing 
fruitful information about their connotative meaning. It is a pioneering effort to document 
the locations, patterns, and attributed symbolic meaning o f the full range of wood carving 
motifs in individual Chinese buildings. At the same time, it attempts to consider the full 
assemblage o f symbolic motifs on wood carvings within a building as if they constitute a 
programmatic intention for conveyance of auspicious meanings. It has constructed the 
symbolic language of fourteen buildings that belongs to three types: domestic, ceremonial, 
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and religious. Without textual information detailing the wood carving motifs in other regions 
as references, only simple comparison is made. Findings of this study can only suggest that 
the pictorial vocabularies and phrases used are the popular categories of ornamentations 
which can also be found elsewhere in China. It also discovers that fruits and flowers are the 
most frequently depicted pattern constituting roughly one third of total motifs. On the other 
hand, findings show that invocations for progeny, longevity, and fu 福 are expressed 
abundantly among the symbolic motifs. Without invoking grand wishes that are too far from 
achieving, they simply point to the primitive concept of living, that is, to survive and to 
reproduce. 
Besides an auspicious background constituted by all the motifs spreading over 
building, invocations depicted at prominent locations is highlighted. Considering the strong 
sense of axiality of Chinese traditional architecture, attention is also drawn to the wishes 
depicted along the central axis, which are considered as main desires. These main themes are 
enriched by the subsidiary wishes locating on the two sides, forming a decorative schema. 
Finally, the symbolic language is built upon these attributes. By comparison, the study gives 
evidence that the symbolic language of individual building is unique, regardless they are 
located in the same village or of same building type. 
This thesis give new evidence for the decorative schema of wood carvings. The 
findings suggest that the symbolic motifs were not chosen randomly but with a 
programmatic intention for the conveyance of auspicious meaning. Despite that it is hard to 
assign a well defined set of syntax to the symbolic language, characteristic organization of 
wishes is observed in the buildings. It is found that particular invocation may echo in certain 
part of the interior, or reverberate along the central axis throughout the building. Through 
these careful allocations of wishes, settings are shown. Such patterns suggest that there might 
be probably programmes governing the disposition of wishes to thoroughly express the 
invocations with efficacy. Thus, the symbolic language indeed exists. Referring to the idea 
of correspondences in Chinese traditional architecture, it is possible to believe that an overall 
planning of the symbolic meanings o f wood carvings is laid, which is incorporated with 
spatial experiences leading to power expression and invocation. How can we account for the 
dynamics and uniqueness of symbolic language in each building? One explanation may point 
to the individual mastership of craftsmen at each occasion. The succession of teachings from 
master to disciples confines a linear way of inheriting mastership. The rules of carving are 
cultivated and developed in the mindset of the craftsmen through prolonged learning and 
practice. Individual craftsman consciously or unconsciously manifested his own set of rules 
that is a fusion of diverse attributes: teachings by master, momentary inspiration, personal 
favour, etc. Although we are not likely to state exactly how these factors shape the symbolic 
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languages at present, individual craftsman are believe to be the one responsible for the 
construct of the unique symbolic language at each building. 
Being a pioneer study investigating the symbolic meaning of wood carvings motifs in 
individual building, this research has demonstrated a framework that can allow a deeper 
understanding about the underlying idea of Chinese houses through architectural decorations. 
However, it is just a focused study that helps us to begin looking into the “small tradition" of 
architectural decorations in Chinese traditional architecture. A complete decorative program 
in a Chinese house should include architectural decorations of different media, such as 
painting, plastered sculpture, stone and brick carvings, etc. Thus, this study is only a 
confined investigation within a broader research framework. 
The research findings suggest that future research is essential to further answer the 
many unknowns in wood carvings, architectural decorations, and the symbolic value of 
Chinese house. How do the Chinese houses in other region of China speak their symbolic 
language? What invocations do they express? Can we offer a global decorative schema that 
can be more definitively described? Is there any possible explanation for the similar or 
different decorative schema? This has to be done through comprehensive investigation of the 
decorative programme in a totality. Apart from further explorations of the symbolic 
meanings of the motifs, one should also look into the relationship between the inhabitants, 
space and the symbolic language. How do other spatial issues, besides axiality, influence the 
perceiving of symbolic motifs? Would the pattern of use in a house be an influencing factor? 
When walking in a house, how do the inhabitants read the symbolic motifs? 
It is hoping that a comprehensive picture about the symbolic language can be 
eventually painted to truly disclose the meaning of Chinese traditional architecture. 
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APPENDIX II 
Xia 夏 2100 B.C. - 1600 B.C. 
Shang 商 1600 B.C. - 1100 B.C. 
Zhou 周 丨 100 B.C. - 771 B.C. 
Spring and Autumn 春秋 770 B.C. - 476 B.C. 
Warring States 戰國 475 B.C. - 221 B.C. 
Qin 秦 221 B.C. - 206 B.C. 
Western Han 西漢 206 B.C. - 8 B.C. 
Eastern Han 東漢 25 A.D. - 220 A.D. 
Three Kingdoms 三國 220 A.D. - 265 A.D. 
Western Jin 西晉 265 A.D. - 316 A.D 
Eastern Jin 東晉 317 A.D. - 420 A.D. 
Northern and Southern Dynasties 南北朝 420 A.D. - 589 A.D. 
Sui 隋 581 A.D. - 618 A.D. 
Tang 唐 618 A.D. - 907 A.D. 
Five Dynasties and Ten Kingdoms 五代十國 907 A.D. - 960 A.D. 
Northern Song ；i匕宋 960 A.D. - 1127 A.D. 
Southern Song 南宋 1127 A.D. - 1279 A.D. 
Yuan 元 1279 A.D. - 1368 A.D. 
Ming 明 1368 A.D. - 1644 A.D. 
Qing 清 1644 A.D. - 1911 A.D. 
Table 43. Chinese Dynasties 
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APPENDIX II 
Qing Shunzhi 順治 1644 A.D. - 1661 A.D. 
Qing Kangxi 康熙 1662 A.D. - 1722 A.D. 
Qing Yongcheng 雍正 1723 A.D. - 1735 A.D. 
Qing Qianlong 乾隆 1736 A.D. - 1795 A.D. 
Qing Jiaqing 嘉慶 1796 A.D. - 1820 A.D. 
Qing Taoguang 道光 1821 A.D. - 1850 A.D. 
Qing Hsienfeng 咸豐 1851 A.D. - 1862 A.D. 
Qing Tongzhi 同治 1862 A.D. - 1874 A.D. 
Qing Guangxu 光緖 1875 A.D. - 1908 A.D. 
Qing Xuanong 宣統 1909 A.D. - 1911 A.D. 
Table 44. Era of Qing 清 Dynasties 
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APPENDIX II 
一ifWiPil n 丨禪罕r] 
I felii 
^ 务 敗 丨 兵 ‘ 寺 I 炉 I 变 越 正 ， 
i ^ ^ f m I �丨令丨 
‘ � _ J £ | 麵 I � 歸 丨 L I T 冬 U 
Fig. 256. Shapes of Chuiyu 垂魚 and tuo feng 耽峰 in Lu Ban yingzao 
zhengshi 魯班營造正式 |Correct Building Methods of Lu Ban],y7/a/) 4，pp. 
36ab. 
(from Ming Lu Ban yingzao zhengshi - Tianyige cangben 明魯般营造正式-
天一閣藏本 edition, ca. 1500，see edition in Ming L" Ban yingzao zhengshi -
Tianyige cangben 明魯般營造正式-天一閣藏本，S h a n g h a i , Shanghai kexue 
jishu chubanshe上海科學技術文歉出版社，1988 . ) 
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APPENDIX II 
Motifs Symbolic meaning 
Character wan FH infinity and immortality 
[swastika] 
character fu 福 Good fortune and blessings 
character shou 壽 Longevity 
Two characters xi 喜 shuangxi 雙喜 [double happiness] 
characters 長發會祥 on a 
scroll 
Character fu 福，/w 祿，and Good fortune, emoluments, and longevity 
shou 壽 
characters wanbao chaotcmg [may ten thousands of treasures go towards the hall], and literary 
萬寶朝堂 knowledge 
Characters baizi qiansun 百 [hundred sons and thousand grandsons] 
子千孫 
C h a r a c t e r s r u y i 吉 [may you have auspiciousness as you wished] 
羊 如 意 • 
Characters jixiang ruyi 吉 [may you have auspiciousness as you wished] 
祥如意 
characters fugui jixiang 富 [may you be wealthy, have auspiciousness and blessing] 
责吉祥 
characters fulu shouxiang [Good fortune, emoluments, longevity, and blessing] 
福禄壽祥 
Table 45. Chinese characters found in wood carvings 
Motifs Symbolic meaning 
peony Wealth and distinction 
Peony guanju yipin 官居一品 [ m a y you be the highest ranking official] 
hibiscus riches and fame 
Chrysanthemum long life and of duration 
magnolia Yushu linfeng 玉樹臨風 [ a jade tree facing the wind] 
Orchid purity and elegancy of gentleman 
Lotus flowers and pod conjugal harmony and fertility 




pomegranate numerous progenies 
foshouguo 佛手果 /iz 福[good fortune and blessings] . 
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mandarin ji 吉[auspiciousness] 
melons numerous progeny 
pomegranates liukai baizi 棺開百子[pomegranate opens with hundred seeds] 
lingzhi 靈芝 [ fungus of longevity 
immortality] 
Vines bearing foliate wandai 萬代 [ t e n thousand generations] 
bamboo Endurance 
Dieffenbachia wan 萬 [ t e n thousands], infinity 
pine longevity 
Chinese parasol tree 
Table 46. Flowers and fruits found in wood carvings 
Motifs Symbolic meaning 
Chinese bulbul Longevity 
peacock high ranking official 
Swallow success, happiness and children 
magpie Xi 喜[happiness] 
paradise flycatcher Longevity 
Pheasant Officials in civil service 
An eagle on a rock strength of a hero 
crane longevity 
hen Ji 吉[auspiciousness and blessing] 
quails peace 
Table 47. Birds found in wood carvings 
Motifs Symbolic meaning 
bat fu 福 [ g o o d fortune and blessing] 
Inverted bat fudao 福至ij [blessings arrived] 
deer Longevity 
lions valour ‘ 
rabbit longevity 
badger huan f t [joyj 
Motifs Symbolic meaning 
butterfly Longevity 
golden toad Wealthy 
cicadas self-contained and uncorrupted character of a gentleman 
dragonfly 
spider xi 喜[happiness] 
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Motifs Symbolic meaning 
qin 琴 cultivated mind of literati 
Book literary knowledge 
scroll literary knowledge 
vase pingan 平安 [peace] 
fan shan 善 [goodness] 
incense burner Emolument 
clock 
coin Wealth 
shoushi 务石[aged rock] Longevity 
ruyi 如意 [scepter] May every thing go as you wished 
panchang 盤長結 [ end le s s Lasting continuity 
knot] 
Fangsheng 方勝 Lasting continuity 
cloud scroll good omen 
Table 48. Utensils and objects found in wood carvings 
Motifs Symbolic meaning 
unicorn fabulous creature of good omen, symbol of longevity, grandeur, 
felicity, illustrious offspring, and wise administration 
guaizilung [turning ultimate goodness and perfection 
dragon] 
kuilung 麥龍 ultimate goodness and perfection 
jiaotu 椒圖 Protecting the house 
aoyu 繁魚 [dragon fish] duzhan aotou 獨佔繁頭 [monopol ize the head of an ao] 
phoenix Goodness，beauty, justice and peace 
Table 49. Auspicious animals found in wood carvings 
Motifs Symbolic meaning 
Fu xing 福星，Lu xing 樣 Good fortune, emoluments and longevity 
星 and Shou xing # 星 
Ma Gu 麻.姑，a deer, and Magu xicmshou 麻姑 # [Ma Gu presents offering for birthday] 
lingzhi 靈芝 [ fungus of 
immortality] 
An baxian 暗八仙 [h idden baxian qingshou 八仙慶壽 [ E i g h t Immortals celebrate birthday] 
Eight Immortals] 
Baxian 八仙 [ E i g h t baxian qingshou 八仙慶壽 [ E i g h t Immortals celebrate birthday] 
Immortals] 
Lui Hai 劉海，coins, and Lui Haisaqian 劉海观錢 [ L u i Hai showers money] 
golden toad. 
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Man with and an elephant Emperor Shun 舜，who is an exemplar of filial piety and an ideal 
emperor 
Table 50. personages found in wood carvings 
Motifs Symbolic meaning 
Tung taishi danao Fengiting Disapproval of immoral conduct 
董太師大鬧風儀亭 [Grand 
Tutor Tung's rages at the 
Fengi Pavilion], Sanguozhi 
yanyi三國志演義 
[Romance of the Three 
kingdoms] 
Wuguotai fusi kan xinlang Marital happiness 
吳國太佛寺看新郎 [ T h e 
dowager marchioness sees 
her son-in-law at a temple], 
Sanguozhi yanyi 三國志演 
義 [Romance of the Three 
kingdoms] 
Jiang boyue guixiang heroics 
Kongming姜伯約歸降孔 
明 [J iang Boyue goes over 
to Kong Ming], Sanguozhi 
yanyi三國志演義 
[Romance of the Three 
kingdoms] 
huagu naomaio 花查支鬧廟 Folk living 
[huagu crowded the temple] 
Wu Song 武松，Xi Disapproval of immoral conduct 
Menqing 西門慶，and Pan 
Jinlian Shui hu 
zhuan 水滸傳 [ T h e Water 
Margin] 
Yangjiajhiang 楊家將 heroics 
[Generals of the Family 
Yang] 
Zhong Yi Tang 忠義堂 heroics 
[Hall of Faith and Right], 
Shui hu zhuan 水滸傳 
[The Water Margin] 




[Squire Chai jin detains a 
guest: Wu Song beats a tiger 
in Jingyanggang], Shui hu 
zhuan 水滸傳 [ T h e Water ‘ 
Margin] 
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Weishid Wenwangpin Ziya an intelligent ruler who spares no effort to find good advisers, 
渭水文王聘子牙 iKing disregarding their social class 
Wen from Weishui appoints 
Ziya], Fengshen yanyi 圭十神 
演義 [ T h e Romance of the 
Enfeoffment as Deities] 
Jinshami 金山寺 [ J i n Love affairs 
Shan Monastery], Baishe 
zhuan 白蛇傳 [Story of 
White Snake] 
Table 51. Scenes from novels and plays found in wood carvings 
Motifs Symbolic meaning 
Peony with melons fugui wandai 富貴萬代 [ m a y your wealth last for ten thousand of 
generations] 
pair of melons guadie mianmian 瓜綿,绵 [ l a r g e and small melons are incessantly 
yielded] 
peony and hibiscus ronghua fugui 榮華富责 [ m a y you be honoured, glorified and 
wealthy] 
Hibiscus and cinnamon furong qi gui 夫榮妻责 [ m a y husband be glorious and wife be 
- honorable] 
Peony and begonia mantang fugui 滿堂富责 [ m a y your hall filled with wealth and 
honour] 
orchid and bamboo junzi zhijiao 君子之交[friendship of gentlemen] 
magnolia, begonia and fugui 玉堂富责 [ j a d e house with wealth and honour] 
peony 
Peony and peaches changming fugui 長命富责 [ m a y you have wealth and longevity] 
magpies with plum xishang meishao 喜上眉稍 [ m a y your happiness reach the eyebrows] 
.. blossoms 
squirrels and grapes zisun wandai 子子系萬代[may you have ten thousand generations of 
progenies] 
A pair of mandarin duck, yuanyang guizi 駕鸯责子 [ m a y you both have martial happiness and 
and lotus blessed with sons] 
Peony and Chinese bulbul baitou fugui 白頭富责 [ m a y you have wealth and honour in the old 
agej 
Hibiscus and heron yilu ronghua 一 路榮華 [ m a y you be always honoured and glorified] 
quail and bamboo zhubao pingan 竹報平安 [ b a m b o o announces the peace] 
crane and pine tree songheyannian 松鶴延年 [ m a y you have long lasting youth as pine 
and crane] 
magnolia and paradise bide qishou 必得其壽 [ y o u must have the longevity] 
flycatcher 
Chrysanthemum and gucmju yipin 官居一品 [ m a y you be the highest ranking official] 
grasshopper 
Bamboo and two magpies huafeng sanzhu 華圭子三祝[three wishes from the guard in Hua] 
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China rose with a Chinese changchun baitou 長春白頭 [ m a y you be vital when hair turn grey] 
bulbul 
Peony and paradise changming fugui 長命富责 [ m a y you have wealth and longevity] 
flycatcher 
golden fishes and lotus jinyu tonghe 金玉同和 [ g o l d and jade joined together in harmony] 
two magpies, bamboo and zhumei shuangxi 竹梅雙喜 [double happiness of bamboo and plum] 
plum-tree 
Lotus, reed and heron yilu lianke 一路連科 [ m a y you pass every imperial examinations 
continuously] 
Peony and butterfly guose tianxiang 國色天香[reigning beauty and celestial fragrance] 
butterfly, paradise zhushou 祝 # [congratulate on your longevity] 
flycatcher and bamboo 
two butterflies with plum- long life and immaculate beauty 
blossom 
magnolia and shoushi 壽石 bide qishou 必得其壽 [ y o u must have the longevity] 
[aged rock] 
Peony and character shou fugui shoukao 富责壽考 [ m a y you be wealthy and have long life] 
壽 
Peony in a" vase fugui pingan 富责平安 [ m a y you be rich and peaceful] 
China rose in a vase siji pingan 四季平安 [ m a y you be peaceful during the four seasons] 
peach with ruyi 如意 changiihou ruyi 長壽如意 [ m a y you have longevity according to your 
[scepter] wish] 
Bamboo and shoushi 壽石 zhushou 祝壽[congratulate on your longevity] 
[aged rock] 
qing 替 and mandarins jiqing 吉慶 [ joyous occasion] 
A bat, lingzhi 靈芝 [ fungus fushou shuangquan 福壽雙全 [ m a y you have blessing and longevity 
of immortality]，a pair of completely] 
coins 
Two magpies shuangxi 雙喜 [double happiness] 
two confronting magpies xixiangf'eng 喜相逢[happiness reunion] 
two bats shuangfu 雙福 [double blessings] 
A lion and cub Xaishi shaoshi 太師少師 [grand preceptor and junior preceptor] 
Two lions with an coming of good thing 
embroidered ball 
An eagle and a bear yingxiong xianghui 英雄相會 [herons meet together] 
badger and magpie huantion xidi 歡天喜地 [ j o y in the sky and happiness on the ground] 
Deer with lingzhi 靈芝 magnified longevity 
[fungus of immortality] 
two pairs of coins shuangquan 雙全 [double completeness] 
Bat with cloud scrolls fuyun 福運 [b lessed fortune] 
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bat with coin fuzai yanqian 福在目艮前[may good blessing be in front of your eyes] 
character shou 壽 with five wujh pengshou 五福捧壽 [ f i v e bats hold the longevity] 
bats 
an eagle on a rock in water yingxiong duli 英雄獨立 [ h e r o standing alone] 
wave 
Vase and a ruyi 如意 pingan ruyi 平安如意 [ m a y you be peaceful as you wished] 
character fu , shou 壽， fushou ruyi 福舞如意 [ m a y you have good fortune, blessing and 
and a ruyi 如意 longevity as you wished] 
crap, a gate, and a dragon liyue longmen 經躍龍門 [ crap jumps over the dragon gate] 
dragon and phoenix longfeng chengxiang 龍風呈祥 [dragon and phoenix announce the 
blessings] 
A phoenix, Chinese parasol danfeng chaoyang 丹 ill 朝陽[vermillion phoenix in morning sun] 
tree, and a sun 
Unicorn and a scroll lintu yushu 麟吐玉書 [unicorn dedicating books of jade] 
peony spray, a phoenix and sanwangtu 三王圖[diagram of three kings] 
a unicorn 
peach,/o6’/7owgw(3 佛手果 sanduo 三多 [ three abundances] - long life, every happiness and 
and pomegranate many sons 
plum tree, chrysanthemum, sijunzi 四君子 [Four gentlemen], the uprightness, moral integrity and 
orchid and bamboo elegance of a gentleman 
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